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Abstract

Focus of this work are pattern recognition related aspects of computer assisted
pronunciation training (CAPT) for second language learning.

An overview of commercial systems shows that pronunciation training is being
addressed by the growing �eld of computer assisted language learning only to a small
extend, although in the state-of-the-art section a number of such approaches for automatic
assessment can already be presented. In the present thesis di�erent approaches are
extended and combined. In particular a large set of nearly 200 pronunciation and prosodic
features is developed. By this approach pronunciation scoring is regarded as classi�cation
task in high-dimensional feature space.

Automatic speech recognition is the basis of most pronunciation scoring algorithms. In
this thesis a system is presented, which supports second language learning in school, i.e.
the target users are children. For this reason a state-of-the-art speech recognition engine is
adapted to children speech, since young speakers are only hardly recognised by automatic
systems. Phonetically motivated rules for typical mispronunciation errors are integrated
into the system to make it suitable for pronunciation scoring.

Evaluating an algorithm for pronunciation assessment is more di�cult than simply
counting the correctly recognised mistakes, since there exists no objective ground truth.
This can be shown by evaluating the annotations of 14 teachers. However, with di�erent
measures it can be veri�ed that the accuracy of the system (in comparison with teachers)
thoroughly reaches the agreement among teachers. The evaluation is conducted with native
German speakers learning English.





Kurzfassung

Schwerpunkt dieser Arbeit sind mustererkennungsspezi�sche Aspekte für das comput-
ergestützte Aussprachetraining (CAPT) beim Erlernen einer Fremdsprache.

Eine Übersicht von kommerziellen Systemen zeigt, dass Aussprachetraining vom
wachsenden Sektor des computergestützten Fremdsprachenerwerbs nur in geringem
Maÿe adressiert wird, obwohl im Abschnitt über den Stand der Technik eine Vielzahl
solcher Verfahren zur automatischen Bewertung bereits vorgestellt werden können. In
der vorliegenden Abhandlung werden verschiedene Ansätze erweitert und kombiniert.
Insbesondere wird eine groÿe Menge von fast 200 Aussprachemerkmalen und prosodischen
Merkmalen entwickelt. Bei diesem Ansatz wird Aussprachebewertung als Klassi�kation-
saufgabe im hochdimensionalen Merkmalsraum betrachtet.

Grundlage der meisten Aussprachebewertungsalgorithmen ist die automatische
Spracherkennung. In dieser Arbeit wird ein System vorgestellt, das den Fremdsprach-
enerwerb in der Schule unterstützt, d.h. die Zielgruppe sind Kinder. Dazu wird ein
Standard Spracherkenner auf Kindersprache adaptiert, da junge Sprecher gewöhnlich nur
schwer von automatischen Systemen verstanden werden. Phonetisch motivierte Regeln
für typische Aussprachefehler werden in das System integriert und machen es so zur
Aussprachebewertung geeignet.

Einen Aussprachebewertungsalgorithmus zu evaluieren ist schwieriger als bloÿes Zählen
der korrekt erkannten Fehler, denn es gibt keine festen objektiven Kriterien. Dies zeigt sich
durch die Evaluation der Annotationen von 14 Lehrern. Mit Hilfe verschiedener Maÿe kann
aber gezeigt werden, dass die Akkuratheit des Systems (im Vergleich mit Lehrern) durchaus
die Übereinstimmung der Lehrer untereinander erreicht. Die Auswertung wird mit nativen
deutschen Sprechern, die Englisch lernen, durchgeführt.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In times of globalisation foreign language skills have become more and more important.
Computer-aided language learning (CALL) makes it possible to improve and practise a
foreign language without any teacher or human dialogue partner e.g. at home. Using mo-
bile devices or MP3-players, training of vocabulary is even possible on a walk or while
commuting to work. This can be useful for people who do not have the time to attend a
regular evening class or for students as additional tuition or homework. Nowadays, CALL-
systems for various languages are on the market; most of the systems focus on reading
skills, listening comprehension, and writing.

�Speaking, however, remains the most di�cult aspect of language learning to
incorporate into a computer-based instruction system. Thus, the pivotal practice
of active conversation skills is still restricted to live classroom instruction and
real-life `sink or swim' situations.�

This statement from Bernstein et al. [Ber90] in 1990 is still true. Unfortunately, even in
school individual time per pupil to train the spoken language and its correct pronunciation
and intonation is extremely short, although oral examinations and the ability to speak a
foreign language properly have become more important. What is more, some students do
not have the courage to speak aloud unless they feel con�dent with the foreign sounds. All
in all, it still remains highly recommendable for foreign language students to go abroad and
to learn from `sink or swim' situations. Yet, this is often not possible; therefore, commercial
tuition software is more and more integrating pronunciation exercises based on automatic
speech processing.

1.1 Computer Assisted Language Learning

Let us �rst have a look at second language education in school. What tools are used by
the teachers, e.g. in an English course in Germany? Usually lessons are given in Eng-
lish, text books are used, and sometimes tapes or CDs are played or videos are shown
that go with the text book. In grammar schools additionally intensi�cation courses are

1
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given, where in small groups (15 pupils) a computer lab can be used or role plays can
be acted. Alternatively, a confusing amount of additional tools is o�ered via the Internet,
e.g. educational programs from websites of British TV stations or museums1. With the
help of CALL-software vocabulary, grammar, and sentence patterns are trained. However,
no computer-aided pronunciation training (CAPT) is employed yet, since no appropriate
software is available2. State-of-the-art CAPT technologies are a further development and
extension of the conventional language laboratories and compare the learner with an av-
erage pronunciation calculated from native speakers; conventional language laboratories,
however, have not been used any more, since in the last two decades teaching methods
have focused on free text production, creative writing, and speaking tasks rather than on
pattern drill and pure imitation. Summing up, to get more practice in the spoken language
additional tuition with CALL-software that includes CAPT technology and exceeds the
range of exercises o�ered in common language laboratories might be very helpful.

The design of a complete CALL application requires the consideration of several aspects
and needs expert knowledge of teachers, pedagogues, psychologists, linguists, phoneticians,
and computer scientists. However, in this thesis, many aspects of this large research �eld
are only touched and not discussed in detail. The reader is referred to international jour-
nals or conferences3 on e-learning which are published by international associations like
Calico (Computer Assisted Language Instruction Consortium)4, EUROCALL (European
Association for Computer Assisted Language Learning)5 , or SLATE (ISCA-SIG: Speech
and Language Technology in Education)6. In general, the following topics are of interest:
What target group is addressed (e.g. beginners, children), what content has signi�cance
(e.g. everyday conversations), what exercises should be designed to teach this content (e.g.
building sentences from pre-built blocks), how to structure the graphical user interface,
where to integrate multimedia content, how to motivate a student, how to evaluate the
student, which pedagogical criteria have to be met, and, last but not least, what feed-
back should be given to the learner. Finally, for the complete system long-term studies are
important to evaluate the progress of the users.

Those parts of the system where speech input is used require additional considerations:
Does the utterance of the student have to be phonetically correct, does the exercise focus on
particular phones or words, are regional variants of English allowed, or is it even su�cient

1e.g. http://www.bbc.co.uk/learning/subjects/english.shtml, http://www.museumoflondon.

org.uk/English/Learning/Learningonline/
2 Existing pronunciation training software is mainly aimed at adult education; no software that goes

along with the text book of all school types and all regional varieties in di�erent federal states is currently
available.

3e.g. Calico (https://calico.org/), ReCall (http://www.eurocall-languages.org/recall/index.
html), Computer assisted language learning (http://www.tandf.co.uk/journals/titles/09588221.
asp), i-Jet (http://www.online-journals.org/index.php/i-jet), interactive computer aided learning
(http://www.icl-conference.org/)

4http://www.calico.org/about.html
5http://www.eurocall-languages.org/
6The International Speech Communication Association Special Interest Group (ISCA SIG) on Speech

and Language Technology in Education http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~max/mainpage_files/SLATE.htm

http://www.bbc.co.uk/learning/subjects/english.shtml
http://www.museumoflondon.org.uk/English/Learning/Learningonline/
http://www.museumoflondon.org.uk/English/Learning/Learningonline/
https://calico.org/
http://www.eurocall-languages.org/recall/index.html
http://www.eurocall-languages.org/recall/index.html
http://www.tandf.co.uk/journals/titles/09588221.asp
http://www.tandf.co.uk/journals/titles/09588221.asp
http://www.online-journals.org/index.php/i-jet
http://www.icl-conference.org/
http://www.calico.org/about.html
http://www.eurocall-languages.org/
http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~max/mainpage_files/SLATE.htm
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to be intelligible which would imply that a strong non-native accent is tolerated? Neri et al.
[Ner02a] recommend to aim at speech intelligibility rather than at nativeness or accent-
free pronunciation. Further, for future systems algorithms would be desirable that recognise
systematic mistakes and adapt the exercises to the learner's skills.

An overview of feedback in CAPT systems is given by Neri et al. [Ner02b]. Very little
research has been carried out on the e�ectiveness of feedback, and the available studies
investigate only short-term e�ects up to now. Students should not only receive a score but
also comprehend why they got this score.

� [...] feedback should �rst of all be comprehensible, should not rely solely on
the learner's own perception, should allow veri�cation of response correctness,
pinpoint speci�c errors, and possibly suggest a remedy." [Ner02b]

Further pedagogical requirements that CAPT systems should meet in the future are dis-
cussed in [Ner02a]: The decision, which pronunciation errors to reject, should take into
account four criteria: error frequency, error persistence, perceptual relevance, and robust-
ness of error detection.

Finally, Eskenazi gives in [Esk99] the following general recommendations for foreign
language learning: Learners should hear large quantities of speech in the foreign language,
they should hear many di�erent speakers, and they should produce large quantities of
speech on their own. It is important that they receive pertinent feedback at just the right
times. Intervening too often would discourage the student. Further, students should feel at
ease and not be embarrassed to utter new sounds in the classroom. An ongoing assessment
should monitor the student's progress. Unfortunately, not everything mentioned above
can be satis�ed in class which con�rms the potential for CAPT systems.

The main focus of the present thesis is on CAPT. In particular, the following aspects
related to pattern recognition are emphasised: recognition of what the user said and clas-
si�cation how it was spoken and whether it is correctly pronounced or not. Promising
results will be discussed, which are based on investigations on acoustic modelling, prosodic
features, and pronunciation features. Since in the case of a reading exercise the transcrip-
tion of the speech input is known, the time alignment between the recorded speech signal
and the text can be computed. It is compared with the hypothesis of an automatic speech
recognition system or with a-priori estimated statistics, e.g. of the duration of phonemes.
The experimental part will be limited to second language (L2) English. The mother tongue
(L1) of the children who were recorded in the context of the present thesis is German. How-
ever, in [Hac05b] it was shown that the algorithms and features used in this thesis can also
be successfully applied to adult speakers with other mother tongues.

The newly developed technologies are integrated in a demonstration system that will be
introduced in Chap. 2.4. Selected exercises of this client/server system Caller (Computer
Assisted Language Learning from Erlangen) are illustrated in Fig. 1.1. It shows an exercise
where the learner has to build sentences from words, a vocabulary test, a reading test that
requires speech input, and a �bonus� game, where misspelled words have to be found.
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Figure 1.1: Caller : Computer assisted language learning from Erlangen.

A cooperation with a local grammar school7 made it possible to record data, assess the
recordings, and to evaluate the system in class (Fig. 1.1, bottom, left). Additional recordings
were collected at a private general-education secondary school8.

At the end of this thesis investigations are presented which even go a step further; the
approaches aim at an improvement of human/machine interaction. Future systems are
expected to place greater emphasis on spoken language training and will also respond to
spoken instructions9. Thus it may become important to react to the user's emotions like
anger and to classify his/her focus of attention: Does the learner talk to the system, to
someone else, or is he/she just thinking aloud?

Cognitive systems that respond to the emotional user state are investigated in Hu-
maine10. Within the SmartWeb project11, a multimodal system that reacts to the user
focus has been developed. Results from both projects and �rst and foremost from the Pf-
Star project12 (Speech technologies for children and emotion recognition, amongst others)
are presented and discussed in the present work.

Recent research in CAPT for German and Italian learners of English was conducted
within the ISLE -project13 of the European Union, which is described in Chap. 2.3. The

7Ohm-Gymnasium Erlangen (grade 5�13)
8Montessori-Schule Erlangen (grade 5�9)
9Simple instructions to a virtual tutor are e.g. possible in the CALL-software from http://www.

digitalpublishing.de/english/
10http://emotion-research.net/
11http://www.smartweb-projekt.de/
12http://pfstar.itc.it/
13Interactive Spoken Language Education: http://nats-www.informatik.uni-hamburg.de/~isle/

http://www.digitalpublishing.de/english/
http://www.digitalpublishing.de/english/
http://emotion-research.net/
http://www.smartweb-projekt.de/
http://pfstar.itc.it/
http://nats-www.informatik.uni-hamburg.de/~isle/
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two-year project ended in 2000 and focused on data collection and the implementation of a
demonstrator providing feedback on the phone-level. Fundamental algorithms for pronunci-
ation scoring were investigated. The recordings that will be described and evaluated in the
present thesis took place in 2003. Using this data, improved algorithms for pronunciation
scoring were developed.

Nomenclature. To discriminate human assessment and automatic assessment, the fol-
lowing nomenclature is used throughout this work. Human experts or raters (e.g. teachers)
labelled the data during an annotation phase. There are di�erent kinds of labels: Marks
(school grades) are numbers on a scale from 1 (best) to 6 (worst). In some cases also in-
termediate marks 1.3, 1.5, 1.7, 2.3, and so on are used. A binary label uses just the two
categories wrong (X ) and correct (O). Synonymously we use rating and grading if human
experts give marks; marking is used if e.g. something is marked as wrong. In contrast, the
computer classi�es (discrete) or scores (continuously) an utterance. The user of the system
is referred to as learner, student, or child.

1.2 Children Speech

For automatic pronunciation scoring, �rst of all the time alignment of the speech input
and the intended word sequence (reference) is required. For this purpose hidden Markov
models (HMMs) are applied. Second, the hypothesis of a speech recogniser (based on the
same HMMs) is computed and in many cases compared with the time alignment. This
means that robust automatic speech recognition (ASR) is a precondition for pronunciation
scoring. Robust means on the one hand that a high word accuracy is desired, albeit not even
the best second language learners have an approximately native accent. On the other hand,
the speech recogniser must be able to reject wrong pronunciations, e.g. by making more
errors for students that have poorer pronunciation. In the context of this thesis, robust also
means that the recogniser has to deal with children speech. Wilpon and Jacobson report in
[Wil96] up to 170% higher error rates on children speech than on adult speech. In contrast
to the ISLE project where adult speech was analysed, this work has to deal with both
challenges non-native speech and children speech at the same time.

If we compare two languages, �rst of all the di�erent phonetic inventory has to be
considered. In German, there exist e.g. only closed vowels for the �a�-sound: the short
/a/14 in �Satz� and the long /a:/ in �Tat�. In English, however, there exists an open
vowel /A:/ in �stars� and the /V/ in �cut�. Other similar vowels are /{/ in �pat� and the
British /Q/ in �pot�. The formants which are located at higher frequencies for children
speech than for adult speech are characteristic of vowels. Tab. 1.2 shows the dependency
on age and gender on the Cid corpus15 (after [Lee99]). For /A:/, the �rst formant is at
1170 Hz on the average for 5-year-old male children, at 970 Hz for 10-year-old children,
and at 720 Hz for adults. The standard deviations for these age groups are 100, 90, and

14phonetic alphabet SAMPA [Sampa] as described in AppendixB.1
15Central Institute for the Deaf
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Figure 1.2: First and second formant for male and female speaker dependent on the age
for the vowels /A:/ (left) and /V/ (right). After [Lee99].

70 Hz, respectively. The higher variability of the formant frequencies for younger children
makes ASR more di�cult. Higher variabilities can also be observed for the rate of speech.
The reason for the higher frequency values of younger children is their shorter vocal tract.
During puberty starting at around the age of 12, the di�erences between males and females
become more signi�cant. A detailed analysis of children speech is found in [Pot03, Lee99]
and in Chap. 3.3. A comparison of Fig. 1.2 left and right shows the importance of the higher
�rst formant and the lower second formant to discriminate /A:/ from /V/; this motivates
the requirement of an analysis of the phonetic inventory which will be found in Chap. 2.

In the Pf-Star project substantial corpora with children speech have been recorded for
the European languages German, Italian, Swedish, and British English [Rus03, Bat05a].
Results from the Pf-Star project are reported in [DAr04, Ele05, Ger04a, Ger06, Hac05a,
Rus04, Ste03a, Ste03b]. In this thesis, the corpus of German children reading English sen-
tences will be analysed and compared with British English data. Additionally the American
Youth database will be employed.

1.3 Contribution of this Work

The present thesis focuses on the recognition of German children learning English and
the automatic assessment of their pronunciation. Previous research can be found in the
literature on di�erent source and target languages, e.g. Japanese learners of English
[Ber90, Tei00, Min04a], learners of Dutch [Cuc00b] or learners of French [Neu00]; only
little research has focused on non-native speech from German people up to now. Inves-
tigations on automatic pronunciation training of Germans were mainly performed in the
context of the European ISLE project [Her99b, Men00]. ISLE, however, had the goal to
evaluate speech from adults. In the present work children learning English are studied.

Compared to adult speech, lower accuracy for the recognition of children speech has
been reported in [Wil96, Pot03]. Yet, up to now, only little e�ort has been put on the de-
velopment of speech technology for children. Whereas most research has been undertaken
to investigate children speaking American English, the cooperation in Pf-Star with Italian,
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Swedish, and British partners provided the opportunity to collect data in several European
languages. Approaches (e.g. adaptation) to improve automatic speech and phone recogni-
tion of German children reading English texts are described and evaluated in the present
thesis. The contribution of this work is the systematic evaluation of approved and modi�ed
approaches on this challenging recognition task with two sources of variability at the same
time: non-native speech and children speech. When recognising non-native children, the
error rate could be reduced by 17%.

The corpus recorded in the context of this thesis was designed to provide realistic data
for pronunciation scoring. Here, it was not the case that sentences have been read repeatedly
until the pronunciation and reading was satisfactory. This is important for the tuition of
children since they are usually less patient than adults. As a consequence, the sentences
also contain reading errors, word fragments, and repetitions. On this data, the agreement
of up to 14 teacher ratings is evaluated using di�erent measures. The target is an objective
pronunciation scoring that imitates the teachers and learns their way of marking and their
selective intervention. In contrast, phoneticians who are employed in other studies usually
precisely mark every phone deviation; a CALL-system that has learned those detailed
references is likely to confuse or demotivate young beginners of English with too many and
too detailed markings. Up to now, there is no other corpus with this kind of realistic data
available, nor with such a spectrum of annotations.

Di�erent approaches to assess the learner's pronunciation are investigated. First, a
high dimensional set of text independent pronunciation features is developed. These fea-
tures have been developed for German children learning English but have proven to work
L1 independent [Hac05b]. The features are then combined with prosodic features. Finally,
approaches using acoustic models for mispronounced words are investigated. HMMs are a
statistic approach to model the pronunciation; in more error-prone approaches the spoken
signal is directly compared with the utterance of one reference speaker. Further, the in-
tegration of a speech decoder makes the system more �exible, in particular if the user's
utterance does not exactly match the reference sentence. State-of-the-art approaches use
forced alignment and always map the reference text onto the acoustic input, no matter
if words are skipped, uttered repeatedly, or if something completely di�erent is said. The
corpus described above is evaluated on di�erent levels reaching from a phone-based analy-
sis to more comprehensive levels, e.g. giving one mark for all sentences read by a speaker.
The contribution of this thesis is to show that classi�cation is an applicable method for
pronunciation scoring. The input to the classi�er is a large set of in part newly devel-
oped features; feature selection is applied to determine which of them are appropriate for
an automatic assessment similar to teachers. Further, it is shown that the combination
of this text independent approach with the text dependent approach integrating acoustic
mispronunciation models improves the agreement with teachers. Further new approaches
are presented which are based on boundary classi�cation or which require only native data
for training. The accuracy of the �nal automatic system reaches up to 90% of the human
experts and even outperforms some of the experts.

In the context of the present thesis, a client/server-based CALL application (Caller)
has been developed, which can be used either at home or in class. It provides possibilities
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for the teacher to monitor the students' learning, and has qualities of a computer game
to motivate the students. Pronunciation scoring and speech technologies are integrated
into this system. Some multimodal extensions for future edutainment systems like the
automatic classi�cation of the focus of attention and the consideration of the user state
are investigated. It will be shown, that with video and acoustic/prosodic information the
focus of attention can be correctly classi�ed in 85% of the utterances.

Summing up, realistic data has been collected and assessed by several teachers. The
focus is on Germans speaking English and on children. Children speech is harder to recog-
nise with state-of-the-art speech technology which requires the investigation of di�erent
adaptation techniques. Pronunciation scoring approaches are developed, evaluated, and in-
tegrated into the CALL application Caller . Contributions to future multimodal systems
are investigations of the focus of attention and emotional user states.

1.4 Structure of the Thesis

The thesis begins with a description of computer assisted pronunciation training (Chap. 2).
First, an overview of existing phones in German and English and expected mispronunci-
ations are discussed. To evaluate automatic scoring systems, expert labels are required.
Section 2.2 introduces di�erent common measures to evaluate the agreement among di�er-
ent experts (and automatic scores) and gives an overview of approaches from the literature
to automatically score pronunciation using speech recognition technology. Di�erent exist-
ing CAPT systems from earlier research projects and systems on the market are introduced
in Section 2.3. In Section 2.4 the system Caller that has been developed in the context of
this thesis is presented.

Chap. 3 gives an overview of automatic classi�cation and speech recognition including
a discussion of di�erent evaluation measures. Problems that occur with children speech are
addressed and solutions from the literature are given. Algorithms like vocal-tract length
normalisation (VTLN) or adaptation, which are integrated in the speech recognition system
of the Chair of Pattern Recognition (LME), are described.

Di�erent adults and children speech corpora are investigated. Data that includes native
English and non-native English speech are introduced in Chap. 4. The main focus is on a
database with German children reading English texts. Newly developed approaches for
automatic assessment, in particular a large set of pronunciation features, are introduced in
Chap. 5. Here, also approaches based on meta-features, prosody and boundary classi�cation
are described.

After this theoretic and algorithmic part, three experimental chapters follow. In Chap. 6
the agreement of human experts is analysed. In Chap. 7 a speech recogniser for children
is developed that is employed in Chap. 8. Here, experiments on automatic scoring of the
pronunciation of non-native speech from children are described. The most important results
are marked with an index and summarised in Appendix E.
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Chap. 9 reports contributions to a multimodal extension of systems like Caller that
integrates up to now only the aspects found in Chap. 7 and Chap. 8. The thesis ends with
outlook (Chap. 10) and summary (Chap. 11).
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Chapter 2

Computer Assisted Pronunciation

Training

Computers are not able to replace any human teacher, but can assist the L2-learner to
practise on his own in a foreign language. These days, software for computer aided lan-
guage learning (CALL) is provided by many publishing companies of English textbooks. In
some exercises, speech technologies make it possible that learners can train their pronunci-
ation. In the beginning of this chapter it is discussed, which pronunciation errors are made
frequently by German students learning English. There, also an overview of phonemes of
both languages is given. In the succeeding section established approaches to compare ex-
pert and machine ratings are explained and the procedure, how those automatic scores are
obtained for L2-learners. Finally, an overview of existing systems is given and the system
of the LME is explained that was developed in the context of this thesis.

2.1 Overview of Pronunciation Errors

In this section common pronunciation errors of German speakers of English are analysed.
First, the phonetic alphabet of both languages is compared. Then, general errors from the
viewpoint of phoneticians or comparative philologists are summarised. After this, errors
that are typically dealt with in the �eld of automatic pronunciation scoring are addressed.

2.1.1 English and German Phones

To be able to compare the German speakers of English with native speakers, the phonetic
alphabets of both languages have to be taken into consideration. Since in Germany British
English (BE) is taught in school, this variety is focused on. In the experiments in Chap. 8,
data from German children is �compared� with British children data. However, since all
German children are beginners of English, their pronunciation is quite more distinct from
English than American and British English are. Thus, we also �compare� the German
children with American data, particularly since more American children speech corpora are

11
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English German

plosives p, b, t, d, k, g p, b, t, d, k, g
a�ricates tS, dZ pf, ts, tS, dZ
fricatives f, v, s, z, S, Z f, v, s, z, S, Z

h, T, D h, C, x
nasals m, n, N m, n, N
liquids l, r l, R
semi-vowels j, w j

Table 2.1: Consonants in English (same for British and American) and German.

available (cf. Chap. 4). Consequently, phonetic di�erences between German and American
English (AE) have to be shortly addressed, too.

In this thesis, the phonetic alphabet SAMPA [Sampa] is employed in order to transcribe
all example words. All phonemes (smallest units in a language which are necessary to
distinguish meaning) are written between slashes /./. A phone is a phonetic event and
written in brackets [.]. A detailed overview and comparison of British English, American
English, and German phonemes can be found in AppendixB.1.

All phones result from air that �ows through the glottis and is modi�ed by the articu-
lators like the velum, tongue and palate, the lips, and the teeth. When the glottis is wide
open, turbulences appear on the vocal chords and unvoiced fricatives like /f/ arise whose
characteristics are the clearly visible higher frequencies in the spectrogram of a speech
signal. A narrower glottis is the reason for periodic oscillation of the vocal chords; voiced
phones like all vowels or nasals (e.g. /m/) are generated. A blocked air�ow causes plosives
or stop consonants . A�ricates are sequences of stops and fricatives, e.g. /tS/. Nasals or
nasal stops occur when the oral cavity is occluded and all air passes through the nose.
Liquids are /r/ and /l/; /j/ and /w/ are semi-vowels .

An overview of the English and German consonant systems can be found in Tab. 2.1.
For the consonant inventory, there are no di�erences between AE and BE. The relation
between SAMPA notation and graphemes is for the most part intuitive except for /S/ (the
fricative in �shin�), and /N/ (the nasal stop in �thing�). The voiced forms of /s/ and /S/ are
/z/ and /Z/. There are some consonants that only exist in English and not in German: �th�
(/T/ ,/D/), the English /r/ (in this work, the corresponding German phone is consistently
denoted as /R/1 ) and the English semi-vowel /w/ (in �what�; the German word �war� is
transcribed with /v/ like in �very�). Only in German exist /R/, /x/ (in �ach�), and /C/

(in �ich�). Not considered in the SAMPA alphabet is the dark /l/ that can be observed in
British English before consonants or at the end of words (�hill�) and in American English
in principle. In German only clear /l/ (BE in �let�) is known [Grz].

1The recordings of the data described in Chap. 4 were made in southern Germany, thus [r] is pro-
nounced and not the northern German [R]; to discriminate the corresponding phoneme from the English
phoneme in �wrong�, we rename it to /R/.
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Figure 2.1: German (light) and English (bold) vowels. Approximate position after [Sch86].

More di�erences can be observed for the vowels. Long vowels are marked with colon,
open vowels are written in capital letters. However, for American English no colon is used
at all in [Sampa], since the notation remains unique. Nevertheless, in this thesis colons are
used to show similarities between di�erent languages. Vowels are characterised by their
place of articulation. In the vowel space in Fig. 2.1 both dimensions correlate with the
position of the highest point of the tongue: the horizontal axis de�nes whether the highest
point of the tongue is in the back, the centre, or in the front. This dimension correlates
with the second formant F2. The vertical axis shows the vertical position of the tongue
(high, medium, or low) and correlates with the formant F1. English vowels are /V/ in �cut�,
/{/ in �pat�, and the British /e/2 in �pet� and /Q/ in �pot�; standard American English
uses instead /A/ in �pot�. Also the open English vowels /A:/ in �stars� and /O:/ in �cause�
di�er from the closed German vowels /a:/ (�Tat�) and /o:/ (�rot�). The British /3r/ in
�furs� is in American English pronounced as /3`/ or /@r/ and substitutes in [CmuDict]
the �nal /@/ in �corner�.

Vowels existing only in German are /a/ (�Satz�), /O/ (�trotz�), /e:/ (�Beet�), /E:/
(�spät�) as well as the phonemes related to the umlauts /9/ (�plötzlich�), /2:/ (�blöd�), /Y/
(�hübsch�), and /y:/ (�süÿ�). The schwa /6/ occurs at the end of German words (�besser�)
or as diphthong in all combinations with vowels and a following �r� like in �Tier�, �Haar� or
�Berg�. Common vowels in both languages are besides /E/ (see above): /I/ (�pit�, �Sitz�),
/i:/ (�ease�, �Lied�), /U/ (�put�, �Schutz�), and /u:/ (�loose�, �Blut�) as well as the schwa

2Americans and some Britons use /E/ instead, like in German �Bett�
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English aI (rise), aU (rouse), OI (noise)
British Eng. @U (nose), I@ (fears), e@ (stairs), U@ (cures)
American Eng. oU (nose)
German aI (Eis), aU (Haus), OY (�Kreuz�)

i:6 (Tier), I6, y:6, Y:6, e:6,. . .

Table 2.2: Diphthongs in English and German.

/@/ (�another�, �bitte�), although the positions in Fig. 2.1 are sometimes slightly di�erent.
However, small distances are not exactly represented in Fig. 2.1 and are not relevant in
order to detect far distant mispronunciation of non-native beginners in the present thesis.

The diphthongs /aI/ (�rise�, �Eis�) and /aU/ (�rouse�, �Haus�) can be found in both
languages. Similar diphthongs in English and German are /OI/ and /OY/ in �noise� and
�Kreuz�, respectively. Some diphthongs can be only observed in English3: /@U/ (AE4: /oU/)
in �nose�, /eI/ in �raise�, and for BE /I@/ (�fears�), /e@/ (�stairs�), and /u@/ (�cures�)5.
An overview of existing diphthongs in English and German can be found in Tab. 2.2.

A speech recogniser for non-native English should not only be able to recognise all
English phones; it should also be able to deal with phones from the speaker's mother tongue
in order to detect pronunciation errors. In Bonaventura et al. [Bon00b] it is recommended
to train acoustic models for a su�ciently rich set of phonetic symbols, more than actually
used in the ISLE system (cf. Sect.2.3). There, models for phonemes that relate to German
umlauts were added, as well as for /R/ and the German /U/. Other German phonemes
were mapped to British ones: /A/ ← /a:/, /Q/ ← /O/, /V/ ← /a/, /e/ ←/e:/, /@U/ ←
/o:/, /OI/← /OY/, and /tS/← /x/. In the next section we consider pronunciation errors
which are mappings (→) from the correct English pronunciation to a wrong one.

2.1.2 Germans Speaking English

Typical pronunciation errors of non-native English from German speakers are described
in [Grz, Dre85, Bie02, Bon00b]. An overview of the reported pronunciation mistakes and
further typical phone confusions investigated in [Her99b, Tep05b] is given in Tab 2.3. The
function that de�nes the rule based error i is denoted as ei.

The survey in Dretzke [Dre85] investigates which frequent mistakes are rated as objec-
tionable by native speakers. First, in German only unvoiced consonants can be found at the
end of a word. Consequently, terminal devoicing is observed when Germans speak English
(e1 � e3, e13, e14 in Tab 2.3); �feed� and �peas� are often pronounced as �feet� and �piece�.
Even �nal /N/ is sometimes pronounced as [Nk] (e5). Further, mispronunciation occurs for
phones that are rare in German or do not exist at all. Those are primarily /T/ and /D/ that

3Albeit /@U/ is not observed in standard German, it arises from /o:/ through diphthongisation in some
regional dialects, e.g. in the Upper Palatinate

4only notational di�erence
5AE: /fIrz/, /stErz/, /kjUrz/
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pronunciation error example pronunciation error example
e1: /..b/ → [..p] cab e15: /Z/ → [S] pleasure
e2: /..d/ → [..t] feed e16: /dZ/ → [tS] age
e3: /..g/ → [..k] big e17: /v/ → [f] give
e4: /g/? → [dZ] anger e18: /w/ → [v] what
e5: /..N/ → [..Nk] song e19: /v/ → [w] very
e6: /Ng/ → [N] �nger e20: /{/ → [E] bat
e7: /r/ → [R] right e21: /I/??? → [aI] river
e8: /D/ → [s] mother e22: /O:/ → [@U] bought (BE)
e9: /D/ → [z] they e23: /Q/ → [O:] o�ce (BE)
e10: /T/ → [s] think e24: /Q/ → [@U] produce (BE)
e11: /s/?? → [z] said e25: /V/ → [a] but
e12: �sch� → [S] scheme e26: /V/ → [@] cut
e13: /..z/ → [..s] peas e27: /@U/ → [o:] toast
e14: /..Z/ → [..S] garage e28: /I@/ → [i:] hearing

Table 2.3: Rules ei to generate pronunciation error i. Mapping of correct pronunciation
onto wrong pronunciation; overview from [Grz, Dre85, Bie02, Bon00b, Her99b, Tep05b].
(?) unless /g/ is followed by a front vowel; (??) only for speakers from northern Germany;
(? ? ?) if /I/ is between consonants.

are often substituted by [s] (e8 � e10)67. The English /r/ is wrongly pronounced as [R]8

as de�ned by e7. The semi-vowel /w/ cannot be found in the German language at all; it is
replaced with the fricative [v]. Due to overgeneralisation, even /v/ can be mispronounced
as [w] (e18, e19). /Ng/ like in ��nger� or �English� does not exist in German; it is often
pronounced as [N] like in �singer� (e6). Since /Z/ and /dZ/ are scarcely to be found in
German words, they are often pronounced as [S] and [tS] (e15, e16).

Distances between vowels in the vowel space are shown in Fig 2.1. In [Grz] the following
possible confusions are pointed out (e20, e23, e25): [{] sounds for German similar to [E],
[Q] similar to [O:], and [V] to [a]. /@U/ might be wrongly pronounced as [o:] (e27).
In German, initial vowels are preceeded by a glottal stop (/?aNst/: �Angst�) but never in
English. Last but not least in the survey [Dre85], natives favour the weak-forms e.g. �an�
[@n] ∼ [n] or �to� [tU] ∼ [@] that are standard English but not used by most Germans.

Biersack [Bie02] compares in her M.A.-thesis systematic pronunciation mistakes.
Recordings of six German students of English language and literature are phonetically
analysed and compared with six native speakers. Di�erences in the pronunciation are dis-
cussed and exempli�ed with spectrograms. The author investigates di�erences between

6 Commercial of a language school in German TV: �Mayday, mayday, [...] we are sinking!� - German
coast guard, slightly absent-minded: �Hello [...] what are you s[instead of th]inking about?�

7A substitution with [t] and [d] or [f] and [v] would be more tolerable for natives [Grz].
8The recordings of the data described in Chap. 4 were made in southern Germany, thus [r] is pro-

nounced and not the northern German [R]; to discriminate the corresponding phoneme from the English
phoneme in �wrong�, we rename it to /R/.
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dark [l] and clear [l] (cf. Sect. 2.1.1) and spectral qualities of English /e/ and /{/ in
�bed�, �bet�, and �bat�: The phone in the utterances of Germans is similar to the German
/E/ and in all cases closer to /e/ than to /{/ (e20). Further, e6 is investigated. In read
English, reduction and linking is observed. For example, �for your� in the sentence �...you
normally use for your co�ee� is pronounced as [fOjO] or [fOrjU] by the German speakers
and as [fjO] by the natives. Often elision of /@/ occurs, like in �entering� (/ent@rIN/
→ [entrIN]); however, this is e.g. not allowed in �London� /lO:nd@n/. In �where it is�
[wE:rItIz] the linking /r/ is important. For Germans, however, the linking between the
last two words is a bigger problem and a glottal stop is wrongly inserted ([It?Is]). Further
examples can be found in Delmonte [Del00]. He addresses homorganic stop deletion (�you
want some� [ju:wQns@m]) and palatalisation that a�ects /t/, /d/, /s/, and /z/ (�meet
you�: [mi:tSj@]).

In the phonetic transcription of the ISLE database, Bonaventura et al. [Bon00b] ob-
served besides e6, e18, e19 the following pronunciation mistakes of Germans: /s/ is confused
with [z] in �said� (e11)9 , and /Q/ with [@U] in �produce� (e24). Other mistakes were to
pronounce silent letters �b� or �p� e. g. �thumb� as [TVmb] or �pneumatic� as [pnOIm{tIk],
where in the latter example additionally �pneu� is pronounced like a German syllable.

In [Bon00a], Bonaventura et al. describe pronunciation rules like e2, e8, e10, e16, e18 in
Tab. 2.3. Additionally it was found that diphthongs are often realized as one long single
sound (cf. e27). Another example is /I@/ → [i:] in �hearing� (e28). �Anger� might be
pronounced as [eIndZ@]. This is an overgeneralisation of the rule that �g� is spoken as [dZ]
(e4) when followed by a front vowel like in �George�. In �river�, /I/ is mispronounced as [aI]
(e21). The grapheme sequence �sch� is incorrectly pronounced as [S] (�scheme�, e12). In the
framework of ISLE, Herron et al. [Her99b] automatically detect nine di�erent pronunciation
mistakes, among them the error /O:/ → [@U] (e22). Tepperman et al. [Tep05b] investigate
on the same corpus e.g. /v/ → [f] (e17) and /V/ → [@] (e26).

Tab 2.3 shows 29 possible rules for mispronunciation from the literature. Many further
rules can be imagined. Further publications are available for other languages than German,
e.g. Italians learning English [Bon00b] or people learning Dutch [Tru05]. In the next section
approaches to automatically detect wrong pronunciation are described.

2.2 State-of-the-Art

Several approaches to automatically assess non-native speakers' pronunciation will be sum-
marised in this section. In some approaches mispronounced words or phones are detected
(binary rating), whereas in other approaches marks are given, either on a continuous or on
a discrete scale. Few approaches additionally give a diagnosis of what is spoken wrongly and
how to correct it. The performance of all these approaches has to be checked by comparing
the automatic result with expert ratings. First, measures for the assessment of ratings are
summarised; then approaches for automatic scoring will be discussed.

9This confusion, however, is only expected in northern Germany. The German partner in ISLE was in
Hamburg.
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2.2.1 Evaluation Measures

To measure the correctness of an automatic evaluation scoring, it has to be compared with
the ground truth. In the case of pronunciation scoring, the latter is not immediately given.
To get an objective reference, experts like e.g. teachers, native speakers, or phoneticians
have to be consulted. Di�erent criteria are evaluated, e. g. �uency, speech rate, segmental
quality, and overall pronunciation in [Cuc00b] or rhythm in [Suz04]. A reference rating
that approximates the ground truth is e. g. given by the average of the ratings from many
experts. Usually, even human experts are far away from an agreement of 100%. However,
very di�erent kinds of disagreement can occur: Strong deviations are observed, if one expert
marks a spoken word or sentence as wrongly and the other as correctly pronounced; weak
disagreement occurs, if two adjacent values on a scale of discrete marks are chosen, possibly
also systematically higher or lower scores. The agreement between di�erent raters of the
data that has been recorded in the context of this thesis (Chap. 4) will be analysed in
Chap. 6. Here, the reliability of each expert will be analysed. The inter-rater reliability
will be measured in terms of correlation, with the Cohen κ, the Krippendor� α, and
the classi�cation rate. The di�erent measures will be explained in the following after a
short introduction of di�erent correlation coe�cients. The standard deviation of a random
variable Xr that represents the ratings of expert r is de�ned as

σr =
√

E((Xr − E(Xr))2) =
√

E(X2
r )− E(Xr)2 (2.1)

where E(Xr) is the expectation. The domain of Xr is M ⊆ R. It is the set of possible
ratings and is typically a �nite set, e.g. M = {x ∈ N|1 ≤ x ≤ 6}, the six marks used in
German schools, orM = {1.0, 1.3, 1.5, 1.7, 2.0, 2.3, 2.7, . . . , 6.0} if also intermediate marks
are used10.

The Pearson Correlation Coe�cient [Fer71, p.101]. To compare two ratings Xr and
Xl the correlation11

ρ(Xr, Xl) =
cov(Xr, Xl)

σrσl

(2.2)

can be used that measures the linear relation between two random variables Xr and Xl,
where the covariance is de�ned as

cov(Xr, Xl) = E[(Xr − E(Xr)) · (Xl − E(Xl))] = E(Xr ·Xl)− E(Xr) · E(Xl). (2.3)

As the true distribution of Xr and Xl is unknown, the correlation is estimated from samples:
the vector x(r) ∈ MN contains a set of N measurements x

(r)
i , i = 1 . . . N of Xr, e. g. the

ratings of the rater r for all samples i. ρ(x(r), x(l)) is calculated similar as in Eq. 2.2,
however, the sample correlation and the sample standard deviation are used [Fer71, p.
61]. ρ(x(r), x(l)) = 0 means that there is no linear relation between r and l; they are
uncorrelated in terms of the Pearson correlation. |ρ(x(r), x(l))| = 1 shows that there exists
a linear function that exactly maps each rating from r onto the respective rating from l.

10In schools, often replaced withM = {1, 1-, 1�2, 2+, 2, 2-, . . . , 6}
11In the literature, often r is used to denote the Pearson correlation; in this thesis ρ is used instead.
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Figure 2.2: Pearson correlation (left) and correlation for the rank order after Spearman
(right).

The Spearman Rank Correlation [Fer71, p. 303]. It may be the case, that the data is
graded on an ordinal scale. Now,M comprises all possible grades. However, between the
elements of the setM only relations <, =, or > are de�ned, but it is not possible to make
any assertion concerning the distance of the elements. The rating is not any more metric,
but categorial. This is true for school grades where e.g. mark 2 is worse than mark 1 but the
distance cannot be interpreted as being the same as the distance between mark 4 and mark
3. In this case, the Spearman rank correlation is used instead of the Pearson correlation
coe�cient. The data is �rst converted into ranks and then the correlation for the rank order
is calculated according to Eq. 2.2. For instance, the sequence (3, 4, 7, 8) and the sequence
(1, 2, 5, 9) are both mapped onto the ranks (1, 2, 3, 4). The ratings (11, 21, 19, 15, 19) are
mapped onto (1, 5, 3.5, 2, 3.5) since in the case of tied ranks, where certain data values
are equal, the average rank is assigned (here 3.5 and 3.5 instead of 3 and 4 for the two
occurrences of 19). The Spearman correlation will be denoted in the following as ρS

12. An
example is illustrated in Fig. 2.2.

Reliability. In Linn et al. [Lin95], and in the �Assessment Handbook� [Mer95] the quality
of assessment in teaching is analysed with statistical measures. The reliability [Fer71, p.
365] measures the consistency or stability of the ratings of a single expert. If a rating
Xr = Xt

r + Xe consists of the true rating Xt
r of teacher r and an error Xe, the reliability

is de�ned as

relr =
(σt

r)
2

σ2
r

. (2.4)

Estimates of the reliability, in particular of the consistency of the testing procedure, can
be obtained e. g. with the split-half approach or the Cronbach α, that will be explained
in the following paragraphs. These methods are used to evaluate the consistency of a test
where the test score is the sum of the scores from several items. If all items of the test
(testlets) have a high correlation, they measure the same attribute, and the reliability of

12In the literature, often r is used for the Pearson correlation and ρ for Spearman
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the test is high. The reliability (and the correlation between testlets) is low, if the items
measure di�erent attributes or if the measurement is erroneous.

In the context of this thesis, test means evaluating the pronunciation of a speaker with
the help of a rater r. The testlets are the spoken words that measure the attribute good/bad
pronunciation; each speaker has to read the same set of Ntestlet words. If the testlets do not
correlate at all, they measure di�erent things. In this case some testlets do not measure
the goodness of the pronunciation, which means that the test based on the ratings of r is
little or not reliable.

The Split-Half Reliability [Fer71, pp. 366]. Let X
(r)
testlet be a matrix with Z × Ntestlet

ratings of an arbitrary but �xed rater r. Each row j represents a testlet (j = 1, . . . , Ntestlet)
and contains Z ratings (evaluating e.g. Z speakers). The test itself is the combination of
the testlets: x

(r)
test contains the i = 1, . . . , Z test results, where component i is the sum of

the elements in the i-th column of X
(r)
testlet.

The reliability of this test and the expert r can be calculated with the split-half approach
by dividing the testlets into two sets that are equivalent in content and di�culty. Often, the
testlets are divided in even and odd numbered items. Let x

(r)−
test contain the Z test results,

where component i is the sum of the Ntestlet/2 odd elements in the i-th column of X
(r)
testlet,

and let x
(r)+
test contain the Z test results, where component i is the sum of the Ntestlet/2

even elements. Then the correlation ρ(x(r)+, x(r)−) measures the reliability. Usually the
Spearman-Brown formula [Fer71, p. 367]

ρSB(x(r)+, x(r)−) =
2ρ(x(r)+, x(r)−)

1 + ρ(x(r)+, x(r)−)
(2.5)

is applied. The Kuder-Richardson formula 20 [Fer71, S.367] is equivalent to the split-
half approach on all possible splittings. However, it allows only binary ratings (e.g.
wrongly/correctly pronounced). A generalisation for arbitrary ratings is the Cronbach α
[Lin95, S. 89].

The Cronbach α. The most common index to measure reliability was de�ned in 1951
by Cronbach [Cro51]. Again, it measures the reliability of a test that is based on Ntestlet

testlets and evaluated by an arbitrary but �xed rater r. It is

α =
Ntestlet

Ntestlet − 1
·

1−
∑Ntestlet

j=1 (testletσ
j
r)

2

testσ2
r

 (2.6)

where testletσ
j
r is the standard deviation of the testlet j calculated from the elements of the

j-th row of X
(r)
testlet. testσr is calculated from x

(r)
test. Values of α are equal or smaller than 1.

The Cronbach α measures the reliability of the test based on one expert's gradings. Next,
evaluation measures for the inter-rater reliability are discussed.
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Inter-Rater Correlation. In the following paragraphs, the agreement and consistency
between two or more human experts will be analysed. The same measures can obviously
also be applied for the assessment of the agreement of an automatic system and a human
expert. This means, that the decoder of a speech signal with the encoded information of
wrong or correct pronunciation is in one case a human expert and in the other case a
machine.

To calculate this inter-rater reliability, a common measure is again the correlation
ρ(x(r), x(l)) between raters r and l. For R raters the open correlation [Neu00] of rater
r is de�ned as

ρ(x(r)) = ρ
(
x(r),

1

R− 1

∑
l 6=r

x(l)
)
. (2.7)

Rater r is compared with the mean of all other experts. Using the Spearman correction for
attenuation formula [Fer71, p. 370]

ρcor(x
(r), x(l)) =

ρ(x(r), x(l))√
relr · rell

(2.8)

the correlation can be normalised with each rater's reliability to get rid of measurement
errors (cf. Eq. 2.4). In [Wit00] the correlation ρWitt is calculated only for units that are
rejected by at least one rater.

The Cohen κ. In the following, we claim M ⊂ R to be a �nite set that consists of
card(M) =: K labels or marks. In the context of classi�cation (cf. Sect. 3.1) k ∈M is the
common label of all units belonging to the same class. Since there is a one-to-one mapping
between classes and their labels, label k and class k are used synonymously.

When measuring the agreement between raters, one could simply count the number of
cases where all raters have assigned identical labels. κ takes additionally into account the
percent agreement that would be predicted by chance Pc. The observed percent agreement
of R raters for K classes is denoted as Po. Cohen [Coh60] introduced 1960 the formula13

in terms of Pc and Po which can be rewritten to

κ =
Po − Pc

1− Pc

= 1− P̄o

P̄c

(2.9)

using the disagreement probabilities P̄o = 1− Po and P̄c = 1− Pc. The value of κ is zero,
if the observed agreement is equal to chance (Po = Pc), and 1 if Po is 100%. This measure
originally has been de�ned for two rater r and l (R = 2) and for K = 2:

κ(r,l) =
P (r,l)

o − P (r,l)
c

1− P
(r,l)
c

(2.10)

13Formulas to estimate the observed agreement and the chance agreement for the case with 2 raters will
be presented in Eq.2.12 and 2.13
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For arbitrary numbers K, Fleiss et al. [Fle69] introduced 1969 the weighted κ, where the
level of agreement between labels c, k ∈M is weighted with ωc,k [Kru99, pp 6-7]. Possible
weightings after Cicchetti [Cic72] are

ωc,k = 1−
∣∣∣∣∣ c− k

K − 1

∣∣∣∣∣ or ωc,k = 1−
(

c− k

K − 1

)2

. (2.11)

For the original Cohen κ the weighting equals 1 for c = k and 0 else. Let now n
(r,l)
ck be the

number of units that are labelled with c by rater r and with k by rater l and n(r)
c (total

number of items labelled with c by r) and n
(l)
k the marginal sums. Then the estimation of

the observed agreement P̂ (r,l)
o for two raters r and l is

P̂ (r,l)
o =

1

N

K∑
c=1

K∑
k=1

n
(r,l)
ck ωc,k (2.12)

and the agreement by chance between two raters is calculated using a-priori probabilities
n(r)

c /N calculated over N units

P̂ (r,l)
c =

1

N2

K∑
c=1

K∑
k=1

n(r)
c n

(l)
k ωc,k. (2.13)

For R > 2 raters, P̂ (r,l)
o and P̂ (r,l)

c are averaged over all R(R− 1)/2 pairs of raters. Finally,
κ after Davies and Fleiss [Dav82] is de�ned as

κ =
[ R∑

r=1

R∑
l=1,l 6=r

(1− P̂ (r,l)
c ) · κ(r,l)

]
/

[ R∑
r=1

R∑
l=1,l 6=r

(1− P̂ (r,l)
c )

]
(2.14)

in [Kru99, p. 12]. Inserting Eq. 2.10 in Eq. 2.14 we obtain

κ =
[ R∑

r=1

R∑
l=1,l 6=r

P̂ (r,l)
o −

R∑
r=1

R∑
l=1,l 6=r

P̂ (r,l)
c

]
/

[R(R− 1)

2
−

R∑
r=1

R∑
l=1,l 6=r

P̂ (r,l)
c

]
(2.15)

for multiple raters. The structure of this equation is similar to Eq. 2.9.
The Cohen κ goes along with several disadvantages. It is not possible that raters grade

only part of the data; all data has to be rated by all R experts. The κ-paradox is addressed
in [Fei90, Kut03]:

• Even if
∑K

k=1 n
(r,l)
kk is constant, a di�erent distribution of n

(r,l)
kk over all classes k causes

di�erent a-priori probabilities n
(r)
k /N , and consequently di�erent κ.

• If the distribution of the marginals n
(r)
k di�ers across raters, κ is greater than in the

case of identical marginals across raters.

• The chance agreement is subtracted even for Po = 0 which results in a negative κ
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A solution to the κ-paradox for the unweighted case is formulated by Kutschmann et al.
[Kut03]:

P (l,r)
c,ney =

1

N2

K∑
k=1

(
n

(r,l)
kk

)2
(2.16)

Here, only this part of the chance agreement Pc is considered, that is also part of the
observed agreement.

The Krippendor� α. The de�nition of αkrip [Kri03, Kri05] is identical to the de�nition
of κ (Eq.2.9, right). However, now the calculation of nck includes all raters; it is the number
of units rated by any rater r with c and by any other rater l with k. Consequently, the
nc and the a-priori probabilities nc/N of label c are not rater-dependent any more. This
approach also works if for some units labels of some raters are missing. Given the number
of raters Ri for unit i and the rating x

(r)
i for unit i from rater r, then

nck =
N∑

i=1

∑R
r=1

∑R
l=1,l 6=r χc(x

(r)
i )χk(x

(l)
i )

Ri − 1
(2.17)

with χc(x) = 1 if x = c and 0 else. With the marginal sums nc =
∑

k nck and n =
∑

c nc,
Krippendor� de�nes

αkrip = 1−
(n− 1)

∑K
c=1

∑K
k=c+1 nckdist(c, k)∑K

c=1

∑K
k=c+1 ncnkdist(c, k)

, (2.18)

where dist(c, k) stands for di�erent distance measures. For ordinal data,

dist(c, k) =

nc

2
+

k−1∑
i=c+1

ni +
nk

2

2

for c 6= k and dist(c, k) = 0 else, (2.19)

is used. On page 18 in the paragraph �Spearman rank correlation�, the ordinal data is �rst
converted into ranks; if one class is observed more often than once, a tied rank is used.
The e�ect is a larger distance to the adjacent ranks. In other words, the conversion into
ranks is skipped, but higher a-priori probabilities of ranks i that lie in between c and k in
Eq. 2.19 result in greater numbers ni and greater distances dist(c, k). A distance measure
for metric data is dist(c, k) = (c− k)2.

Classi�cation Rate. If the reference consists of discrete ratings, the decoder, e.g. a
human expert, can be evaluated by measuring the classi�cation rate , the proportion of
correctly classi�ed elements (agreement percentage), or the F1-measure [Lan98], as will be
discussed in Chap. 3.1. However, these approaches become problematic if more than two
classes are considered, e.g. for the discrete marks 1 to 6: a confusion of mark 1 and 6 would
be punished in the same way as a confusion of 1 and 2. Therefore, [Mer95] proposes to
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count also adjacent classes as agreement. Teixeira et al. [Tei00] measure the deviation of
ratings with the error

err(x(r), x(l)) =
1

N ·D

N∑
i=1

|x(r)
i − x

(l)
i |, (2.20)

where D is the di�erence between the highest (kmax) and lowest (kmin) mark k ∈ M and
x(r) ∈ MN the set of ratings from rater r. Witt et al. [Wit00] use 1−D · err(x(k), x(l)) as
agreement .

Further Measures. The strictness of a rater is the percentage of marked items. Witt
et al. [Wit00] compare two ratings x(r) and x(l) with the absolute di�erence of both raters'
strictness. In the same paper, the phoneme correlation is de�ned as the correlation between
two phone rejection statistics . The phone rejection statistic for rater r is a vector where
the number of rejections of phoneme p is counted in the pth component. In [Suz04], the
root mean square error (RMS) is calculated between automatic score and human rating
and compared with the standard deviation between raters. If ratings are not elements of a
metric space, Steidl et al. [Ste05a] propose an entropy based measurement .

2.2.2 Approaches for Automatic Assessment

In many publications automatic pronunciation scoring has been addressed. Data was col-
lected, databases were rated by human experts, and raters and automatic scoring were
compared using measures as de�ned in Sect. 2.2.1. In the following, selected approaches
from the literature are summarised. Some studies focus on text dependent scoring; there,
possible mispronunciations are de�ned for a certain text in advance, and sometimes, ad-
ditionally, recordings from natives and non-natives reading this very text are required.
Text independent approaches are more �exible and can easily be adopted to new reading
exercises. A phoneme based detection of pronunciation mistakes is a segmental analysis
of pronunciation errors; in other works, word, sentence, or speaker based marking is fo-
cused on. Supra-segmental analysis usually takes prosody into account. Scores derived from
acoustic models (e.g. by Viterbi alignment cf. Sect. 3.2.4) and prosodic scores describing
the fundamental frequency or pitch (F0), the energy, and durations can be used to evaluate
the agreement with human ratings. In the following, these scores are denoted as Si and
can be used in terms of features for automatic classi�cation (cf. Sect. 3.1).

Pronunciation scoring has been evaluated on data of various speaker groups with di�er-
ent pro�ciencies; children have been investigated in [Esk02, Par04, Ban03]. In most publica-
tion the target language is English; some are specialised on non-native speech from Japanese
learners e.g. [Ber90, Imo00, Tei00, Suz04, Min04a, Yam05], Italian learners [Del00, Her99b],
Germans [Men00], or Greeks [Mou06]. Other research focuses on the target language Dutch
[Cuc00b, Tru05], French [Neu00], Japanese [Oht05], Spanish [Ber04], or Swedish [Lan98].
Few approaches use data with arti�cial pronunciation errors [Her99b, Wit97]: for the in-
vestigation of an error ei (A → B), correctly pronounced utterances are used but the
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transcription in the dictionary is changed (B → A). A rough summary of the approaches
that will be described in detail can be found in Tab. 2.4.

Text-Dependent Approaches. In early work in 1990 Bernstein et al. [Ber90] present
an approach to score non-native learners using speech recognition technology. Best results
are obtained by aligning utterances with sentence models trained on native data.

For vowel analysis, Rooney et al. [Roo93] compare formants with data collected from
native speakers. The two features are the normalised formants F1 − F0 and F2 − F1

14. In
this approach a simple visualisation of the articulatory position for each uttered vowel
similar to Fig. 2.1 can be given. The gender of the user however has to be known in advance.

In Herron et al. [Her99b, Men00] (ISLE-project, cf. Sect. 2.3) normalised patterns of
energy, pitch, and duration over vocalic regions are compared with clusters of stressed and
unstressed vowels. To detect phone level mispronunciation, in a �rst step errors are localised
using a speech recogniser in forced alignment mode. Con�dence scores are calculated from
the acoustic likelihood P (f |qa) of the acoustic observation f given the reference phone
qa and some kind of upper and lower bound: the output probability maxqP (f |q) of the
most likely model q and the likelihood P (f |q̄) given a background model q̄. Using these
three predictors, Gaussian classi�ers are trained on di�erent classes of phones like vowels,
fricatives, etc. separately on correctly and incorrectly pronounced data. The likelihood ratio
of the Gaussian classi�ers trained on correct and incorrect data results in a con�dence score;
segments with low con�dence are passed to the diagnosis module.

In the diagnosis module, a second, word based forced alignment is performed, in which
models with expected errors that are frequently observed in the candidate's mother tongue
are added to the recogniser. Since only one alternative pronunciation is considered in the
demonstrator, which has to run in real time, and only for selected words, this approach is
here ranked as text dependent.

To minimise the number of false alarms, while optimising the reading miscue detection
using a speech recogniser, the choice of alternative pronunciations that are added to the
recogniser was optimised at the Carnegie Mellon University [Ban03]. Improvement has
been obtained by ignoring miscues when the target word is a function word and by adding
truncated versions of each word to the recogniser's vocabulary. Additionally, errors that
have been made by at least two children in the past, should be predicted by the system.
However, since data with reading miscues is sparse, several criteria had to be de�ned which
are used to classify the top n most appropriate regular words to be further added to the
recogniser as possible substitutes of the target word. Those criteria are e.g. frequencies of
and Levensthein distance [Lev66] between target and miscue word.

In both publications [Her99b, Ban03] predicted reading miscues are added into the
lexicon; all reading miscues have to be assigned with some small n-gram probabilities
within the language model. A special decoding scheme for the speech recogniser was

14This normalisation replaces VTLN (cf. Sect. 3.3.2) since the size of the fundamental frequency is
correlated with the size of the vocal tract.
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developed in [Hag05]. Reading miscues (mispronunciations, repetitions, insertions,
deletions, �lled pauses) are detected e�ciently in [Li07] where for each text a speci�c
language-model is built on-line and combined with a general garbage language model.
No manual adjustments are required any more in advance if new texts are added to the
tuition-software.

Prosodic analysis is focused on by Delmonte [Del00]. Economy students learning English
imitate a master signal. On the word level syllable duration is analysed; on the utterance
level stress is detected and further a stylised contour is calculated from prosodic activities
like energy and fundamental frequency. A visual feedback allows the user to compare his
utterance with the master utterance (�golden speaker�). Prosodic analysis that aims at a
comparison of a student's and a teacher's signal is described by Bagshaw [Bag94].

Yamashita et al. [Yam05] calculate prosodic features describing the di�erence between
pre-recorded native speech and the learner's utterance: Features comparing F0, energy,
and duration of both signals are combined using linear regression. Unnatural F0 and en-
ergy patterns of Japanese learners of English are either extremely �at with little dynamic
changes, or a simple concatenation of word-based patterns where F0 and energy drop at
every word boundary.

Phone Level, Text-Independent Approaches. For phone level assessment, Witt
et al. [Wit00, Wit99] introduce the Goodness of Pronunciation (GOP) measure. If the
orthographic transcription is known, the posterior probability P (qa|f) of the phone qa

given the acoustic observation f of length dim(f) is used to calculate

SGOP1 =
1

dim(f)
|log (P (qa|f))| = 1

dim(f)

∣∣∣∣∣log

(
P (f |qa)P (qa)∑

q P (f |q)P (q)

)∣∣∣∣∣ (2.21)

≈ 1

dim(f)
|log (P (f |qa))− log (maxqP (f |q))| (2.22)

where the a-priori probabilities of all phones are assumed to be equal in Eq. 2.22. The sum
over all phones q in the denominator is approximated with the maximum that is obtained
using an unconstrained phone loop trained on native data (subtrahend in Eq. 2.22). The
minuend is obtained from a Viterbi alignment. For the classi�cation, global and phone
dependent thresholds that are obtained from native speech or from expert ratings are
investigated. Low SGOP1 is obtained, if the likelihoods P (f |qa) and maxqP (f |q) are iden-
tical, which indicates good pronunciation; in the case of poor pronunciation the minuend
in Eq. 2.22 is smaller than the maximal likelihood of the phone recogniser and the abso-
lute SGOP1-values become large. An extension is the SGOP2 measure, which additionally
penalises high probabilities of common errors. In [Wit97] it was further shown that mono-
phone acoustic models yield best performance.

In Franco et al. [Fra99] the minuend in Eq. 2.22 is replaced with the log-likelihood
obtained from a Gaussian mixture model (GMM) trained on wrongly pronounced phones,
whereas the subtrahend is obtained from a GMM trained on correct native pronunciation
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(SGOP3). Earlier work showed the advantage of log-posterior scores over log-likelihoods as
in Eq. 2.22 [Kim97]. Log-likelihood and posterior scores are further compared for phone
level assessment by Langlais et al. [Lan98].

To compare native and non-native pronunciation, Eskenazi [Esk96] contrasted in �rst
experiments the scores that are obtained from forced alignment. A further measure is the
duration of a voiced segment in comparison to the preceeding segment. In a similar way also
the number of pitch peaks and the average of the �rst cepstrum coe�cient were analysed.
In [Esk02], Eskenazi et al. compare the phone based detection of pronunciation errors for
children when using di�erent speech recognisers, trained on either adults or children data.

Truong et al. [Tru05] investigate the discrimination of phones that are typically mispro-
nounced by learners of Dutch. The paper focuses on the classi�cation of /x/ vs. /k/ after
a segmentation using forced alignment; best results are obtained with an LDA classi�er
using 4 features: The rate-of-rise (ROR) that describes the slope of the energy, the energy
5msec before and 10msec after the maximum ROR and the normalised duration.

A new approach based on Hidden-Articulatory Markov Models (HAMM) is investigated
by Tepperman and Narayanan [Tep05b]. HAMMs are applied in parallel e.g. to model lip
separation (4 discrete categories) or the tongue tip (5 discrete categories). Per vowel, the
average HAMM output is computed for each HAMM stream. These values are combined
in a feature vector that is used to classify typical mispronunciation errors. Phonological
features (articulatory features, but obtained from phonological labels rather than from
articulatory measurements) are also investigated in [Sto06]; forced alignment is used and
for phones with low posterior probability conclusions can be drawn regarding the way of
articulation.

Sentence or Speaker Level, Text-Independent Approaches. In Cucchiarini et al.
[Cuc00b] sets of sentences of about 30 sec length are analysed. The automatic scores are
obtained from the total duration of speech plus pauses SDur1 and the rate-of-speech (ROS)
SROS1 which is the number of speech segments per duration. Another score is similar to
SGOP1: the likelihood ratio SLR is the di�erence of the log-likelihood score obtained from
the forced alignment and the one from a phone recogniser using unigram or bigram phone
language models. [Cuc00a] compares read speech and spontaneous speech; for the latter,
only low correlations with expert ratings are obtained. Here, temporal characteristics of
speech have been investigated: SROS1, SROS2 (number of speech segments per duration
without pauses), the phonation-time-ratio SPTR (length of speech without pauses / total
duration), and the numbers of pauses, their mean length, and the mean length of intervals
between pauses.

Several scores for sentence level assessment are proposed by Neumeyer et al. [Neu00].
Using native acoustic models, �rst the log-likelihood score log P (f |qa

i ) for the i-th phone
is obtained from forced alignment. The �nal globally averaged score SLikeliGlob is strongly
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dependent on the match of the longer phones. Therefore also a locally averaged score
SLikeliLoc is introduced.

SLikeliGlob =

∑N
i=1 log P (f |qa

i )∑N
i=1 di

and SLikeliLoc =
1

N

N∑
i=1

log P (f |qa
i )

di

(2.23)

are computed over N segments of individual length di. SLikeliGlob should include silence,
SLikeliLoc should exclude silence [Neu96]. Less in�uenced by spectral characteristics of the
speaker or the channel is the normalised score

SLikeliNorm =
1

N

N∑
i=1

log P (f |qa
i )−maxq log P (f |q)

di

(2.24)

when computing maxq log P (f |q) with a context independent phone model. With a dif-
ferent derivation, Neumeyer et al. found a sentence score similar to the phone level score
in Eq. 2.22. Another approach to reduce the in�uence of speaker and channel is the use
of the log-posterior probability log P (qa

i |f) in Eq.2.23 (SPosterior). Further scores are the
accuracy SAcc of a phone recogniser (cf. Sect. 3.2.1) trained on native speech data, the tim-
ing between syllables SSylT ime (English is here regarded as stress-timed language), and the
log-probability of observed durations after normalisation to compensate the rate-of-speech
(d̄i). This score

SDur2 =
1

N

N∑
i=1

log P (d̄i|qa
i ) (2.25)

uses duration statistics obtained from native data. Best correlation with human experts
has been obtained with SPosterior and SDur2. For the speaker level it was investigated, how
many sentence scores have to be averaged to obtain good correlation with human raters.
Combinations of several scores with neural networks or linear regression are investigated
in Franco et al. [Fra00].

Since in the case of an unknown text no forced alignment is possible, in Moustroufas
et al. [Mou06] an extension is described in which scores from two recognisers based on
acoustic models λtarget trained on the target language and acoustic models λsource trained
on the source language, respectively, are compared.

SCDiff = log P (w|f , λtarget)− log P (w|f , λsource) and (2.26)

SCNorm =
log P (w|f , λtarget)

log P (w|f , λtarget) + log P (w|f , λsource)
(2.27)

are based on the con�dence or log-posterior score of the word sequence w. Another measure
compares in a similar way the log-likelihoods of two Gaussian mixture models.

Combinations of scores to evaluate learners of Japanese are investigated in Ohta and
Nakagawa [Oht05], e.g. the accuracy SAcc2 of a syllable recogniser and its insertion, dele-
tion, and substitution rate (cf. Chap 3.2.1) as well as scores similar to Eq. 2.22, Eq. 2.27, or
SLikeliGlob in Eq. 2.23. Best combination to score non-natives learning Japanese was the pos-
terior probability, the substitution rate, SAcc2, and the standard deviation of mora lengths.
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In a real time scoring system for the telephone (PhonePass cf. Sect. 2.3), Bernstein et al.
[Ber04] measure rate-of-speech, pauses, stress, and additionally the latency of the response.

A large set of prosodic features is investigated for pronunciation scoring in Teixeira et al.
[Tei00] and combined with scores like SPosterior and SDur2. The prosodic features describe
the duration of pauses, words and vowels, lexical stress information, and pitch variation.
Further, gender and ROS are used as features; the latter turned out to encode important
information. The best combination of features includes posterior scores, duration, ROS,
and segmental information, but no features containing supra-segmental information like
pitch and lexical stress.

Park et al. [Par04] use phone, phrase, and word based prosodic and acoustic features to
compare the test speaker with a knowledge base obtained from native speaker statistics.

The in�uence of phone level durations on sentence scoring is investigated by Suzuki et al.
[Suz04]. The authors analyse the duration of sentences, words, pauses, and function words,
as well as syllable duration, vowel, and consonant duration. It turned out, that vowels
are more appropriate than consonants, weak vowels more than strong vowels, and that
function words are more relevant than content words. The explanation is that English is a
stress-timed language, and learners (Japanese in [Suz04]) with lower pro�ciency tend to
not reduce the vowel duration of function words.

Minematsu [Min04b] presents a very di�erent approach to judge non-natives by comput-
ing a structural representation of phones from a small set of utterances. This representation
is compared with a native structure. This structure is a distance matrix in cepstrum space
that is visualised as a tree-diagram. The distances between phones, however, should be
invariant to non-linguistic in�uences like microphone and room (multiplicative distortion
i.e. shift of the resulting cepstrum) or the length of the vocal tract (linear transformation
i.e. multiplication with matrix in cepstrum space). A solution is a distortion of the space by
measuring distances of Gaussian distributions of di�erent phones with the Bhattacharyya
distance measure [Bha43]. Minematsu compares likelihood scores, posterior scores, and
structural distortion scores; further investigations are focused on the intelligibility [Min04a],
vowel confusion, stress, and articulatory e�ort [Asa05].

Another aspect of correct pronunciation is the right intonation. Tepperman and
Narayanan [Tep05a] investigate stress detection with prosodic features derived from
syllable nuclei. Besides energy, duration, and F0, features that describe the slope and the
range of energy and F0 are investigated. Linguistic rules to normalise vowel durations
dependent on their context are applied. After classifying stress vs. non-stress, in each
word the stressed syllable with best posterior probability is decided for as the primary
stress. Imoto et al. [Imo00] used features computed from fundamental frequency, energy,
and vowel duration for a syllable-based classi�cation of strong and weak sentence stress.

Tab. 2.4 gives an overview of several approaches. Early approaches compare the learner
with prerecorded data, several authors create additional acoustic models for expected mis-
pronunciations, and many calculate scores from log-likelihood probabilities, log-posterior
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[Ber90], [Roo93] alignment with sentence models/prerecorded data
[Her99b], [Men00] mispronunciation models, stress-detection (ISLE)
[Ban03], [Hag05], [Li07] mispronunciation models, language modelling
[Del00], [Yam05] prosody: comparison with golden speaker
[Wit00], [Wit99], [Wit97], . SGOP1, SGOP2, SGOP3

[Fra99], [Kim97], [Lan98] log-posterior, log-likelihood
[Esk96], [Esk02] log-likelihood, duration, pitch, cepstrum
[Tep05b], [Sto06] articulatory/phonological features
[Cuc00b], [Cuc00a] SDur1, SROS1, SROS2, SLR, SPTR: duration, ROS,

log-likelihood, phonation-time-ratio, pauses;
[Tru05] duration, rate-of-rise
[Neu00], [Neu96], [Fra00] SLikeliGlob, SLikeliLoc, SLikeliNorm, SPosterior, SAcc, SSylTime

SDur2 log-likelihood, log-posterior, phone accuracy,
duration

[Mou06] SCDiff , SCNorm

log-posterior, log-likelihood (here: unknown text)
[Oht05] SAcc2, SLikeliGlob: syllable accuracy,

substitution rate, log-posterior, log-likelihood, duration
[Ber04] ROS, pauses, stress, latency of response
[Tei00], [Par04] prosodic and segmental scores
[Suz04] duration (words, function words, weak/strong vowels)
[Min04b], [Min04a], [Asa05] structural representation
[Tep05a], [Imo00] stress detection

Table 2.4: Literature overview of pronunciation scoring in the order of appearance (except
[Tru05]) in the text.

probabilities, and prosodic information such as pitch, energy, duration, pauses, and rate-
of-speech. New approaches are based on articulatory features or phone distances. Besides
pronunciation, also stress is evaluated.

Further Aspects on Pronunciation Scoring. For a di�erent application than CALL
(a tutoring system on physics) Forbes-Riley and Litman found in [For05] signi�cant cor-
relations between prosodic features obtained from the student voice and a posttest score
that rates the learning success of the student. [Kra04] analyses uncertainty of children and
adults using audio and video. For some medical application, the word accuracy of a speech
recogniser and prosodic features are used successfully to evaluate tracheoesophageal speech
[Had07, Sch05] or children with a cleft lip or palate [Mai09, Mai06b, Mai06c, Mai06e].
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2.3 Existing Systems

After the introduction of general approaches to score the pronunciation of children, in this
section an overview of existing systems is presented. First, systems from other research
projects including ISLE are described. Then, an overview of selected commercial systems
available in German bookstores is given. A list of tuition systems is shown in AppendixC.

Pronunciation Tuition Systems. Neri et al. [Ner03] give an overview of di�erent com-
ponents of CALL systems and the role of ASR technology. In [Ner02c, Ner03] the type of
feedback that is provided by state-of-the-art CAPT systems is examined and a critical
overview of various products is given. The student speech and a reference signal are often
contrasted and displayed as wave form (impossible to extract information how to improve
pronunciation), as spectrogram (not easily interpretable for students), or as a pitch graph,
where additionally syllable length and energy are visualised (meaningful, but no segmen-
tal errors). The challenge in developing systems that give a diagnosis on segmental errors
is to provide an appropriate scoring: a diagnosis on smaller segments with more speci�c
feedback is likely to include more errors [Ner02b].

In the following a short overview of systems developed at di�erent universities is given.
The SLIM-system that addresses Italian economy students learning English is described
in [Del00]. The system developed in the STAR-project (1990) is described in [Rus00].
At the Centre for Speech Technology of the KTH, Stockholm, the ARticulation TUtoR
(ARTUR) is being developed [Gra05]. Besides speech recognition and an analysis of phone
duration and stress, multimodal information is used to calculate relations between facial
and vocal tract movements [Bes04]. As feedback the user's articulation and the correct one
are contrasted using 3D models of the face and the vocal cord.

The CALL system Parling [Mic04] has been developed at the ITC-irst, Trento, and
addresses children of a primary school (aged 8 � 11). Di�erent tales can be read and
listened to. The pupils can click on anchor words, then the entry of the pictorial dictionary
appears. Now the learners can listen to the words in the dictionary and repeat them. Wrong
pronunciation is rejected. Each story is associated with a di�erent type of game (e.g. the
Memory game) that helps the user memorising the story vocabulary. In Germany, at the
TU Dresden the platform OpenVOC has been developed [Hof05]. The system AzAR15 was
developed at the same time and addresses east European speakers learning German16.

There are three sites in the USA, which developed major systems that are also launched
as products. At the Center for spoken Language Research, Colorado, the Colorado Literacy
Tutor 17 is being developed. WriteToLearnTM automatically evaluates both writing skills
and reading comprehension and is brought on the market by Pearson Knowledge Technolo-
gies18. An extension on read speech of children based on the SONIC speech recogniser is
described in [Hag04]. Details on the Italian version of the system can be found in [Cos05].

15Automat zur Akzent Reduktion, cf. http://www.ias.et.tu-dresden.de/institut/jb2005.pdf
16Demo system of voice INTER connect GmbH http://voiceinterconnect.de
17http://www.colit.org/
18http://www.pearsonkt.com/

http://www.ias.et.tu-dresden.de/institut/jb2005.pdf
http://voiceinterconnect.de
http://www.colit.org/
http://www.pearsonkt.com/
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At SRI international the systems VILTSTM and AutograderTM have been developed19.
The underlying algorithms are described in [Neu96, Kim97, Neu98, Fra99, Neu00, Fra00,
Tei00]. The authors also hold several patents20. Currently, EduSpeak R©21 is launched by
Speech@SRI. Another patent at SRI was invented by J. Bernstein22. He developed the
automated English test PhonePass for the telephone23. The system was developed by
Ordinate and is now distributed by VersantTM (In Germany: http://www.versanttest.
de/). Several exercises (e.g. repeating, �nding opposites, and answering short questions)
have to be solved; in the end a grade is calculated (cf. [Ber04]).

Listen24 (Literacy Innovation that Speech Technology ENables) is a reading tutor de-
veloped at the Carnegie Mellon University [Ban03]. At the same University, the Fluency
pronunciation trainer was developed that is described by Eskenazi et al. [Esk98, Esk00].
It is based on the SPHINX II speech recogniser. To make the students active speakers,
elicitation techniques are used. The question �When did you meet her? (yesterday)� is in-
tended to be answered by the user with �I met her yesterday�. It is possible to predict the
student's response to make speech recognition more robust. Wrong syllable duration (rela-
tive to the preceeding syllable) and wrong pronunciation are marked. There is an advice in
written form, how to place the articulators for correct pronunciation as well as illustrations
(sidecut and front of the head). The user can further listen to a reference speaker that is
automatically selected to �t best to the user speech. The system is evaluated with students
of di�erent nationality. NativeAccentTM is a product of Carnegie Speech25.

Interactive Spoken Language Education (ISLE). The ISLE-project26 was a Euro-
pean research project that focused on non-native German and Italian speech from adults.
It started in 1998 and ended in 2000. The academic partners were the Universities of Leeds,
Milan, and Hamburg. The commercial partners were Didael27 and the Ernst Klett Verlag28.
The underlying HMM based speech recogniser was developed by Entropic29. Publications
on pronunciation scoring and non-native speech recognition in ISLE are among others
[Atw99, Her99b, Her00, Men00, Bon00a, Bon00b].

19http://www.speech.sri.com/projects/language_instruction.html
20 Method and apparatus for automatic text-independent grading of pronunciation for language instruc-

tion (SRI 2000), Method and system for automatic text-independent grading of pronunciation for language
instruction (SRI, 2001), Method and apparatus for language training (Minds and Technologies. Inc, 2001),

21http://www.speechatsri.com/products/eduspeak.shtml
22Method and apparatus for voice-interactive language instruction (SRI, 1997)
23Interview: http://www.eltnews.com/features/interviews/021_jared_bernstein.shtml)
24http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~listen/
25http://www.carnegiespeech.com/speech_products.html
26http://nats-www.informatik.uni-hamburg.de/~isle/
27http://www.didael.it
28http://www.klett.de
291999 acquired by Microsoft
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Data has been collected from 23 German and 23 Italian intermediate learners of English,
annotated on the phone level (insertions, deletions, substitutions), and labelled with stress
errors. The data is distributed via ELRA30 and e.g. investigated in [Tep05a, Tep05b].

The ISLE system provides detailed feedback on what the user pronounced incorrectly
and how to improve the pronunciation. �Question answering� is an exercise where the
answer needs to be constructed from sets of pre-de�ned building blocks [Men00]. A low
perplexity speech recogniser that is tolerant to non-native data and adapted to the user
determines the correctness of the answer. Then, the system re-recognises the utterance with
less tolerant models in forced alignment mode; low con�dence scores indicate possible pro-
nunciation errors [Her99b]. The diagnosis module selects the most severe errors and adds
models for wrongly pronounced words to the speech recogniser. Those error candidates are
created rule based, applying letter-to-phone and phone-to-phone rules that describe mis-
pronunciations that are typical of the respective L1-group. The most likely error candidate
and consequently the most likely mispronunciation rule is found using a further word based
forced alignment step that allows alternative pronunciations. To reduce complexity in the
real time demonstration system, the number of errors per word was limited to one [Men00].
This way, the actual phone confusion is detected and remapped to the orthographic tran-
scription. The feedback is e.g. a highlighted �ea� in �cheaper� with the remark �That should
sound like media and not like else�. The student can click on the words �media� and �else�
to hear it. Additionally the lexical stress (putting the stress on the right syllable of a word)
is classi�ed.

Neri, Cucchiarini, and Strik assert in their overview on available CAPT systems
[Ner02b] that although the feedback design in ISLE seems to be satisfactory, the per-
formance is rather poor. �[. . . ] a system that does not have the ambition of telling the
student to which sound his/her pronounced version corresponded is likely to make fewer
errors than the ISLE system�. Further it is criticised that typical errors of speci�c L1/L2
pairs have to be available and �that such a system is not able to handle unexpected, idiosyn-
cratic errors that may be frequently made by some learners and that may be detrimental
to intelligibility� [Ner02b, p. 3].

The market analysis at the beginning of the ISLE project has shown that available
systems o�er only limited feedback. The report [Atw99, p.9] states: �The market for mul-
timedia software for use at home is also considered to have extremely high potential. ISLE
�lls this gap in the market, but must be implemented quickly [. . . ]�. A comparison between
[Atw99] and the following survey shows that on the one hand more and more systems use
ASR technology now, but on the other hand they have made no breakthrough yet.

Commercial Systems Available in Germany. From the large amount of commercial
systems only a short selection of systems available for German children learning English
that include pronunciation training can be given. From the website of the Bavarian Ministry
of Education31, the Bavarian School-Server can be addressed. Here, information on available

30European Language Resources Association http://catalog.elra.info
31Bayerisches Staatsministerium für Unterricht und Kultus, http://www.km.bayern.de

http://catalog.elra.info
http://www.km.bayern.de
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software is given that is appropriate to be used in class32. A list including those systems is
shown in AppendixC. It includes Tell Me More and Lernvitamine Englisch (cf. below) but
also applications which use rudimentary speech technology (record and play) only. Software
reviews on Tell Me More (French, Chinese, and Japanese system) and TripplePlayPlus are
summarised in [Ner03]. The following systems have been tested by the author of this
thesis. The digital publishing company33 was founded in 1994 and provides English courses
in several languages, in particular advanced education in companies; it is currently the
market leader in Germany. Leader in other European countries is Auralog34 which was
founded 1987. Further, Klett/Pons and Langenscheidt are o�ering pronunciation training
software. The Langenscheidt system is based on the speech recogniser lingDIALOG by
LingCom35.

• Lernvitamine Englisch36 (digital publishing, Cornelson) and Interaktive Sprachreise
Englisch (digital publishing) are based on Intellispeech: The learner can listen to his
own speech and to a reference speaker. Both signals are shown and a score is calcu-
lated. �With Intellispeech, the learner can focus on matching native speech through
comparisons with multiple male and female speakers. Intellispeech not only uses a
phonemic database, but character feature sets to determine how well something was
said in comparison to real speech. The result: The closer the learner's pronunciation
is to that of native speakers, the higher the score. Continued use leads to a dra-
matic improvement in pronunciation� (from http://www.digitalpublishing.de/

english/). Further speech recognition allows the selection of sentences, and a �voice
pilot� reacts to some user commands if they start with the name of the virtual tu-
tor �Tim, translate, please!�. Barge in is detected automatically; no push-to-talk is
necessary.

• Tell Me More and Talk to Me (Auralog, Cornelsen)37: S.E.T.S. R© -technology (Spoken
Error Tracking System, based on the Nuance speech recogniser38) allows localisation
and correction of pronunciation errors. The speech signal of the user and a reference
signal are displayed together with the pitch. A pronunciation score is calculated and
the 3D animation shows the speech production. Some kind of dialogue is possible,
since the user can select among prede�ned answers.

• Der groÿe Kurs für Anfänger Englisch (Pons39). Sentences have to be read to train
special phonemes. To train the �w�, e.g. �I work in a bank� has to be read. If �w� is

32Bayerischer Schulserver,
http://www.schule.bayern.de/unterricht/schulfaecher/Englisch/software_englisch.htm

33digital publishing AG, Munich,http://www.digitalpublishing.de/english/
34Auralog SA, France,http://www.auralog.com
35http://www.lingcom.de/
36http://www.lernvitamine.de/cgi/WebObjects/Lernvitamine
37http://www.abitz.com/cornelsen/tellmemore_englisch.php3
38http://www.nuance.com/
39http://www.pons.de/
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Figure 2.3: Caller -architecture: Computer assisted language learning from Erlangen.

mispronounced as fricative it is rejected very robustly. However, all other words in
the sentence can be omitted or pronounced arbitrarily. �th� is discriminated from �s�
but not from the fricative �f�. Speech recognition is provided by the Acapela group40.

The next section describes the software developed at the LME.

2.4 Caller : Computer Assisted Language Learning

from Erlangen

The algorithms for pronunciation scoring presented in this thesis are integrated in Caller
(Computer Assisted Language Learning from Erlangen) together with other multimedia-
based exercises designed for language learning. Caller is described in [Hes05, Hes06,
Hac07a] and was developed and evaluated within a cooperation with a local grammar
school (Ohm-Gymnasium Erlangen). The advantages of this system in comparison to com-
mercial products are (i) that it is a client/server system, which can be accessed in class
and from home, and which enables the teachers to monitor the students, (ii) that this
client/server architecture allows to run complex newly developed scoring algorithms on
the server (i.e. the algorithms that will be described in Chap. 5), which are based on the
LME speech recogniser described in Chap. 3.2, and (iii) that all contents are de�ned in
external xml-�les that can easily be modi�ed. Further, the modular concept of the sys-
tem makes it easily extendable. This made a project possible, where at Ohm-Gymnasium
some 11th grade students designed new exercises for the 5th grade. The current system
implements several exercises from the text book [Hel03] which addresses students learning
English in the �rst year (grade 5). The system is described in [Hac07b].

40http://www.acapela-group.com/

http://www.acapela-group.com/
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Figure 2.4: Caller, selected exercises: the listening test, the memory game, an analysis of
the reading exercise, the maze.

The �rst version of Caller was a program that runs locally on a computer [Hes05]. It
was applied in some English classes and was used for data collection. After this, the users
were asked to answer some questionnaires about their impressions of the system. Version
2 is a client/server based system which is implemented in Flash and Java. Only a minimal
installation is required locally on the clients to run the software. All exercises that are
independent from speech input even run in a browser and require no installation at all.
The architecture of Caller is shown in Fig. 2.3. All content is separated from structure,
located on a web-server (xml-�les), and loaded onto the clients dynamically. Also text,
images and sound are loaded dynamically. Speech technology like a word recogniser and
scoring algorithms run on a Linux-server, together with a database that contains e.g. user-
information required for authentication or the users' progress and mistakes. The underlying
client/server framework PEAKS (Program for the Evaluation of All Kinds of Speech dis-
orders) was originally designed for a system to evaluate the speech of patients with speech
disorder (e.g. with a cleft lip or palate) [Mai06a, Mai06b, Mai06c, Mai06e].

Besides the low e�ort to install the clients and the easy maintenance and update pos-
sibilities of the complex speech technology on the server, one of the greatest advantages
of the client/server architecture is that students can access the system from home. Ad-
ditionally, a control tool allows the teachers to log into the system in order to monitor
the students' activities and look at the protocol of their mistakes that are stored in the
database. All students' utterances are recorded, so that teachers can even listen to their
spoken utterances. Caller is a language laboratory that can be used either in class or for
homework and, in addition, has qualities of a �computer game� since a lot of edutainment
is provided in some bonus exercises.
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The Exercises. Caller allows to de�ne several chapters in xml-�les. Each chapter con-
sists of several exercises. Each of them has to be performed by the student, then he/she
is allowed to play a bonus exercise. The student can collect points and an avatar (smiley)
reacts positively or negatively depending on the user's input. In future, highscores of the
best students will be shown on a website. Up to now, four Flash-modules are provided for
the di�erent exercises. The magnet board allows to drag and drop magnets (Fig. 2.4 top
left), the desktop provides cards that can be used as �le cards or game cards (Fig. 2.4 top
right), the notebook (Fig. 2.4, bottom left) displays text and the �learnboy� (Fig. 1.1, right
front) that has been designed like a GameboyTM is an appropriate environment for the
bonus games. Several of the exercises require speech input.

The listening test (Fig 2.4, top left) is practised on the magnet board. By clicking on
people's pictures, they tell a story, what the region looks like, where they come from. Then
the student has to drag the people to the picture of the respective countryside. In another
exercise, the learner has to build sentences from words written on magnets (Fig 1.1, top
left).

Playing the memory game (Fig 2.4, top right), the student has to turn any two cards
face up. He succeeds if he turns up a word and the corresponding icon. If two cards are
turned up which are not a pair, the player has to turn them face down again. In the spoken
vocabulary test (Fig 1.1, top right), words written on �le cards have to be translated. All
words that are not correctly translated (or not recognised by the speech recogniser due to
wrong pronunciation) have to be worked on again. Another written vocabulary test is found
in the notebook environment. Now the user has to type the words to examine the correct
spelling. In the notebook environment also the reading exercise is displayed (Fig 1.1, bottom
centre), which is most interesting in the context of this thesis: The student has to read
some sentences, then his/her pronunciation is analysed. The system marks words, phones or
syllables that have been wrongly pronounced (Fig 2.4 bottom left). For the mispronounced
words, the student now can listen to his own pronunciation and to a reference speaker.
Currently, two bonus games are implemented. One allows the user to navigate a bouncing
ball with voice commands through a maze and pass several obstacles (Fig 2.4, bottom
right). Playing the other game, the user has to shoot o� wrongly spelled words �ying past
(Fig. 1.1, right front). Firing at correct words causes negative scores.

There are many exercises which require speech input: the spoken vocabulary test, one
bonus game, and the reading test. The student uses a head mounted microphone and starts
the recording with a push-to-talk button. Alternatives to push-to-talk will be discussed in
Chap. 9. On the server the recorded speech is analysed by a speech decoder (word recog-
niser) and several modules for pronunciation scoring as introduced in the next paragraph.

Architecture. The client/server architecture is outlined in Fig. 2.3. The core of Caller
is the server with speech technologies and a MySQL-database. From the client, di�erent
communication objects are transmitted to the server, e.g. to request a login, to request the
turn-list for the current exercise, or to send the recorded audio data. On the server, the
database is accessed, audio data is stored on the hard drive, and several speech recognition
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and analysis modules are invoked: the speech decoder or optionally a speech decoder based
on additional mispronunciation models, which are modelling expected pronunciation errors
(cf. Chap. 5), �nds the most likely spoken word sequence (cf. Chap. 3). In the case of a
reading exercise, additionally forced Viterbi alignment (cf. Chap. 3) is performed between
the recorded utterance and the known word sequence the user had to read. Further modules
for pronunciation scoring are based on pronunciation features and prosodic features (cf.
Chap. 5).

In the database, user information, session information, exercise content, and user statis-
tics can be found. The user information contains among others name, grade, and password.
Passwords are transmitted and stored encrypted. A superuser-�ag allows the teacher to
monitor all activities of the speci�ed class. Further, session information is stored in the
database which maps a user to a unique session-ID to enable multi-user handling. The
exercise content de�nes for each turn of the reading exercise the reference text, the vo-
cabulary, and the language model that has to be used during recognition. With the Caller
GameBuilder software, this data can be modi�ed, when new exercises are created. Last
but not least, the user statistics store all activities of a student, like references to the stored
audio input, wrongly typed input, and the number of trials needed to complete an exercise.
The teacher has access to all these statistics from the control tool.

Evaluation. 80 students have tested the language learning software in class. More than
70% preferred speech input to keyboard input. 81% liked the idea to work with the software
at home whereas only 5% disliked it. 67% would train the same chapter more than two
times. 79% believe to have learned and improved somehow by using this software.

2.5 Summary

In the beginning of this chapter English and German phonemes were contrasted. Di�cul-
ties for Germans learners of English are terminal devoicing and the pronunciation of the
unknown phones /D/, /T/, /w/, and /Ng/. The distance between vowels is shown in vowel
space. /{/ is often incorrectly pronounced as /E/, /Q/ as /O:/, and /V/ as /a/.

State-of-the-art procedure to evaluate the agreement of raters or the agreement between
automatic and human assessment is the Pearson correlation. If the data is graded on
an ordinal scale, raters should be compared using the Spearman rank correlation. The
Cronbach α measures the reliability of a rater; the Cohen κ and the Krippendor� α are
used to evaluate the agreement between multiple raters. In both approaches the chance
agreement is �subtracted�.

Early work on automatic pronunciation scoring was published in 1990 [Ber90]. Var-
ious segmental features that can be obtained using speech recognition technology are
investigated e.g. in [Wit00, Cuc00b, Neu00]. Further prosodic information is used in
[Tei00, Suz04]. [Tep05a] employs prosody to classify the primary stress of a word. In newer
approaches pronunciation scoring is performed with Hidden-Articulatory Markov Models
[Tep05b] or a structural representation of distances in phoneme space [Min04a].
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An overview of existing systems is given in AppendixC. ARTUR shows the correct pro-
nunciation with 3D-models of the face, Fluency gives written advises and illustrations how
to place the articulators. The Parling system has been developed for children. PhonePass
is an automated English test on the telephone. ISLE addresses German and Italian adult
learners. Mispronunciations are detected on the phone level and a diagnosis is given which
phone has been uttered wrongly. This satisfactory feedback unfortunately turned out to be
error-prone and does not handle unexpected pronunciation errors. Commercial systems are
available e.g. by Auralog, Cornelsen, digital publishing, and Pons. At the LME, the system
Caller has been developed. All contents can be dynamically modi�ed in external xml-�les.
Only a minimal installation is required locally on the computer; speech recognition and
scoring modules that will be described later in this thesis run on a server.



Chapter 3

Robust Classi�cation and Speech

Recognition

This chapter gives an overview of automatic classi�cation and automatic speech recogni-
tion. The �rst section explains di�erent classi�ers and evaluation measures. Then, speech
and phone recognition are described; here, in addition temporal context has to be taken into
account. TRAP features are explained which can be used alternatively to the widespread
MFCC features. In the last section di�culties in recognising children speech are addressed.
Here, approaches from the literature are discussed and adaptation methods explained.
Classi�cation algorithms will be applied in Chap. 8 for automatic pronunciation scoring.
Speech recognition for children and adaptation methods are subject of Chap. 7. The TRAP
approach will be applied in this thesis for pronunciation scoring (Chap. 5 and Chap. 8).

3.1 Automatic Classi�cation

The goal in automatic pattern recognition and analysis is to map a pattern f onto a class
Ωk. All classes Ωk (k = 1 . . . K) have to be pairwise disjoint; the union

⋃
k Ωk is referred to

as the �eld of problem. An example for a two class problem is the discrimination of correctly
and wrongly pronounced words. To keep the formulae short and clear, in the following the
class index k is used instead of Ωk. After Niemann [Nie90], a classi�cation system consists
of the following modules: In a �rst step, the recorded signal f is preprocessed . Preprocessing
comprises e.g. coding, normalisation or �ltering. Then, features are extracted and stored in
a vector c. �Features of patterns of one class occupy a somewhat compact domain of feature
space. The domains occupied by features of di�erent classes are separated� [Nie90, p.8]. The
classi�cation is the last step and will be described in this section in detail. It requires a
preceding training phase and training data. Unsolved problems are to automatically �nd
appropriate features for a speci�ed �eld of problem. Manual work and inventive talent are
necessary (cf. Chap. 5). It is further unsolved to �nd appropriate constituents of a complex
problem. In the following, the optimal classi�er is introduced, di�erent classi�ers that are
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used in this thesis are explained, and evaluation measures are discussed. Boosting is a
meta-classi�er that is explained at the end of this section.

3.1.1 Optimal Decision Rule

The optimal classi�er is described in [Nie03]. Every classi�er approximates the optimal
classi�er. In order to classify a feature vector c ∈ IRd with d components (features), a
decision rule

δ(k|c) with
∑
k

δ(k|c) = 1 (3.1)

is applied that assigns c to a class k with a certain probability. k = 0 means, that the
pattern is rejected. Let now be p(k|l) the confusion probability (deciding for class k instead
of class l) and rkl the costs of this wrong decision. Then the risk of a decision rule is de�ned
as

V (δ) =
∑
k

∑
l 6=0

Plp(k|l)rkl (3.2)

using the priori probabilities Pl. The optimal classi�er is de�ned as the classi�er which
minimises the risk

V (δ) =
∑
k

∑
l 6=0

Pl

∫
IRd

p(c|l)δ(k|c)dc rkl

=
∫
IRd

∑
k

∑
l 6=0

rklPlp(c|l)

 δ(k|c)dc (3.3)

=
∫
IRd

∑
k

uk(c)δ(k|c)dc

with the test variables

uk(c) =
∑
l 6=0

rklPlp(c|l) k = 0, 1, 2, . . . . (3.4)

The optimal decision is the decision for the class whose test variable is minimal.
In the special case of a forced decision only classes k > 0 exist. If additionally a simple

(0,1)-cost function with rll = 0 and rkl = 1 for k 6= l is employed, the calculation of the
test variables is reduced to

uk(c) =
∑

l 6=0,l 6=k

Plp(c|l), k = 1, 2, 3.... (3.5)

This term is minimised if the missing summand Pkp(c|k) is maximum. Thus, the optimal
classi�er is de�ned through the decision rule

δ(k|c) =

{
1 if ūk(c) := Pkp(c|k) = maxl Plp(c|l)
0 else.

(3.6)
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The classi�er based on this decision rule is the Bayes classi�er or maximum a posteriori
(MAP) classi�er; it maximises the a posteriori probability

p(l|c) =
Plp(c|l)

p(c)
(3.7)

Since the denominator is independent of the class k it can be neglected in Eq. 3.6. Next,
classi�ers that approximate this optimal classi�er are explained.

3.1.2 Classi�cation Techniques

There are di�erent types of classi�ers that are distinguished [Nie90]. In statistical classi�-
cation it is assumed that the class conditional densities p(c|k) which are required for the
calculation of the test variables uk (cf. Eq. 3.4 and 3.5) can be modelled with a parametric
family of densities, e. g. Gaussian densities. Distribution free classi�cation does not require
those assumptions; here, the discrimination function is estimated. Nonparametric classi�-
cation hold for di�erent families of densities but are memory and time consuming and not
used in this thesis. The reason is that approaches like the n-nearest-neighbour classi�er
require all the training data to be kept in memory for the decoding process.

During the learning process the class conditional densities or the discrimination func-
tions are estimated from the training data. For supervised training a class label (the ground
truth) is required for each sample. Unsupervised learning algorithms are e. g. employed for
the training of the codebook of a speech recogniser (cf. Sect.3.2). The classi�ers used in this
thesis which discriminate e. g. correct vs. wrong pronunciation and are introduced in the
following are own implementations of the LME, except the package for neural networks.

The Gaussian Classi�er. It is a statistical classi�er that is based on the assumption
that the data of each class k is approximately distributed normally. The distribution

p(c|k) = N (c|µk,Σk) (3.8)

= |2πΣk|−1/2 exp

(
−(c− µk)

TΣ−1
k (c− µk)

2

)
(3.9)

of the feature vector c is modelled with one Gaussian density per class. The parameters that
have to be determined e. g. using maximum likelihood estimation are the class conditional
covariance matrices Σk ∈ IRd×d and the mean vectors µk ∈ IRd for each class k in d-
dimensional feature space. Instead of maximising ūk = Pkp(c|k) from Eq. 3.6, it is faster
and numerically more robust to maximise 2 ln ūk. From Eq. 3.9 and 3.6 we obtain

ūk(c) = 2 ln Pk − ln |2πΣk| − (c− µk)
TΣ−1

k (c− µk). (3.10)

The last summand is the Mahalanobis-distance between samples c and the class centre
µk. In Fig. 3.1, left, it is illustrated that the discrimination plane {c|ūk(c) = ūl(c)} is
polynomial of degree two; therefore this approach is also called QDA - quadric discriminant
analysis (QDA) (e. g. in [Fri89]). In practise, the calculation of each test variable can be
reduced to a scalar product of dimension (d2 + d)/2 + d + 1. For further reading [Nie03,
p.310, p.333] or [Sch95, p.79] are recommended.
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Figure 3.1: Gaussian and LDA classi�er.

Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA). The LDA-classi�er is very similar to the Gaus-
sian classi�er. The only di�erence is that the covariance matrices Σk have to be identical
for all classes k. For this purpose all covariance matrices are substituted by the average
matrix

Σ =
1

K

K∑
k=1

Σk. (3.11)

Equal covariances result in linear decision boundaries in feature space as illustrated in
Fig. 3.1, right, since the quadratic terms cTΣc in Eq. 3.10 are now independent of the
class label k. LDA is the linear case of QDA; it is less sensitive to violations of the basic
assumption of a normal distribution of the class samples [Fri89] and generally requires less
training data [Wal77]. In the one-dimensional case the classi�cation threshold between
classes k and l is the midpoint (µk + µl)/2 between both class centres if no a priori
weightings (Pk) are applied. Details of the implementation can be found in [Zor05]. LDA
is the most frequently applied classi�er in Chap. 8.

In contrast, the LDA-transformation is used in the same way as the principal component
analysis (PCA) to transform features c and to reduce their dimensionality: The PCA is a
global rotation of the data of all classes; the eigenvectors of the global covariance matrix
form the basis of the target space. The directions with the least scattered data are indicated
by the eigenvectors with the lowest eigenvalues. These directions might be least signi�cant
for classi�cation. In contrast, the LDA-transformation separates the agglomeration areas
while keeping them compact.

Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM). If the data does not satisfy a unimodal distri-
bution, each class k can be modelled with m Gaussian densities

p(c|k) =
M∑

m=1

ck
mN (c|µk

m,Σk
m),

M∑
m=1

ck
m = 1. (3.12)
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Figure 3.2: Structure of a multi-layer perceptron (left) and di�erent activation functions
(right).

Each density m is weighted with a factor ck
m that has to be estimated additionally during

training. All parameters are estimated with the EM-algorithm (expectation�maximisation,
cf. [Nie03, p. 36]).

Neural Networks. Arti�cial neural networks (ANN) are distribution free classi�ers that
work similar to neural processing in the brain. ANNs consist of units (neurons) and directed,
weighted links between units. From the weighted sum of all its inputs the activation of a
neuron is determined; active neurons emit an output.

There are di�erent topologies used for ANNs. The following description is restricted to
the multi-layer perceptron (MLP) which arranges the units in layers, is forward directed
(left to right), and allows only links between adjacent layers. Fig. 3.2 shows an example with
one input layer (left), one hidden layer, and one output layer. A weight ωi,j is assigned to
the link between units i and j. In the resulting weight matrix W only entries in the upper
triangular matrix are allowed; the block structure encodes the topology. The example

W =



0 0 0 ∗ ∗ 0
0 0 0 ∗ ∗ 0
0 0 0 ∗ ∗ 0
0 0 0 0 0 ∗
0 0 0 0 0 ∗
0 0 0 0 0 0


(3.13)

with weights �∗� for ωi,j 6= 0 encodes an ANN with 3 input nodes, one hidden layer with
2 nodes and 1 output node. In [Mak89] it has been proven that any arbitrary decision
boundary can be modelled with an ANN with two hidden layers, only. However, training
ANNs with more layers possibly converges faster [Nie03, S.370].
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The d input units receive the d components of the feature vector c and perform a
simple branching of the input to the units of the �rst hidden layer. All other neurons j are
characterised by

• an activation state aj(τ) at time τ

• an activation function

aj(τ + 1) = fact(aj(τ), netj(τ), ϑj) (3.14)

to determine the activation state at time τ + 1 dependent on the current activation
state, the net input, and a threshold ϑj. Examples are shown in Fig. 3.2, right.

• an output function fout to determine the output oj = fout(aj(τ)); fout often is the
identity.

The propagation or net input

netj(τ) =
∑

i

oi(t)ωi,j (3.15)

is calculated from the weighted outputs of all preceding units i with connections leading
to j. The outputs oj of the units in the right most layer are the scores uk (k = 1, . . . , K)
for the K classes of the �eld of problem.

Training of ANNs is for instance performed with the backpropagation algorithm. It com-
putes the error on the output layer by comparing the scores uk with the ground truth and
propagates the error back onto the other layers. According to the error, the weights ωi,j

are adapted by means of gradient descent. In the present work the more robust variant
Rprop (resilient backpropagation) is used that only takes into account the sign and not
the value of the derivative during gradient descent (described in [Rie94]). Di�erent chance
initialisations are used for the training and di�erent weight-decay values that avoid over-
�tting by driving the weights to zero unless reinforced by backpropagation [Wer88]. As
activation function the tangent hyperbolicus is applied (Fig. 3.2, right). All those settings
are available in the SNNS package (Stuttgart Neural Network Simulator)1 described in
[Zel95, Zel97].

Resampling of the Data. To robustly train and evaluate classi�ers with sparse data the
easy albeit computationally intensive cross-validation approach is applied. For the n-fold
cross-validations data is partitioned into n disjoint subsets. n−1 partitions are used for the
training of the classi�er and one for testing. By systematically leaving out one subset at a
time all the data is used exactly once for evaluation; training of statistics using di�erent
subsets is called the jackknife approach. To guarantee speaker disjoint training and test
sets the maximum allowed number n is the number of speakers in the corpus. This case is
in the following referred to as leave-one-speaker-out training (loo).

1SNNS: freely available at http://www-ra.informatik.uni-tuebingen.de/SNNS/

http://www-ra.informatik.uni-tuebingen.de/SNNS/
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decoder
wrong pron. (X ) correct pron. (O)

re
fe
re
nc
e wrong hits, miss,

pronunciation (X ) true positives (ntp) false negatives (nfn),
type 2 error

correct false alarms (nfa), correct acceptance
pronunciation (O) false positives, true negatives (ntn)

type 1 error

Table 3.1: Binary classi�cation with the H0-hypothesis �wrongly pronounced�.

3.1.3 Evaluation Measures

In this thesis the 2-class problem wrongly pronounced vs. correctly pronounced plays an
important role. Mispronounced units are labelled with X and correct pronunciation with
O. The decoder (automatic classi�er) predicts the hidden information X or O for each unit
(e.g. spoken word); the prediction is compared with the ground truth or reference that is
obtained from human labellers. Tab. 3.1 shows a confusion matrix for binary classi�cation.
If we test the H0-hypothesis �wrongly pronounced�, all elements with wrong pronunciation
that are classi�ed as X count to the true positives (ntp). The proportion of correctly
classi�ed elements with label X with respect to all elements labelled with X is de�ned as
the recall of class X , or sensitivity , or hit-rate

RECX =
ntp

ntp + nfn

. (3.16)

The number of correctly pronounced words that are classi�ed as O is denoted as true
negatives (ntn) with respect to this H0-hypothesis. The recall of class O or speci�ty is

RECO =
ntn

ntn + nfa

. (3.17)

There are two kinds of possible errors: False alarms , false positives , or type 1 errors occur,
if a correctly pronounced word is classi�ed as mispronounced. Those errors are counted
with nfa. The type 2 error counts all mispronounced words that are not detected (false
negatives, nfn). Since it is confusing to use in the case of pronunciation scoring e.g. true
positives for detected mispronunciation (which is actually something negative), the term
hit is used (bold in Tab. 3.1); correct acceptance is used instead of true negatives. The type
1 and type 2 error is referred to as false alarm and miss .

There are di�erent measures to describe the overall performance of a classi�cation. To
calculate the overall recognition rate

RR =
ntp + ntn

ntp + nfn + nfa + ntn

(3.18)

all correctly classi�ed elements are considered. However, in the case that there are much
more elements in either class (e.g. |X | � |O|) good recognition rates would be obtained,
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Figure 3.3: Left: ROC-curve (smoothed) and equal error rate. Right: ROC-curve, recogni-
tion rates RR, and CL. Maximisation of RR results in the a priori probability of the more
frequent category.

if everything was classi�ed as O. A better measure is consequently the class-wise averaged
recognition rate

CL =
RECX + RECO

2
, (3.19)

which neglects the a priori probabilities of both classes. CL is the unweighted average
recall; using the a priori probabilities as weights instead of equal weights (1/2), RR is
obtained. A ROC-curve (Receiver Operating Characteristic) is computed by shifting the
discrimination threshold. Di�erent thresholds result in high ntp and low ntn or vice versa;
this in�uences RECX and RECO in a similar way as appropriate class weightings would
do (which corresponds to �manipulated� a-priori probabilities P̃k = ωkPk or � after Eq. 3.7
� weighted a posteriori probabilities ωkP (k|c)). A ROC-curve plots the sensitivity (y-axis)
dependent on di�erent false alarm rates (x-axis). The intersection with the straight line
y = 1−x leads to the equal error rate that is e. g. used to evaluate pronunciation scoring in
[Fra99]. At this point, the probability of false detection is equal to the probability of missing
a target. A ROC-curve and the equal error rate (34% in this example) are illustrated in
Fig. 3.3, left. For many applications it might be important to specify the false alarm rate,
that is maximally acceptable. Then an appropriate threshold is chosen and the sensitivity
can be measured.

The ROC-curve in Fig. 3.3, right, shows sensitivity vs. speci�ty. The recognition rate
RR varies between 10% and 90% since these are in the illustrated example the a priori
probabilities of the categories X and O. If everything is classi�ed as O, RR reaches 90%
whereas CL is equal to chance (50%). The ROC-curve, RR, and CL meet in one common
point, which is 1 - equal error rate. Note, that this point is not the maximum of CL, but
very close to it. The �gure shows that it is not reasonable to maximise RR if the data of
both categories is not expected to be distributed equally; by maximising CL, however, a
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point close to the equal error rate can be found. In the experimental part of this thesis,
the procedure in the 2-class case to obtain a CL-value that is close to the equal error rate
is the following:

1. Classi�cation: soft decision, e.g. posterior probabilities P (k|c) of class k given the
observation c.

2. Multiplication of P (k|c) with weight ωk ∈ [0, 1],
∑

k ωk = 1.
The weights ωk are chosen on the validation data so that RR ≈ CL, which implies,
that the recalls for both classes have the same size.

3. On the test data: Decision for the class with maximum score ωkP (k|c); calculation
of CL and RR

Another common measure for the 2-class problem is the positive predictive value or
precision

PRECX =
ntp

ntp + nfa

. (3.20)

It shows, how many of all detected errors are indeed mispronounced. The F-measure [Rij79]
is a measure which is maximum, if both, precision and recall, are large.

For classi�cation problems with multiple classes k = 1 . . . K the recalls in Eq. 3.16 and
Eq. 3.17 are obtained by dividing diagonal elements of the confusion matrix with the sum
of all elements in the respective line (RECk for line k). CL is now the mean of all recalls;
for K-class problems, CL will in the following often be renamed to

CL-K =

∑K
k=1 RECk

K
. (3.21)

RR is the relation of the correct items (diagonal elements of the confusion matrix) to the
total number of items. An example for a classi�cation problem with multiple classes is
the classi�cation of phonemes. An example in pronunciation scoring is the classi�cation of
school grades while neglecting their values. Instead of calculating an equal error rate it is
in the case of multiple classes much faster to simply maximise CL2. In many cases it is
even impossible to get the same error rates for all classes using e. g. a linear classi�er.

3.1.4 Boosting

Boosting is a meta-classi�er that utilises weak classi�ers or weak learners to build a strong
classi�er . The AdaBoost (adaptive boosting) algorithm is a relatively new approach and
was invented by Freund and Schapire [Fre95, Fre99a]; a �rst boosting algorithm by Schapire
was developed 1989 and is described in [Sch90].

2An additional constraint could be, that the deviation of each recall from CL has to be smaller than a
speci�ed threshold.
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Figure 3.4: AdaBoost. Weak classi�ers (left) at 3 di�erent time steps τ . Each line with
rectangles (centre) represents the training set with 5 samples A�E. The width of the rect-
angles indicates the weight φ of the sample. 'X'/'

√
' stands for wrong/correct classi�cation

of the sample. Wrong classi�cation results in a larger weight in the next line (τ + 1). The
combination to a strong classi�er h+(.) is based on weights ωτ (right).

Given a training set {cυ|υ = 1 . . . n} with n samples of the distribution D and known
binary labels xυ ∈ {0, 1}, weights φτ,υ can be assigned to each sample cυ ∈ IRd. The basic
idea is now, to calculate for each binary, weak classi�er hτ : IRd → {0, 1} an error ετ and to
increase then the weights of wrongly classi�ed samples dependent on εt. This results in a
di�erent distribution Dτ+1 of the data that forces in the next iteration a weak classi�er hτ+1

to be selected that focuses on hard examples in the training set. In detail, the algorithm
is the following:

1. Assign uniform weights φ0,υ = 1/n to each sample cυ.

2. For each iteration τ = 0 . . . t

(a) Train the weak learner hτ (.)

(b) Calculate the error ετ ∈ [0; 1], stop if ετ > 0.5

ετ =
n∑

υ=1

φτ,υ|hτ (c
υ)− xυ| (3.22)

(c) Use greater weights for all wrongly classi�ed words:

φτ+1,υ = φτ,υ · exp(ωτ ) ; ωτ = log
(

1− ετ

ετ

)
(3.23)

For ω(ε) refer to Fig. 3.4, right top.

(d) Normalise the weights for
∑

υ φτ+1,υ = 1

3. Output of the strong classi�er

h+(cυ) =

{
1 if

∑
τ ωτhτ (c

υ) ≥ 1
2

∑
τ ωτ

0 else
(3.24)
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The �nal strong classi�er h+(.) is a linear combination of the weak classi�ers; it decides for
the output 1, if the majority of the weak classi�ers decides for 1, where each classi�er votes
with its weight ω. Fig. 3.4 illustrates the weighting of the data; smaller ε result in greater ω.
AdaBoost has turned out to be very robust against over�tting to the training data [Fre99a].
Even if there is a certain training iteration from which on ετ does not decrease any more,
further iterations can have a positive e�ect on the test data. The algorithm described works
only in the 2-class case, but there are extensions for multi class and regression problems
[Fre95]. AdaBoost is also able to identify outliers (samples with the highest weights φ)
[Fre99a]. BrownBoost puts less emphasis on those outliers [Fre99b].

In the same way, as one single weak classi�er can be boosted to increase its classi�cation
rate, it is also possible to combine di�erent classi�ers. In this case, in step (2a) of each
iteration τ many classi�ers hi

τ are trained and the one with lowest error ετ is selected as
classi�er hτ . In the case of face detection, Viola and Jones [Vio04] go even a step further:
Here, a weak classi�er is trained for each feature component {cυ

i |υ = 1 . . . n}. Choosing
t < d classi�ers h0 . . . ht can be seen as a feature selection of t out of d components: The
best feature and the 2nd best feature that performs optimal on the data where the �rst
has failed and so on. In other words, due to the new weights, the second best feature
(weak classi�er) uses complementary information and so on. In [Vio04] each weak classi�er
further consists only of a threshold ϑτ

i and a polarity, that shows, which side of ϑτ
i is 1 and

which 0. In this case, the step (2a) is replaced with a loop over all features and all possible
thresholds to �nd the weak classi�er hτ (ci, ϑ

τ
i ) with lowest error ετ .

In this thesis, an AdaBoost algorithm with two further modi�cations will be applied
in Chap. 8. First of all a global threshold ϑi is calculated on the initial distribution D for
all weak classi�ers. Each weak classi�er hi : IRd → {0, 1} selects feature component ci and
applies ϑi to decide for class 0 or 1. This way, in each iteration a feature is selected that
is optimal on the original distribution D; optimal means here that it can classify data
samples well which previous weak learners failed to classify rather than that it can best
learn the new distribution Dτ (which is de�ned by the current set of weights). The second
modi�cation is to start with initial weights which guarantee that the �rst feature being
selected is optimum in terms of CL instead of RR (cf. [Vio04]). The modi�ed AdaBoost for
feature selection is outlined in Fig. 3.5. Classi�cation with the selected feature components
and the corresponding weak classi�ers is performed in the same way as described in Eq. 3.24.

3.2 Speech Recognition

After the previous introduction to classi�cation, in the following speech recognition will
be illuminated. Here, it is not any more su�cient to classify at discrete time steps e.g.
phonemes; now the temporal progression has to be taken into account, too. The speaker
independent continuous speech recogniser which is employed in the following chapters has
been developed at the LME since 1978 and is described by Schukat-Talamazzini [Sch95].
It is e.g. integrated in the train time-table system Evar [Eck93] and was the �rst conver-
sational system for continuous speech connected to the phone network. Recent changes to
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Extract features cυ ∈ IRd from the training data, υ = 1 . . . n
Assign labels xυ ∈ {0, 1}, i.e. 1 for wrong pronunciation (X )
nX := number of label 1; nO := number of label 0
FOR i = 1 TO d

Train weak classi�ers hi : IRd → {0, 1}.
hi selects component i of c and uses ϑi as classi�cation threshold (LDA-
classi�er, ϑi optimum on training data)

FOR υ = 1 TO n (uniform initialisation)
IF xυ = 1

THEN φ0,υ := 1/(2 nX )

ELSE φ0,υ := 1/(2 nO)
feature_list := empty_list
FOR τ = 0 TO t, t < d (feature selection)

FOR i = 1 TO d

IF already selected in feature_list

THEN CONTINUE
εi :=

∑n
υ=1 φτ,υ|hi(cυ)− xυ|

k := argmini εi
τ ; hτ := hk; ετ := εk

Add feature ck to feature_list ; it has weight ωτ after Eq. 3.23
IF ετ > 0.5

THEN BREAK
Calculate φτ+1,υ after Eq. 3.23
Normalise the weights for

∑
υ φτ+1,υ = 1

RETURN feature_list

Figure 3.5: AdaBoost algorithm for feature selection.

the recogniser are explained in Stemmer [Ste05b]. The biggest advantage compared to the
freely available HTK system3 is the faster decoding (Sect. 3.2.4), further characteristics are
e.g. polyphone based acoustic models (Sect. 3.2.3). In Sect. 3.2.2 di�erent approaches for
the feature extraction are explained. First of all, evaluation measures like the word error
rate are de�ned.

3.2.1 Evaluation Measures

For continuous speech or phone recognition, sequences of words or phones are evaluated.
Now, it cannot only be the case, that a word or phone is correct or wrong (substituted by
another word/phone) as in Sec. 3.1.3, but it can also be deleted or inserted. The Levens-
thein distance [Lev66] speci�es the minimal number of insertions nins, deletions ndel, and

3http://htk.eng.cam.ac.uk/

http://htk.eng.cam.ac.uk/
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substitutions nsub that are necessary to map the recognised sequence onto the reference
sequence. It is obtained by dynamic time warping. The word accuracy is

WA =
(
1− nsub + nins + ndel

nall

)
· 100% (3.25)

where nall is the total number of words or phones in the reference. The word correctness is

WC =
(
1− nsub + ndel

nall

)
· 100%. (3.26)

Note, that the WA becomes negative, if a su�cient number of words is inserted. This is not
the case for WC. However, WC becomes large not only by recognising everything correctly
but also by performing a number of insertions (in the unlikely case, when every word in
the reference is recognised as a sequence of all possible words it reaches even 100%). In
this thesis for all speech recognition experiments the word error rate

WER = 100%−WA (3.27)

is given as well as its relative reduction (improvement).

3.2.2 Feature Extraction

The LME -recogniser currently uses a 24-dimensional feature vector, which contains the
short-time energy, 11 Mel frequency cepstrum coe�cients and 12 �rst-order derivatives.
In this thesis, also TRAP features (TempoRAl Patterns) are investigated in Chap. 5. A
detailed description of the feature extraction is necessary to understand the adaptation
approaches applied in Chap. 7.

Cepstral Features. In [Rie95] the feature extraction module has been developed. In
[Ste05b], amongst others, changes of the �lter bank were investigated and vocal tract
length normalisation (VTLN, cf. Sect. 3.3.2) was added. In the following, a brief outline of
the current module is given:

1. Every 10msec a window of 16msec length of the speech signal f is analysed. This
corresponds to a window size of N = 256 samples if 16kHz data is used (short-time
analysis). The data is quantised with 16 bits.

2. Each short-time window is pointwise multiplied with a Hamming window.

3. The short-time spectrum is calculated using the Fast Hartley Transform (FHT).

4. The magnitude-squared spectrum is multiplied with a bank of B �lters uniformly
spaced on the Mel scale, which results in an auditory based, coarser resolution of
the higher frequencies. The result is the Mel spectrum. This approach is equivalent
to three consecutive processing steps: (i) Mel frequency warping of the power spec-
trum, (ii) convolution (i. e. smoothing), and (iii) down-sampling. Originally B = 18
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overlapping trapezoid �lters have been used, that covered the frequency range from
62.5 � 6250 kHz. It was replaced by a �lter bank with B = 25 triangular �lters in
[Ste05b]. Example �lter banks are shown in Fig. 3.11; �lter i and i + 2 touch each
other on the frequency axis. In the following chapters di�erent numbers of �lters and
di�erent ranges of frequency covered by the �lterbank are investigated. However,
when using large numbers of �lters (up to 256 in [Hon05]), one should ensure that
the bandwidth of the �lters is kept constant (much more than 50% overlap), since
their size in�uences the smoothing of the power spectrum.

5. The short-time energy is the sum of all Mel spectrum coe�cients. An auditory based
energy value is obtained when taking the logarithm (after setting zero-values to a
small positive value ε = 10−6).

6. To keep the short-time energy on a constant level it is subtracted from the median
�ltered time contour of the energy maxima.

7. To calculate the Mel frequency cepstral coe�cients (MFCC), �rst each of the B band
energy values is mapped onto the interval [ε; 1.0] and log-transformed.

8. The Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) is applied to the sequence of B band energy
values. Of the resulting Mel cepstrum the 12 lowest coe�cients are selected, which
encode the low frequencies of the Mel spectrum.

9. Last but not least, a dynamic adaptive cepstral subtraction (DACS) is applied to
eliminate characteristics of the channel, the room, or the physiology of the speaker's
vocal tract. Each MFCC coe�cient is subtracted from the mean that has been calcu-
lated adaptively over the preceding 2000 frames that have been classi�ed as speech.

10. The �rst of the 12 cepstrum coe�cients is replaced by the short-time energy value.
Each of these 12 static features is smoothed with a triangular �lter (Tyrolean hat)
which is an interpolation of the current MFCC with its two neighbours.

11. The �nal 24 dimensional cepstral feature vector additionally contains 12 �rst-order
derivatives of the 12 static features (regression line within the surrounding time
interval of 56msec [Ste01] which is 5 frames).

In the LME recognition system up to now no improvements have been achieved with
additional 2nd-order derivatives. However, additional context features were investigated in
[Ste01, Hac01]: The calculation of the 1st-order derivatives using multiple time resolutions
could raise the recognition rates.

PLP, RASTA, and Modulation Spectrogram. Another widely used approach to
obtain acoustic features is Perceptual Linear Prediction (PLP). In [Hon05] PLP and MFCC
are compared and di�erent computation steps are combined. The main di�erences in PLP
are the following: First, the Bark �lter bank is used after applying the Hamming window
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Figure 3.6: Spontaneous speech of a child (in German). Example of a TempoRAl Pattern
(TRAP).

and the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). Next, an equal-loudness transform weights the �lter
bank coe�cients to simulate the sensitivity of hearing. This corresponds to a pre-emphasis
f ′τ = fτ − 0.95 fτ−1 often applied to the time-signal f in MFCC computation. In PLP, the
equalised bark �lter values are further transformed by raising each to the power of 0.33
[Her90]. This auditorily warped line spectrum is �nally processed using linear prediction
(LP); one obtains a smoothed curve, the model spectrum, that approximates the envelope
of the �lter bank spectrum. Usually the �rst e.g. 13 cepstrum coe�cients (model cepstrum)
are used as features.

Hermansky et al. introduced in 1991 RelAtive SpecTrAl (RASTA) processing [Her91]
for speech enhancement in noisy speech. It is originally applied to the log spectrum and
in later work as well to the cepstrum. A �lter is applied to the temporal progression of
each frequency band which is implemented by computing the temporal derivative and a
re-integration step. This is equivalent to smoothing plus sliding mean subtraction as shown
in [Hon04].

MFCC features are calculated using only one short-time analysis window that contains
e.g. 16msec of speech; temporal context is included by calculating the derivatives e.g.
over 56msec. There are many approaches that look onto a larger temporal context, e.g.
RASTA processing. Frequencies that do not satisfy the physical constraints on the rate-
of-change are �ltered out; those frequencies result from speaker or recording conditions
(low frequencies) or noise (high frequencies). The temporal changes of the log-spectrogram
(time vs. frequency) around time τ are illustrated in the modulation spectrum (modulation
frequency vs. frequency). The contribution of di�erent modulation frequency ranges to the
speech recognition performance is investigated in [Tib97]. It turned out that an important
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range is 2 � 8 Hz; the syllabic rate in speech is around 4 Hz. Further investigations of the
modulation spectrum are found in Atlas et al. [Atl04]; the modulation spectrogram shows
the 4 Hz modulation at any time step and for all frequency bands in a spectrographic format
and was introduced by Greenberg [Gre97]. Phoneme, speaker, and channel variabilities per
frequency band are analysed in [Kaj99].

TRAP Features. A multi-stream approach using TempoRAl Patterns (TRAP) was
introduced by Hermansky in [Tib97, Her98] and in the PhD-Thesis of Sharma [Sha99].
A TRAP is the temporal evolution of the logarithmic energy within a critical band as
illustrated in Fig. 3.6. Up to 1 sec. time trajectories centred around the frame under con-
sideration are taken into account. The mean TRAP is obtained by averaging per �lter
bank all TRAPs belonging to the same phoneme regardless of the context. [Her98] focuses
on 29 phoneme classes. The temporal window is Hanning-�ltered to reduce the in�uence
of the temporarily more distant frames.

Classi�cation with TRAPs is performed as follows: In a �rst step, the surrounding
TRAP of each frame is compared with all mean TRAPs of the respective �lter bank. The
scores that measure the similarity (e.g. the correlation) are stored in a vector (1 component
per phone). In later investigations, neural networks are used to calculate phone scores
(class conditional log-likelihood), instead. In a second step vectors are build which contain
the correlation scores with each phoneme (later investigations: log-likelihood scores, cf.
Fig. 3.7). Such vectors are obtained for all critical bands (15 from 0 - 4 kHz in [Sha99], 22
from 0 - 7.5 kHz in the experimental part of this thesis, cf. page 155) and combined using
another huge neural network (merger or combiner). This two-step approach is referred to
as tandem approach and outlined in Fig. 3.7. The results are phone posterior scores which
are used for frame recognition or as features. The latter are usually combined frame based
with conventional features like MFCCs.

In [Sha99] the TRAP approach is motivated with the human way of speech process-
ing analysed 1953 by Fletcher [Fle53] (reviewed in [All94]). Fletcher's articulation index
characterises speech intelligibility under conditions of low-pass and high-pass �ltering. It
was measured in a perceptual study with nonsense syllables. Using B band-pass �lters the
overall articulation error e = e1e2 . . . eB was shown to be the product of the partial artic-
ulation errors ei in frequency band i. Allen's [All94] interpretation is that humans process
phones in independent frequency sub-bands and that the resulting phone estimates are
then combined to the �nal recognition. As a consequence, one corrupted frequency band
does not a�ect the overall recognition.

There are several modi�cations of the TRAP approach described in Fig. 3.7, in partic-
ular, the inputs of the merger do not have to be posterior scores of phonemes. In [Jai03]
TRAPs from adjacent critical bands are combined (3 at a time); now, the resulting in-
put to the combiner are 75 features per band. In [Her03] the set of mean TRAPs for all
phones and in all energy bands is reduced to 9 universal patterns (UTRAPs) by clustering.
The band-dependent ANNs (phoneme recognisers) are replaced with a recogniser for those
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Figure 3.7: TRAP tandem approach as described by Hermansky [Tib97, Her98].

9 patterns. Chen et al. [Che04, Che03] introduce and compare di�erent 2-stage tandem
approaches and 1-stage setups.

Using TRAPs better recognition results are obtained under di�erent conditions of noise
in [Her98, Her99a]. An extension for conversational speech is investigated in [Mor04]. Recog-
nition of reverberated data is investigated in [Mai05c, Mai05b]. TRAPs generalise better
if training and test is performed with mismatched, di�erently reverberated data. It was
investigated to combine recognisers using information of di�erent frequency bands with
ROVER [Fis97]. In the present thesis TRAPs are for the �rst time employed for pronun-
ciation scoring (Chap. 5.3).

3.2.3 Acoustic and Language Modelling

The standard approach for acoustic modelling in speech recognition is based on hidden
Markov models (HMM), a statistical representation of the words contained in the lexicon
of the speech recogniser. Additionally language models (LM) are employed to incorporate
a priori knowledge of the occurrence of word sequences. Details on the LME recognition
system can be found in Schukat-Talamazzini [Sch95] and a compact overview in English
including recent changes in Stemmer [Ste05b].

Acoustic Modelling. Di�culties in speaker-independent speech recognition arise from
the fact that sounds are uttered slightly di�erently at any time, di�erently by any person,
and that additionally words are non-linearly distorted in time. HMMs are stochastic models
for words or sub-word units that take those issues into account. A Markov chain is a
discrete-time stochastic process (at time steps τ1 < τ2 < τ3 . . .) with the Markov property .
This property means, that the future is conditionally independent of the past and only
dependent on the presence. A Markov chain is given by
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• a state variable qτ ∈ {s1, s2, . . . , sI} that is a random variable which describes the
state at time τ ,

• initial state probabilities π = (π1, π2, . . . , πI) with πi = P (q1 = si), and

• a matrix A with transition probabilities aij = P (qτ+1 = sj | qτ = si), aij ≥ 0 which
is the probability of the transition si → sj (

∑
j aij = 1).

In speech recognition Markov chains are used but superimposed by a second stochastic
process: Whereas the state qτ remains hidden, in HMMs an output oτ can be observed
that satis�es a state dependent distribution p(oτ |qτ ). The output distribution of state si is
symbolised with bi(oτ ); the densities of all states are combined in b. For continuous HMMs
the observation is the feature vector (oτ = cτ ) calculated from the speech signal f at time
τ ; the densities bi(c

τ ) ∈ IRd are called the state dependent codebook which is obtained by
vector quantisation. For discrete HMMs oτ is a discrete symbol and bi(oτ ) = P (oτ |qτ ) a
discrete random distribution. The de�nition of the HMM λ is complete, once π, A, and b
are determined:

λ := (π, A, b) (3.28)

Most common topologies are left-to-right HMMs (aij = 0 for j < i), in particular linear
HMMs (aij = 0 for j > i + 1 ∨ j < i). The output densities for continuous HMM are
Gaussian mixtures with M densities (a codebook with M densities) where each of them is
weighted with ci,m:

b
(cont)
i (cτ ) =

M∑
m=1

ci,mN (cτ |µi,m,Σi,m). (3.29)

Continuous HMMs are typically limited to diagonal covariance matrices. The LME -
recogniser is based on semi-continuous HMMs as shown in Fig. 3.8, left. Generally much
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more densities are available per state (e.g. M = 500). Full covariance matrices can be
estimated very robustly since the codebook is shared among all states si and all data can
be used to estimate its densities. In

b
(semi)
i (cτ ) =

M∑
m=1

ci,mN (cτ |µm,Σm) (3.30)

only ci,m depends on i and causes a state-dependent weighting of the Gaussian densities.
Discrete HMMs would require a discretisation of the feature vectors in advance employing
also a state independent codebook. In this case, the discrete symbols obtained by vector
quantisation are the observations oτ .

In [Hac03], the LME -recogniser was extended in a way, that it cannot only process one
sequence of feature vectors (stream), but also multiple streams from independent informa-
tion sources. Assuming statistical independence of static and dynamic features, two feature
streams are obtained. In this case b

(semi)
i (cτ ) can be calculated from the product of two

streams, where cτ
stat and cτ

dyn are the d/2 static and dynamic feature components of the
feature vector cτ .

b
(semi)
i (cτ ) = b

(semi)
i

(
cτ

stat, c
τ
dyn

)
(3.31)

= b
(semi)
i (cτ

stat) · b
(semi)
i

(
cτ

dyn

)
, cτ

stat, c
τ
dyn ∈ IRd/2

Additionally, each factor can be exponentially weighted (codebook exponents). This ap-
proach is outlined in Fig. 3.8, right; it shows two orthogonal feature spaces for two feature
streams with M1 and M2 densities. This way, a codebook with M1 ×M2 densities in the
hatched area is modelled, although less parameters have to be estimated: the M1 + M2

covariance matrices have the smaller size d/2× d/2. A related approach is to integrate the
output of a phone recogniser as in Stemmer et al. [Ste03c, Ste03d].

Isadora. For the training of the acoustic models the ISADORA system is employed
[Sch95, pp. 271]. It is based on recursive HMMs (RMM): Each state of an RMM contains
an elementary state like in HMMs or a whole RMM. This way, models that build a tree
hierarchy can be trained. A monophone forms the root of the tree e. g. /e/, specialised
models are e. g. /e/t, /e/r, or /e/k. More specialised models of /e/k would be r/e/k,
then r/e/k@, and perhaps up to r/e/k@gn if enough words like �recognition� and �recog-
niser� exist in the training data. In the present thesis, such polyphones (with arbitrary
context length) have to occur at least 50 times during training to be generated. Gener-
alised polyphones additionally use categories like vowels V+ or plosives P+ in order to model
e. g. r/e/P+. Each polyphone is de�ned as an HMM of 1�4 states as de�ned for all occurring
centre phones in AppendixB.2. It follows the entry for /e/ and /eI/4

S: /e/ [e] [e] [e] ;

S: /eI/ [e] [e] [e] [I] ;

The symbols on the right side ([e], [I]) are sub-phonemic units to name the HMM states.

4�S� denotes sequential states, �A� atomic states, details in [Sch95, pp. 281]
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Training. To train the HMMs only a word based transcription of the data and a pronun-
ciation dictionary containing all occurring words is required. No manual alignment between
phones and time intervals of the speech signal is necessary. The training starts with a code-
book estimated with the k-means algorithm, a uniform initialisation of the HMMs and an
initial training of the acoustic models. Then the following procedure is repeated always 10
times:

• training of the codebook

• soft vector quantisation: scores are calculated for each density m; all densities with
scores greater than a threshold are kept in the beam (not only the one with the best
score as for hard vector quantisation).

• automatic labelling with sub-phonemic labels (forced alignment cf. 3.2.4)

• training of the acoustic models

The training steps are performed with the Baum-Welch algorithm [Bau66]: 10 iterations
are applied in each loop to the acoustic models. The formulae to estimate π and A, all
M densities (µm,Σm), and the I ×M weightings ci,m can be found e. g. in [Ste05b, pp.
68]. Given a tree hierarchy of acoustic models like in ISADORA, the A.P.I.S. training
(accumulation, propagation, interpolation, and smoothing) described in [Sch95, pp. 303]
is applied.

Language Modelling. A language model (LM) is a probability distribution

P (w) = P (w1w2 . . . wL) (3.32)

= P (w2) · P (w2|w1) · P (w3|w1w2) · . . . · P (wL|w1 . . . wL−1)

over all word sequences w of individual length L. This stochastic grammar is approximated
with n-gram probabilities

P (wi|w1 . . . wi−1) ≈ P (wi|wi−n+1 . . . wi−1). (3.33)

A bigram language model is achieved for n = 2 and a unigram for n = 1. More robust
estimates can be obtained by mapping words wi onto more general categories Ci. Then the
conditional n-gram probability can be rewritten to

P (wi|wi−n+1 . . . wi−1) = P (wi|Ci) · P (Ci|Ci−n+1 . . . Ci−1). (3.34)

Further approaches to avoid the sparse data problem like interpolation are summarised in
[Ste03c, pp. 71].

The perplexity of a language model measures its performance. In the case of an unknown
distribution PLM that is estimated from samples (P̂LM) the perplexity given L words is
de�ned as

2(− 1
L

∑L

i=1
log2 PLM(wi)) (3.35)
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where the exponent can be seen as the crossentropy

H(PLM, P̂LM) = −
L∑

i=1

PLM(wi) · log2 P̂LM(wi) (3.36)

The lower the perplexity, the better is the performance of the language model.

3.2.4 Decoding and Forced Alignment

In HMM-based recognition two types of evaluations are possible. Given an HMM λi, the
probability that the observed acoustic signal is produced by λi is required when deciding
for the HMM with highest a posteriori probability. Given also the transcription of the
acoustic observation, that implicitly de�nes a sequence of HMMs, the most likely sequence
of hidden states q1 . . . qt can be computed in order to obtain a time alignment between
the acoustic observation and words, phonemes, or sub-phonemic units (Viterbi alignment).
Combining the a posteriori probabilities of the acoustic model AM with the language model
probabilities, the �nal speech decoder is obtained. Phoneme recognition is explained at the
end of this section.

A Posteriori Probabilities. The probability pAM(o1 . . . ot|λ) of an acoustic model λ
can be computed e�ciently by applying either the forward algorithm or the backward
algorithm. For the �rst algorithm the forward probability at time τ

ατ (j) = p(c1, . . . , cτ , qτ = sj|λ)

=

(
I∑

i=1

ατ−1(i)aij

)
bj(c

τ ) with α1(j) = πjbj(c
1) (3.37)

is recursively computed to obtain �nally

pAM(c1 . . . ct|λ) =
I∑

j=1

αt(j), (3.38)

where t is the total number of frames τ .

Viterbi Probabilities. The Viterbi algorithm is more e�cient, since the sum in Eq. 3.38
is replaced by the maximum operator. Now, the score is calculated from exactly one path,
the most likely path. It is again recursively computed in

θτ (j) = max
q1,...,qτ

p(c1, . . . , cτ , q1, . . . , qτ−1, qτ = sj|λ)

= max
i=1...I

(θτ−1(i)aij) bj(c
τ ) with θ1(j) = πjbj/c

1) (3.39)

to obtain �nally

pViterbi(c
1 . . . ct|λ) = max

j=1...I
θt(j) (3.40)
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Figure 3.9: Forced alignment (top) vs. speech recognition (bottom). Feature extraction
(1a), concatenation of annotated/expected word models (1b), and time alignment (1c) in a
way, that the features cτ are generated with maximum probability given the word models
and a codebook. For speech recognition the feature extraction (2a) is identical, but from
all word models and possible word sequences the one is searched which maximises the
probability of the feature sequence cτ (2b).

and implicitly the optimal path, similar to dynamic time warping. This path is the optimal
state sequence q1 . . . qt; t denotes the length of the sequence. The knowledge about the
optimum sequence allows this algorithm to be applied for forced alignment, where the time
alignment of a given transcription of the speech signal has to be calculated.

Forced Alignment. For forced alignment, a transcription of the data is required. In
a �rst step, features are extracted from the speech signal (Fig. 3.9, 1a). Then the word
HMMs of the words in the transcription are connected to a sentence HMM while allowing
additional silence models /-/ between words (1b, for �He has blue shoes�). Then the time
alignment between sentence model and feature sequence is calculated using the Viterbi
algorithm. The simple acoustic model resulting from the known transcription keeps the
search-space compact. From the most likely state sequence the state at each time τ can
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be easily found as well as its sub-phonemic label (described in Sect. 3.2.3, ISADORA)5.
The one-to-one mapping between states and the transcription gives information about the
starting and end points of the words or phones..

The Speech Decoder. The optimal word sequence w(opt) given an acoustic observation
o1 = c1, . . . , ot = ct is calculated by the speech decoder that combines the probabilities of
the acoustic models and the language model

w(opt) = argmax
L,w=(w1,...,wL)

pAM(c1 . . . ct|w) · PLM(w)γlw · (γip)
L. (3.41)

Thereby, pAM is calculated for all possible word sequences w i.e. the corresponding HMM
λ that is obtained from the concatenation of word HMMs6. The transition probability
between the �nal state of a word based HMM with the initial state of another word based
HMM is given by the bigram probability. Fig. 3.9 compares forced alignment and speech
recognition. In step (2a), again feature vectors are computed, but the alignment with the
acoustic models (2b) is combined with an extensive graph search over all combinations of
word models.

The heuristic parameter γlw > 0 is the language weight or linguistic weight that adjusts
the in�uence of the language model letting the in�uence of the acoustic model constant.
Usually γlw is greater than 1; this way in particular small values of PLM are strongly
scaled down as will be discussed in the experimental part (Fig. 7.5). The insertion penalty
0 < γip < 1 prevents the decoder from inserting too many words: the greater the length L
of the word sequence, the smaller is the factor (γip)

L < 1. γip > 1 increases the whole term
being maximised in Eq. 3.41 (stronger for longer word sequences); the overall score now may
take values that are greater than 1 but not necessarily since the product of probabilities
becomes often very small for long sentences, anyway.

To accelerate the extensive search in Eq. 3.41 over all possible word sequences and all
possible state sequences as in Eq. 3.38, �rst pViterbi is used instead of pAM. Next, a beam
search is used to prune the word graph [Ste05b]. Finally, an A?-search [Nil82] is applied to
�nd the best matching word sequence. It re-scores the word graph with a 4-gram language
model; the costs of the remaining paths which have to be estimated for each partial path
are obtained from the bigram LM.

Phoneme Recognition. Recognition of phonemes can be performed in the same way as
in Eq. 3.41. w is now a sequence of phonemes wi. The decoder uses not any more acoustic
models for all words in the vocabulary, but acoustic models for each phoneme (monophone
models instead of polyphones). The �language model� is estimated from phoneme sequences.
Another approach without using HMMs is the frame classi�er . Every frame of 16msec is
classi�ed without utilising temporal context information with an arbitrary classi�er (cf.
Sec. 3.1.2).

5The �gure is simpli�ed and shows only the phonemes; each state is in truth a sequence of 2-4 states
with sub-phonemic labels i.e. [h] [h] [h] [i] [i] [i]. for /hi:/

6Which are again a concatenation of polyphone HMMs
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In the following section problems appearing in the particular case of recognising speech
from young people are discussed.

3.3 Robust Recognition of Children Speech

The focus in this thesis is computer assisted language learning for children. After the sec-
tions about classi�cation and speech recognition it will now be discussed whether di�erent
algorithms have to be applied when the users are expected to be children. The following
section starts with a literature review on analysis and recognition of children speech. In
the second part, the algorithms that will be applied in this thesis are explained.

3.3.1 Children Speech: Analysis and Recognition

Characteristics of Children. In 1996Wilpon and Jacobsen [Wil96] reported word error
rates that are 170% higher for children (but also for the elderly) than those for adults. It
was argued that the higher pitch could be a reason, however, by testing children with a
recogniser trained on women, also higher error rates were obtained. The reason seems to
be the smaller vocal tract, which stops growing a couple of years after puberty, around age
15. In this study also better results were obtained with MFCC features than with linear
prediction. Early investigation in adaptation to children speech can be found in [Bur96].
Details on di�erences in vowels or fricatives can be found in [Lee99, McG88].

An overview of the characteristics of children speech for di�erent age groups and in
comparison with adult speech is given by Potamianos et al. [Pot03, Pot97a]. Di�culties in
recognising children originate from several facts: anatomical and morphological di�erences
in the vocal tract geometry cause higher fundamental and formant frequencies; the F1/F2

vowel-space as shown in Fig. 2.1 becomes more compact with increasing age and the formant
values decrease. Further, children cannot control their articulators as precisely as adults,
have a less re�ned ability to control super-segmental aspects such as prosody, and have a
slower speaking rate. At the same time the variability in speaking rate, vocal e�ort, and
degree of spontaneity is higher for younger speakers. Intra-speaker variability is measured
with the mean cepstral distance, i.e. the Euclidean distance between MFCC vectors (static
components) of two repetitions of the same vowel. For children, intra-speaker variability
is higher, which means that the overlap among phonemic classes is greater and automatic
classi�cation harder. The average sentence duration was longer as well for read speech as
for spontaneous speech evoked in a Wizard-of-Oz scenario. Spontaneous speech further
contains more dis�uencies and extraneous speech and the frequency of mispronunciations
(here in the mother tongue) is higher. Breathing noises occur more often in speech of
younger children whereas �lled pauses occur more often in utterances from children of
age 11 and older. Conversational speech is investigated in [Nar02]. The linguistic inter-
speaker variability in child-machine voice interaction was twice as high as the intra-speaker
variability. This indicates that speaker adaptation to the language model could raise the
classi�cation performance. A child LM is investigated in [Das98].
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As shown by Gerosa [Ger06], the recognition performance is not uniformly poor across
all children but there exists a wide variation. Only a limited number of children has very
high error rates, i.e. children whose pronunciation (in their mother tongue) is judged to be
poor [Li02]. [Ger06] further points out, that not only the acoustic intra-speaker variability,
but also the inter-speaker variability is higher for children. It is measured per age group
by calculating the Bhattacharyya distance of densities in cepstral space (one density per
phone). As the densities are estimated from many speakers, high inter-speaker variability
results in higher variances and a smaller average Bhattacharyya distance of the codebook.
Further, an analysis of the coarticulation of consonant/vowel-pairs reveals that the relative
duration of the transition is smaller for younger children; the ability of coarticulation is
limited.

The shift of the fundamental frequency and the formants in children speech can be
observed in Tab. 3.2 (after Peterson and Barney [Pet53]). In their work 15 children of age
around 8 were investigated. For a larger corpus, age dependent analysis of the formants can
be found in Lee et al. [Lee99], cf. Fig. 1.2. Vowels are also investigated in [Pal96, Hub99].
Note that for speech with telephone bandwidth only 2�3 formants exist in the range 0.3�
3.2 kHz whereas 3�4 exist for adults. The e�ect of bandwidth reduction is investigated in
[Li01]. An approach to learn bandwidth extension (additive e�ect in cepstral space) from
a small amount of wideband data is presented in [Sel05].

[Lee99] shows that vowel duration becomes minimum at age 15. Also sentence duration
and the duration of fricatives (/s/ in this study) are larger for children until the age of 13
is reached. F0-di�erences between male and female speaker start around age 12, since the
pitch changes for males during puberty around age 12 � 15. Female pitch drops from 7 to
12 but not after age 12. Also F0 variation decreases; it reaches adult level at 14 (female)
or 15 (male). The formant frequency variability reaches adult level simultaneously for
all formants at 14. For females, however, F1 decreases again after age 18 (sociolinguistic
phenomenon). Only little work can be found on infants [Lin05, Mar02, Zaj05, Zma05].

Speech Recognition. A common approach to compensate the mismatch of �lter bank
energy values in children and adult speech resulting from the longer vocal tract and di�erent
formant frequency values is vocal tract length normalisation (VTLN) [Bur96, Cos05, Ele05,
Giu03, Gus02, Hag04, Mol00, Pot97b, Cla98, Das98, Ste03b, Ger06]. The warping factor
β scales the distances of the �lters in the Mel �lter bank. Additionally various adaptation
and normalisation approaches are applied [Cos05, DAr04, Ele05, Ger06, Hag04, Pot97b,
Ste03a]. In the following an overview of algorithms and investigations from the literature
is given. In part, they are applied and veri�ed in Chap. 7 using the corpora described in
Chap. 4. VTLN, MAP, and MLLR are explained in detail in the next section.

In [Pot03], experiments on digit recognition are described. For young speakers of age 12
and below best results are achieved with acoustic models trained on children, whereas for
children of age 13 and older acoustic models from adults perform best. Recognition rate is
poor for children younger than 9 and reaches adult level at around 13 or 14.
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i: I E { A: O: U u: V

male 136 135 130 127 124 129 137 141 130
F0 female 235 232 223 210 212 216 232 231 221

children 272 269 260 251 256 263 276 274 261
male 270 390 530 660 730 570 440 300 640

F1 female 310 430 610 860 850 590 470 370 760
children 370 530 690 1010 1030 680 560 430 850
male 2290 1990 1840 1720 1090 840 1020 870 1190

F2 female 2790 2480 2330 2050 1220 920 1160 950 1400
children 3200 2730 2610 2320 1370 1060 1410 1170 1590
male 3010 2550 2480 2410 2440 2410 2240 2240 2390

F3 female 3310 3070 2990 2850 2810 2710 2680 2670 2780
children 3730 3600 3570 3320 3170 3180 3310 3260 3360

Table 3.2: Fundamental frequency F0 and Formants F1 � F3 for English vowels and di�erent
speaker groups after Peterson and Barney [Pet53]. The age of the children was around 8
[Lee99].

The optimal warping factor β for VTLN is obtained by measuring the mean cepstral
distance between adult and children vowels (Euclidean distance in cepstral space). In an
exhaustive search the optimal β is found that minimises the distances in cepstral space.
This warping factor is age dependent; for �ve-year-old children it is 0.7 for males and 0.65
for females with acoustic models trained on male adults. For male children of age 15 the
warping factor reaches adult level (β = 1.0); with age 12 it starts growing stronger then
the female warping factor. For females, adult level (β = 0.85) is reached with age 14. The
remaining after-warping-distance in cepstral space decreases with increasing age. Phoneme
dependent analysis shows that the same type of warping factor can be used for all phones.
However, phone dependent warping can further reduce spectral mismatch. Potamianos
et al. [Pot03] suggest a class dependent warping factor for phonemic classes.

A maximum likelihood approach for speaker normalisation is proposed in
[Pot03, Pot97b]. The acoustic input is warped with the most likely β, given an
HMM λ and an initial transcription obtained in a �rst recognition pass. This way, similar
warping factors are obtained as in the case of minimising cepstral distances. This approach
is extended by additionally maximising the likelihood with respect to spectral shaping
and model selection. In [Pot03], spectral shaping is performed by applying a linear bias to
the means µm of the codebook and model selection by choosing between acoustic models
trained on 2 di�erent age groups. Experiments showed that on average only three digits are
necessary to estimate warping factor and linear bias, and that the improvements obtained
on both in�uencing factors are additive with respect to the improvements obtained for
each individual factor.
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Gerosa investigates in his Phd-Thesis acoustic modelling of children speech [Ger06]. In
a �rst step, cepstral mean and variance normalisation is applied (transcription task only,
if all data of a speaker is available). Then, 3 approaches for VTLN are investigated; in all
approaches the training is performed on speaker normalised (VTLN) utterances. The two-
pass VTLN uses an initial transcription obtained in a �rst recognition pass (see above) to
select the optimal β. The fast VTLN uses GMMs to estimate the optimal β and does not
require word hypotheses on the test set. In the case of data augmentation age dependent
models are trained with children data that has been warped to �t best to the respective
age group. After this, full decoding is applied, which means, that successively models of
all age groups are applied before �nally the models with highest likelihood are selected.

CMLSN (Constrained MLLR based Speaker Normalisation) to estimate an a�ne trans-
formation of the codebook by means of the EM algorithm is described in [Giu04, Ger06].
Again, the training data is normalised per speaker applying the optimal a�ne transfor-
mation. For testing the two-pass approach is applied. CMLSN always outperforms VTLN
and shows similar performance as SAT (speaker adaptive training [Gal98]). Combinations
VTLN plus SAT or VTLN plus CMLSN perform best.

[Pot03] and [Ger06] both report that for children worst recognition rates are obtained
on adult HMMs; signi�cantly better rates are reached after normalisation and best results
on children models plus normalisation. Strongest improvement could be achieved on
children younger than 12 [Pot03]. In the mismatched case, children perform better on
adult female HMMs; utterance dependent warping is not better than speaker dependent
warping [Ger06]. In the case of speaker normalised training [Ger06], high recognition rates
are also obtained with models trained on adults and children.

At the KTH in Stockholm, children interacting with the animated talking agent
Pixie are analysed. A di�erent interaction behaviour of children is reported in [Bel03];
the transformation of children speech (with standard algorithms used for speech syn-
thesis, e.g. PSOLA) to generate an appropriate input for a black-box recogniser is
described in [Gus02]. The width of the short analysis window and the width of the �l-
ters in the Mel �lter bank have no e�ect on the recognition rate as has been shown in [Li01].

Since the present thesis includes results from the Pf-Star project, a short overview of
the research from all project partners is given next, to complete this literature survey. All
investigations are summarised in the Pf-Star report [Rus04]. In [Ele05] VTLN is applied as
well as MLLR and MAP adaptation. Undesirable e�ects on warping non-speech segments
are reported. The e�ect of age-dependent and age-independent acoustic models as well as
model retraining and MAP-adaptation is investigated in [DAr04] for read, spontaneous,
and emotional speech. The corpus with read speech data will be described in Chap. 4.
In [Ste03b, Ste05b] an approach for non-linear VTLN is developed and the speaking rate
of read children speech is analysed. [Ste03a] investigates HMM interpolation with adult
acoustic models. Improvements on German data were reported, when adding normalised
adult data (β = 1.2) to the children training data [Rus04, Mai06b].
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[Pot03], [Pot97b] VTLN: mean cepstral distance;
maximum-likelihood estimation: two-pass VTLN,
spectral shaping, model selection

[Ger06], [Giu04] two-pass VTLN, fast VTLN (GMM);
data augmentation (warped data from other age groups);
VTLN + CMLSN, VTLN + SAT

[Bel03] interaction of children
[Gus02] PSOLA to transform children speech
[Li01] analysis of the �lter bank
[Rus04], [Ele05], Pf-Star-project: VTLN, non-linear VTLN, MLLR, MAP,
[DAr04], [Ste03a], HMM-interpolation, age (in)dependent models; read, imitated,
[Ste03b], [Ste05b], spontaneous, emotional, and non-native speech,
[Ger04a], [Ger04b] speaking rate normalisation, augmentation with adult data

Table 3.3: Literature overview of children speech recognition in the order of appearance in
the text.

Non-Native children are investigated in [Ger04a, Ger04b]. The word error rate achieved
for Italian children speaking English on a recogniser trained on British English is 100
- 600% higher than for British children. Recognition on imitated speech7 is signi�cantly
better than on read speech. Lower error rates using non-native acoustic models con�rm
that there are systematic di�erences between native and non-native speech. Similarly low
error rates are achieved by applying MLLR on native acoustic models. More details on
MLLR can be found in the following section.

A summary of this literature overview can be found in Tab. 3.3.

3.3.2 Applied Adaptation Techniques

Gales discriminates in [Gal01] between three broad classes of adaptation: model indepen-
dent schemes (i) are directly applied to feature vectors c. The most common forms are
cepstral mean and cepstral variance normalisation. Feature transformation (ii) like vocal
tract length normalisation (VTLN) also act on the features, but are usually optimised
with respect to the likelihood or the word accuracy of the acoustic models. Finally (iii),
model transformation is directly applied to the acoustic models. e.g. mean and variances
of the codebook. Examples are speaker adaptive training (SAT), maximum likelihood lin-
ear regression (MLLR), and maximum a posteriori adaptation (MAP). Further approaches
to adaptation of acoustic models can be found in [Oh06, Ste03a, Ste04b]. Next, those
approaches are described which will be applied in the following section of this thesis to

7Imitated speech means, that the candidate had listened to a prerecorded speaker before his utterance
was recorded. In this case, the pronunciation of foreign words is improved; errors resulting from a wrong
grapheme-to-phoneme-mapping (e.g. pronunciation of the silent `e' at the end of the word) do not occur.
However, mispronunciations still do occur, if the candidate is not familiar with a foreign sound and if he
is not able to discriminate similar phones he perceives.
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Figure 3.10: (a) Uniform tube model of the vocal tract, (b) Helmholtz resonator; (c) warping
function ν → ν ′ for di�erent factors βlinear (linear warping) and β (piecewise linear warping).
Figures after [Eid96, Mol01].

improve recognition of children. First, vocal tract length normalisation is discussed (after
[Ste05b]); then, adaptation techniques follow that have been implemented in the context
of this thesis (after [Mai05a]).

VTLN. Microphone or room characteristics are distortions that are multiplicative in the
spectrum domain and additive in the cepstrum domain. VTLN, however, tries to compen-
sate for the e�ect of speaker speci�c vocal tract lengths by warping the frequency axis of
the spectrum8. A uniform tube of length z as shown in Fig. 3.10 (a) is a very crude approx-
imation of the human vocal tract. However, according to [Eid96], this model is appropriate
for open vowels like /A:/; the mean frequency of the i-th formant Fi is approximately
[Wak77]

Fi ≈
(2i− 1) c

4z
, (3.42)

where c denotes the velocity of sound. It can be seen in the formula, that a smaller z
causes higher Fi. A more complex model is the Helmholtz Resonator that is appropriate
for closed front vowels like /i:/. It is a tube of volume V with a narrow ori�ce with a
cross section surface of size A as shown in Fig. 3.10 (b). Here, the �rst formant frequency

(unit 1/sec) is proportional to
√

A/(V z) (unit 1/m). Scaling each dimension with β while
keeping z constant results in formants scaled with 1/

√
β. This shows, that changes of the

vocal tract a�ect formant frequencies of di�erent phonemes in a di�erent way. Fig. 3.10 (c)
shows linear warping

ν ′ = βlinear ν (3.43)

8VTLN is equivalent with a linear transformation (matrix multiplication) in cepstrum space [Pit03].
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Figure 3.11: Top: Mel �lter bank with 22 �lters; the frequency-axis is sampled with 128
values. Bottom: bi-linear expanded �lter bank. When using B2 instead of B1, this implies
a mapping ν → ν ′ which satis�es piecewise linear VTLN with β = 0.8.

for di�erent values of βlinear. βlinear < 1 means that the Mel �lters are shifted to higher
frequencies and the highest �lters even to frequencies ν > νmax. Piecewise linear warping
constrains all �lters to the interval νmin ≤ ν ≤ νmax. It is de�ned as

ν ′ =

{
β ν 0 ≤ ν ≤ νb
νmax−β νb

νmax−νb
(ν − νb) + β νb νb < ν ≤ νmax

(3.44)

where νb is the boundary frequency that falls above the highest signi�cant formant fre-
quency (e.g. 7/8 νmax as in [Ste05b]) and where νmax is not greater than half the sampling
rate.

Fig. 3.11, top, shows an example of a Mel �lter bank with 22 �lters9. Mel �ltering of
the spectrum means indirectly (cf. Sect 3.2.2) that it is �rst warped, then smoothed, and
�nally sampled (at the points de�ned by the peaks of the �lter bank that are uniformly
spaced in Mel space). The degree of smoothing is given by the common width of all �lters
in Mel space. To match e.g. the higher formant frequencies of children and the formant
frequencies of adults, di�erent sampling points must be chosen. When �lterbank B1 is used
for adult speech, then �lterbank B2 may be appropriate for children. B2 is an expanded
�lterbank obtained from a mapping ν ′ → ν. However, when applying B2 instead of B1, it
is equivalent to map frequencies ν → ν ′ before applying the original bank B1. This second
mapping (not the expansion of the �lterbank) is described by ν ′ = βν and is referred to as
vocal tract length normalisation. For children warping factors β < 1 are applied, which is
exempli�ed for β = 0.8 and piecewise linear warping in Fig. 3.11. Given an adult �lter bank
B1 which e.g. has been used for training, the children �lter bank B2 (e.g. for evaluation
with children) is received by the expansion ν = (1/β) ν ′. Each of the 20 lower bandpass
�lters in Fig. 3.11, bottom, can be found in Fig. 3.11, top, covering a lower frequency range;
the �lters 21 and 22 are above the boundary νb. Further reading on VTLN can be found
in [Mol00, Cla98].

9Since in the LME feature extraction frontend 16msec short time analysis windows are used (= 256
samples), the magnitude-squared spectrum consists of 128 samples, only. This is the reason for the artifacts
visible for the narrow �lters.
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MAP. The maximum a posteriori adaptation is also known as Bayes adaptation [Hua01].
It computes a posteriori the parameters θ of the codebook from the set of observed test
data c1, c2, . . .. The Bayes estimate is obtained by maximising the equation

θMAP = argmax
θ

p(θ|c1, c2, . . .) = argmax
θ

p(c1, c2, . . . |θ) p(θ). (3.45)

The adaptation of the means of the codebook as applied in Chap. 7 is given by the equation

µ̂m =
φMAP µm +

∑
υ P (m|cυ, λ) cυ

φMAP +
∑

υ P (m|cυ, λ)
(3.46)

where φMAP ≥ 0 is a heuristic weight for the initially estimated mean µm. MAP estimation
converges against the maximum likelihood estimate if enough adaptation data is available
or for small φMAP [Woo01]. It is faster because initial models are used. The disadvantage
is, that much data is required to robustly re-estimate all mean vectors in the codebook,
however, this is alleviated when using semi-continuous HMM that have less parameters to
estimate than continuous HMM. Details can be found in [Mai05a, Kul02, Sch96].

MLLR. If not enough balanced adaptation data is available, a more robust transforma-
tion is a global linear transformation that is applied to all densities in the codebook. This
means that also a density m can be transformed that is not observed in the adaptation
data. The most common transformation is MLLR using a set of linear regression functions
to maximise the likelihood of the adaptation data [Leg95]. Each set of Gaussians sharing a
transformation build a regression class; in the following all Gaussians will share the same
transform: To estimate the mean of density m, the original mean is transformed with A
and shifted with b. This can be rewritten with a single matrix multiplication

µ̂m = Aµm + b = Ŵ

[
µm

1

]
with Ŵ = [ Ab ] (3.47)

According to [Gal97] the matrices Ŵ can be estimated with the EM-algorithm. In the
E-step (estimation) the likelihood function

L(C, C ′) = η − 1

2

∑
m

∑
τ

ζτ (m)
[
ηm + log

∣∣∣Σ̂m

∣∣∣+ (cτ − µ̂m)T Σ̂
−1

m (cτ − µ̂m)
]

(3.48)

is computed, where the original model C is adapted to C ′; η is a constant only dependent
on transition probabilities and ηm a normalisation constant for the Gaussian component
m.

ζτ (m) = P (m|c1, c2, . . . , ct, λ) (3.49)

is the probability that the density m has been used at time τ to produce the acoustic
observation of length t. L(C, C ′) increases the likelihood of the adaptation data. By setting
the derivative to zero the optimum transformation can be found.
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When adapting µm, only, we can set Σ̂m = Σm. Further, if the transformation is a
translation (A = I, identity), the equation 3.47 can be directly solved and b is obtained
[Sch96, Mai05a]. To calculate Ŵ in the general case we have to solve

∑
τ

∑
m

ζτ (m)Σ−1
m cτ

[
µm

1

]T

=
∑
τ

∑
m

ζτ (m)Σ−1
m Ŵ

[
µm

1

] [
µm

1

]T

(3.50)

A solution for diagonal covariance matrices Σm is given in [Gal97, p.6]. For arbitrary
(positive de�nite) covariance matrices a solution is obtained by applying the Cholesky
decomposition

Σ−1
m = CmCT

m (3.51)

By the transformation µ̃m = CT
m µm and c̃τ = CT

m cτ the MLLR can be applied in
normalised domain in which all Gaussians have identity covariance matrices Σ̃m = I
[Gal97, p.12].

Given the updated mean vectors µ̂m the covariance matrices can be adapted in a second
pass. The new covariance matrices are

Σ̂m = ĤΣmĤ
T

(3.52)

Again, this is solved in normalised domain and we yield

Ĥ =

∑
m

{
CT

m

[∑
τ ζτ (m) (cτ − µ̂m) (cτ − µ̂m)T

]
Cm

}
∑

k

∑
τ ζτ (m)

(3.53)

Further details on MLLR can be found in [Mai05a, Mai06d, Gal97, Gal98].

3.4 Summary

The optimal decision rule in automatic classi�cation given a (0,1)-cost function is given
by the Bayes classi�er. It is approximated e.g. by statistical classi�ers. In this chapter, the
Gaussian classi�er (quadric discriminant analysis), the LDA-classi�er (linear discriminant
analysis), and GMM are described. Arti�cial neural networks (ANN) are distribution free
classi�ers. Leave-one-speaker out (loo) evaluation is explained as well as ROC evaluation.
The class-wise averaged recognition rate (CL) is in the case of unbalanced data a more
meaningful evaluation measure than the overall recognition rate (RR). CL is the unweighted
average of the recalls. For the two-class case, an algorithm to optimise CL on the validation
data set is given. Boosting combines weak classi�ers to a strong classi�er; a modi�cation
of the AdaBoost algorithm is used for feature selection.

Speech recognisers are evaluated with the word accuracy (WA) or word error rate
(WER). In a �rst step, features are extracted from the speech signal. The LME recogniser
uses standard cepstral features (MFCC) and their �rst order derivative. TRAP-features
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(TempoRAl Patterns) describe the temporal progression considering a wide temporal con-
text but only a small frequency band. The tandem approach combines scores of band-
dependent TRAP-classi�ers to feature vectors. Acoustic modelling with HMMs and lan-
guage modelling (LM) using the LME software ISADORA is described in [Sch95, Ste05b].
Polyphone based recursive semi-continuous HMMs, feature streams, and n-gram LMs have
been explained. The Viterbi algorithm computes a score for the acoustic observation based
on the most likely state sequence. Forced alignment calculates based on the Viterbi prob-
abilities the time intervals of words for a known transcription and a given speech signal.
Speech decoding searches for the most likely word sequence. The combination of scores ob-
tained from acoustic and language models is dependent on the parameters language weight
γlw and insertion penalty γip. Phone recognition is performed in a similar way or by means
of a frame classi�er.

On children, up to 170% higher error rates are reported. Di�erences between children
and adults are the shorter vocal tract of children and the resulting higher formants, as well
as higher inter- and intra-speaker variabilities. Speaking rate di�ers as well as the amount
of extraneous speech or breathing noises. [Lee99] reports di�erences up to age 15. Worst
recognition for children is obtained on adult HMMs; best performance is achieved with
children HMMs. If not enough training data is available, the recogniser has to be adapted to
the children, or vice versa. Vocal tract length normalisation (VTLN), maximum likelihood
linear regression (MLLR), and maximum a posteriori adaptation (MAP) are described in
detail.
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Chapter 4

Data and Annotations

To evaluate non-native English, a corpus of German children reading English sentences
has been recorded in two di�erent schools. The recordings took place in the context of the
Pf-Star project and are described in [Bat05a, Rus03, Bat04a]. To compare the non-native
English with native speech, another children corpus has been recorded in Birmingham
[DAr04]. Besides this BE data, data from American children will additionally be investi-
gated in the present thesis. A children speech recogniser will be the basis of all algorithms
developed for pronunciation scoring of children. Such a recogniser can also be received by
adapting an adult speech recogniser to children. These investigations require further cor-
pora with adult data. At the end of this chapter, Tab. 4.11 will summarise all details of
the six databases used in this thesis.

4.1 Non-Native English from Children

In this section, the data recorded from German children reading English texts is presented.
In the �rst part the NonNative database and its three subsets will be described. It
follows in the second part an overview of the annotations of this corpus. In the last part, a
description of additional recordings of good German readers of English texts can be found.

4.1.1 The NonNative Database

The NonNative database comprises recordings of German children reading English texts.
It has been recorded during the Pf-Star project and is described in [Bat05a, Rus03]. After
a general overview of the corpus, its three subsets will be presented in detail.

The database was recorded in Erlangen and contains 3.4 hrs. of realistic speech from
57 children (26 male and 31 female) from a grammar school1 (Ohm-Gymnasium) and a
general-education secondary school2 (Montessori-Schule Erlangen). In the following Ohm
andMont is used to name the data from the two schools. A superset of Ohm that includes

1Grade 5�13
2Grade 5�9

73
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additional data from older pupils is denoted as OhmPlus. All recordings include reading
errors, repetitions of words, word fragments, and nonverbals. For the recording, a headset
with preampli�er was used (dnt Call4U Comfort), which was connected to the sound card
of the data collection computer. The signals were recorded with 44.1 kHz and 16 bit
quantisation but downsampled to 16 kHz for all experiments in this thesis. The data
collection took place in a classroom, where only the child and an instructor were present.
The reference texts the children had to read consist of 18,597 words and are divided in
4,627 sentences or phrases (4,627 �les). The size of the vocabulary of the reference texts is
934 words. Originally it was intended that all partners of the Pf-Star project should record
the same sentences and word lists. However, most children recorded in Erlangen had been
learning English for half a year only and thus had very poor English skills. Therefore, only
a few word and sentence lists containing known words were used and supplemented with
known texts from the text book used in the respective school. For all data, the reference
text (which had to be read) is available as well as a manual transliteration.

The age of the children is 11.1 years on average; most children in Mont were 10�12
(grade 5�6), most in Ohm were 10�11 (grade 5). OhmPlus includes 4 additional children
of the 7th grade. Detailed information on the speakers can be found in Tab.A.1 and A.2
in Appendix A).

The pronunciation of the data has been labelled by up to 14 experts on the word level, on
the sentence level, and partially on the text and speaker level. On average, each pupil read
about 3.8 texts. Each text contains around 11 sentences or short phrases. Additionally, some
children read lists of words. The lists have not been graded on the text level, since those
gradings are usually �more� than just counting all mispronounced words: The experts e.g.
also assess, whether the student understood the text he is reading. Detailed information for
each subset of the corpus is given in the following. A detailed description of the annotations
can be found in Sect. 4.1.2.

The Mont Data and its Annotations (1 Expert). The Mont subset of the Non-
Native corpus (recorded at the Montessori-Schule) consists of recordings from 25 children
(17 female and 8 male). Their age was 10 � 13 (grade 5 and 6). The recordings comprise 1.6
hrs. of speech; 2,108 sentences have been read which contain 7,640 words. The vocabulary
consists of 621 types3. Part of the material that has been read are word lists with 951
tokens (76 types) which were read by 14 children.

The data has been graded by one expert on the word, the sentence, and on the speaker
level. The expert (rater S ) was a German student of English (graduate level). On the word
level, she marked all mispronounced words. In some cases also the transcription of the
wrong pronunciation is given in SAMPA [Sampa]. A comparison of Tab.A.1 and A.2 in
Appendix A suggests that the Mont children have worse pronunciation since much more
words have been marked. All sentences have been graded with school grades (marks) 1
(best) to 5 (worst pronunciation).

3Each word in the vocabulary is referred to as type. Each occurrence of a word in the spoken sentences
is a token
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level Mont Ohm OhmPlus (⊃ Ohm)
tokens experts tokens experts tokens experts

word 7,640 S, M 8,088 S, T 1 � T 12, N, M 10,957 S, T 1 � T 12, N, M
sentence 2,108 S 1,303 S 2,519 S
text 98 � 97 T 1 � T 12, N 123?? T 1 � T 12, N
speaker 25 S 28 S, (T 1 � T 12, N )? 32 S, (T 1 � T 12, N )?

Table 4.1: Overview of available ratings of the NonNative data. (?) the average of the
3.8 text ratings is used; (??) word lists have not been labelled at the text level.

After this, the data has been rated on the speaker level. The speaker annotation is also
performed with marks 1�5. In this second pass, the annotations of the �rst pass were not
visible. Tab. 4.1 shows the number of tokens that are annotated per level. Additionally,
rater M (German student of linguistics, graduate level) annotated syntactic boundaries on
the word level. He annotated for each word the category of the syntactic boundary [Bat98]
which would follow, if the reader used the correct prosody for the sentence. Details on the
annotations will follow in Sect. 4.1.2.

The Ohm Data and its Annotations (14 Experts). Recordings of the Ohm-subset
of the NonNative corpus (28 pupils) have been recorded at Ohm-Gymnasium. The 15
male and 13 female children were all 10 � 11 years old and read 1,303 sentences and phrases
(1.2 hrs. of speech). The number of words is 8,088 tokens and 323 types. All children had
been learning English for half a year only (grade 5).

This part of the corpus has been annotated by 14 experts. The �rst expert is again rater
S . In the same way as for theMont data, she has annotated the data on the word, sentence,
and speaker level. Again, also rater M annotated syntactic boundaries. Additionally, the
data has been annotated by 12 teachers of English (raters T 1 � T 12) on the word and text
level. The teachers T 8 � T 12 are student teachers who have less than 2 years of teaching
experience. The 14th rater is a native teacher (rater N ). N is British and was working as
an exchange teacher, who taught German children at Ohm-Gymnasium. An overview of
available ratings is given in Tab. 4.1. Some of the experts rated the data again half a year
later: T 2, T 3, T 4, T 6, and the student teacher T 8. This makes it possible to measure not
only the inter-rater agreement but also the intra-rater agreement (cf. Chap. 6).

Summing up, the following annotations are available: On the word level, mispronounced
words have been marked by 14 raters (T 1 � T 8, N, and S ). Rater S carefully marked all
phone deviations (cf. Sect. 4.1.2), whereas the teachers marked all those words, where they
would have stopped and corrected the students in class. This means that a teacher does not
mark all mispronounced words but only some selected cases in order to avoid asking too
much of the children and frustrating them. M labelled categories of syntactic boundaries.
On the sentence level, only S graded the data with marks 1 � 5. All other experts rated
the data on the text level. On the speaker level, ratings are again available from S. For T 1

� T 8 and N speaker level ratings are automatically generated by averaging the text level
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gradings (3.8 on average). There was no calibration labelling for the experts: The teachers
rated in the way like they are used to do it in their daily work. Ratings of 12 teachers
on the text level have been reported in [Hac05a]; the word level marking of the �rst 10
teachers is analysed in [Hac07a].

The OhmPlus Data and its Annotations (1�14 Experts). There are some more
recordings available that are only included in the OhmPlus data and not in the Ohm-set.
This additional data is separated from the Ohm-set, since the children were on the one
hand older than 11 (and had been learning English for more than one year), on the other
hand, they additionally read word lists where ratings are only available from rater S and
not from all 14 experts. OhmPlus is a superset of Ohm

Ohm ⊂ OhmPlus ⊂ NonNative (4.1)

The 4 additional children in OhmPlus are not grade 5 as the children in Ohm but grade
6 and 7. The 3 male pupils were of age 12 � 13 and the female speaker 14. The 32 speakers
read in total 2,519 sentences with 10,957 words. The vocabulary consists of 605 words.
OhmPlus consists of 1.6 hrs. of speech that is annotated by the experts S, M, T 1 � T 12,
and N. As for Ohm, 5 teachers rated the data half a year later again.

The word lists4 read by the 4 additional children consist of 879 tokens (220 types). For
this data, word level annotations are only available from S and M ; text level rating was
not performed.

4.1.2 Annotations of the NonNative Database.

In this section, the annotations on word, sentence, text, and speaker level are described in
detail. As explained in the previous section, not all ratings are available for all parts of the
data. An overview, which part is annotated by which rater is given in Tab. 4.1.

Word Level: Mispronounced Words. For the Ohm-subset and the largest part of
OhmPlus, word level ratings are available from 14 experts, for the Mont subset only
from S. Mispronounced words have been marked with X . On default, all words are labelled
as correctly pronounced (O). The teachers marked words of the reference text. S, however,
marked the words while she was transliterating the data. Consequently, she marked words
of the spoken word sequences. Strictly speaking, she used several labels, that are mapped
onto the broad category X in the present thesis. The 3 examples

(a) Liz it's [**is] one [**on] o'clock

(b) On &Monday Claire visited [*/vIT@/] visited [*/vIsi:d@t/] a

farm with the Kellys

(c) Paul [**$Paul] has got a white cat
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corpus S T 1 T 2 T 3 T 4 T 5 T 6 T 7 T 8 T 9 T 10 T 11 T 12 N µ
Mont 1,005 � � � � � � � � � � � � � �
Ohm 341 372 378 320 312 579 589 298 355 384 380 325 331 572 395
OhmPlus 566? 527 525 452 418 794 781 462 495 525 517 429 479 711 549

Table 4.2: Word level annotation: Number of X labels for di�erent subsets of the NonNa-
tive data from 14 experts. (?) incl. word lists, 481, else.

corpus M0 M1 M2 M3

Mont 4,585 568 66 2,421
Ohm 5,455 830 104 1,699
OhmPlus 6,881 967 157 2,952

Table 4.3: Word level annotations of syntactic boundaries by rater M.

exemplify the di�erent annotations:

• The pre�x �&� denotes a deviation of one phone within the word (360 words).

• The pre�x �&&� denotes deviations of two phones (28 words).

• [**is] denotes a substitution of the preceding word (475 words).

• [**$Paul] denotes a substitution with a German pronounced word (61 words).

• [*/vIsi:d@t/] gives a phonetic transcription of a mispronounced word (495 words).

To compare the annotation of S with the other experts, �rst the spoken utterance
had to be aligned with the reference sentences. Deletions (words in the reference text that
have been omitted by the speaker) are additionally marked as mispronounced (51 words).
Further X -labels have been generated for adjacent words of insertions (101 words). Tab. 4.2
shows the number of words, which have been marked by each expert. For the Ohm set in
the mean (µ) 395 out of 8,088 words are mispronounced (5%): T 7 marked only 298 words
whereas the native speaker marked 572 words. In the OhmPlus set, also 5% are marked
on average. For Mont 1,005 words out of 7,640 are mispronounced (13%). Numbers per
speaker can be found in Appendix A, Tab.A.1 and A.2.

Word Level: Syntactic Boundaries. On the word level, also syntactic boundaries have
been annotated by rater M. However, he did not listen to the utterances but performed the
labelling on the reference sentences applying solely linguistic knowledge. After that, the
reference text was mapped onto the spoken word sequence. The boundaries are introduced
as M1, M2, and M3 in [Bat98, Kie96, Bat96], with M3 being the strongest boundary. In
short, the following rules were followed:

4Text ID T138 an T139, cf. page 193
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corpus 1 2 3 4 5 µ
Mont 283 892 487 270 176 2.6
Ohm 205 701 312 68 17 2.2
OhmPlus 228 883 400 95 34 2.3

Table 4.4: Sentence level annotation: Marks 1 (best) to 5 (worst) as well as the average
mark (µ) from expert S for di�erent subsets of the NonNative data (OhmPlus without
word-lists).

• to cause a boundary, each constituent has to consist of at least 3 words

• M1 boundaries occur ahead of a prepositional phrase, ahead of a predication (�is�,
�are�), within enumerations, often before names (e.g. �thank you, Dave�), and e.g.
before �too� or after �hello�

• M2 boundaries occur at the comma for appositions, at the dash, and e.g. after �please�
in the beginning of a sentence.

• M3 boundaries occur at the end of a sentence (full stop, exclamation mark) and e.g.
after �yes� or �no�

The default label is M0 (no boundary). As can be seen in Tab. 4.3, the most frequent
boundary is M3. Between 33% and 40% of the words are followed by some boundary.

Sentence Level: Marks 1 � 5. Sentence level ratings have been only given by rater
S, but for all sentences of the NonNative corpus. She gave discrete marks from 1 (best)
to 6 (worst). However, mark 6 occurs only in a few cases, so it has been mapped onto 5.
Tab. 4.4 shows that the most frequent mark is 2 followed by 3. The average mark is 2.6 for
the Mont subset and 2.3 for the OhmPlus data.

Text Level: Marks 1 � 5. 12 teachers (T 1 � T 12) and a native teacher N graded
the data on the text level. As for the sentence level, marks 1 � 6 were used and the few
occurrences of 6 mapped onto 5. Here, also some intermediate marks were allowed: 1, 1.3,
1.5, 1.7, 2, 2.3 . . . . Not all teachers, however, made use of the intermediate marks to the
same extent. For the OhmPlus data, the distribution of the ratings for 13 experts is shown
in Tab. 4.5. For the Ohm set, a similar overview can be found in Appendix A (Tab.A.4).
The average mark is between 2.1 (rater N ) and 3.3 (rater T 5). Some experts did not assign
the mark 5 at all, T 7 did not use the mark 1. Five teachers reevaluated the data half a
year later. For these cases the exact numbers are shown in Tab.A.3. The mean rating per
teacher is slightly better in the second pass, but the relation among each other is preserved.
The mean text-rating for each speaker of the OhmPlus data is summarised in A.2 .
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expert 1 1 + x 2 2 + x 3 3 + x 4 4 + x 5 µ
T 1 12 0 42 0 51 2 14 0 2 2.6
T 2 11 18 22 21 30 11 8 0 2 2.5
T 3 27 0 40 0 42 0 12 0 2 2.4
T 4 25 14 27 20 23 5 8 1 0 2.2
T 5 5 0 22 0 41 0 41 0 14 3.3
T 6 10 28 30 28 10 8 7 2 0 2.2
T 7 0 5 14 25 31 21 14 4 9 3.1
T 8 7 0 25 0 66 0 22 0 3 2.9
T 9 11 0 47 0 55 0 10 0 0 2.5
T 10 10 10 33 22 27 10 6 5 0 2.4
T 11 14 0 43 9 28 6 20 0 3 2.6
T 12 25 1 41 6 39 0 7 1 3 2.3
N 15 39 17 20 19 11 1 1 0 2.1

Table 4.5: Text level annotation: marks 1 (best) to 5 (worst) for OhmPlus from 13 experts,
x ∈ {0.3, 0.5, 0.7}. Per line, the most frequent mark is shown in bold.

Speaker Level: Marks 1 � 5. A speaker level grading is only performed by S (marks
1 � 5). The mean rating is 3.4 for the Mont data (4 speakers with 2; 10 with 3; 9 with 4;
2 with 5). For OhmPlus the mean grade is 2.6 (3 with 1; 12 with 2; 13 with 3; 3 with 4;
1 with 5). For the experts T 1 � T 12 and N the speaker rating is generated from the text
ratings of the respective speaker. The average of the speaker ratings per expert is between
2.0 and 3.3. Except for T 5, no rating worse than 4 can be found. The speaker level ratings
are summarised in Appendix A (per expert: Tab.A.5; per speaker: Tab.A.1 and A.2)

4.1.3 NonNativeRC: Additional Data from the Reading Contest

During the reading contest at Ohm-Gymnasium additional 5 children reading English texts
could be recorded (age 11 � 14). The reading contest is a competition among the best
readers of the lower grades of the school. Each participant had to read one known and one
unknown text. The winner (male) was from the 8th grade, all other readers were from the
6th grade (1 male, 3 female). The amount of collected data in NonNativeRC is only 0.4 h
but 3,692 words; the reading is more �uent than in the NonNative data. The vocabulary
contains 423 words only, since all children read the same unknown text, and also the known
text was the same for the 4 readers from the 6th grade.

This corpus will be used for training, only. The purpose is to put non-native speech
from children with rather good pronunciation to the training of the native English speech
recogniser (Tab. 4.6). Also the syntactic boundaries will be trained using this database.
For this reason, M annotated this corpus with the boundaries M1 (327 words), M2 (265
words), and M3 (460 words). 2,636 words are not followed by a syntactic boundary (M0).
The rater annotated the reference texts without listening to the recordings; after that, the
reference text was mapped onto the spoken word sequence.
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# speakers # sentences # words
training 5 350 3,177
validation 5 55 515
all 5 405 3,692

Table 4.6: Partition of the NonNativeRC data: total number of speakers, sentences, and
words. This databases will be only used for training.

4.2 Native English from Children

To evaluate non-native speech from German children speaking English, native acoustic
models are required. There will be two corpora employed, one with American children
(Youth) and one with British children (Birmingham).

4.2.1 Youth: Native, American Data

The Youth corpus5 ( c© 2002, Carnegie Speech Company, Inc.) contains more than 14
hrs. of speech from 135 American children of age 8 � 10. The 56 boys and 79 girls are
from two di�erent schools and have been recorded with 16 kHz. They wore Andrea NC-72
headsets attached to a preampli�er. Only one child was recorded a second time, where the
second recording is not used in this thesis. Thus, 24,947 out of 25,122 sentences are used.
The corpus also comprises some speakers with a cold and some non-native speakers. The
non-natives, however, grew up in the states and have only little or no perceptible accent.
The children read sentences from nursery rhymes and tales such as Peter Pan. The texts
consist of short sentences, phrases, and single words. Recordings that did not correspond
exactly to the expected phonetic content were eliminated or re-recorded. There was a set
of 179 utterances, which had to be read by all children. The second set each child had to
read was repeated for every 10th child (25 utterances). There was a �xed 45 min. session
for each child, thus most children did not �nish the texts. The number of words is 85,009.
The vocabulary consists of only 778 words, since the texts were read repeatedly.

Tab. 4.7 shows the partition of theYouth corpus into training, validation and test data.
This partition was used in the Pf-Star project by all partners and is balanced with respect
to the school and the gender. 82 speakers are in the training set, 26 in the validation
set, and 27 in the test data set. In some experiments, where Youth is combined with
other corpora during training, the subsets training-2 and validation-2 of training-1 and
validation-1, respectively, are used. The three sets are speaker disjoint. For automatic
speech recognition 39 phonemes are used to model the American English words. This
requires a phonetic transcription of all words. In most cases, the transcription could be
found in the CMU pronunciation dictionary [CmuDict]; however, since the LME -recogniser
cannot handle pronunciation alternatives, a manual selection of the most standard English

5A license of the database was bought during the Pf-Star project.
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# male # female # speakers # sentences # words

training-1 34 48 82 15,180 51,807
validation-1 10 16 26 4,868 16,701
test 12 15 27 4,899 16,501
training-2 34 48 82 7,500 25,543
validation-2 10 16 26 500 1,688
all 56 79 135 24,947 85,009

Table 4.7: Partition of the Youth database: number of male and female speakers, total
number of speakers, number of sentences, and number of words. Training, validation, and
test set are disjoint. Training-2 and validation-2 are subsets of training-1 and validation-1.

pronunciation was necessary. A list of the phonemes and its sub-phonemic units is shown
in AppendixB.2.

The Youth database has been evaluated in [Par04, Esk02]. Other available American
children corpora are the Colorado kids corpus that is analysed in [Ban03] and the Cid
corpus (Central Institute for the Deaf) analysed in [Lee99, Ger06].

4.2.2 Birmingham: Native, British Data

Another database with native English speech from children is the Birmingham corpus.
This database comprises speech from British children recorded at the University of Birm-
ingham and in two local primary schools in Birmingham and Malvern [DAr04]. Part of the
recordings was made in an open library area and contains background noise, part was made
in a closed class room, and part in a soundproof audiometric recording booth. The corpus
was collected in the context of the Pf-Star project. It has been recorded with 22.05 kHz
using an Emkay 3565 head mounted microphone. For this thesis, all data is downsampled
to 16 kHz.

The corpus is described in [DAr04, Bat05a] and contains speech from 152 children6.
of age 4 � 14. However, the largest part of the corpus are speakers of age 6 � 11. The
children read 19,451 sentences, phrases, word lists, and digits. Each child read 20 SCRIBE
sentences (an anglicised version of the phonetically balanced US TIMIT 460 sentence set),
a standard text that can be used for accent classi�cation, 20 digit triples, and �nally word
lists, phonetically rich sentences, and generic phrases that had been provided for all Pf-Star
partners by the ITC-irst in Trento. Those �les, which contain solely word fragments have
been removed, so that only 18,701 utterances are used in this thesis (7.8 hrs.): This set
consists of 54,182 words; the number of types is 1,740.

The partition of the Birmingham data in speaker disjoint training, validation, and test
sets is shown in Tab 4.8. The validation-1 set contains 1 speaker per gender and age (6 �11).

6 This is a preliminary version of the corpus. The �nal set (described in [DAr04, Bat05a]) contains after
further recordings a total number of 159 speakers. Since the increase is negligible, the experiments in this
thesis were not repeated using the larger set.
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m f age # # #
4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 spk. sent. words

training 45 36 1 1 3 4 20 2 36 5 3 3 3 81 11,111 32,992
validation-1 6 6 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 12 864 1,858
validation-2 43 38 0 0 5 6 22 4 37 7 0 0 0 81 1,800 4,940
test 27 33 0 0 10 10 10 10 10 10 0 0 0 60 6,726 19,332
all 77 75 1 1 15 16 32 14 47 17 3 3 3 152 18,701 54,182

Table 4.8: Partition of the Birmingham database: number of male/female speakers, num-
ber of speakers per age group, total number of speakers, number of sentences, and number
of words. Training, validation-1, and test set are disjoint.

BE AE BE example
/Q/ /A/ /pQt/

/e/ /E/ /pet/ not for /eI/
/@U/ /oU/ /n@Uz/

/A:/ /{/ /A:sk/ beginning of word, only
/A:/ /A/ /plA:nt/

/@/ /V/ /@baUt/

Table 4.9: Mapping BE → AE. BE pronunciation has to be modelled with AE phonemes
when evaluating BE speakers on AE acoustic models.

The test set consists of 60 speakers, 10 per age (6 � 11). Only the training data additionally
contains some children of age 4, 5, 12, 13, 14. In Chap. 7 a second, larger validation set will
be used: From the union of the training and the validation-1 data, randomly 300 sentences
have been selected per age group for the validation-2 set.

For automatic speech recognition 44 phonemes are used to model the British English
words. A list of the phonemes and its sub-phonemic units is shown in AppendixB.2. The
transcription of most words could be found in the Beep pronunciation dictionary [Beep].
However, in some cases in Chap. 7 the Birmingham data will be evaluated with American
English acoustic models. In this case, all Birmingham words are not built from the 44
British English phonemes but from the 39 American English phonemes. This case should be
motivated with an example: Whereas Beep suggests to transcribe "apart" with /@pA:t/,
the CMU pronunciation dictionary for AE [CmuDict] would suggest /VpArt/. However,
in the described case, the British pronunciation of �apart� should be modelled with AE
phonemes. As discussed in Sect. 2.1.1 and summarised in Sect. B.1 /@/ and /A:/ are not
among the AE phones. A possible modelling would be /VpAt/7. The mapping of the British
pronunciation onto AE phones is described in Tab. 4.9.

7also /Vp{t/ and /VpVt/ were tried, but resulted in lower performance
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# speakers # sentences # words

training-1 233 13,604 190,140
training-2 172 1,850 27,232
training-3 191 1,822 25,648
validation 7 173 1,827
test 27 191 5,181
all 233 13,968 197,148

Table 4.10: Partition of the Verbmobil database: total number of speakers, number of
sentences, and number of words. Training, validation, and test are disjoint but not speaker
disjoint. The training-1 set contains 49 non-native speakers. Training-2 and training-3 are
small subsets of training-1, where training-2 contains only native speakers.

4.3 Adult Speech

As native English adult speech corpus, the Verbmobil corpus is employed8. It comprises
22.5 hrs. of spontaneous speech from 233 American speakers and is described in [Ste05b].
The 13,965 utterances consist of 197,148 words; the sentences have an average length
of 14 words which is signi�cantly longer than for all other corpora (≤ 4 words, except
NonNativeRC). Annotations of the gender are not available.

The partition of the data is the same as in [Ste05b] and can be found in Tab. 4.10.
Unfortunately, the data sets turned out to be not speaker disjoint9. Further it turned out
that � despite the fact that there is an additional Verbmobil Denglish corpus with Ger-
man speakers of English sentences (not used in the present thesis) � also the Verbmobil
training set contains 49 non-native speakers (972 utterances), mostly Germans. Training-
2 is a small subset of training-1, which contains solely native speakers; the other subset
training-3 contains around 50% data from non-native speakers.

The phonetic transcription has been revised and the version from the Verbmobil project
is not used. The new transcription was obtained from the CMU pronunciation dictionary
[CmuDict]. Further, the same phoneme inventory with 39 phonemes (cf. AppendixB.2) as
in Youth is used. This preprocessing of the Verbmobil corpus makes it now comparable
with the Youth database.

VMGerman is a corpus with German speech from adult speakers. In this thesis a
subset with the size of 4.5 hours is used to train acoustic models of German phonemes.
Details on this corpus can be found in Tab. 4.11.

4.4 Summary

There will be di�erent databases evaluated in this thesis. NonNative consists of 3.3 hrs.
of German children reading English texts (beginners); NonNativeRC contains additional

8Recorded during the Verbmobil project [Wah00]
9Thus, the total number of speakers is 233 and not 260 = 233 + 27 as reported in [Ste05b]
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corpus # L1 L2 age voc. size # #
spk. size [hrs.] words/sent. exp.

NonNative 57 G E 10 � 14 934 3.3 18,597 4,627 1�15
Mont 25 G E 10 � 13 621 1.6 7,640 2,108 2
Ohm 28 G E 10 � 11 323 1.2 8,088 1,303 15
OhmPlus 32 G E 10 � 14 605 1.6 10,957 2,519 1�15
NonNativeRC 5 G E 11 � 14 423 0.4 3,692 405 1
Youth 135 AE AE 8 � 10 778 14.2 85,009 24,947 -
Birmingham 152 BE BE 4 � 14? 1,740 7.8 54,182 18,701 -
Verbmobil 233 AE?? AE adult 3,946 22.5 197,148 13,965 -
VMGerman 82 G G adult 2,676 4.5 34,343 1,880 -

Table 4.11: Overview of the corpora: number of speakers, their languages L1 and L2 (G
for German, E for English, and AE/BE for American/British English), age, size of the
vocabulary, size in hours, number of spoken words and sentences, and number of experts
who labelled the data. (?) The test set of Birmingham contains only children of age 6 �
11. (??) The training set also contains 49 non-native speakers.

0.4 hours speech from good readers. Youth is a collection of 14.2 hrs. of American chil-
dren, Birmingham contains 7.8 hrs. of British children. 22.5 hours spontaneous speech
from American adults are collected in the Verbmobil database. VMGerman contains
4.5 hours of German speech. An overview of all corpora can be found in Tab 4.11. Children
younger than 8 are only contained in the Birmingham database. There is data from 62
German children, 135 American children, 152 British children, and 315 adults; 181 of the
adult speakers are native American and 49 are non-native speakers, who are solely con-
tained in the Verbmobil training set. 82 speakers are used additionally to train German
acoustic models (VMGerman). The NonNative and the Birmingham speech database
have been collected during the Pf-Star project. The vocabulary of the English corpora
is largest for Verbmobil (3,946 words) and Birmingham (1,740 words). The longest
English sentences are spoken in Verbmobil (around 14 words per sentence).

The NonNative data consists of three parts that are annotated by a di�erent number
of experts. For theMont set, rater S graded the data on the sentence and speaker level and
marked mispronounced words at the word level. M annotated syntactic boundaries only
based on linguistic knowledge and without listening to the spoken utterances. The Ohm
set has been annotated by 15 experts, again rater S and M, and additionally 13 teachers
including one native speaker (rater N ). The teachers marked mispronounced words and
graded the data on the text level. The speaker grading is obtained by averaging the marks
from the text level (3.8 texts per speaker). 5 teachers rated the data again half a year later.
The OhmPlus set is a superset of Ohm which additionally contains 4 older children. The
NonNativeRC corpus only contains ratings from M.



Chapter 5

Assessment of Pronunciation and

Reading

Given the data that has been described in the previous chapter, in the following algorithms
for the automatic assessment of the pronunciation are being developed. A survey on such
algorithms in the literature has already been given in Sect. 2.2.2. In this chapter, after some
general considerations in the �rst section three di�erent approaches are described: The �rst
is based on special acoustic models for wrongly pronounced words, the second on pronun-
ciation feature extraction, and the third and �nal approach is based on prosodic feature
extraction. At the end, an algorithm is given to automatically detect prosodic boundaries,
which can be used additionally to measure the reading pro�ciency of the students.

5.1 General Considerations

In the preceding chapter, the data has been described, which will be analysed in the
experimental part of this thesis. Annotations are available that judge the pronunciation
of the children on the word, sentence, text, and speaker level. In the present chapter
automatic approaches to assess the data are presented. The performance of the presented
algorithms can be measured by analysing the agreement between the expert annotation
and the hypotheses of the system. Additional expert annotations are the expected syntactic
boundaries. Those annotations are also word based: it has been labelled which word is
followed by a boundary. Approaches will be presented to automatically estimate whether
an expected boundary is present or not. It will be investigated whether there is a correlation
between the goodness of a child's pronunciation and the classi�cation rate of prosodic
boundaries.

To automatically assess the pronunciation on the word level, word based features are
calculated which will be described in the following sections. Additionally a context of few
words might be helpful to detect local changes of the pronunciation. The high dimensional
feature vectors are the basis for a statistical classi�cation as described in Chap. 3.1.
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Figure 5.1: Sentence level classi�cation using sentence features (1), averaged word classi�-
cation (2), meta-features (3), and average word features (4). Word level features cυ

word are
calculated from words wυ and sentence features csent from the whole sentence. P (k|wi) is
the posterior probability of class k.

Approaches to assess the data on the sentence level are outlined in the following and
illustrated in Fig. 5.1. K is the number of classes, L the total number of words wυ (υ =
1, . . . , L), cυ

word the respective dword-dimensional word level feature vector, and csent the
dsent-dimensional sentence feature vector.

1. Sentence features: Calculate speci�c features csent from the larger time interval sen-
tence. csent is input to a statistical classi�er.

2. Averaged word classi�cation: Features cword are calculated word based, and classi-
�ed on the word level. The output of the soft classi�cation are K posterior scores
P (k|wυ), k = 1, ..., K, for the K classes given the word wυ. Assuming statistical
independence of the words wυ, the decision rule

δ(k|w) = argmaxkP (k|w) = argmaxk

(
L∏

υ=1

P (k|wυ)

)
(5.1)
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is applied for a sentence w = w1w2 . . . wL. However, the pronunciation of the words
wυ is usually not independent. Heuristic approaches to calculate the sentence a
posteriori probabilities P (k|w) are the calculation of

∑
υ P (k|wυ), minυP (k|wυ), or

maxυP (k|wυ). This way, the sentence pronunciation score re�ects the average word
score, or it is solely dependent on the worst mispronunciation or the best pronunci-
ation observed for the underlying words.

3. Meta-features: An improved mapping of word level pronunciation scores onto sentence
level scores utilises a second classi�cation stage based on meta-features as proposed in
[Bat07]. Minimum, maximum, and mean of the word based posterior scores P (k|wυ),
are calculated for each of K classes over all wυ and combined in a 3K-dimensional
feature vector:

ck,meta =
L

min
υ=1

P (k|wυ), k = 1, . . . , K (5.2)

cK+k,meta =
L

max
υ=1

P (k|wυ), k = 1, . . . , K (5.3)

c2K+k,meta =
1

L

L∑
υ=1

P (k|wυ), k = 1, . . . , K (5.4)

The components ci,meta of the resulting feature vector are referred to as meta-features
since they are based on a prior classi�cation step. In the next step, the meta-features
are again input to another classi�er. The intermediate step that calculates minimum,
maximum, and mean of the word based classi�cation results is necessary, since the
number of words L varies per sentence. Otherwise, the word based scores could be
simply concatenated to serve as input for the second classi�cation stage.

4. Averaging of the word-based features: A compromise between approach (1) and (2) is
the use of sentence features csent that are obtained from the calculation of minimum,
maximum, and mean of each component of the word level feature vectors cυ

word

ci,sent =
L

min
υ=1

cυ
i,word, i = 1, . . . , dword (5.5)

cdword+i,sent =
L

max
υ=1

cυ
i,word, i = 1, . . . , dword (5.6)

c2dword+i,sent =
1

L

L∑
υ=1

cυ
i,word, i = 1, . . . , dword (5.7)

are the components of the resulting 3dword-dimensional feature vector which is input
to a sentence level classi�cation.

For the �rst approach, one has to make an e�ort for the development of specialised
sentence level features. In (4), those features are calculated automatically, but the resulting
feature vectors have a high dimension which might require more training data or a prior
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feature reduction. The advantage of the approaches (2) and (3) is that on the word level
much more training data is available. The second, sentence level classi�cation stage in (3)
is performed in low dimensional space, e.g. dsent = 15, if e.g. 5 school grades are classi�ed.

Also for the text and speaker level classi�cation the approaches (1) to (4) can be
applied. However, due to sparse data on the higher levels, the approaches (1), (3), and (4)
won't be used. On the word level, not only the approach based on features cυ

word will be
investigated, but also an approach on mispronunciation word models, which additionally
allows pronunciation analysis on the phone level. This approach is described in the following
section.

5.2 Acoustic Models for Wrongly Pronounced Words

Speech recognisers decode a given speech signal into a sequence of words. This sequence
is the most likely speech sequence given a set of acoustic models (HMMs) and a language
model (LM) as described in Sect. 3.2.4. This sequence contains only words that are part
of the recogniser's vocabulary. Furthermore, for each word of the vocabulary a phonetic
transcription is speci�ed in the lexicon of the recogniser (in SAMPA). It is a common
approach in pronunciation scoring (cf. Sect. 2.2.2) to add mispronunciation models to
the recogniser which have to be additionally speci�ed in the lexicon. An example system
implementing this approach is ISLE (Sect. 2.3). Investigations in the context of the Caller
system are described in [Hac07b, Hes06, Hes05].

The following example shows, how acoustic models for wrongly pronounced words can
be applied: German learners of English have di�culties in pronouncing the English �th�,
since the phoneme /T/ is not present in the German language. If the correct pronunciation
ought to be trained with the word �this�, the lexicon of the speech recogniser could contain
several pronunciation alternatives, e.g.

this /TIs/

this∼e10 /sIs/

where the �rst one is correct and the second one wrong. All entries of the lexicon with
wrong pronunciations are tagged with su�xes which encode the error rule ei as de�ned in
Tab. 2.3. In this example, the rule e10: /T/ → [s] has been applied to the right column.

It is essential that acoustic models for mispronunciations can be generated automat-
ically. For this purpose, for each language pair (here: German/English) rules have to be
collected from the literature. From the 28 rules e1 to e28 summarised in Tab. 2.3, 22 are
systematically applied to the vocabulary of the speech recogniser. The six rules that are
omitted are e9 and e11 substituting /D/ and /s/ with the voiced [z] which is only ex-
pected to occur for children from the northern part of Germany. Further, the confusion of
/V/ with [@] is not used which is problematic if AE and BE training data is mixed (in
AE, /@baUt/ is for example indeed modelled as /Vbout/; /@/ does not exist in AE). e4 is
omitted, since words like �angle� do not occur in the NonNative data, and e14 and e16

are only specialised cases of e15.
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To further reduce the number of resulting mispronunciations, restrictions are imposed
on the rules e5, e7, and e12: /..N/ → [..Nk] is not applied to the �nal syllable �ing�, /r/
→ [R] is not applied to the �nal sound [r] (in German [6] is used instead of [R])1, and
�sch� → [S] is restricted to /sk/ → [S] in the beginning of words, like in �school�.

The 22 mispronunciation rules are supplemented with the rules e29 to e50: While grading
the NonNative data, the graduate student of English (rater S ) was summarising which
phoneme deviations have been observed. This survey comprises a number of weak devia-
tions together with 38 strong deviations. Strong deviations that occur at least �ve times
and are not part of Tab. 2.3 are summarised in Tab. 5.1. Any restrictions on the rules can
be found in column four. Six rules a�ect consonants and 16 rules vowels. e50 appends the
schwa [@] if the grapheme sequence ends with a grapheme `e' which is not pronounced
(silent `e' ). Rule e49 discriminates the English and German [u:]2, which has di�erent
formant frequencies for F2 (cf. Fig. 2.1).

The 44 rules are applied to the vocabulary of the NonNative database. This way, the
original vocabulary of 934 words grows to 2698 words. e7, e13, e20, and e37 are each applied
more than 100 times; less than 10 times occur e1, e3, e5, e6, e12, e32, e34, and e41. To enable
modelling the complete extended vocabulary with a given set of polyphone HMMs � that
are e.g. trained on native data from the Birmingham corpus � this set has to contain
also non-native phonemes like the German /R/, /o:/, /6/, or /u:/German.

In the following it is explained, how those HMMs for wrongly pronounced words are
integrated into the recognition framework. In general, a larger vocabulary makes confusions
between words more probable and reduces the word recognition rate. However, the category
based approach for language modelling after Eq. 3.34 allows an integration of mispronun-
ciation models without drastically increasing the number of possible word confusions. No
manual category system has been built for the recogniser in the present thesis. The reason is
that the content of the pronunciation exercises has to be easily exchangeable without such
manual adjustments. Thus, each word is automatically mapped onto a separate category,
e.g. �this� onto Ci = �C=THIS�, and only rare words are combined into one category Cj =
�C=RARE�. The 4-gram probabilities are now estimated from the sequence of categories by
calculating P (Ci|Ci−3Ci−2Ci−1). Additionally the word probabilities given their category
P (wi|Ci) are estimated, which are 100% if only one word wi is part of the category Ci. If
now additional mispronunciation models are used (e.g. �this∼e10�), then they are added
to the same category as the respective correct pronunciation (e.g. �C=THIS�). This means
that the n-gram probabilities can be kept unchanged, and only the probabilities P (wi|Ci)
have to be adjusted. In this thesis a heuristic weight is used to balance the probability of
correct and mispronounced words.

1Additionally not applied to /3r/, since [3] is only modelled in this very context and otherwise unde-
�ned.

2[u:]German is in all �les that are necessary to describe the recogniser con�guration replaced with [U:]
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pronunciation error example restriction
e29 /D/ → [d] they
e30 /T/ → [d] think
e31 /tS/ → [S] cheap beginning of word
e32 /ndZ/ → [N] sponge end of word
e33 /st/ → [St] stall beginning of word
e34 /sp/ → [Sp] sponge beginning of word
e35 /3/ → [e@] early
e36 /3/ → [o:6] early
e37 /{/ → [a] bat
e38 /I@/ → [E:] hearing
e39 /O:/ → [o:6] bought
e40 /O:/ → [a] ball grapheme `a'
e41 /U/ → [@U] put grapheme `u'
e42 /V/ → [O] come grapheme `o'
e43 /V/ → [U] cut grapheme `u'
e44 /@/ → [E] another beginning of word
e45 /aI/ → [I] rise
e46 /aU/ → [@U] rouse
e47 /eI/ → [i:] great graphemes `ea'
e48 /ju:/ → [u:] pupil
e49 /u:/ → [u:]german tooth
e50 → [@] rise end of word, silent `e'

Table 5.1: Rules ei to generate pronunciation error i: Mapping of correct pronunciation
onto wrong pronunciation. These rules are applied additionally to the rules taken from the
literature and de�ned in Tab. 2.3.

5.3 Pronunciation Features

Pronunciation features were designed for the evaluation of the pronunciation of non-native
learners. This comprises �rst and foremost segmental features which are based on the
output of a speech recogniser. The recognised word or phoneme sequence is compared
with the reference sequence while taking likelihood scores, posterior scores, and duration
information into account. A frame by frame comparison of both sequences is possible if the
speech recogniser computes the time frame for each phone in the speech signal, and if the
same information is available for the reference sequence (forced alignment).

The pronunciation features can be calculated with the pronfex module (pronunciation
feature extraction), which is explained in the following. Prosodic features, which are based
on energy, fundamental frequency, and duration, are part of the prosody module that will
be introduced in the next section. The overlap of both modules is the analysis of du-
rations: whereas the prosody module computes features that have been developed task
independently and have been applied to the detection of boundaries or the classi�cation of
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Figure 5.2: Pronunciation feature extraction.

emotions, the features in the pronfex module have been developed especially for pronuncia-
tion scoring. There are 75 word level pronunciation features and 78 sentence level features.
The pronunciation features have been introduced in [Hac05b, Cin04a, Cin04b, Cin09]. The
application for sentence level pronunciation scoring is described in [Hac05a]3 and for word
based scoring in [Hac07a]4.

The pronunciation feature extraction is illustrated in Fig. 5.2. The inputs are the recog-
nised word and/or phoneme sequence together with time alignment and con�dences, and
the reference text with time alignment. The time alignment is performed phoneme based.
The alignment requires acoustic models estimated on native speech and for speech recog-
nition additionally a language model. During training, 4 further sorts of statistics and
classi�ers have to be estimated: The phoneme bigram LM can be estimated from any Eng-
lish text and the frequency band dependent TRAP classi�ers (cf. Chap. 3.2.2) and the
duration statistics are estimated on native speech. The phoneme confusion statistics are
estimated on both native and non-native data, where the non-native data has to be anno-
tated with the word labels X or O indicating wrong or correct pronunciation. All features
of the pronfex module are optional and can be speci�ed in a con�guration �le. Some fea-
tures additionally require n-best lists of the speech recogniser. Depending on the speech
recogniser used (HTK5 or the LME recogniser), di�erent information can be received from
the n-best lists and di�erent features can be calculated.

The 4 kinds of statistics and their applications are explained in the following, where
qi is the phoneme number i in the phoneme sequence q, qτ the phoneme in time frame τ ,
and qi the i-th out of Q phoneme symbols. qa

i indicates the i-th phoneme in the reference
(alignment) and qr

i the i-th phoneme in the sequence obtained from the speech recogniser.

• With the help of phoneme bigrams P (qi|qi−1), the a priori probabilities of observed
phoneme sequences are estimated. The selection of an unlikely phoneme bigram dur-

328 out of 78 features.
463 of the 75 features.
5http://htk.eng.cam.ac.uk/

http://htk.eng.cam.ac.uk/
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ing decoding is a hint for a pronunciation error, if the speech decoder in Fig. 5.2 is
an unconstrained phoneme recogniser. This is also the case if a word based speech
recogniser is used, which integrates mispronunciation models as explained in Sect. 5.2.
However, a word recogniser without such mispronunciation models is only able to
recognise words which are speci�ed in the vocabulary. Such words do not contain
uncommon phoneme sequences. Nevertheless, features based on bigram probabilities
might be helpful in combination with other mispronunciation features, since infre-
quent phoneme sequences are more likely to be wrongly pronounced. The phoneme
bigram LMs are estimated with the HTK-toolkit from the transliteration of theBirm-
ingham data and the reference texts of the NonNative data.

• TRAP classi�ers are frequency band dependent classi�ers for each of the B Mel
�lter banks. Unlike in Fig. 3.7, the merging step in the TRAP tandem approach
is skipped, and only the band dependent results are evaluated for pronunciation
scoring. The input to the classi�ers are 816msec6 log-energy time-trajectories centred
around the frame of interest. The performance of band dependent classi�ers is rather
low, since fricatives are hard to recognise in the lower frequency bands and vowels
cannot be recognised in higher frequency bands; further, no classi�cation information
from the context is used like phoneme n-grams. However, for pronunciation scoring
likelihood scores of the reference phone are taken into account and normalised with
the maximum likelihood over all phonemes. The likelihood of the reference phone is
expected to be high, even if the TRAP classi�er would decide for another phone, with
perhaps only little higher score. The TRAP scores are a band dependent extension
of the GOP score introduced in Eq. 2.22.

• Phoneme duration statistics are used to calculate the expected duration of words and
phones or to estimate the probability of an observed length of time. The distribu-
tion of phoneme durations is estimated on the Birmingham database after forced
alignment. The estimation of mean and variance of the duration of each phone is
performed with tools from the prosody module. dLUT(qa

i ) is the expected duration
of phoneme qa

i from these duration statistics (look-up-table, LUT). To calculate the
log-probability

log PLUT(di|qa
i ) = log

 1√
2π · σqa

i

− (di − µqa
i
)2

2σ2
qa
i

(5.8)

of an observed duration di := d(qa
i , f) of a phone qa

i and speech input f , a normal
distribution with mean µqa

i
:= dLUT(qa

i ) and standard deviation σ2
qa
i
is assumed.

• Phoneme confusion matrices are used for a frame based comparison of the word
hypothesis of the speech decoder and the forced alignment. A phoneme confusion

6Center frame plus 2 × 40 frames context. Due to a time shift of 10msec of the short time analysis
window and due to the 3msec overlap with both adjacent frames (cf. Sect. 3.2.2), the time interval is
10msec + 40 × 10msec + 40 × 10msec + 3msec + 3msec = 816msec
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occurs, if the reference phoneme and the recognised phoneme di�er. Phoneme con-
fusion matrices are estimated separately for correctly pronounced words (MO), for
mispronounced words (MX ), and for native British speech (MB). These matrices
contain for all pairs of phonemes qi, qj the probabilities P (qi|qj) that phoneme qj is
recognised as qi. The entries of the Q×Q matrices are

mi,j
O = P (qi|qj,O),

mi,j
X = P (qi|qj,X ),

mi,j
B = P (qi|qj,B), 1 ≤ i, j ≤ Q, (5.9)

given a set of Q phonemes and the events O,X ,B. The confusion matrices MX
and MO are estimated on a subset of the NonNative data which is not used for
pronunciation evaluation. MB is estimated on the Birmingham corpus.

Using the di�erent statistic �les, a high dimensional set of pronunciation features can
be calculated. Word and sentence features are described in the following two sections. First,
some notations have to be introduced: Let qa

i be the reference phoneme at position i of
the phoneme sequence qa, which is obtained by forced alignment, as de�ned above. Then
di = d(qa

i , f) is the duration of phoneme qa
i in the sentence given the speech input f . Ds+p

is the duration of the sentence including pauses and

Ds =
n

(sent)
p∑
i=1

d(qa
i , f) ≤ Ds+p (5.10)

is the sentence duration without pauses with n(sent)
p being the number of phones of the

respective sentence. Let further n(sent)
w be the number of words per sentence, then the

rate-of-speech is de�ned as

R(phone) = n(sent)
p /Ds+p or R(word) = n(sent)

w /Ds+p (5.11)

From a word with n(word)
p phonemes and its duration Dw, the rate of speech

R
(local)
j = n(word)

p /Dw (5.12)

can be further calculated locally for each word j. A common way to measure the rate-of-
speech is to count the number of syllables per time. However, preliminary investigations
have shown lower correlation with human experts7. Moreover, syllables are language de-
pendent and their automatic determination is not trivial for many languages. Language
independent aspects of the pronfex module are investigated in [Cin09, Hac05b, Cin04a]
Next, the features will be described.

7As will be described in Sect. 5.3.2, the development of the pronfex-module started with sentence based
features [Cin04a]. Only those features were implemented which showed a high correlation to experts on
the ATR-corpus [Gru04]. In a second step, similar word level features were designed.
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5.3.1 Word Based Features

First of all, the word level features will be explained: For each of the words in the reference
text 75 heuristic features are calculated. From these features, 12 groups are built. Within
such a feature group, the elements often di�er only in the way of normalisation.

Rate-of-speech Features (PronRos). 3 features are extracted that are based on
the rate-of-speech (ROS) given the forced time alignment: PronRos-1 is the number of
phonemes n(word)

p , PronRos-2 the local rate-of-speech R(local) after Eq. 5.12, and PronRos-3

the reciprocal 1/R(local).

Pauses Features (PronPauses). The 2 features PronPauses-1 and PronPauses-2
measure the length of pauses in frames before the current word and after the current
word given the forced time alignment. The pause before the �rst word per sentence is set
to the same value as after the �rst word and the pause after the last word to the same
value as before the last word. For one-word sentences both pauses are set to zero.

Duration Features (PronDurLUT). 5 features are computed that use the duration
statistics (look-up-table, LUT). It is the expected duration of the word PronDurLUT-1, the
observed word duration PronDurLUT-2 (= sum of mean phoneme durations from the time
alignment) and the ratio of both durations (PronDurLUT-3 ). Further, the mean and stan-
dard deviation of the phoneme based duration deviation δ

(phon)
i are used as PronDurLUT-4

and PronDurLUT-5, where δ
(phon)
i = |d(qa

i , f)− dLUT(qa
i )|.

Duration Score (PronDurScore). To calculate duration score features, �rst the ob-
served phoneme duration (obtained through forced alignment) is multiplied with the
rate-of-speech; we receive the phoneme durations d̄i. The log-probability log P (d̄i|qa

i ) for
phoneme qa

i can be calculated after Eq. 5.8. Summing up these scores of all phones of the
word PronDurScore-1 is obtained. The feature PronDurScore-2 is normalised by multipli-
cation with 1/n(word)

p and PronDurScore-3 by multiplication with 1/R(phone).

Likelihood Features (PronLikeli). This category contains 7 features based on
log-likelihood scores La

τ (f) := log P (f |λqa
τ
) of the acoustic observation f given the HMM

λqa
τ
of the phone qa

τ in frame τ . The word score PronLikeli-1 can be approximated by
the sum of all phoneme log-likelihood scores La

τ (f) assuming statistical independence.
PronLikeli-2 and PronLikeli-3 are obtained after normalisation with n(word)

p and R(phone).
The sum of duration normalised phoneme log-likelihoods is PronLikeli-4. Finally, the
minimum, maximum, and standard deviation of phoneme log-likelihoods are the features
PronLikeli-5, PronLikeli-6, and PronLikeli-7.

The following feature groups compare forced alignment and word recognition.
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Likelihood Ratio Features (PronLikeliRatio). The next 3 features compare the log-
likelihood scores La

τ (f) = log P (f |λqa
τ
) received from the forced alignment and the scores

Lr
τ (f) := log P (f |λqr

τ
) received from a word or phoneme recogniser in each frame τ . qa

τ and
qr
τ are the phones observed in frame τ , given forced alignment and recognition, respectively.
In log-space both values are subtracted and summed up over the entire word (N frames).

PronLikeliRatio-1 =
1

n
(word)
p

N∑
τ=1

La
τ (f)− Lr

τ (f)

da
τ

(5.13)

For PronLikeliRatio-2 and PronLikeliRatio-3 the normalisation factor is (Dw)−1 and
(
∑

τ dLUT(qa
τ ))

−1 instead of (n(word)
p )−1.

TRAP Features (PronTrap). 6 features are calculated by employing band dependent
TRAP classi�ers. The extraction of the TRAP from the i-th frequency band (i ≤ B,
given a Mel �lter bank with B �lters) of the speech input f is denoted with the operator
trapi(f). Similar to PronLikeliRatio, a ratio of log-likelihood scores is used as feature.
Here, likelihood ratios La

τ (trapi(f)) − Lr
τ (trapi(f)) are calculated and averaged over all

frames τ of the word. PronTrap-1 to PronTrap-3 are mean, minimum and maximum over
the likelihood ratios of all B frequency bands. PronTrap-4 is the mean over all frequency
bands but normalised with the word duration. PronTrap-5 and PronTrap-6 are the mean
over the frequency bands 1 to bB

2
c and bB

2
c+ 1 to B, respectively.

Recogniser Accuracy (PronAcc). The 6 accuracy features are the phoneme accuracy
PronAcc-1 (cf. Eq. 3.25)8 between reference and overlapping (simultaneous) recognised
phoneme sequence and the phoneme correctness PronAcc-2 after Eq. 3.26. The mean con-
�dence [Ste02] of all recognised words that overlap with the current word, is the feature
PronAcc-3. The percentage of mispronunciation words (words with ∼ which separates the
original word from the su�x indicating a mispronunciation rule, cf. Sect. 5.2) in the recog-
niser output, which overlaps with the current word is PronAcc-4. If additionally a phoneme
recogniser is available, PronAcc-5 and PronAcc-6 are computed analogously to PronAcc-
1 and PronAcc-2, but from the phone recogniser output instead of using the underlying
phonemes of the word recogniser output.

Phoneme Sequence Probabilities (PronPhoneSeq). 6 features are based on the
phoneme bigram LM. It is the prior probability of the recognised phoneme sequence which
overlaps with the current word (PronPhoneSeq-1 ). PronPhoneSeq-2 and PronPhoneSeq-
3 are additionally divided by the length of the recognised phoneme sequence and by
R(phone). Those features are calculated from the phoneme sequence which forms the word
sequence received by word recognition. If additionally a phoneme recogniser is available,
PronPhoneSeq-4 to PronPhoneSeq-6 are obtained analogously.

8Instead of dividing with the total number of phones in the reference, the maximum of the number of
phones in the reference and the number of phones in the recognised sequence is used. This avoids negative
values.
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Phone confusion

I−t−s    w−V−−n     @−−k−−l−−−Q−−−k

I−−−t−−s    @−n    @   k−l−−−@U−−−−k 

"it’s one o’clock"

Speech decoder:
"it’s on a cloak"

Result:

Speech Reference text

P (/@/|/V/,X ) / P (/@/|/V/,O)/V/ → /@/

MX : Phone confusion
statistics for

mispronunciations

MO: Phone confusion
statistics for

correct pronunciation

Figure 5.3: Illustration of the phone confusion features.

Con�dence Features (PronCon�dence). The con�dence is in addition to feature
PronAcc-3 after [Ste02] (for each recognised word) directly calculated form the n-best lists
of the speech recogniser for each reference word9. 3 features are available for the n-best
lists of the HTK speech decoder. Those features are not used in the present thesis, but
only PronCon�dence-4 and PronCon�dence-5 which are calculated from the n-best lists
of the LME recogniser. They are implemented as the average frequency of all reference
words within the n-best lists in the given time interval and their average con�dence. The
assumption is: the better the pronunciation of a particular word, the higher is its pos-
terior probability, which is approximated by the probability of occurrence in the n-best
hypotheses of the speech recogniser.

Phoneme Confusion Features (PronPhoneConf ). 13 features are based on the
phoneme confusion matrices MO, MX , and MB after Eq. 5.9 as illustrated in Fig. 5.3. The
feature PronPhoneConf-1 is the average over all τ = 1 . . . N frames of the word

1

N

N∑
τ=1

log
P (qr

τ |qa
τ ,X )

P (qr
τ |qa

τ ,O)
(5.14)

Instead of averaging, additionally the minimum, maximum, standard deviation, and me-
dian are calculated in PronPhoneConf-2 to PronPhoneConf-5. These features normalise
the a posteriori probability of the observed phone confusion given the assumption of wrong
pronunciation by the probability of observing this very phone confusion in correctly pro-
nounced words. The features PronPhoneConf-6 and PronPhoneConf-7 are the average of
the probabilities P (qr

τ |qa
τ ,X ) and P (qr

τ |qa
τ ,O), respectively.

If a confusion matrix from native speakers MB is available, we normalise with the proba-
bility of the observed phone confusion given native data. The average, minimum, maximum,
standard deviation and median are now calculated from log[P (qr

τ |qa
τ ,X )/P (qr

τ |qa
τ ,B)]; to-

gether with the average of the probabilities P (qr
τ |qa

τ ,B) one receives PronPhoneConf-8 �
PronPhoneConf-13.

9The calculation of those features requires the time consuming calculation of n-best lists with the speech
decoder.
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Context Features (PronContext). Last but not least, there are 19 features that take
into account the context of the current word. The �rst 11 context features are di�erences of
the current word's feature value and the value from the preceding word. Those features are
calculated for the �rst feature of each group10 and additionally for PronPhoneConf-8. The
context feature of the �rst word per speaker is 0, if pronfex is invoked speaker based like in
the present thesis. PronContext-12 is a second order derivative, capturing the context of
PronContext-13, which is the relation of the log-likelihood score of the current word and the
score of the remaining words of the sentence. The other features measure the �uctuation
of either ROS or duration, e.g. for R

(local)
j

PronContext-14 =
2R

(local)j

j

R
(local)
j−1 + R

(local)
j+1

. (5.15)

Here a context window of 3 words is used, other features are based on the context of up
to 5 words (PronContext-15 � PronContext-19 ).

5.3.2 Sentence Based Features

The pronfex module additionally provides 78 heuristic sentence based features, divided
into the same 12 groups. Whereas the word based features have been newly developed
for this thesis, a couple of sentence based features is implemented according to the scores
Si from the literature, which are summarised in Tab. 2.4. All features were developed on
the ATR-corpus [Gru04]. Among the innumerable possible features which eventually can
be obtained by using arbitrary normalisation factors, 78 were implemented in the pronfex
module. The criterion for the selection of those features was the correlation with human
experts on the ATR-corpus [Cin04a, Hac05b].

Rate-of-speech Features (SentRos). 5 features SentRos-1 to SentRos-5 are based
on the rate-of-speech: R(word), R(phone), both reciprocals, and the phonation-time-ratio
Ds+p/Ds, cf. SROS1, SROS2, and SPTR in Chap. 2.2.2.

Pauses Features (SentPauses). The 2 features SentPauses-1 and SentPauses-2 are
the total duration of between-word pauses and the number of between word pauses longer
than 0.2 sec.

Duration Features (SentDurLUT). 3 features are based on the duration.
SentDurLUT-1 and SentDurLUT-2 are the mean and standard deviation of the dura-
tion deviation |d(qa

i , f) − dLUT(qa
i )| over all phonemes qa

i of an utterance. SentDurLUT-3
is the ratio of the expected duration of the sentence and the observed duration.

10 For PronTrap the context feature is implemented but not yet used in this thesis
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Duration Score (SentDurScore). The 3 sentence based duration score features are
calculated analogously to the word based features. At �rst, the observed phoneme dura-
tions (obtained by forced alignment) are normalised with the rate-of-speech to receive d̄i.
The probability log P (d̄i|qa

i ) for phoneme qa
i can be obtained after Eq. 5.8. By summing

up these probabilities over all phones of the sentence one receives SentDurScore-1 (cf.
SDur2 in Eq. 2.25). After normalisation with 1/n(sent)

p SentDurScore-2 is obtained and after
normalisation with 1/R(phone) SentDurScore-3.

Likelihood Features (SentLikeli). This group contains 9 features based on log-
likelihood scores. La

i (f) = log P (f |λqa
i
) of the acoustic observation f given the HMM

λqa
i
of the phoneme qa

i . The sentence likelihood SentLikeli-1 is the sum of all phoneme log-
likelihoods La

i (f). By multiplying with 1/n(sent)
p or 1/n(word)

p SentLikeli-2 and SentLikeli-3
are obtained.

The global and local sentence likelihood SLikeliGlob and SLikeliLoc calculated from phoneme
likelihoods after Eq. 2.23 is also implemented but additionally normalised with R(phone)

(SentLikeli-4 and SentLikeli-5 ). SentLikeli-6 is the local sentence likelihood, but calculated
from word likelihoods: First, each word likelihood is normalised by the word duration and
then the average is calculated over all words; for SentLikeli-7, each word score is normalised
by the number of phones of the respective word. By replacing the observed phoneme
duration dτ with dLUT(qa

τ ) in SentLikeli-6 and SentLikeli-5, one obtains SentLikeli-8 and
SentLikeli-9. These features calculate the sentence likelihood independent from deviations
of the expected duration.

Likelihood Ratio Features (SentLikeliRatio). The following 3 features compare the
log-likelihood scores La

τ (f) = log P (f |λqa
τ
) received from the forced alignment and the

scores Lr
τ (f) = log P (f |λqr

τ
) received from a word or phoneme recogniser in each frame

τ . qa
τ and qr

τ are the phones observed in frame τ , given forced alignment and recognition,
respectively. SentLikeliRatio-1 is analogous to Eq. 5.13 (cf. SLR and SGOP1 in Chap. 2.2.2)
but summed up over all frames of a sentence and multiplied with with (n(sent)

p )−1. For
SentLikeliRatio-2 and SentLikeliRatio-3 the normalisation factor is (Dw · R(phone))−1 and
(R(phone) ·∑i dLUT(qa

i ))
−1.

TRAP Features (SentTrap). 10 features are calculated by employing band dependent
TRAP classi�ers. Here, the likelihood ratios La

τ (trapi(f)) − Lr
τ (trapi(f)) are calculated

per frequency band trapi(f) and averaged over all frames τ of the sentence. Since on
the sentence level enough di�erent phonemes occur, robust values can be estimated per
frequency band i. The average values from each 3 band scores of the bands 1 � 3, 3 � 5,
. . ., 19 � 21 are the features SentTrap-1 to SentTrap-10.

Recogniser Accuracy (SentAcc). The following 10 features evaluate the recognition
result. SentAcc-1 and SentAcc-2 are the phoneme and word accuracy (cf. Eq. 3.25 and
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SAcc in Chap. 2.2.2)11; SentAcc-3 and SentAcc-4 are the phoneme and word correctness (cf.
Eq. 3.26). SentAcc-5, SentAcc-6, and SentAcc-7 are the minimum, maximum, and average
con�dence [Ste02] over all recognised words in the sentence. The percentage of mispronun-
ciation words (words with ∼, which separates the original word from the su�x indicating
a mispronunciation rule, cf. Sect. 5.2) in the recogniser output is SentAcc-8. If a phoneme
recogniser is available, the resulting phoneme sequence is used to measure accuracy and
correctness in SentAcc-9 and SentAcc-10.

Phoneme Sequence Probabilities (SentPhoneSeq). 6 features are based on the
phoneme bigram LM and calculated analogously to the word based features. It is the a
priori probability of the recognised phoneme sequence SentPhoneSeq-1. SentPhoneSeq-2
and SentPhoneSeq-3 are divided by the length of the recognised phoneme sequence and
by R(phone). SentPhoneSeq-1 � SentPhoneSeq-3 are obtained by employing an additional
phoneme recogniser.

Con�dence Features (SentCon�dence). The con�dence is calculated with 3 features
form the n-best list of the LME speech recogniser. SentCon�dence-1 is the minimum
frequency of any reference word in the n-best lists. SentCon�dence-2 is the maximum
frequency, and SentCon�dence-3 the mean con�dence averaged over all occurrences of any
reference word in the n-best list.

Phoneme Confusion Features (SentPhoneConf ). The 13 phoneme confusion fea-
tures are the same features as on the word level but average, minimum, maximum, standard
deviation, and median are calculated from the whole sentence, while skipping pauses in
both phoneme sequences (forced alignment and recognised phoneme sequence).

Context Features (SentContext). 11 features take into account the context of the
current sentence. They calculate the di�erences of the feature value of the current sentence
and the value from the preceding sentence for the �rst feature of each group12 and addi-
tionally for SentPhoneConf-8. The context features of the �rst sentence per speaker are all
0 if the module is invoked speaker based.

In the following chapter, word based prosodic features will be described.

5.4 Pronunciation Scoring with Prosodic Features

Speech contains more than the information what is said. Among others, it encodes e.g.
speaker information and prosody. Prosody is the information, how something is said, and

11Instead of dividing with the total number of phones in the reference, the maximum of the number of
phones in the reference and the number of phones in the recognised sequence is used. This avoids negative
values.

12 For PronTrap the context feature is implemented but not yet used in this thesis
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Figure 5.4: Prosodic feature extraction.

comprises rhythm, stress , and intonation. Prosodic information is attached to speech units
which are larger than phonemes, e.g. syllables, words, or sentences. The LME has a pro-
found experience in the analysis of prosody. The prosody module was developed during
the Verbmobil project [Wah00] and extended during the SmartKom project [Wah06]. It is
used to analyse accents, boundaries, sentence mood, and the emotional user state. Di�er-
ent applications are described in [Bat00, Not02, Zei06], a detailed description of prosodic
features for emotion recognition can be found in [Bat03b, Hub02, Kie97]. New research
areas in the �eld of prosodic analysis are the evaluation of pathological speech [Had07]
and the classi�cation of the user focus [Bat07]. The prosodic analysis in these various
applications comprises the analysis of the fundamental frequency F0, which correlates to
pitch, the short time energy of the signal, which correlates to loudness , and the duration
of word and phone segments. Further, jitter is investigated which is the local variation of
the fundamental frequency (within neighbouring periods) and shimmer which is the local
variation of the amplitude of the speech signal. An additional segmental analysis measures
the duration of pauses, syllables, and words.

In this thesis, 124 prosodic features are calculated per word. In a �rst step, the short time
energy, the fundamental frequency (values are stored per short time analysis window), and
the pitch synchronous fundamental frequency are computed. From the speech recogniser
an hypothesis of the spoken word sequence together with the time alignment is required
to calculate the features in a word based manner. However, in the case of pronunciation
scoring, the reference word sequence, that had to be spoken, can also be used as word
hypothesis. In this case the recogniser has to work in forced alignment mode (cf. Sect. 3.2.4)
to obtain information about the timing of the words. In contrast to the pronfex module,
the forced alignment is word based, and in a second step each word interval is aligned
with the underlying phonemes of the respective word. The word and phoneme based time
alignment is also required to extract prosodic information from the duration of words and
pauses. For this reason, additional statistics are required that contain mean and variance
of duration and energy per phoneme, syllable, and word. Exploiting these information
sources, a (highly redundant) set of 124 prosodic features can be calculated. The feature
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extraction is outlined in Fig. 5.4. Duration statistics, energy statistics, and acoustic models
for forced alignment are estimated in the training phase from native data.

The feature calculation is exempli�ed in Fig. 5.5 for the F0 features. From each word,
several features are calculated, e.g. the maximum of the F0 contour. Those features have
the su�x � [0, 0]�. The same features are additionally calculated from the context in order
to model the variation between neighbouring words. The su�x � [−2,−1]� denotes that
the respective feature (e.g. the maximum F0) is calculated from the two preceding words,
and � [1, 1]� denotes that the feature is calculated from the succeeding word. In general,
intervals �[i, j]� with −2 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ 2 are used. In contrast to the pronfex module, the
context ends in the present thesis with the sentence boundary. On top of this, 15 global
prosodic features are calculated over the whole sentence or utterance; components of the
word based feature vectors, which contain global features, are constant over all words of a
sentence. The 124 features are divided into 9 groups, which are described in detail in the
following.

Energy Features (ProsEne). 25 features are based on the energy of the signal. Pros-
EneMin, ProsEneMax, and ProsEneMean are the minimum, maximum, and mean of the
energy within a given interval �[i, j]�. ProsEneRegCoe� is the regression of the energy,
and ProsEneNorm the normalised energy. The normalisation is described in [Bat00] and
is performed with respect to the mean and variance of the energy of the current word
(obtained from the energy statistics) and with respect to the global sentence energy τene.
These 5 features are extracted from the current word, and from di�erent context windows
(19 features). The global energy τene is the sentence energy normalised with the expected
values from the energy statistic (ProsEneTauLoc13).

Fourier Analysis (ProsFFT). Additional 10 features based on the energy are sum-
marised in ProsFFT. These features are the �rst 10 Fourier-coe�cients of the energy tra-
jectory within the respective word, describing changes of the energy in the range of 1 - 8
Hz.

Pitch Features (ProsF0). 27 features are calculated from the fundamental frequency.
ProsF0Min, ProsF0Max, and ProsF0Mean are the minimum, maximum, and mean of the
energy within a given interval; ProsF0On and ProsF0O� are the F0 values at the on-
set and o�set, i.e. the beginning of the �rst and the end of the last voiced region per
word. ProsF0RegCoe� is the regression of the energy and ProsF0MseReg the mean square
error between the regression line and the actual F0 as shown in Fig. 5.5. These 7 fea-
tures are extracted from the current word, and from di�erent context windows (18 fea-
tures). Two global features measure the mean (ProsF0MeanGlobal) and standard deviation
(ProsF0SigmaGlobal) of the pitch per sentence.

13�Loc� indicated the local normalisation of this global feature: Each word is normalised, the mean of
all words is the global feature.
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Figure 5.5: Prosodic features: 10 possible features per word for F0. Figure from [War03,
p.68]

Voiced/Unvoiced Features (ProsVUV ). The F0 can only be calculated from voiced
regions of the speech signal. 10 global features measure the number of voiced/unvoiced
segments (ProsVuvNum+Global, ProsVuvNum-Global), the duration of voiced/unvoiced
segments (ProsVuvDur+Global, ProsVuvDur-Global) in frames, and the maximum duration
of the voiced/unvoiced segments (ProsVuvMax+Global, ProsVuvMax-Global). The ratio of
voiced and unvoiced segments in terms of duration and number (ProsVuvRelNumGlobal,
ProsVuvRelDurGlobal), and the ratio of voiced/unvoiced sections and the total sentence
duration (ProsVuvRelSig+Global, ProsVuvRelSig-Global) round o� this feature set.

Duration Features (ProsDur). 7 features are calculated based on the duration of
words. It is the normalised word duration ProsDurNorm, which is extracted from the
current word and from 5 di�erent context windows. The normalisation is described in
[Bat00] and is performed with respect to the mean and variance of the duration of the
current word from the duration statistics and with respect to the global sentence duration
τdur. The global duration τdur is the duration of the sentence normalised with the expected
values from the duration statistic. It is the global feature ProsDurTauLoc.

Position of Extrema (ProsPos). Duration is also measured with 22 features describ-
ing e.g. the position of the extrema of the F0 or energy with respect to a reference point
at the time axis, which is the end of the word. These features are the position of the
F0 onset, o�set, maximum, and minimum (ProsPosF0On, ProsPosF0O�, ProsPosF0Min,
ProsPosF0Max ) as illustrated in Fig. 5.5, as well as the position of minimum and maximum
of the energy (ProsPosEneMin, ProsPosEneMax ). ProsPosEneMinRel and ProsPosEne-
MaxRel are the relative position with respect to a normalised word length of one. These
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8 types of features are extracted from the current word (8 features) and from di�erent
context windows (14 features).

Length of Pauses Features (ProsPause). 7 features are used which measure the
length of pauses; ProsPauseBefore is the length of a silent section before the current word,
and ProsPauseAfter after the current word. Both features are similar to the PronPauses
features from the previous section except for the �rst and �nal word per sentence, but
calculated from the slightly di�erent word based time alignment (not from the phoneme
based alignment). 5 further features are calculated from di�erent context windows, for
ProsPauseBefore only from the left context, and for ProsPauseAfter from the right con-
text14.

Jitter Features (ProsJit). Jitter is described with 8 features: ProsJitMean and
ProsJitSigma are the mean and standard deviation calculated from the current word (2
features) and from di�erent context windows (4 features). 2 further features compute the
global mean and standard deviation: ProsJitMeanGlobal and ProsJitSigmaGlobal.

Shimmer Features (ProsShim). Shimmer is described with 8 features: ProsShim-
Mean and ProsShimSigma are the mean and standard deviation calculated from the
current word (2 features) and from di�erent context windows (4 features). 2 further
features compute the global mean and standard deviation: ProsShimMeanGlobal and
ProsShimSigmaGlobal.

The standard feature set used in many investigations at the LME consists of 95
prosodic features. This feature set does not contain the recently implemented features
[Zei10] ProsFFT, ProsJit, and ProsShim nor the global features prosVUV [Hub02]. Neither
does it contain the features ProsEneMin, ProsPosEneMin ProsPosEneMinRel, ProsPosEn-
eMaxRel but it contains additional features based on the absolute energy or absolute du-
ration (not relevant to evaluate the correct pronunciation), the regression error of the
(absolute) energy, and �lled pauses.

5.5 Detection of Prosodic Boundaries

The detection of prosodic and syntactic boundaries has been investigated at the LME in
[Bat01, Bat99, Bat98, Kie96, Bat96]. The data being investigated in the present thesis, has
been tagged with syntactic boundaries M0, M1, M2, and M3 (cf. page 77 in Chap. 4) on the
word level. The label indicates, whether after the respective word a strong boundary M3 is
expected, or no boundary at all (M0). These annotations could also have been performed

14Filled pauses are not considered separately, since they are not present after forced alignment of the
reference text (present only after speech recognition or after forced alignment of the manually transcribed
data).
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automatically, if syntactical knowledge in terms of rules or stochastic grammars had been
available.

To automatically detect prosodic boundaries, the 124 prosodic features as described in
the previous section are employed. The present boundary will be detected by analysing
the prosody within a word and its context of ±2 words. The F0, the energy, duration,
and pauses will reveal, whether there is a boundary or not. Unfortunately, it has not been
annotated, if the expected boundary occurs indeed. Consequently the approach in this
thesis will be to train the characteristics of boundaries from native speakers and good
readers on the supposition that there the expected M-boundary does indeed occur, i.e. is
at the same time a prosodic boundary. The resulting classi�er will then be applied to non-
native data. This means that it is measured how well the expected syntactic boundaries are
automatically detected, i.e. how great the chance is that they indeed occur. The algorithm
is the following:

1. Train a classi�er for M-boundaries on good readers (NonNativeRC) using 124 word
based prosodic features. It is classi�ed for each word, whether it is followed by M0,
{M1, M2}, or M3.

2. Classify each word of the test data which is followed by an expected M1 or M2

(Occurrences of M1/M2 have to be known for each text which has to be read.). Store
the a-posteriori scores.

3. Average the scores over a su�cient large amount of sentences, e.g. all data of a
speaker.

4. The resulting score measures pronunciation and reading pro�ciency of the speaker.
In Chap. 8.4.2 this score is compared with ratings of human experts.

Summing up, it will be analysed whether this evaluation of reading pro�ciency correlates
with pronunciation labels.

5.6 Summary

In this chapter di�erent approaches for pronunciation scoring were explained. Some ap-
proaches are based on feature extraction followed by a classi�cation step. If word based
features are available, three algorithms for sentence level scoring are described in Fig. 5.1:
combination of word based classi�cation results (2), extraction of meta-features from word
based classi�cation results that are input to a second classi�cation step (3), and combi-
nation of word based features (4). Approach (1) is the design of special sentence features.
Similar approaches can be applied to obtain text or speaker scores from the word level.
However, due to sparse data only (2) will be applied.

A common approach for L1- and text-dependent word level pronunciation scoring is
to add mispronunciation models to the vocabulary of the speech recogniser. If the most
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likely word sequence the decoder has decided for contains a mispronunciation model with
annotated phoneme deviations, one can even draw conclusions which phoneme is actually
being wrongly pronounced. Mispronunciation models can be easily integrated in a speech
recogniser based on word categories. For largely text independent applications it is essential
to have rules ei which automatically generate mispronunciations. In this thesis 44 rules are
applied, which is a subset of the 50 rules from Tab. 2.3 and Tab. 5.1.

The second approach is based on newly developed high dimensional pronunciation fea-
ture vectors. For word level scoring up to 75 features can be calculated with the pronfex
module (pronunciation feature extraction), and up to 78 sentence level features. These
features are based on durations, pauses, rate-of-speech, and the log-likelihood of the speech
input given the forced alignment with acoustic models (HMMs), as well as features that
compare the recognised word sequence and the reference word sequence. Those features
are e.g. the phoneme accuracy and con�dence features, as well as the likelihood ratio be-
tween the log-likelihood score obtained by forced alignment and the one obtained by speech
recognition. TRAP-based features calculate this likelihood-ratio per frequency band. Phone
confusion features analyse, based on frame level, the a priori probability of an observed
confusion (whether the recognised phoneme di�ers from the reference phoneme), which is
di�erent for wrongly pronounced words and for correctly pronounced words.

In a third approach 124 prosodic features are calculated per word using the prosody
module. This module already has been applied successfully for the analysis of e.g. sentence
mood and emotional user states. Prosody is the information how something is said. The
prosodic features analyse, based on the word level, the energy, fundamental frequency,
duration, length of pauses, jitter, and shimmer.

The prosodic features will not only be applied for the word based classi�cation of the
goodness of pronunciation, but also for the assessment of reading pro�ciency by classify-
ing prosodic boundaries. The amount of automatically detected prosodic boundaries that
match a manually annotated syntactic boundary is used as a measure of the reading pro-
�ciency.
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Chapter 6

Analysis of the Expert Ratings

In the previous chapters, the algorithms and the data were described, that will be em-
ployed in this thesis. In the present and the following chapters all the experiments which
were conducted on the data from Chap. 4 will be explained and the results discussed. This
sequence of experimental chapters starts with an analysis of the expert ratings in the fol-
lowing. Applying di�erent measures, it will be discussed to which extend the human experts
agree on their annotations on di�erent levels (from word level annotations to speaker level
annotations).

6.1 Examined Measures

The experts ratings are evaluated applying di�erent measures in Sect. 6.2. After this, the
di�erent measures will be compared in Sect. 6.3. In the present section, the applied mea-
sures are motivated and speci�ed. Common measures have already been introduced in
Sect. 2.2.1 and Sect. 3.1.3. On the word level, the data has been annotated with X (wrongly
pronounced) or O (correctly pronounced). On the sentence, text, and speaker level the an-
notations are the school grades (marks) denoted as c, k ∈ M ⊂ {x ∈ R|1 ≤ x ≤ 5}. The
following measures are applied to the word level:

1. The strictness of an expert is de�ned on the word level. It is the percentage of marked
words (% X ) of each expert. It is also analysed which strictness can be measured
after the combination of annotations from di�erent raters.

2. The class-wise averaged classi�cation rate CL after Eq. 3.19 is calculated on the word
level. In this two-class case, we rename CL to CL-2.

3. Further, word level labels are evaluated in terms of κ and αkrip. A description is found
below (text and speaker level measures) and in Sect. 2.2.1.

107
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Figure 6.1: Di�erent evaluation measures on the text and speaker level and the pre-
processing of the data input. The numbers in brackets establish a relationship to the
description in the text. Most measures compare the reference with a decoder (same pre-
processing, no averaging). The measures (8) � (10) allow to compare multiple experts (no
averaging step required). α (11) analyses the consistency of one expert.

The following measures are applied to the text and speaker level (also on the sentence
level in Chap. 81). Additionally, the average grade and standard deviation are calculated
and will be compared in Fig. 6.3.

1. On the text and speaker level, the Pearson correlation ρ (Eq. 2.2) is computed. It
analyses whether there is a linear relation between the gradings of di�erent experts.

2. The Spearman correlation ρS measures the interrelation between the ranks of the
grades: The data is �rst converted to ranks and then the Pearson correlation coe�-
cient is calculated2.

3. As the Pearson correlation ρ analyses only the relation between two sets of ratings
ignoring their absolute values, additionally the error is calculated on the text level
in a similar way as de�ned in Eq. 2.20. The error err(x(r), x(l)) between two sets of
ratings from the raters r and l was introduced in [Tei00]. In the following a slightly
di�erent measure is calculated, since Eq. 2.20 can never become 1, unless the ratings
contain solely the minimum and maximum mark. They are denoted as kmin, kmax ∈M
with ∀k ∈ M : kmin ≤ k ≤ kmax. For M = {x ∈ R|1 ≤ x ≤ 5} a deviation of one
mark would count 1/4, but the maximum possible deviation for mark 3 is 2/4.

1On the sentence level there are only ratings from a single expert available
2The approximation formula after [Fer71, p. 306] is not used. This formula results in falsi�ed values, if

the number of ranks is strongly di�ering for di�erent raters. This is particularly the case, if only some of
the raters often make use of intermediate marks.
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The revised measure introduced in [Hac05a] calculates the mean deviation or error
of the rater r from N samples with

δ(x(r), x(l)) =

∑N
i=1 |x

(r)
i − x

(l)
i |∑N

i=1 max(x
(l)
i − kmin, kmax − x

(l)
i )

(6.1)

where the sum of deviations is normalised with the maximum possible deviation. The
disadvantage here is the asymmetrical behaviour: e.g. the confusion of the true mark
3 with mark 4 counts 2 in the denominator and 1 in the numerator, whereas the
other way round a confusion would count 3 in the denominator.

4. δnrm calculates the deviation as in Eq. 6.1, but for the rater normalised data: After
normalisation the mean is identical for each rater.

5. δrnk is also based on Eq. 6.1, but it is calculated after mapping the ratings to ranks.
The minimum and maximum rank kmin, kmax are calculated rater dependent. This
way, raters that use di�erent ranges ofM are normalised as well.

6. The class-wise averaged classi�cation rate CL after Eq. 3.19 and Eq. 3.21 can be
calculated, if the elements of the set M are considered as data on a nominal scale
(de�ned properties: =, 6=) and neither on an ordinal scale (=, 6=, <, >) nor an interval
scale (=, 6=, <, > +, −). First, the marks are rounded to digits. In the �ve class case
M = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} we rename CL to CL-5. CL-3 gives the accuracy after mapping
2 → 1 and 4 → 3. Note that CL is not symmetrical. If two experts are compared,
it has to be de�ned which of them is the reference and which one is being evaluated
(decoder).

7. CL punishes a confusion of the marks 1 and 2 in the same way as the confusion of
1 and 3. To alleviate this e�ect, one could also count confusions as correct, if the
di�erence between the annotated mark and the reference mark is not greater than a
threshold ϑ. In the applied approach, the marks are �rst converted to ranks to get
a larger number of classes K. At the same time the number of possible values for ϑ
becomes larger and allows a more precise tuning. The algorithm to calculate CL-K±ϑ

rnk

for rater r is the following:

(a) Calculate for all samples {x(l)
i |i = 1, . . . , N} the average mark x̄i from all experts

l 6= r.

(b) Convert x̄i into ranks xrnk
i . Since many of the x̄i are intermediate marks, the

total number of ranks is high. The maximum rank value is approximately N ,
because tied ranks are used as described on page 18.

(c) Divide the ranks in K partitions: Rank 1 to N
K

are renamed with 1, N
K

+ 1 to
2N

K
are renamed with 2 and so on.
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(d) Convert also the decoder's annotations xr
i to ranks (again the maximum rank is

≈ N , but usually less values between 1 and N are used) and divide them into
K partitions.

(e) Calculate CL; confusions ±ϑ count as correct.

The steps (b) and (c) are similar to histogram equalisation; the resulting K partitions
are almost uniformly distributed.

8. The Cohen κ after Eq. 2.9 is an approach that calculates the observed agreement from
a set of raters and subtracts the chance agreement. κ for multiple raters is de�ned in
Eq. 2.15. For nominal data on the word level, no weighting function (cf. Eq. 2.11) is
used, since only (=, 6=) are de�ned. On the other levels, the square distance (Eq. 2.11,
right) is applied if di�erent labels are assigned from disagreeing raters.

9. κrnk is calculated like κ but after converting the ratings to ranks.

10. The Krippendor� αkrip (Eq. 2.18) also subtracts the chance agreement from the ob-
served agreement. However, the way of calculation is di�erent. For κ with square
distance weighting and for αkrip with the distance function dist(c, k) = (c− k)2, the
values are almost identical. In the following, the distance function for ordinal data
after Eq. 2.19 is applied. For the nominal data on the word level the distance

dist(c, k) =

{
0 for c = k
1 for c 6= k

(6.2)

is applied.

11. The reliability of each rater is measured with the Cronbach α (Eq. 2.6). It can be
calculated on the text level by assuming that each text level grading can be built from
the word level annotations. The true interrelationship between ratings of di�erent
levels is discussed in Sect. 6.2.6

Only κ, κrnk, and αkrip are de�ned for multiple raters. All other measures compare
pairs (r, l) of experts. The evaluation of a �xed (but arbitrary) rater r can be computed
by averaging over all pairs (r, l). Another and more robust way is to replace the reference
l by the average of all other experts. This way, the open CL and open δ are obtained �
similar to the open correlation in Eq. 2.7. An overview of the di�erent computation steps
on the text and speaker level is given in Fig. 6.1. The left part shows the pre-processing for
the reference in one iteration of the open correlation, open CL, or open δ. The same pre-
processing steps but without averaging are applied to the decoder (rater r). ρ and δ require
solely averaging, CL-5 and CL-3 additionally rounding. For CL-Krnk, ρS, and δrnk, ranks
have to be calculated after averaging. In addition (similar to the rounding step for CL-5),
the calculation of CL-Krnk includes a partitioning step. For δnrm the average is computed
from the normalised ratings.
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Figure 6.2: Strictness of the 14 experts (word-level).
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Figure 6.3: Average grade and standard-deviation of 13 experts on the text level.

The right part of the �gure shows measures which allow to evaluate multiple raters (no
averaging required): κ, κrnk, and αkrip. The Cronbach α analysis the reliability of a single
expert. In all tables, instead of δ, δnrm, and δrnk the complements 1− δ, 1− δnrm, and δ1−rnk

will be shown, to make consistently large values become an indication of high agreement.

6.2 Evaluation of the Multi-Rater Annotations

6.2.1 Strictness and Average Rating

A comparison of the strictness of the 14 experts (graduated student S, teachers T 1 � T 12,
and native teacher N ) is shown in Fig. 6.2. All experts marked on the word level between
4% and 5% of the words, except rater T 5, T 6, and N who marked 7% and more. All
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experts (except N ) have marked a higher percentage of words on the OhmPlus data. The
average strictness on the Ohm data is 4.9% and on OhmPlus 5.4%.

For the text level, the average grade and standard deviation are shown in Fig. 6.3. On
this level no annotations are available for rater S. The mean is for most experts between 2
and 3 and the standard deviation nearly one. The teachers who gave the worst (highest)
marks are T 5 and T 7. T 5 is as well on the word level as on the text level very strict. Best
marks are given by the native teacher. For OhmPlus, the marks are worse than for Ohm.

A robust reference on the text level can be obtained by calculating the average grade
over many raters. On the text level, a word will be only regarded as mispronounced, if
at least ϑ experts vote with X . If all 14 experts had to agree (ϑ = 14), only 50 words
out of 10078 would be marked with X . For ϑ = 1, a large portion of 23% would be
marked as mispronounced. Tab 6.1 shows the percentage of marked words for di�erent ϑ.
An appropriate threshold is ϑ = 5 which results in 4.6% marked words on the Ohm data
and 5.1% marked words on OhmPlus. These numbers are close to the average strictness;
thus a more robust reference is obtained while keeping the number of marked words nearly
constant.

A more reliable reference could possibly be obtained, when taking only the teachers
with more than 2 years of teaching experience and the native teachers as reference into
account. Considering only these 8 experienced teachers T 1 � T 7, and N, 5.3% and 5.9% of
the words are marked3 for ϑ = 3 on the Ohm and OhmPlus data, respectively4. Tab. 6.2
gives a closer look onto the most frequently occurring words that are marked by at least 3
of the 8 experienced raters. In many cases, the �th� causes di�culties, and is pronounced
as /s/, e.g. in �the�, �that�, or �this�. In father, /T/ is confused with /t/ and in �with� with
/f/. Di�cult frequently occurring words seem to be further �every� and �garage�. Vowels
are uttered wrongly in �old", �house�, or �hurry�.

The Mont set of the NonNative data has only been marked by rater S. She has
marked 9.2% of the words: The English of the pupils from the general-education secondary
school is worse than the English of the children from the grammar school (Ohm ).

6.2.2 Word Level Agreement

On the word level CL-2, κ, and αkrip are calculated to measure the agreement among the
14 raters. CL-2 is only de�ned for pairs of raters. Consequently, to calculate the agreement
between rater r and the other raters, either CL-2 has to be calculated for all pairs of raters
and then be averaged, or CL-2 has to be calculated between r and the �average� of the

3The experienced teacher do not contain any student teacher. However, it will turn out that not all of
them show high agreement with the other experts on all levels of annotation: Whereas all 8 experts have
high agreement scores on the word level, T 5 and in particular N have low agreement values on the text
level. On the speaker level, some agreement scores are low for T 5, T 7, and N. In the following sections the
results are presented in detail.

4 In leave-one-expert-out experiments, where only the 8 experienced teachers are considered, 3 out of
7 teachers have to agree. Then, the strictness on OhmPlus drops to 5.2%; however, this is still in the
desired range of each rater's strictness.
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data experts ϑ = 1 ϑ = 2 ϑ = 3 ϑ = 4 ϑ = 5 ϑ = 6 ϑ = 7
Ohm 14 experts 22.5 11.7 7.6 5.8 4.6 3.7 3.1
OhmPlus 14 experts 23.3 12.3 8.2 6.4 5.1 4.2 3.7
Ohm T 1 � T 7, N 18.1 8.5 5.3 3.8 2.7 2.0 1.4
OhmPlus T 1 � T 7, N 18.8 9.0 5.9 4.4 3.3 2.4 1.7

Table 6.1: Percentage of mispronounced words for di�erent thresholds ϑ: Label X is as-
signed, if ≥ ϑ experts vote with X . The bold numbers are in the range of each expert's
strictness. The bold cases will be denoted in the following as �5 of 14 teachers� and �3
of 8 experienced teachers�. Each experienced teacher has more than one year teaching
experience.

6 every /efErI:/ /efri:/ 9 o'clock /OklOk/

6 it's /is/ 9 Sales /s{lz/, /s{l@s/

6 no /naU/, /nQt/ 9 Thursday /s3rsdeI/
6 there /se@/ 10 they /seI/, /De@/
6 voices /vOIsIs/, /voUsIs/ 11 birthday /b3rsdeI/
6 weather /wes@/, /wed@/ 11 thanks /s{Nks/
7 father /fA:s@/, /fA:t@/ 13 is /Its/

7 house /hoUs/ 14 old /O:ld/
7 hurry /hEri:/ 30 garage /gEr@dZ/
7 that /s{t/, /d{t/ 23 that's /s{ts/, /d{ts/
7 this /sIs/, /dIs/ 45 the /s@/
7 with /vIf/, /wIs/

Table 6.2: Most di�cult words in OhmPlus marked with X by at least 3 experienced
teachers. Arranged according to the observed frequency. Shown are those words, that are
more than 5 times mispronounced together with the most frequent mispronunciation (pro-
nunciation errors in bold).

S T 1 T 2 T 3 T 4 T 5 T 6 T 7 T 8 T 9 T 10 T 11 T 12 N µ
O 65.1 70.5 71.2 71.1 69.0 73.1 70.7 70.0 71.1 64.9 72.4 69.1 72.0 71.1 70.1
P 67.0 73.0 72.7 73.0 70.2 74.7 72.9 72.7 72.6 67.6 73.9 69.3 73.7 71.9 71.86.1

Table 6.3: Pairwise agreement of the experts on the word level and average µ per line:
mean CL-2 for 14 experts on the Ohm corpus (O) and the OhmPlus corpus (P). Maxima
are shown in bold, minima in italics.
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S T 1 T 2 T 3 T 4 T 5 T 6 T 7 T 8 T 9 T 10 T 11 T 12 N µ
O 68.8 78.1 80.9 80.5 77.3 81.1 78.9 78.0 78.6 69.9 81.7 75.7 81.4 78.4 77.8
P 71.0 81.0 81.7 82.3 77.9 82.1 81.4 81.1 79.7 72.6 82.8 75.1 82.7 78.3 79.36.2

Table 6.4: Agreement of the experts on the word level and average µ per line: Open CL-2
for 14 experts (�at least 5 of the other experts vote for X �, ϑ = 5) on the Ohm corpus (O)
and the OhmPlus corpus (P). Maxima are shown in bold, minima in italics.

S T 1 T 2 T 3 T 4 T 5 T 6 T 7 T 8 T 9 T 10 T 11 T 12 N µ
O 67.6 78.6 80.0 79.0 75.5 80.4 78.2 76.7 72.8 66.8 77.0 70.7 76.4 78.9 75.66.3

P 69.2 80.8 80.5 80.5 75.7 81.2 80.1 79.4 74.2 69.6 78.2 70.7 78.1 78.0 76.86.4

Table 6.5: Agreement of the experts on the word level and average µ per line: Open CL-2
using the reference �at least 3 of the (other) experienced teachers vote with X �(ϑ = 3).
Evaluation on the Ohm corpus (O) and the OhmPlus corpus (P). Maxima are shown in
bold, minima in italics.

other raters (open CL-2). This �average� is calculated by applying ϑ = 3 or ϑ = 5 as
de�ned in Tab. 6.1.

Tab. 6.3 shows the agreement of experts with the other experts by averaging CL-2 of
all pairs. For Ohm, CL-2 is between 64.9% and 73.1%, lowest for T 9 and S (numbers in
italics) and highest for T 5, T 10, and T 12 (numbers in bold). The mean calculated from
all experts is 70.1%. It is higher for OhmPlus (71.8%6.1). Again, lowest agreement is
observed for T 9 and S and highest for T 5. In the previous section, a higher strictness
has been observed for OhmPlus; here, it is CL-2 that higher for OhmPlus. The pairs of
experts with lowest agreement (< 65% CL-2) are the following (reference�decoder): S�T 11,
S�T 9, T 5�T 9, and T 5�T 11. The highest CL-2 (≥ 78%) is obtained for the pairs T 1�T 2,
T 3�T 6, T 3�T 12, T 3�T 10, and �nally 83.5% for T 8�T 11.

Tab. 6.4 shows the numbers when measuring the agreement between one expert and
the �average� of all other experts. This �averaged� reference is more robust (a word is only
marked with X if at least 5 experts agree) and results in higher CL-2. For Ohm it is
between 68.8% CL-2 and 81.7% CL-2, again lowest for S and T 9 and highest for T 5, T 10,
and T 12. The average open CL-2 is 77.8% for Ohm and 79.3%6.2 for OhmPlus.

Low agreement does not in all cases mean that the rater under consideration is not
reliable; low agreement can also occur, when the reference is wrong. Therefore, in the
next step CL-2 is calculated by employing only the native speaker and the teachers with
more than two years of teaching experience for the reference; among others, T 9 and S are
excluded, who showed a relatively low agreement with the other experts. Now, a word is
marked as mispronounced, if at least 3 of the 8 experienced teachers (3 of the 7 other
experienced teachers in order to have a rater disjoint reference and decoder) vote with X .
Now, CL-2 is between 75.5% and 80.4% for all experienced teachers on the Ohm data,
and between 66.8% and 77.0% for the other experts (Tab. 6.5). There are clear di�erences
between the two groups of experts present, but not for the teachers T 4 and T 7 vs. T 10 and
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Ohm OhmPlus

measure reference min mean max min mean max

CL-2 pairwise 65.1 70.1 72.9 67.3 71.86.1 74.3
CL-2 open, voting: ϑ = 3 66.8 75.66.3 80.4 69.2 76.86.4 81.2
κ/αkrip - 0.396.5/0.39 0.436.6/0.43

Table 6.6: Summary of the word level agreement of 14 experts for the Ohm and OhmPlus
data.

T 1 T 2 T 3 T 4 T 5 T 6 T 7 T 8 T 9 T 10 T 11 T 12 N µ
ρ 0.67 0.69 0.71 0.63 0.65 0.63 0.69 0.61 0.52 0.66 0.56 0.68 0.51 0.636.7

1− δ 79.6 79.3 79.0 74.4 67.9 75.3 73.0 75.9 76.5 78.4 75.3 78.0 71.0 75.76.8

Table 6.7: Pairwise agreement of the experts on the text level and average µ per line
(OhmPlus data): mean correlation ρ and deviation δ. Maxima are shown in bold, minima
in italics.

T 12. However, CL-2 decreases for nearly all raters in comparison to Tab. 6.4. The average
is 75.6%6.3 for Ohm and 76.8%6.4 for OhmPlus.

The most important results to measure the word level agreement are summarised in
Tab. 6.6. The results on the pairwise CL-2 will later in Sect. 6.2.5 be compared with the
intra-rater agreement. The results based on a more robust reference (open CL-2) will be
the baseline to evaluate the performance of the automatic system. In general, teachers
have a high agreement in terms of correct acceptance but a low hit-rate (cf. de�nitions in
Tab. 3.1): The speci�ty RECO after Eq. 3.17 is on average 97.7% (between 95.8 and 98.7%)
whereas the sensitivity RECX is on average 60.8% (between 44.8 and 68.5%). Teachers
agree on the correctly pronounced words, but they do not mark all wrongly pronounced
words, since this would be very demotivating for the students. As the strictness is only
around 5%, there are much more words labelled with O. Consequently, the recognition
rate RR is high and between 94.5% and 97.0%, but not meaningful, since a classi�cation
of all words with O would also result in around 95% RR (discussed in Sect. 3.1.3).

When measuring the agreement in terms of κ, 0.396.5 is obtained for the Ohm data and
0.436.6 for OhmPlus. Taking only the 8 experienced teachers into account, a higher κ is
obtained. It is on the OhmPlus data 0.45 and without rater N even 0.47. It was found
that there is no di�erence between κ and αkrip on this data.

6.2.3 Text Level Agreement

To evaluate the agreement on the text level, �rst ρ and 1− δ are analysed for the experts
T 1 � T 12 and N. For S there are no ratings on the text level available. High agreement
can be observed, if the correlation is high and if additionally the deviation δ is low. This
section focuses on OhmPlus; results for Ohm are presented at the end of this section in
the summary table (Tab. 6.10).
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T 1 T 2 T 3 T 4 T 5 T 6 T 7 T 8 T 9 T 10 T 11 T 12 N µ
ρ 0.83 0.86 0.88 0.77 0.79 0.77 0.85 0.75 0.63 0.82 0.68 0.84 0.62 0.786.9

1− δ 84.6 86.2 83.6 78.1 68.5 80.3 76.7 79.1 80.7 84.7 79.7 82.1 74.9 79.96.10

1− δnrm 84.1 85.9 84.5 82.9 81.0 84.1 86.5 82.9 80.0 84.8 78.5 83.5 79.2 82.96.11

ρS 0.81 0.85 0.89 0.78 0.80 0.77 0.85 0.74 0.60 0.83 0.70 0.83 0.65 0.78
1− δrnk 81.7 83.7 86.1 80.7 81.3 80.9 84.6 79.1 74.5 82.7 77.3 83.0 74.0 80.76.12

Table 6.8: Agreement of the experts on the text level and average µ per line (OhmPlus
data): open correlation ρ, open deviation δ, open deviation after normalisation δnrm, open
deviation after ranking δrnk, and the Spearman correlation ρS. Maxima are shown in bold,
minima in italics.

T 1 T 2 T 3 T 4 T 5 T 6 T 7 T 8 T 9 T 10 T 11 T 12 N µ
CL-5 71.9 71.2 74.5 37.8 33.4 52.5 45.4 60.3 41.5 45.8 45.5 67.6 38.2 52.7
CL-3 88.0 87.5 92.2 48.4 60.1 62.6 67.2 82.0 49.8 54.0 52.5 86.8 49.0 67.7
CL-5±0

rnk 44.5 56.3 57.3 45.8 44.3 49.8 52.3 42.9 35.4 50.3 40.3 52.2 41.3 47.1
CL-10±2

rnk 85.1 88.9 89.4 78.7 85.4 84.7 88.5 75.9 71.7 87.0 79.4 84.9 66.8 82.06.13

CL-10±3
rnk 94.4 96.8 99.2 91.1 92.8 89.7 96.6 91.9 79.7 93.3 89.6 95.2 83.2 91.86.14

Table 6.9: Agreement of the experts on the text level and average µ per line (OhmPlus
data): classi�cation rate CL-3, CL-5, and CL-K±ϑ

rnk after ranking and when tolerating con-
fusions of ±ϑ. Maxima are shown in bold, minima in italics.

The pairwise agreement of raters (averaged per rater) is analysed in Tab. 6.7. Lowest
agreement in terms of correlation is observed for T 9 and N ; low 1 − δ is observed for T 5

and N. Being native speaker does not necessarily mean that the agreement with teachers
of English is high, since they might weight the mistakes in a di�erent way. For T 1 and T 2

high values can be found for ρ and δ. On average, the correlation is 0.636.7 and 1 − δ is
75.7%6.8.

In Tab. 6.8 the open ρ and open δ are analysed. The agreement is higher, since a more
robust reference is used: the mean of all other teachers. Now, the correlation is on average
0.786.9 and 1 − δ is 79.9%6.10. Maxima and minima are observed for the same experts as
in Tab. 6.7. If the normalised deviation is used instead, the agreement 1 − δnrm rises to
82.9%6.11. It grows in particular for teacher T 5 an T 7 who gave on average extremely high
marks and for T 4, T 6, and N who gave very low marks (cf. Fig. 6.3). In the next step,
the marks are �rst converted to ranks and then analysed. Highest agreement in terms of
ρS and 1 − δrnk can be found for T 2, T 3, T 7, T 10, and T 12. On average, ρS = 0.78 and
1 − δrnk = 80.76.12 is achieved. For the Spearman Rank Correlation ρS all values are very
close to ρ. The numbers for 1− δrnk are lower than for 1− δnrm but higher than for 1− δ.

An alternative measurement for the agreement is the classi�cation rate (Tab. 6.9). Since
classi�cation is usually applied only to nominal data, a confusion of 1 and 2 is punished
in the same way as 1 and 5. Using CL-5, the rating task is regarded as classi�cation on
nominal data with 5 classes. Chance agreement would be 0.2. For CL-3 the classi�cation
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Ohm OhmPlus

measure reference min mean max min mean max
ρ pairwise 0.48 0.61 0.68 0.51 0.636.7 0.71
1− δ pairwise 68.7 76.9 80.2 67.9 75.76.8 79.0
ρ open, av. of other raters 0.59 0.76 0.85 0.62 0.786.9 0.88
1− δ open, av. of other raters 69.2 81.0 86.4 68.5 79.96.10 86.1
1− δrnk open, ranks of av. rater 74.2 80.2 84.8 74.0 80.76.12 86.1
CL-10±2

rnk

{
open, ranks of av. rater

10 partitions

}
71.7 80.4 87.6 66.8 82.06.13 89.4

CL-10±3
rnk 80.1 90.6 95.9 79.7 91.86.14 99.2

κ/αkrip - 0.51/0.51 0.54/0.54
κrnk ranks 0.62 0.646.15

Table 6.10: Summary of the text level agreement of 13 experts for the Ohm and OhmPlus
data.

of 3 classes is analysed (chance: 0.33). Integrating the ordinal properties of the data into
the classi�cation approach, a confusion of neighbouring marks can be allowed. For this
kind of evaluation, the marks are �rst converted into ranks. CL-5 is between 33.4% (T 5)
and 74.5% (T 3). On average it is 52.7% and after conversion to ranks 47.1%. For CL-3,
up to 92.2% are reached (average 67.7%). Allowing a confusion of two out of ten ranks,
the classi�cation rate rises on average to 82.0%6.13, allowing a confusion of three marks it
reaches 91.86.14.

Comparing Tab. 6.8 and Tab. 6.9 it can be seen that the following raters are most
consistent with the other raters: T 1, T 2, T 3, T 7, T 10, and T 12. The teacher T 5 has shown
good agreement on the word level, but not on the text level, unless the marks are converted
to ranks. The reason is that his ratings are consistently higher (high ρ but poor CL-5).
Low agreement is observed for T 9 on word and text level. N has on word level a medium
agreement, but is the most inconsistent rater on the text level.

The similarity of the di�erent measures can be analysed by correlating the di�erent
lines in Tab. 6.8 and Tab. 6.9. A high correlation of more than 0.9 is observed among all
measures based on ranks. Furthermore, ρ is highly correlated with ρS, δrnk, and CL-10±3

rnk.
CL-5 is highly correlated with CL-3. In general, all measures are correlated better than
0.8, except δ (correlated at most with CL-5) and CL-5/CL-3 (correlated at most with
δ and CL-10±3

rnk. Summing up, several measures can be used to evaluate the consistency
of raters. CL-3 and CL-5 are barely applicable unless nominal data is available. δ gives
useful additional information about the size of deviation, but not whether this deviation
is consistent or not.

Tab. 6.10 gives a summary of selected measures applied to the Ohm and the OhmPlus
data. The agreement on OhmPlus is slightly higher. However, 1 − δ is higher for Ohm
(lower deviations of marks). On the text level κ and αkrip show similar results (0.54 for
OhmPlus). It is highest after converting the marks into ranks (κrnk = 0.646.15). Addi-
tionally, Tab. 6.11 shows the agreement of the 8 experienced teachers T 1 � T 7 and N :
the agreement rises slightly and κrnk reaches 0.686.22. For the Ohm data, the worst corre-
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Ohm OhmPlus

measure reference (open) min mean max min mean max
ρ av. of other raters 0.69 0.776.23 0.84 0.64 0.796.16 0.87
1− δ av. of other raters 68.8 80.26.24 86.2 67.4 79.06.17 86.2
1− δnrm av. of other raters 79.2 83.66.25 86.7 79.1 83.26.18 85.9
1− δrnk ranks of av. rater 76.1 80.76.26 83.8 74.5 81.26.19 85.0
CL-3 av. rater, rounded 63.0 74.06.27 83.1 46.7 71.86.20 89.1
CL-10±2

rnk ranks, 10 partitions 73.0 81.26.28 84.7 65.3 82.76.21 88.7
κrnk ranks 0.666.29 0.686.22

Table 6.11: Summary of the text level agreement of the 8 experienced teachers for the Ohm
and OhmPlus data.

lation is 0.69 (0.58 when comparing the worst student teacher and the mean experienced
teacher), the worst 1 − δnrm is 79.2% (student teachers 79.3%), CL-3 has a minimum of
63.0% (student teachers 70.8), and the worst CL-10±2

rnk is 73.0% (student teachers 70.1%).

6.2.4 Speaker Level Agreement

Finally, the speaker level agreement of 14 experts will be analysed. The numbers per expert
are shown in AppendixA.3. A summary of the results is shown in Tab. 6.12. The �rst lines
show the pairwise agreement in terms of ρ and 1− δ (for details, cf. Tab.A.6). The average
values are 0.666.30 and 77.4%6.31, respectively; in the open case (cf. Tab.A.7), 0.806.32 and
82.6%6.33 are reached. In both cases the agreement is higher than the agreement on the
text level (Tab. 6.10). 1− δrnk is in the open case on average 81.9%.

Furthermore, the results are analysed in terms of the open classi�cation rate (for details,
cf. Tab.A.8). CL-3 is on average 78.8%6.36 and CL-10±2

rnk is 82.9%6.37. For CL-10±3
rnk very

high agreement is obtained for all raters, which results in low correlation with the other
error measures. All other agreement measures are highly correlated (as on the text level),
except for CL-5, CL-3, and δ.

Highest consistency with the other raters can be measured for T 1, T 3, and T 10, low
agreement for S, T 5, T 8, T 9, and N. Tab. 6.12 further compares the agreement on 14
experts and on 8 experienced teachers. On average, 1− δ is higher for the 14 experts, the
other measures are higher for the experienced teachers. κ is around 0.47. After conversion
to ranks κrnk = 0.676.38 is achieved for the 14 experts and even κrnk = 0.736.45 for the 8
selected experts. The results on Ohm are rather similar as the results on OhmPlus.

6.2.5 Reliability

It the previous sections it was shown that the agreement is not even among human experts
100%. The maximum agreement, that one can expect, is the agreement that occurs between
a rater r and his own rating from a previous evaluation phase and vice versa (intra-rater
agreement). The results are shown in Tab. 6.13. The correlation ρ is symmetrical; for CL-2
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OhmPlus OhmPlus Ohm

14 experts 8 exp. teachers 8 exp. teachers
measure min mean max min mean max min mean max
ρ (pairwise) 0.53 0.666.30 0.77 0.64 0.73 0.80 0.65 0.72 0.79
1− δ (pairwise) 67.2 77.46.31 81.6 67.0 76.5 81.2 67.5 77.1 81.3
ρ (open) 0.63 0.806.32 0.94 0.72 0.836.39 0.92 0.74 0.836.46 0.92
1− δ (open) 67.7 82.66.33 90.6 66.8 81.46.40 90.3 67.5 81.86.47 89.8
1− δnrm (open) 78.7 86.36.34 90.7 81.5 87.16.41 90.4 81.3 86.96.48 89.7
1− δrnk (open) 73.5 81.96.35 90.6 74.9 82.96.42 87.6 76.5 82.06.49 87.1
CL-3 (open) 59.4 78.86.36 93.8 56.7 76.66.43 93.8 60.2 76.56.50 92.8
CL-10±2

rnk (open) 69.2 82.96.37 96.7 69.2 85.76.44 100.0 73.3 86.16.51 97.5
CL-10±3

rnk (open) 86.7 93.5 100.0 87.5 94.8 100.0 86.7 93.7 100.0
κ/αkrip 0.46/0.45 0.47/0.46 0.46/0.44
κrnk 0.676.38 0.736.45 0.706.52

Table 6.12: Summary of the speaker level agreement of the experts: Agreement of 14 experts
(OhmPlus data) vs. 8 experienced teachers (OhmPlus and Ohm data).

level measure T 2 T 3 T 4 T 6 T 8 intra-rater (µ) inter-rater (µ)
word CL-2 78.4 80.4 82.0 79.7 77.2 79.5 71.86.1

text ρ 0.82 0.83 0.75 0.82 0.62 0.77 0.636.7

1− δ 84.9 84.6 83.5 85.3 83.0 84.3 75.76.8

speaker ρ 0.89 0.91 0.79 0.87 0.63 0.82 0.666.30

1− δ 87.6 86.9 86.3 87.9 84.1 86.6 77.46.31

Table 6.13: Reliability of the raters: Agreement of their �rst and second rating, average
intra-rater agreement, and mean pairwise inter-rater agreement (OhmPlus data).

and δ, the evaluation was performed in both directions and averaged. For a comparison
of the intra-rater and the inter-rater agreement, not any of the open cases based on a
robust average rating can be used; the appropriate inter-rater results are obtained by a
pairwise comparison of raters and are shown in Tab. 6.3, 6.7, and A.6 (and repeated in
the rightmost column of Tab. 6.13). Each of the 5 raters who graded the data again half
a year later, shows a high intra-rater agreement, that is in particular clearly higher than
the mean pairwise inter-rater agreement. The only exception is rater T 8, who is a student
teacher with less than 2 years teaching experience: on the text level his ratings correlate
only with 0.62. On average, the word-level intra-rater CL-2 is 79.5 (inter-rater: 71.86.1),
the text-level intra-rater ρ is 0.77 (inter-rater 0.636.7), and ρ on the speaker level is 0.82
(inter-rater 0.666.30). At the same time, 1− δ increases e.g. on the speaker level 86.6% vs.
77.4%6.31.

The Cronbach α measures the reliability of a test, as described in Sect. 2.2.1. Unfortu-
nately, α cannot be computed for the whole data, since there are only some texts that are
read by more than one or two students: the two texts T145 and T146 are read by 8 children,
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T145 T146
min max mean min max mean

Cronbach α 0.49 0.90 0.82 0.63 0.86 0.76

Table 6.14: Cronbach α: Average reliability of the ratings for text T145 and text T146 each
read by 8 children.

all other texts are read by fewer speakers. The approach to measure α on these two texts
is the following: The two texts are considered as two tests to measure the pronunciation
of di�erent children. Each test consists of several testlets (words): T145 consists of 242
words and T146 of 144 words. Each testlet measures the pronunciation, while the overall
test is a combination of the testlet results, i.e. the number of mispronounced words. If the
test has a high reliability, then it is consistent: all testlets measure the same attribute, the
pronunciation. For sure, each test requires ratings. If we now repeat the test with di�erent
raters (14) leaving all other variables constant, and if now α reveals a di�erent consistency
in each of the 14 iterations, it can be concluded that the raters, the only varying factor,
have a di�erent reliability.

On average, α is 0.76 (T146) and 0.82 (T145), cf. Tab. 6.14. Unfortunately, the relation
of the experts in terms of reliability is di�erent for T145 and T146. In the �rst case, S,
T 5, and T 9 show lowest reliability; for T146 α is minimum for T 1 and T 2. On top of
this, all raters have a lower α on T146: This text consists of less testlets and the (rater
independent) number of mispronounced words is higher. On average 6% of the words
spoken by one of the eight children are mispronounced, for T146 only 3%. To robustly
calculate the reliability of the experts, more such texts would be required, which are read
by several children. However, it could be shown that the reliability values themselves are
satisfactorily high.

6.2.6 Graphical Comparison

After the detailed analysis of the agreement of experts on word, text, and speaker level,
�nally the evaluation of di�erent levels will be compared in Fig. 6.4. Here, text level ratings
of the di�erent teachers and rater N are shown in the ρ-(1− δ)-plane. Many measures that
were computed in this chapter are highly correlated; ρ and δ are an infrequent pair that
is only little correlated. The �gure shows for T 1 � T 12 and N the open values of ρ and
1− δ by comparing each expert with the average of the other raters. The most consistent
experts are in the upper right corner: T 1, T 2, T 3, T 10, and T 12. The rater T 5 has high δ
values; he gave on average worse marks. T 9, T 10, and S are separated in the left part of
the �gure due to a low correlation.

As there are no text-level ratings available from S, they are automatically calculated by
downsampling the sentence level ratings or upsampling the speaker level ratings. Then the
ratings are compared with the text ratings from T 1 � T 12 and N. S spkr is downsampled by
assigning the speaker level rating to each text; the correlation is very low. S sent is obtained
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i are compared with the

mean of T 1 � T 12 and N.

through upsampling: The grade of each text is the mean of the grades from the underlying
sentences. This rating is very close to those teachers having highest consistency.

High consistency with the experts' text level ratings is also obtained when downsam-
pling the word level ratings. The correlation and 1− δ show high agreement with the text
level ratings, if the word level rating is used, that marks a word if at least ϑ = 3 of the eight
experienced teachers vote with X . Then the percentage of marked words is used as text
level rating. Slightly lower agreement is obtained, when the downsampled ratings are based
on the word level rating, that marks a word if at least ϑ = 5 out of 13 raters vote with
X . To calculate δ for upsampled and downsampled ratings, the ratings �rst are linearly
mapped onto the interval [1;5] which is the range of the text level ratings.

The second evaluation pass of teacher T 2, T 3, T 4, T 6, and T 8 is denoted as T (b)
2 , T (b)

3 ,
T

(b)
4 , T (b)

6 , and T
(b)
8 . For T (b)

2 , and so on, ρ and δ are calculated with respect to the mean
of all other teachers. First and second rating of these 5 teachers are connected with lines in
the �gure. The second ratings have lower agreement, in particular in terms of δ (Tab.A.3
shows that all teachers gave on average better marks in the second pass). The student
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teacher T 8, however, shows constant δ and an improvement in terms of correlation. He was
still learning the way of grading that is consistent with the experienced teachers.

A way to illustrate the agreement of the teachers using more than the two measures
illustrated in Fig. 6.4 is outlined next: The 10 dimensional data based on the 10 text level
measurements from Tab. 6.8 and Tab 6.9 can be easily visualised by eliminating highly
correlated information. The principal component analysis is employed to extract the most
important dimensions. If only one dimension is left, a ranking of the 13 raters is obtained in
terms of the agreement with the remaining experts: T 3 has highest agreement, followed by
T 2, T 12, T 1, T 7, T 8, T 6, T 10, T 5, T 4, and T 11. T 9 and N have the lowest agreement with
other experts5. Two feature components are shown in Fig. 6.5: the �rst correlates among
others highly with ρ and 1− δrnk, the second with CL-3, CL-5 and δ.

6.3 Discussion

In this chapter, the agreement of the experts and their reliability was analysed. On the
word level, it was found that all experts have a similar strictness, i.e. that the percentage
of marked words is for all raters around 5%. A more robust reference rating is obtained,
if only those words are marked as mispronounced, where at least ϑ experts vote with X .
Appropriate thresholds are ϑ = 5 out of 14 experts or ϑ = 3 out of 8 experienced teachers
(without student teachers or students): In this cases, the strictness of the new reference is
approximately 5%, which corresponds to the strictness of most of the raters. The agreement
on the word level is measured with the class-wise averaged classi�cation rate CL-2. The
average pairwise inter-rater agreement is 71.8%6.1 CL-2 on the OhmPlus data. The intra-

5Note, that N is among the 8 expert teachers with more than 1 year of teaching experience but does
not show on all levels high agreement scores, as discussed on page 112 in the footnote.
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rater agreement is obtained when comparing raters with their second rating that took place
half a year later. It is on average 79.5%. The open CL-2 averages the agreement between
each expert and a combination of the other experts. This way, 79.3%6.2 CL-2 are achieved.

As for the text level, it was found that some teachers gave (systematically) worse or
better marks. To measure the agreement, not only the correlation ρ is calculated, but also
the deviation δ in terms of marks. The average pairwise evaluation in terms of ρ and (1−δ)
is 0.636.7 and 75.7%6.8 in the inter-rater case and 0.77 and 84.3% in the intra-rater case.
The open inter-rater ρ and (1− δ) are 0.786.9 and 79.96.10, respectively. There are several
other measures that turned out to be highly correlated with ρ: δ after normalisation of
the ratings, and di�erent measures that are not calculated on the marks themselves but
on their ranks, e.g. 1 − δrnk and CL-10±ϑ

rnk. The latter is the classi�cation that is �rstly
based on 10 classes which can be obtained by ranking, and secondly tolerates a confusion
of neighbouring marks. There is hardly any di�erence between Pearson correlation and the
Spearman correlation. The classi�cation rate CL-5 which punishes a confusion of neigh-
bouring marks in the same way as far distant marks is not correlated with most other
measures at all (little correlated with δ). Nevertheless, CL-5 = 52.7% is obtained which is
clearly higher than chance (20.0%).

On the speaker level, the agreement of the experts is highest. Pairwise ρ and (1−δ) rise
to 0.666.30 and 77.4%6.31 for the inter-rater agreement and 0.82 and 86.6% for the intra-
rater agreement. The open inter-rater agreement is 0.806.32 and 82.6%6.33, respectively.
CL-10±2

rnk is on the text level 82.0%6.13 and on the speaker level 82.9%6.37.
A common measure to evaluate the agreement of ratings is κ. Nearly identical values

are obtained for αkrip. On the word level κ = 0.436.6 is obtained. On the text and speaker
level, ratings are �rst converted to ranks, then κrnk based on a square distance function
between ranks is computed. It is 0.646.15 on the text level and 0.676.38 on the speaker level,
based on 13 and 14 experts, respectively. Investigations based on Cronbach α have shown
that ratings and testing procedure are reliable. The sum of word level marks per text can
be used as text level rating. In Fig. 6.4 it is shown that this downsampled word level rating
agrees highly with the text level gradings of di�erent experts.

Summing up, it is recommended to evaluate the agreement with at least two measures:
Measures correlated to ρ, which focus on the relation of the data samples, and measures like
δ or CL, which focus on the correct value or category of the value. κ and mostly ρ are useful
to compare results with the literature. Therefore, in Chap. 8 di�erent measures will be used
for evaluation. In this chapter it was shown that experts highly agree on their ratings: For
di�erent measures and di�erent evaluation levels the inter-rater agreement reaches 82% �
90% of the intra-rater agreement. On the word level teachers highly agree on the number of
words they mark as mispronounced. In order to not frustrate the student, not all wrongly
pronounced words are rejected; the selection of marked words di�ers strongly. Based on
several measurements it was also shown on the text level that high agreement does by far
not mean 100%.

The experts have not been calibrated, since they are teachers and it was intended to
measure the way teachers assess students. Also in [Cuc00b], no instructions were given to
the raters and a comparable agreement was obtained. With detailed instruction and cali-
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bration sessions, it certainly would be possible to further increase the agreement. However,
an automatic system, which is able to achieve high correlations with those calibrated ref-
erence ratings can only detect mispronunciations speci�ed in the rater instructions. Such
a system can be built by implementing step by step modules for the speci�ed phenomena.
In this thesis, the approach based on pronunciation features is di�erent: �rst, real ratings
are collected from teachers, then a large set of pronunciation features is implemented, and
�nally it is investigated, which of the features are appropriate for a scoring similar to
teachers, without any speci�cations what wrongly pronounced means in detail.

A robust rating is obtained by averaging ratings from a large set of teachers. Large
means that in the literature no investigations based on a comparable amount of experts
can be found. The objective of an automatic CAPT system should not be to achieve scores
that are 100% identical to one reference. They rather should be in the same range of the
agreement of multiple experts based on di�erent agreement measures. If N measurements
span an N -dimensional space, where each human expert forms a point, then the centre of
the point cluster would be an ideal CAPT system. The �rst two principal components of
such a space are shown in Fig. 6.5. The principal components correlate to the ρ and 1− δ
axes shown in Fig. 6.4; the �nal automatic recognition result will be projected into this
plane and compared with the human experts (discussed in Chap. 8.4.1).



Chapter 7

Recognition of Adults and Children

Speech

The algorithms for automatic pronunciation scoring presented in this thesis require au-
tomatic speech recognition. In this chapter, it is investigated how robustly speech from
children can be recognised with state-of-the-art technologies, and to what extent these
recognition rates can be improved. Various con�gurations of a speech recogniser are op-
timised for two children corpora and adaptation approaches are investigated. The target
is to obtain in the end speech and phoneme recognisers that are not only improved to
recognise children, but also to recognise non-native speech. Thereto, a recogniser compre-
hending acoustic models for English and German phonemes is trained from native and
non-native data. Baseline results and improved results are compared in terms of word er-
ror rate (WER, cf. Eq. 3.27). The most important results are summarised in Appendix E.
This chapter begins with an analysis of di�erent characteristics of children speech.

7.1 Characteristics of the Children Data

In this section, children data from di�erent corpora are compared with the adult speech
from Verbmobil . The di�erent children corpora are Youth (American English), Birm-
ingham (British English) and NonNative (non-native English). All plots are calculated
from the training data; from Verbmobil only native speakers are used. To discriminate
male and female speakers, parts of the Verbmobil data was auditorily classi�ed to obtain
28 speakers per gender.

First of all, formants are calculated1 from the data to con�rm the results reported in
Sect. 3.3.1. Fig. 7.1 indeed shows a shift of the formants to higher frequencies for all three
children corpora. The �gure analyses the distribution of F1 vs. F2 for several vowels. The
means of the vowels [i:], [u:], [A:] (AE: [A]), and [{] build the vowel trapezoid as

1The freely available software PRAAT is used to calculate the formants. The software was developed
by Paul Boersma and David Weenink, Institute of Phonetic Sciences, University of Amsterdam http:

//www.fon.hum.uva.nl/praat/.
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Figure 7.1: Distribution of formants F1 vs. F2 on adult and children data. The ellipses
illustrate the standard deviation around the mean of the formants.

discussed in Chap. 2.1.1. In comparison to Fig. 2.1, the illustrations in Fig. 7.1 are rotated
and inverted. Additionally to the corner vowels, [e] is shown for British English and [E] for
American English. Also [O:] is plotted, but not for the Verbmobil data. On Verbmobil
[O:] has a high variance and overlaps clearly with [A], cf. /bIkO:z/ and /bIkAz/.

For the Verbmobil data, it can be clearly seen that the vowels cover a more compact
region of the F1/F2-plane. In comparison with the adults, it is true for all children
databases that [A] and [{] have higher formants F1 and [i:] has a higher formant
F2. Both formant frequencies are increased for [u:], but not for the NonNative data.
The German children seem to use a German [u:] which has a noticeably lower F2 (cf.
Fig. 2.1). Also [e] and [E] uttered by children have higher frequencies for both formants.
The region covered by all vowels is on the F1 axis from below 300Hz to less than 900 Hz
for adults, from 300 Hz to 1.1 kHz for native children and 300 � 900Hz for the non-native
children. On the F2 axis the frequencies for all vowels from adults are below 2.5 kHz but
in part even higher than 3 kHz for Youth. The distributions for NonNative children's
vowels is similar; exceptions are in particular [u:] and [{]. The variance in F1 direction
is smaller for most vowels.

In speech recognition the spectrum is calculated for each short-time analysis window.
Then, the spectrum is smoothed and sampled (cf. Sect. 3.2.2). Using the example of a Mel
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Figure 7.2: Intra speaker variability (average speaker): Variance of the energy per �lterbank
for American speakers. Comparison of children (Youth) vs. adults (Verbmobil) and male
vs. female adults (Verbmobil).

�lter bank with 22 �lters covering the frequency range from 0 � 8 kHz, the variability of
children speech is analysed next. For each Mel �lter, the variance of the energy is analysed
per speaker and then averaged over all speakers (intra-speaker variability). There can be
two reasons for higher variability: on the one hand it can be caused by a higher between-
class scatter, which would result in a better separability of the classes and a more robust
classi�cation. On the other hand, higher within-class scatter could be the reason which
results in a higher overlap, which makes classi�cation harder. It is not possible to conclude
from higher variances, whether classi�cation will be better or not. Consequently, we will
only have a closer look on the place of relative maxima in variance on the frequency axis.

Fig. 7.2, left compares the American English corpora Youth and Verbmobil. The
reason that the variances for the higher frequencies are lower for Youth could be that
Youth has a much smaller vocabulary. However, the variability in the frequency range
of formants is higher for Youth. Those higher variabilities have also been observed in
Fig. 7.1. Furthermore, the relative maxima show the region of the three formants, that
are clearly shifted to higher frequencies in comparison to Verbmobil, which motivates
the essential use of VTLN: mixing both databases requires a �lterbank for Youth that
is expanded. In Fig. 7.2, right, the di�erence between female and male adult speakers is
shown. For F2 the boundaries of the frequency interval are plotted which comprises higher
frequencies for the female speakers; however, the shift is smaller than in Fig. 7.2, left, when
comparing children and adults. Additionally it can be seen that variances for females are
in general higher.

In Fig. 7.3, the intra-speaker variability is shown for the Birmingham and the
NonNative corpus. Here the peaks of the formants are not so clear; they are blurred
and do not allow a discrimination between F2 and F3. When contrasting the 6�9 year-old
native children and the 10 � 11 year-old children, variances for young children turned out
to be greater and a shift of the formants towards higher frequencies can be found. The
trajectory for the NonNative data does not even have a peak for the F1 formant. One
reason for the overlap of the formants could be the large age range of the Birmingham
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Figure 7.4: Inter speaker variability: Variance of the speaker mean of the energy per �lter-
bank for Verbmobil, Youth, Birmingham, and NonNative.

data and the inconsistent pronunciation in the NonNative corpus.

The inter-speaker variability in analysed in Fig. 7.4. It measures per frequency band
the variance of the speaker mean of the energy. The inter-speaker variability is in all
cases smaller than the intra-speaker variability. High variances show that the elimination
of speaker characteristics has failed. In automatic speech recognition, the only important
information that is needed to be kept after feature extraction is the information what is
said. Therefore it is desired to eliminate e.g. all information on how it is said and who
said it. The �gure shows maxima in variability for the formants and for high frequencies
(fricatives). Fig. 7.4, left compares two age groups from Birmingham. The younger chil-
dren show higher inter-speaker variances in particular for the fundamental frequency (<
300 Hz) and the second formant (around 2 kHz). For the non-native speakers the inter-
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speaker variability is low in the region of the formants, the speech is more consistent among
speakers, which of course can also mean that it is consistently wrong (cf. /u:/ in Fig. 7.1).
In Fig. 7.4, right, greater variabilities are shown for male speaker. The reason for the low
variabilities for Youth is certainly the fact that all speakers had to read the same texts.

The e�ect of the greater variabilities of younger children and the shift of the formants
to higher frequencies will be analysed in the following sections in terms of word error rates.

7.2 Baseline Systems

7.2.1 General Considerations

In all experiments, the default setup is a semi-continuous HMM with a shared codebook
with 500 densities (details in Sec. 3.2.3). For soft vector quantisation the beam is set to 0.1.
For decoding, word accuracy is given for the unigram LM to show the performance of the
acoustic models and additionally the performance using a 4-gram LM. In the next section,
the optimal language weight for the LM is computed. For the A?-algorithm, additionally
a polygram language weight is used, that is in all experiments constant2.

Acoustic models are built from those generalised polyphones (cf. Sect. 3.2.3) which are
at least 50 times observed in the training data. Polyphones are specialised models of the
monophone models. A monophone is built for each sub-phonemic unit. Phonemes and their
sub-phonemic units are described in AppendixB.2. For British English 44 phonemes and
polyhones are built from 44 sub-phonemic models3, for American English 39 phonemes
and polyphones from also 44 sub-phonemic models. The number of di�erent sub-phonemic
models given the union of both languages is 46; additionally four models are trained for
silence, non-verbal sound and breathing.

As for the language modelling, no categories as described in Eq. 3.34 were explicitly
designed for any of the databases and only all the rare words are merged into one category.

All speech recognisers are evaluated on the test data set in terms of WER (Eq. 3.27);
the most important results are summarised in Appendix E. If we compare two systems, the
baseline system A and another possibly improved system B, signi�cance testing is essential
to show, whether the results can be generalised. In the present thesis, the matched pairs
sentence-segment word error (MAPSSWE) is employed [Gil89]. As in [Ste05b], a publicly
available implementation from the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
is used4 [Pal90] for the statistical test for the null hypothesis that system A and B are
identical. This hypothesis is rejected if the probability for the observed di�erence between
A and B given the null hypothesis is ≤ 0.05. This upper boundary 0.05 is the p-value. The

2The polygram language weight is �xed to 7 in all experiments.
3It is pure chance that the number of phonemes and the number of sub-phonemic models is identical. One

can expect more sub-phonemic models, since e.g. plosives can be subdivided into the phases silence, burst,
and aspiration. However, a short and the corresponding long vowel is based on the same sub-phonemic
model, which again reduces the total number.

4http://www.nist.gov/speech/tests/sigtests/mapsswe.htm

http://www.nist.gov/speech/tests/sigtests/mapsswe.htm
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Figure 7.5: E�ect of di�erent γip dependent on the sentence length L and of γlw dependent
on the linguistic probability PLM of the recognised word sequence. The speech recogniser
decides for the word sequence w with maximum pAM(c1 . . . ct|w) ·PLM(w)γlw · (γip)

L given
a sequence of feature vectors c1 . . . ct after Eq. 3.41.

complement of the p-value is the probability, that the systems are di�erent, i.e. that B is
signi�cantly better or worse.

7.2.2 Language Weight and Insertion Penalty

In this chapter the word error rate (WER) of recognisers trained on di�erent corpora are
reported. The recognition rate is e.g. dependent on recording conditions or the speaker
group (worse recognition rates on children). However, important factors are in particular
the size of the vocabulary and the perplexity (Eq. 3.35) of the language model. Dependent
on the performance of acoustic models and the language model and dependent on the
size of the sentences, a di�erent language weight γlw and insertion penalty γip as de�ned
in Eq. 3.41 have to be chosen. In the following γlw and γip are optimised on a validation
data set to obtain baseline recognition results that are as good as possible and cannot be
trivially outperformed with new algorithms.

The e�ects of γip and γlw are shown in Fig. 7.5. Long sentences are punished with γip ≤ 1;
γip > 1 punishes short sentences and additionally increases the overall scores which now
can become much greater than 1.0. As a consequence, the beam search algorithm (cf.
page 61) prunes less branches of the word graph given an unchanged threshold (beam) in
all experiments. As for the language weight we observe the following: γlw < 1 increases
the in�uence of the language model; γlw > 1 decreases its in�uence but less strongly for
sentences with great LM score. In general, the in�uence of γlw is much stronger than the
in�uence of γip. Further, best performance can be observed for large values of γlw and large
values of γip or vice versa. The global optimum is usually found, when both con�gurations
meet as can be seen in Fig. 7.6. It shows exemplarily on the Youth database the strong
in�uence of γlw. Here and on other databases it was observed that there exists a threshold
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Figure 7.6: WA on the Youth validation data for di�erent γlw and γip using a unigram
LM. WA strongly depends on γlw, optima are reached for small γip given small γlw and for
large γip given γlw ≥ 4.

γ̄lw with the property, that for any larger γlw the WA increases with growing γip (γlw ≥ 4
in Fig. 7.6) whereas the opposite behaviour can be seen for γlw < γ̄lw. This observation
motivates the following heuristic algorithm that is applied to �nd the optimal (γlw, γip)-
pair:

1. Find the optimal γ
(opt1)
lw (grid search in steps of ±1 starting with γlw = 3) while

keeping γip = 0.8 constant. Stop, if the WA on the validation data set does not
increase any more.

2. Find the optimal γ
(opt2)
lw (grid search in steps of ±1 starting with γlw = γ

(opt1)
lw ) while

keeping γip = 5.0 constant. Stop, if the WA on the validation data set does not
increase any more.

3. Choose the global optimum γ
(opt)
lw ∈ {γ(opt1)

lw , γ
(opt2)
lw } and look for the optimum5 γ

(opt)
ip .

The optimal (γlw, γip)-pairs for di�erent databases are summarised in Tab. 7.1. The
language weights γlw is always greater than 1.0 and lowest for the Youth recognisers
that have also lowest perplexity. γip is only for Youth smaller than 1.0. The reason is
that the sentences are very short (on average 3 words). The large γip for Verbmobil and
Birmingham raises the scores of the recogniser to keep more alternative word chains after
the beam-search. Details on the di�erent databases are discussed in the following.

5First, the optimum γ
(opt1)
ip ∈ {0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 3.0, 5.0, 7.0, 9.0, 12.0} is searched given this coarse reso-

lution, then γ
(opt)
ip is found by searching in a �ner resolution around γ

(opt1)
ip .
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LM corpus γlw γip perplexity νmin νmax B WER [%]

unigr. Verbmobil 4 13 165 62.5 6250 25 52.37.2

Youth 3 0.9 141 62.5 6250 25 23.87.3

0 8000 22 23.4
Birmingham 5 7 168 62.5 6250 25 52.27.5

0 8000 22 49.2

4-gr. Verbmobil 4 10 33 62.5 6250 25 34.67.1

Youth 2 0.9 3.5 62.5 6250 25 3.37.4

0 8000 22 3.8
Birmingham 4 9 13 62.5 6250 25 26.17.6

0 8000 22 23.1

Table 7.1: Baseline systems: Optimal con�guration of language weight γlw and insertion
penalty γip, perplexity of the LM on the test set, and WER on the test set. Results for the
baseline Mel �lter bank and an expanded �lter bank for children. Number of �lters B and
frequency range in Hz.

7.2.3 Adult Speech

For the Verbmobil baseline system a similar setup as in [Ste05b] was applied. The �l-
ter bank consists of 25 triangular �lters covering the frequency range from 62 � 6250 Hz.
However, the training procedure as described in Sect. 3.2.3 is slightly di�erent, the tran-
scription of the lexicon was revised6, and a consistent phone-hierarchy (cf. page 57) to build
the acoustic polyphone models is used. The changes make the three speech recognisers for
Verbmobil, Youth and Birmingham now comparable.

In [Ste05b] a word error rate of 35.0% is reported with (γlw, γip) = (4, 10) and 4-gram
language modelling. After all revisions, the new baseline of the Verbmobil recogniser is
34.6%7.1 WER7. Although the optimal γip calculated with the algorithm described above
would be 9, in this thesis 10 is used as in [Ste05b]8. With unigram LM 52.3%7.2 WER are
achieved. All baseline results are shown in Tab. 7.1.

7.2.4 Children Speech

The shift of the formants to higher frequencies for children speech may require a �lter bank
covering higher frequencies than necessary for adults. Further, broader �lters could be more
robust against the higher variability in children speech; to account this, the standard �lter
bank is used with less �lters. Preliminary experiments on children speech showed best

6Now uses the same phonetic symbols as used in YOUTH. Basis is the CMU dictionary [CmuDict].
7about 1.5 percentage points are lost by a revised invoke of DACS adaptation during feature extraction.

Now training and test is not mixed any more: the frontend module sees all the training data at �rst and
after this the test data.

8To be comparable with [Ste05b], also the polygram language weight is in this case 4.5 and not like in
all other experiments in this thesis 7
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gender age: 6�7 6�8 7�9 8�10 9�11 10�11
both 40.2 32.9 21.8 15.3 15.4 15.9

gender age: 6 7 8 9 10 11
both 47.6 33.8 18.3 14.4 14.0 18.0
male 46.2 41.6 20.9 10.9 9.9 19.7
female 53.2 29.3 15.7 15.3 17.7 16.1

Table 7.2: Age dependent evaluation of the Birmingham test data on Birmingham acous-
tic models (νmin = 0, νmax = 8000). WER in %.

performance with a �lter bank exploiting the whole range from 0 to 8 kHz with 22 �lters
[Rus04, p. 26], so γlw and γip are being optimised for this very con�guration.

For the Youth database can be seen in Fig. 7.6 that best word accuracy is reached
with (γlw, γip) = (3, 0.9)9 in the case of a unigram LM; for 4-gram LM the optimum is
achieved with a lower language weight (2, 0.9). The word error rates are 23.4% WER and
rather low 3.8% WER for the 4-gram LM, but with a perplexity of only 3.5 (Tab. 7.1).
The unigram WER is 26.5% for males and 21.3% for females. Applying the same (γlw, γip)
but using the standard �lter bank from Verbmobil (25 �lters reaching from 62.5 Hz to
6250 Hz), the baseline error rates of 23.8%7.3 (unigram LM) and 3.3%7.4 (4-gram LM) are
obtained.

As can be seen in Tab. 7.1, the performance of the Birmingham recogniser is noticeably
worse, since a LM with higher perplexity is used and since the Birmingham data contains
considerably younger children which are harder to recognise. The language weight is similar
to the Verbmobil data and the insertion penalty slightly lower10. Applying a �lter bank
with 25 �lters reaching from 62 � 6250 Hz, 52.2%7.5 WER are reached with unigram LM
and 26.1%7.6 WER for 4-grams. With an alternative �lter bank covering 0 � 8000 Hz with
22 �lters, the error rates decreases to 49.2% WER (unigram LM) and 23.1% WER (4-gram
LM). Again a gender dependent evaluation showed higher WER for males (26.2%, 4-gram
LM) than for females (20.5%). In [DAr04] a continuous speech recogniser was trained with
the HTK hidden Markov model speech recognition software toolkit11 using a slightly larger
training set but evaluated on the same test data with a unigram LM. With monophone
acoustic models 60% WER are achieved, with triphone acoustic models 44.6% WER.

An age dependent evaluation of the Birmingham test set with (γlw, γip) = (4, 9) is
shown in Tab. 7.2. On Birmingham acoustic models the WER is only 15.9% for the 10�
11 year-old children, but 40.2% on the 6�7 year-old children. These smoothed results, where
adjacent age brackets are combined, show an continuous decrease of WER with increasing
age. When each age group is evaluated separately, the minimum WER is achieved for males

9 2nd optimum: (γlw, γip) = (4, 6)
10Optima (γlw, γip) on the validation data set are (5, 7) and (4, 0.8) for unigrams and (4, 9) or (3, 0.3)

for 4-gram LMs
11http://htk.eng.cam.ac.uk/

http://htk.eng.cam.ac.uk/
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training data
Verbmobil Youth Birmingham

te
st

Youth 41.37.7 (3.8) -
Birmingham 85.37.8 - (23.1)
NonNative 72.67.9 50.37.11 43.57.10

Table 7.3: Mismatched training and test for di�erent corpora with 4-gram LM.

with age 10 and for females with age 9. The highest WER is found for 6-year-old female
children. 7- and 8-year-old females can be better recognised than males, 9- and 10-year-old
males better than females. Altogether, the error increases again slightly for age 11, since
the distance to the centre age of the training data becomes maximum. It could be shown
that a training restricted on 8 � 11 year-old children (children with low WER), results in
no improvement. The evaluation on the 8 � 11 year-old children showed even slightly lower
recognition rates than with the original acoustic models: More training data is the better
data, even if it is from very young children.

7.2.5 Mismatched Training and Test

In the following, the Verbmobil adult speech recogniser is evaluated with children data.
Here, automatic recognition becomes more di�cult; besides di�erent recording conditions,
the main reason is the mismatch adults versus children which will be seen on the strongly
age dependent performance of the recognisers. When testing with Birmingham, an addi-
tionally mismatch is BE vs. AE.

First, for each word of the children corpus under consideration acoustic models are built
from the Verbmobil polyphone models. For Birmingham, additionally the transcription
of the words is modi�ed to better match with AE as described in Chap. 4 (Tab. 4.9): the new
transcription of the words models the British pronunciation using the American phonetic
inventory. The LM is solely trained on the transcription of the Youth or Birmingham
training data, respectively. To obtain reasonable recognition results, the language weight
is in all cases increased to γlw = 5; γip is taken from Tab. 7.1 for the respective test corpus.

In comparison with children acoustic models (Tab. 7.1) the WER is noticeably higher
when evaluating the Youth test data on Verbmobil. With 4-gram LM the WER reaches
41.3%7.7. When testing the Birmingham data on Verbmobil, the error rates for the
youngest children are around 100%. In the best case (age 10 � 11) the WER is still around
75%; on children acoustic models it is between 14% and 18%, only. The overall result
when testing Birmingham on Verbmobil is 85.3%7.8 WER. Results on mismatched
training/test conditions are shown in Tab. 7.3, age dependent results in Tab. 7.6.

7.2.6 Non-Native English

Similar to the previous section describing mismatched training and test, now the NonNa-
tive data is evaluated with acoustic models trained on native speech. Since the NonNa-
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tive corpus provides no validation data to optimise any parameters, γlw is again set to 5
and γip is taken from Tab. 7.1 for the respective training corpus. The language model is
trained on the reference texts of the NonNative corpus. The perplexity of the unigram
LM is 161; with 4-grams it is 5.5. For evaluation the manual transcription12 of the test set
is used as reference, like in all previous experiments.

When testing NonNative data on Verbmobil the WER is 72.6%7.9, which is high
but lower than for Birmingham on Verbmobil, where even 6-year-old children are tested
with adult models. When evaluating the NonNative children data on the BE Birming-

ham data the WER is 43.5%7.10. This is the optimum baseline system for the NonNative
data. Even with the Youth training data containing not so young children and data with
a very clear pronunciation, only 50.3%7.11 are achieved for non-native speakers. All results
are summarised in Tab. 7.3.

7.3 Improved Systems

7.3.1 Optimisation of the Filter Bank

In the previous section it was shown that the WER is very high when testing children on
adults data. Let's now consider the bene�cial case that enough children training data is
available which allows a matched training and evaluation. However, up to now it is not
known, whether the baseline results in Tab. 7.1 can be improved by choosing a di�erent
�lter bank that covers also higher frequencies, nor which number of �lters should be cho-
sen to obtain an optimal sampling of the Mel spectrum. With the right spacing of the
�lters the formants are extracted while the relative maxima in the spectrum resulting from
the harmonic frequencies are eliminated. These harmonic frequencies are multiples of the
fundamental frequency which is unfortunately rather high for young speakers.

In a �rst step, the maximum frequency νmax covered by the �lter bank is optimised while
keeping the number of �lters B = 22 and the minimum frequency νmin = 0 constant13. As
can be seen in Fig. 7.7, the optimum on the validation set is νmax = 7000 Hz for Youth.
In this case, on the test set 22.2%7.12 WER are obtained with a unigram LM and 2.9%7.13

WER in the 4-gram case. For Birmingham the optimum is νmax = 7500 which goes with
the assumption that for younger children a larger frequency range is required. The WER on
the test data is 49.7%7.14 WER (unigram LM) and 23.7%7.15 WER (4-gram LM). All results
are summarised in Tab. 7.4. They are consistently better than in the νmax = 6250 case in
Tab. 7.1. In contrast, the WER rises slightly if the �lter bank is extended to νmax = 7000
for Verbmobil.

Next (and only for Youth) the number of �lters B is optimised. As can be seen in
Fig. 7.8, left, an optimum is indeed achieved for B = 22. The optimisation of the lower
cut-o� frequency νmin shows two cases with minimal WER: to cut o� the range below the

12in the case of foreign speakers the transliteration di�ers clearly from the texts that actually had to be
read.

13also γlw and γip are kept constant.
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Figure 7.7: Optimisation of νmax on the validation data set of Youth and Birmingham.

corpus νmax B WER unigram WER 4-gram
Youth 7000 Hz 22 22.27.12 2.97.13

Birmingham 7500 Hz 22 49.77.14 23.77.15

Table 7.4: Children speech recognition after optimisation of the �lter bank. WER in %.

fundamental frequency which has for children values up to 280 Hz (cf. Tab. 3.2), or to use
all frequencies ν ≥ 0 leaving it to the cepstrum computation to extract the important
information. Since both cases make sense, the con�guration used above (B = 22 and
νmin = 0) can remain unchanged. In comparison with the baseline results using the standard
�lter bank (B = 25, νmin = 62.5, νmax = 6250) a relative reduction of the WER of 9%
(Birmingham) and 12% (Youth) is achieved with the new �lter bank and 4-gram LM.
Both improvements are signi�cant; the p-value is smaller than 0.001 for Birmingham and
0.048 for Youth (with unigram LM on both corpora < 0.001).

A further improvement in the case that children data is available is obtained with the
multi codebook approach described in Fig. 3.8, right. Using the optimal �lter bank and 2
feature streams for static and dynamic features, the WER drops on Youth to 19.3%7.16

(unigram LM) and 1.9% WER (4-gram LM); for Birmingham the improved recognition
rate with a unigram LM is 48.7%7.17 WER. However no improvement is achieved for a
4-gram LM (24.8% WER). In the following section, the case is considered, where not
su�cient children data is available to train children acoustic models.

7.3.2 Vocal Tract Length Normalisation

To compensate for the mismatch between young speakers and adults, VTLN as described
in Sect. 3.3.2 is applied. The scaling factor β is estimated age and/or gender dependent
on the validation data set of the respective corpus. The optimal β is found by maximising
the word recognition rate (0.65 ≤ β ≤ 1.0; steps of 0.025). After that, the test data is
evaluated based on this optimum scaling factors (4-gram LM). The target was to obtain
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Figure 7.8: Optimisation of the Mel �lter bank: number �lters B (left) and νmin (right).
WER on the validation data set of Youth.

νmax VTLN all male female
WER βlinear β WER βlinear β WER βlinear β

6250 - 41.37.7 35.5 45.2
6250 p.w.l. 21.0 0.75 21.9 0.825 20.8 0.75
7000 linear 31.0 0.89 28.1 0.89 32.9 0.89
7000 linear + p.w.l. 19.27.18 0.89 0.825 20.7 0.89 0.875 18.5 0.89 0.825

Table 7.5: Evaluation of the Youth test data (age 8 � 10) on Verbmobil acoustic models
with and without VTLN: linear VTLN through �lter bank extension and/or piece-wise
linear (p.w.l.) VTLN through �lter bank warping. WER in %.

a-priori knowledge of the expected distortion of the frequency scale given a certain speaker
group.

Tab. 7.5 shows the results when testing the Youth corpus on Verbmobil acoustic
models with and without VTLN. When using the same νmax as for Verbmobil, the op-
timum β for piecewise linear VTLN (Sect. 3.3.2) is 0.825 for males and 0.75 as well for
females as for the gender independent optimisation. Optimum means minimum WER on
the validation data. On the test data, the overall WER is reduced from 41.3%7.7 to 21.0%.
Without VTLN it is harder to recognise with Verbmobil acoustic models females (45.2%
WER) than males (35.5% WER). Therefore the β being chosen to get the best overall
improvement is identical with the female β. After VTLN around 21% WER are achieved
for both genders.

In the next step, it is investigated, whether recognition can be improved by using a
larger frequency range. Therefore νmax = 7000 is chosen, which has been found to be
optimal in Sect. 7.3.1. This expansion of the �lter bank while keeping the number of �lters
constant implies a linear VTLN with βlinear = 0.89 and results in a WER of 31.0%. After
this extension of the frequency range, again a piecewise linear VTLN is conducted for an
additional warping of the �lter bank. Here, the optimum β is 0.875 for males and 0.825
else. Since these investigations are based on a �lter bank extended to 7000 Hz (linear
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const. through �lter bank extension.

gender νmax VTLN age: 6 7 8 9 10 11 all
both 6250 - > 100 99.9 80.9 80.8 74.6 74.6 85.37.8

male 6250 - > 100 99.8 76.8 65.2 58.0 65.6 79.5
female 6250 - > 100 > 100 84.8 85.0 89.9 84.7 90.5
both 7500 linear + p.w.l. > 100 79.4 58.2 57.3 61.1 56.2 67.67.19

Table 7.6: Age dependent evaluation of theBirmingham test data onVerbmobil acoustic
models with and without linear/piece-wise linear (p.w.l.) VTLN. WER in %, β as shown
in Fig. 7.9.

VTLN), β has to be multiplied with βlinear to get the overall scaling factor βlinear · β = 0.78
for males and 0.74 for females; the error rate is reduced to 19.2%7.18. This is a signi�cant
improvement (p-value < 0.001) in comparison to the result without linear VTLN (21.0%
WER, νmax = 6250 Hz)

On the Birmingham corpus β is calculated for each age group separately. Again the
data is evaluated on Verbmobil acoustic models. The baseline results in Tab. 7.6 show
very high WER that is even 100% for young children. A comparison of Tab. 7.6 and Tab. 7.2
shows noticeably higher WER in particular for females in the case of mismatched training
and test. WER decreases with increasing age. The decrease is more continuously as in
Tab. 7.2 where an increase of WER for the 11-year-old children was observed.

The estimation of age dependent β on the validation data (validation-2 set, see Tab. 4.8)
is shown in Fig. 7.9. It has been observed that the low WA of the young children (< 0%)
has been caused by a high number of insertions. The reason is that children read very
slowly. Since it is not possible to get rid of the insertions by just using a smaller γip, in
the following experiments the insertions are simply not counted when optimising β: The
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word correctness (WC, cf. Eq. 3.26) is used instead. The optimia are shown in Fig. 7.9.
For 6-year-old children WC is below 35% and the maximum is reached for β = 0.825. For
age 10 and 11 WC is much higher; the maximum is found for β = 0.925 and greater. The
validation is based on a �lter bank extended to 7500 Hz (linear VTLN) and therefore β
has to be multiplied with βlinear = 0.83. This results in overall scaling factors between 0.69
and 0.79. The scaling factor increases with rising age. It is 0.75 for 8 year old children,
which corresponds with Youth (0.89 × 0.825 = 0.73 for 8�10-year-old children). On the
test data the age dependent VTLN reduces WER from 85.3%7.8 to 67.6%7.19 (Tab. 7.6).
The WER on 11-year-old children is only 56.2%.

Using VTLN, the WER could be reduced by 54% relatively on Youth, by 21% on
Birmingham, and by 29% on the 9-year-old children from Birmingham. All three cases
are highly signi�cant (p-value < 0.001). In the next section, adaptation is used additionally.

7.3.3 Adaptation

VTLN is a feature transformation that makes the MFCC better �t to the codebook of
the speech recogniser. This warping factor is estimated on the validation data (Sect. 7.3.2).
In a next step optimisation is performed the other way round: now the densities of the
codebook are re-estimated to better �t to the features. This transformation of the codebook
parameters is estimated on the test data. Thereto, the recognised word sequence of a �rst
recognition pass (with VTLN) is used for unsupervised adaptation. In the case of a reading
exercise also supervised adaptation can be applied, since the spoken word sequence is
very close to the known reference text. In the following the manual transliteration of the
utterances is used in investigations with supervised adaptation.

Preliminary experiments have shown that adaptation after VTLN results in signi�cantly
lower WER than without VTLN. Using MAP (cf. Sect. 3.3.2), an individual shift of each
mean vector of the codebook is calculated. MLLR is used to transform all mean vectors
and covariance matrices of the codebook globally. In combination, �rst MLLR and after it
MAP is carried out. Both transformations are estimated on the complete test data or on a
subset, e.g. on an age group or on an individual speaker. Finally, an additional Baum-Welch
(BW) re-training after the adaptation is investigated. It adapts the HMM parameters to
the transformed codebook and/or the transformed feature vectors. In the case BW1 one
BW iteration is conducted and for BW5 �ve iterations.

The investigations in the previous section have shown, that the combination of linear
and piecewise linear VTLN results in lower WER than using piecewise linear VTLN
alone. Further, preliminary experiments have shown that also adaptation after linear and
piecewise linear VTLN is still better than adaptation after linear VTLN. Consequently in
all experiments, that will be described in the following, the codebook is adapted to the
feature vectors that are linearly and piecewise linearly warped.

The results of di�erent combination of MLLR, MAP, BW1, and BW5 are summarised
in Tab. 7.7 for the Youth database. All results are � as expected � clearly better when
adapting with the transliterated utterances, than when adapting with the recognised, er-
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roneous word sequence based on a recogniser with 19.2%7.18 WER. Further, it can be
seen that speaker adaptation is in most cases better than speaker independent adaptation.
These are the results in detail: With the global transformation MLLR, the WER gets worse
than the baseline. Little improvement can be obtained with MAP, but only in the speaker
dependent case. The combination of MLLR and MAP is not superior to MAP alone14.
With MAP and speaker dependent adaptation the WER is signi�cantly reduced to 17.7%
(p-value < 0.001).

Baum-Welch re-training (BW5) is extremely important and improves recognition even
in the speaker independent case: the WER drops to 13.9% using solely BW5 and to 12.7%
in combination with MAP (signi�cant improvement with MAP: p-value < 0.001). In the
speaker dependent case, the best combination is MLLR, MAP, and BW5 when 12.5%7.20

WER are achieved (signi�cantly better than no adaptation or only BW5: p-value < 0.001;
not signi�cantly better than MAP + BW5). The less expensive investigations using BW1
yield worse results. However, in the best combination (MAP + BW1) 12.8% WER are
obtained with speaker dependent adaptation.

When the transliteration is given, the error rate even drops to 5.7%7.21. This is achieved
in the speaker dependent case using MAP and BW5 which is signi�cantly better (p-value
< 0.001) than the speaker dependent case (10.2% WER). Results in combination with
MLLR or BW1 are signi�cantly worse (6.9% WER, p-value < 0.001).

For the Youth data it can be concluded so far that BW is important, that the combi-
nation of MAP and BW performs best, and that MLLR is useful in exactly one case, only.
However, what happens, if we have less data available, and not all the speaker's utter-
ances have been seen in advance? Fig 7.10 shows for the speaker dependent, unsupervised
adaptation, that the combination of MLLR, MAP, and BW5 is only optimum in the case
when all data of a speaker is available. Assuming an average length of 2.05 sec. per ut-
terance, 6.2 minutes of data is on average available per speaker when all test utterances
are employed, and 0.5 minutes when only every 13th utterance is used. The approaches
with BW5 require more than 1.6 minutes of data for adaptation (every 4th utterance) to
achieve any improvement of the baseline result. With less data the risk of over-adaptation
is too high. For the approaches based on BW1 there is no overadaptation and even every
10th utterance (0.6 min.) is enough. However, if less than 1.6 minutes of data are available,
BW1 performs as good as without prior MAP adaptation.

With only 0.5 minutes of data (every 13th utterance) 18.9% WER are achieved using
BW1 re-training. The adaptation time15 is on the average per speaker16 in the best case
with 6.2 min. adaptation data 141 sec. (12.5%7.20 WER, MLLR + MAP + BW5), in the
best case with 3.1 min. adaptation data 64 sec. (13.4% WER, MLLR + MAP + BW1),
and if only 0.6 min. are used 0.8 sec. (17.6% WER, only BW1).

14This approach has been used successfully in preliminary experiments based on worse baseline results.
15Adaptation time on a Intel Pentium with 3GHz and 2MB RAM
16only time for MLLR, MAP, and BW without vector quantisation
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adaptation manual WER (speaker WER (speaker
translit independent) dependent)

no adaptation (VTLN only) no 19.27.18

MLLR no (28.2) (26.5)
MAP no (20.2) 17.7
MLLR + MAP no (21.4) 18.4
BW5 no 13.9 14.2
MAP + BW5 no 12.7 12.9
MLLR + MAP + BW5 no 14.3 12.57.20

BW1 no 15.1 14.3
MAP + BW1 no 15.2 12.8
MLLR + MAP + BW1 no 16.4 13.1

MLLR + MAP yes (21.0) 17.4
MAP + BW5 yes 10.2 5.77.21

MLLR + MAP + BW5 yes 12.0 6.0
MAP + BW1 yes 12.6 6.9
MLLR + MAP + BW1 yes 13.7 7.4

Table 7.7: Evaluation of the Youth test data (age 8 � 10) on Verbmobil acoustic mod-
els after adaptation or speaker dependent adaptation and after linear/piece-wise linear
VTLN as in Tab. 7.5. Supervised adaptation requires the transliteration of the utterances.
Increased WER in shown in brackets. WER in %.

Results on the Birmingham data are shown in Tab. 7.8. Here, the adaptation was not
performed speaker dependent but age dependent. Applying unsupervised MLLR, MAP
and BW5 54.1%7.22 are achieved on average, and in the case without MLLR 55.4% WER
(signi�cant di�erence with p-value 0.005). However the 8 year old children are better recog-
nised without the global transformation MLLR and in all other cases results were improved
using additional MLLR. Similar observations can be made for supervised adaptation: The
best overall result is achieved with MLLR, MAP, and BW5 (36.9%7.23) but the age groups
6, 8, and 9 are better recognised without MLLR. Fig. 7.11 shows the �rst 7 densities of the
codebook in the subspaces spanned by the energy and the 7th MFCC coe�cient without
adaptation (Verbmobil) and after adaptation to di�erent age groups.

Summing up, with adaptation and BW re-training, the WER could be reduced by
35% relatively for Youth and 20% relatively for Birmingham in the unsupervised case
(relative to the results based on VTLN: 19.2%7.18 and 67.6%7.19). In the supervised case
the improvement is 70% relatively for Youth and 45% relatively for Birmingham. The
improvement for the 9 year oldBirmingham children is up to 48%. All those improvements
are highly signi�cant with a p-value < 0.001.
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Figure 7.10: Speaker dependent, supervised evaluation of Youth on Verbmobil acoustic
models after adaptation using a varying portion of adaptation data (varying average time
of adaptation data per speaker). Con�gurations based on BW1 perform best for small
amounts of data.

7.3.4 Further Improvements

In additional experiments it was investigated, whether WER for children can be reduced
using more training data even if the training is from adults. For this purpose the adult
speech was adopted to the children speech with the inverse VTLN. In the previous sections
linear and piece-wise linear VTLN was applied to children data. The linear part was an
extension of the �lter bank from νmax = 6250 Hz to νmax = 7000 Hz for the children.
Additionally the �lter bank was piecewise linearly warped with age dependent β between
0.825 and 0.95 (mean: 0.888). In the following children models trained with Birmingham
data using a �lter bank with νmax = 7000 Hz are supplemented with adult speech from
Verbmobil (native speakers only, small training-2 set from Tab. 4.10) using a �lter bank
with νmax = 6250 Hz and β−1 = 1/0.888 = 0.13.

As described on page 3.2.3, the training procedure consists of 10 iterations, where each
of them consists of codebook re-estimation and several Baum-Welch iterations. The adult
speech is not used for the codebook re-estimation and not in in the �rst and the last of
the 10 training iterations17. With this approach the WER could be signi�cantly reduced
from 23.7%7.15 to 23.2% WER (p-value 0.011). The error rate can be reduced using more
data, even if it is data from adults. A detailed analysis on inverse VTLN was conducted
on German data and is described in [Rus04]. The resulting speech recogniser was em-
ployed in [Mai06b]. In [Ger06] a similar approach was investigated and referred to as data
augmentation (cf. Tab 3.3).

The rate-of-speech has been observed to be much smaller for the younger children.
In [Ste03b] PSOLA algorithm (Pitch-Synchronous Overlap and Add), that manipulates

17In the �rst training iteration, the number of polyphone models is de�ned: Acoustic models are built
for each polyphone that occurs more than 50 times in the training data. To keep the number of polyphones
constant, the Verbmobil data is not used in the �rst iteration
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adaptation translit age: 6 7 8 9 10 11 all

no adaptation (VTLN only) no > 100 79.4 58.2 57.3 61.1 56.2 67.67.19

MAP no 99.7 76.4 59.4 55.7 58.8 59.3 66.8
BW5 no 90.7 66.9 45.7 45.4 48.1 54.7 57.2
MAP + BW5 no 89.5 66.7 44.2 42.8 46.8 51.2 55.4
MAP + BW1 no 96.1 71.2 49.7 47.9 50.7 54.5 60.2
MLLR + MAP + BW5 no 86.4 65.1 45.7 42.4 43.3 50.0 54.17.22

MAP yes >100 75.8 58.9 54.2 58.1 58.8 66.2
BW5 yes 65.5 48.1 26.9 31.7 31.8 37.6 39.3
MAP + BW5 yes 62.2 47.2 26.1 28.6 31.5 34.6 37.4
MLLR + MAP + BW5 yes 63.2 46.0 28.0 29.6 28.1 33.3 36.97.23

Table 7.8: Evaluation of the Birmingham test data on Verbmobil acoustic models with
age dependent adaptation after linear and piece-wise linear VTLN. Supervised adaptation
requires the transliteration of the utterances. WER in %.

the speech signal and is widely used in speech synthesis, is employed to normalise the
children speech. Similar results, however, can be obtained more easily by using a di�erent
frame shift time. For feature extraction, in all experiments a short-time analysis window
of 16msec was used; consecutive windows are shifted by 10msec which are 160 frames for
16 kHz speech signals. A increased time shift of e.g. 250 samples (≈ 16msec) reduces the
number of short time analysis windows per time and increases the rate-of-speech (speed-up
of 160%). This way, the results of Tab. 7.8 could be improved for the youngest children.
In the unsupervised (MLLR + MAP + BW5)-case, the WER could be reduced to 80.0
for six-year-old children and 63.9 for seven-year-old children (signi�cant for six-year-old
children, only; p-value 0.001). For the older children WER was increased, strongest for the
age 10 and 11. This larger frame shift was only applied during testing; during adaptation,
this approach would reduce the adaptation data and possibly result in higher error rates.

7.3.5 Improved Recogniser for Non-Native English from Children

In the context of pronunciation scoring, a non-native speech recogniser has been developed
(for adults) in the ISLE project [Bon00b]. In the present thesis, the hint will be followed
that for non-native speech recognition the training of acoustic models should include a
large set of native and non-native phonemes. The target of this section is the development
of a speech recogniser for non-native children, that includes acoustic models for British,
American, and German phonemes. A list of phonemes and sub-phonemic models for these
languages can be found in AppendixB.2.

In Tab. 7.3, 43.5%7.10 WER has been reported when evaluating the NonNative data
on Birmingham. In the �rst line of Tab. 7.9 the non-native children are evaluated on the
improved recogniser from Tab. 7.4 using an extended �lter bank with νmax = 7500 Hz. The
WER on non-natives drops to 42.2%. Given the case that only a small amount of BE
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Figure 7.11: Transformation of the codebook (�rst 7 densities) when adapting Verbmobil
models to Youth (speaker dependently) and Birmingham (age dependent for 8-year-old
children, with and without MLLR).

data is available, the adult speech recogniser trained on Verbmobil can be adapted (here
with the 10-year-old children from the Birmingham test set, cf. Tab. 7.8, last line). The
WER for non-native children is 64.3%; without adaptation it would be 72.67.9 (Tab. 7.3).
A direct adaptation to the non-native data is not investigated, since acoustic models would
be adapted to the wrong pronunciation. A further reduction of WER might be achieved in
future research by applying additional ROS adaptation, cf. Sect. 7.3.4.

In the next step, the NonNativeRC corpus is employed (cf. Chap. 4.1.3). Non-native
children with good reading pro�ciency, which are in the same age as the children from the
NonNative corpus, are added to Birmingham training data. This way, the WER could
be further reduced to 37.0% WER for NonNative, while the error rate for Birmingham
increases only little.

Youth contains American English data, and is also added to the training of the
speech recogniser, in order to train some additional American phonemes, and to inves-
tigate, whether training becomes more robust when using more data. Thereto, the small
training set and validation set was employed (training-2 and validation-2 in Tab. 4.7). The
additional phonemes are /E/ and /A/; /oU/ is mapped onto /@U/. All other phonemes are
trained with American and British data. The intersection of the vocabulary from Youth

and Birmingham contains many words with di�erent phonetic transcription for Ameri-
can and British English (e.g. �answered� is pronounced /A:ns@d/ in BE vs. /{ns3rd/ in
AE); this makes it necessary to mark all words from the Youth corpus with the su�x
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training data evaluation (WER in %)
NonNative Birm. Youth

Birmingham 42.2 23.77.15 �
Verbmobil νmax = 6250,
supervised adaptation to Birmingham (age 10) 64.3 36.97.23 �
Birmingham, NonNativeRC 37.0 23.9 �
Birm., NonNativeRC, Youth (νmax = 7000) 39.2 27.4 3.9
Birm., NonNativeRC, Youth (νmax = 7500) 37.4 27.9 3.7
Birm., NonNativeRC, Youth (νmax = 8000) 35.97.24 27.67.25 3.67.26

Birm., NonNativeRC, Youth (νmax = 8000),
Verbmobil (νmax = 6250, β = 0.13) 36.9 29.9 4.4
Birm., NonNativeRC, Youth (νmax = 8000),
VMGerman (νmax = 6250, β = 0.13) 38.97.27 30.27.28 4.0

Table 7.9: Speech recognition for non-native speech: di�erent training con�gurations for
the acoustic models. Evaluation on di�erent corpora with 4-gram LM. νmax = 7500 for the
corpora Birmingham, NonNativeRC, and NonNative. The phonetic inventory of the
di�erent recognisers comprises British, American, and even German (last line) phonemes.

�∼AM�, e.g �answered∼AM� (pronunciation alternatives, speci�ed in the transcription).
Furthermore, di�erent νmax are investigated for the Youth corpus. In a previous section,
νmax = 7000 Hz was found to be optimal, however, in combination with Birmingham

and NonNativeRC νmax = 8000 turned out to perform best. The WER was reduced
to 35.9%7.24 on NonNative data (signi�cance level: p-value < 0.001 in comparison to
νmax = 7000, p-value = 0.029 in comparison to the recogniser based only on Birmingham
and NonNativeRC), while it rises for Birmingham to 27.6%7.25. The error on Youth
shows only a small absolute increase from 2.9%7.13 WER to 3.6%7.26 WER. This recogniser
has reasonable word accuracy on non-native, British, and American children and will be
employed in the next chapter for pronunciation scoring. The improved recognition of Non-
Native data signi�cantly reduces the WER in comparison to the baseline with 43.5%7.10

by 17% relatively (p-value < 0.001).
In the �nal investigation, adult data from Verbmobil is added to the training to make

it more robust. VMGerman is employed, to train additional German phones, like /R/,
/C/, /x/. /6/, /a/, /a:/, /9/, /Y/, /y:/, /2:/, /o:/, and the German version of /u:/. For
these experiments, the �lter bank used for feature extraction from adult data is warped
to better �t with children data as described in Sect. 7.3.4. Since no improvement could be
achieved on any of the three test corpora when using the adult English data (Verbmobil,
training-3 set), only adult German data is employed. This recogniser will be investigated
in the next chapter, in order to recognise pronunciation errors, where the English phone is
substituted by a German phone. However, the WER on NonNative data rises to 38.9%7.27

but is still signi�cantly better than the baseline recogniser (p-value < 0.001). The word
error rate on Birmingham rises to 30.2%7.28 and on Youth to 4.0%.
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corpus γlw γip perplexity νmin νmax B PER [%] PER [%]
native NonNative

Youth 2 4 2.1 0 7000 22 18.57.29 56.57.31

Birmingham 2 12 4.1 0 7500 22 47.67.30 61.77.32

Table 7.10: Phoneme recognition: Optimal con�guration of language weight γlw and inser-
tion penalty γip, perplexity of the LM on the test set, and phoneme error rate PER on the
test set. Number of �lters B and frequency range in Hz.

7.4 Phone Recognition

This �nal section on children speech recognition focuses on phoneme recognition. In word
recognition experiments, the 4-gram WER was 2.9%7.13 when training and testing on
Youth and 23.7%7.15 WER when training and testing on Birmingham (Tab. 7.4). Em-
ploying these acoustic models for non-native speech recognition, strongly increased WER
was observed, but better results on Birmingham acoustic models (Tab. 7.3).

In the following the phoneme error rate (PER) will be measured on phoneme recognisers
that are based on the same acoustic models as the recognisers mentioned above. Only the
vocabulary has been exchanged: it now consists of 39 phonemes and diphthongs in the
American case and 44 in the British English case. When testing the NonNative corpus
on American acoustic models, analogous to Sect. 7.2.5 some phonemes have to be changed
as described in Tab. 4.9 in order to model British pronunciation with American phonemes.

Then a 4-gram phoneme language model is trained on the respective training data set
(perplexity 2.1 for Youth and 4.1 on Birmingham). Before testing, γlw and γip have been
optimised as discussed in Sect. 7.2.2. The results are summarised in Tab. 7.10: 18.5%7.29

PER are received for Youth and 47.6%7.30 PER for Birmingham.
Now these phoneme recognisers are tested with the NonNative data. As in Sect. 7.2.6,

the LM is trained on the NonNative reference texts and γlw is increased to 5. The PER is
56.5%7.31 on Youth acoustic models and 61.7%7.32 on Birmingham. Using the acoustic
models trained on American, British, and non-native data from Tab. 7.9 (result 35.9%7.24

WER) the PER reaches 100%. The optimum phoneme recogniser is not based on the
acoustic models from the optimum speech recogniser; the best result in phoneme recognition
is achieved when clearly and homogeneously pronounced training data without reading
errors is employed, like the Youth database. The percentage of errors is in all cases
clearly greater than in word recognition, yet the number of tokens in the vocabulary is
rather small in phoneme recognition. Relief can be produced with higher order phoneme
language models; however, computation time would rise strongly due to the exponentially
increased search space.
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7.5 Discussion

This chapter has focused on the recognition of children speech, with the �nal goal to obtain
a speech recogniser that even performs well on non-native children data. In the beginning
of this chapter, it was found that the formants in three children databases � the British
English corpus Birmingham, the American English corpus Youth, and the non-native
speech corpus NonNative� show higher frequencies for all vowels in comparison to adult
speech (Verbmobil). For /u:/, however, both formants F1 and F2 have lower frequencies
when it is pronounced by non-native children from Germany. The shift of the formant
frequencies can also be shown by a novel approach that analyses the variances of the
�lter bank energies. This analysis of band energies shows higher inter- and intra-speaker
variabilities for younger children, in particular in the region of formants. From this analysis,
higher word error rates can be expected for children and the requirement of an expanded
�lterbank (VTLN) becomes obvious.

Three baseline systems are described for the three databases after an optimisation of
the parameters language weight (γlw) and insertion probability (γip). With 4-gram LM, on
Verbmobil a WER of 34.6%7.1 can be achieved, which is slightly improved in comparison
to [Ste05b]. The phonetic transcription of all words in the vocabulary has been revised in
order to make the lexicon compatible with the AE Youth database. The WER is high,
since the LM has a high perplexity. The WER on Birmingham is 26.1%7.6 and on Youth
(in this corpus all speakers partly read the same texts; consequently the perplexity is rather
low) 3.3%7.4. The highest WER is achieved for the youngest children. Using unigram LM,
the error rates are 52.3%7.2, 52.2%7.5, and 23.8%7.3. The word error rates increase steeply, if
Youth or Birmingham is tested on adult acoustic models (41.3%7.7 and 85.3%7.8 WER,
4-gram LM). Testing the NonNative data on the three di�erent recognisers, highest error
rates are again achieved in the case, where the mismatch adult/children is present. Lowest
error rates are obtained using BE acoustic models trained on Birmingham (43.5%7.10

WER).
There were several approaches investigated to improve the recognition of children

speech. If enough training data is available to train acoustic models from children data, it
turned out to be useful to adapt the feature extraction to children data. For this purpose,
the Mel �lter bank was optimised. As a result, �lter banks were obtained that use less Mel
�lters (22 instead of 25) since this causes broader �lters which are more robust against
higher spectral variabilities of the formants. Further, the �lterbank is expanded, in order
to cover frequencies up to 7500 Hz. For children speech in particular vowels have to be
detected in higher frequency bands due to the higher formants. This implies the necessity
to recognise e.g. also fricatives in higher frequency regions above the formants. With the
improved �lter bank, the WER drops signi�cantly on Birmingham to 23.7%7.15 (p-value
< 0.001) and on Youth to 2.9%7.13 (p-value = 0.048). On top of this, further improve-
ments could be achieved by training two independent codebooks for two feature streams.
This approach, however, was not followed up, since it enables further possibilities for code-
book adaptation, that could not be investigated in this thesis due to time constraints and
provides space for future research.
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If little children data is available, it might be necessary to adapt an adult speech
recogniser to children. The combination of several approaches led to a signi�cant reduction
of WER: In a �rst step linear VTLN was applied, where simply an expanded �lter bank
is used to match the children test data with the adult training data (warping with βlinear).
Then, a piece-wise linear warping factor β was additionally applied to this �lter bank.
The optimum parameters were searched gender and age dependently on a small validation
data set in order to gain a-priori knowledge for di�erent speaker groups. β is smaller for
females and for younger children which causes higher resolutions in the higher frequency
range. Next, the parameters of the acoustic models trained on adults were adopted to
children. The adaptation data was in di�erent scenarios the whole test data, the data
of the current speaker (or parts of it e.g. 30 sec. of speech), or the test data of an age
group. In some cases the transcription of the test data had to be known, which can be
assumed in most pronunciation scoring tasks; in other cases the erroneous hypothesis of a
speech recogniser was used. Best results are achieved with MAP adaptation followed by �ve
Baum-Welch re-training iterations; if only a small amount of adaptation data is available,
a single Baum-Welch iteration shows better results. Only in few cases, a preceding MLLR
is advantageous. In the best case, the WER on Youth was reduced by 86% to 5.7%7.21

and on Birmingham by 57% to 36.9%7.23 in comparison to the baseline without VTLN
and adaptation (p-value < 0.001). It was further shown that inverse VTLN transformed
adult data added to the recogniser training can signi�cantly reduce word error rates, if the
training is performed on children data. For young children, an enhancement of the ROS of
the test data increases recognition rates signi�cantly.

Finally, speech recognisers are trained from di�erent data sets with the target to ob-
tain acoustic models, which are robust as well on native as on non-native speech, and
which contain a large set of phonemes. This enables a detection of phone confusions even
with phonemes that occur only in the L1 language. The �rst recogniser is trained from
Youth, Birmingham, and non-native children from NonNativeRC. An evaluation with
the NonNative data shows a signi�cant relative reduction of WER by 17% to 35.9%7.24

WER (p-value < 0.001). On this recogniser, the Birmingham children are recognised
with 27.6%7.25, and the Youth children with 3.6%7.26 WER. If additionally German data
is added to the training, 31 more phonemes and polyphones can be recognised. However,
WER on the NonNative corpus rises to 38.9%7.27. Adaptation is not employed for non-
native children, since it would adapt the acoustic models to the wrong pronunciation. This
might be useful to further improve word recognition but will at the same time eliminate
possibilities to detect systematic pronunciation errors in the investigations in the following
chapter.

Phoneme recognition is a much harder task. For non-native children, the phoneme error
rate (PER) is 56.5%7.31. The use of erroneous phoneme recognition for pronunciation scor-
ing is limited. In the following chapter, it is only used additionally to the word recogniser
for some features calculated with the pronfex module. The most important results of the
present chapter are summarised in Appendix E.

In this chapter, results on children recognition are obtained, which corroborate
�ndings from the literature. By a systematic evaluation of VTLN and adaptation useful
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a priori knowledge was obtained for di�erent age groups. In a new approach the Mel
�lter bank for the training stage was optimised. Similar to VTLN, error rates could be
reduced by expanding the �lter bank. However, 8 kHz data is su�cient to recognise chil-
dren speech. This con�rms results from the literature based on higher sampling rates [Li01].

Based on available training data and previous results the best speech recogniser for non-
native speech has 35.9%7.24 WER (NonNative corpus). It was trained on Birmingham
(optimised �lterbank with 22 Mel �lters covering 0 � 7.5 kHz), a small amount of Youth
(covering 0 � 8 kHz), and good non-native readers (NonNativeRC). 38.9%7.27 WER
are achieved, if additional German phonemes are added to the speech recognition system
(trained with VMGerman).
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Chapter 8

Automatic Assessment: Experiments

After theoretical basics and the explanation of newly developed scoring algorithms, like the
pronfex module introduced in Chap. 5, the present chapter focuses on experimental inves-
tigations in automatic pronunciation scoring. Automatic pronunciation scoring requires a
ground truth for training and evaluation, which can be obtained by combining annotations
from several experts as discussed in Chap. 6. Basis of all algorithms being evaluated in the
following is a robust speech recogniser for non-native speech from children, as developed
in Chap. 7 (recognisers with 35.9%7.24 and 38.9%7.27 WER, cf. Tab. 7.9). The following
experiments are divided in word-level, sentence-level, and higher level (text and speaker)
assessment. Whereas word level bene�ts from a large amount of training samples, the
higher levels with a rather small size of samples (e.g. 57 speakers) bene�t from the fact
that lower level classi�cation result can be employed, which might be erroneous, but can
be averaged to obtain a more robust hypothesis. In all experiments the German children
learning English from the NonNative database (Chap. 4) are investigated.

8.1 Experimental Setup

The NonNative database consists of several subsets. Mont is only annotated by one
rater, whereas OhmPlus has been labelled by up to 14 experts. Thus, the ground truth
for Mont is on all levels rater S. For OhmPlus, a more robust reference as discussed
in Chap. 6 can be used. This means for word level pronunciation scoring that a word is
only considered to be mispronounced, if at least 5 experts agree. An alternative reference
needs the agreement of at least 3 out of 8 experienced teachers . On the sentence level the
OhmPlus reference is S, on the text level it is the average mark of 13 teachers. Ohm is a
subset of OhmPlus and contains only students in the �rst year of English.

In all experiments speech recognisers are employed, which are �rst and foremost trained
on native speakers1. None of the speakers from the NonNative corpus has been seen
during training; consequently all data can be used for evaluation. Thus, the investigations

1In some cases additionally little data from VMGerman and NonNativeRC
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based on mispronunciation models can be conducted without any additional recogniser
training.

However, the experiments on pronunciation features and prosodic features require the
training of statistical classi�ers. In most experiments, the LDA-classi�er as described in
Sect. 3.1.2 is employed and only in some cases additionally Gaussian classi�ers and neural
networks (ANNs require much longer computation time for training). On top of this, feature
selection and boosting will be focused on in this chapter (cf. AdaBoost in Sect. 3.1.4)

Parts of the NonNative data are used for training, parts for testing. Training and test
are always speaker disjoint. Two possible re-sampling techniques are employed to enable
each of the speakers being evaluated once: In 2-fold cross-validation experiments Mont is
used for training and OhmPlus (or Ohm) for testing and vice versa. The �nal result is the
average from both evaluations. Additional evaluation is performed using solely the Ohm
corpus, data with ratings from many experts and children having all the same age 10 � 11.
Here, leave-one-speaker-out (loo) evaluation as described on page 44 is employed. In each
iteration one of 28 speakers is used for testing and the remaining data for training. For
loo-evaluation, hypotheses of the classi�er are accumulated and evaluated in total after
all iterations. This way, each speaker is implicitly weighted by the amount of words or
sentences he had to read. The results on Ohm are in this case directly comparable with
evaluation described above, where Mont is used for training and Ohm for testing.

All classi�cation results are evaluated in terms of CL as de�ned in Eq. 3.19 and Eq. 3.21.
To further make clear that a K-class problem is involved, CL is often renamed to CL-K,
e.g. CL-2 if wrong and correct pronunciation X and O are discriminated, or CL-5 if 5
school grades are evaluated. For signi�cance testing, a version of the t-test is employed.
A con�dence interval for the correlation is received from 1000 correlation values obtained
through bootstrap re-sampling (selection with replacement [Bra81]).

8.2 Word-Level Assessment

8.2.1 Word Models

The �rst approach for word-level pronunciation scoring is text and language dependent,
but a valid and easily applicable approach, if a list of expected mispronunciations with
respect to content and target group is available. In the following 44 mispronunciation rules
(a subset of e1 � e50) are automatically applied as described in Chap. 5.2. An overview
of those rules is given in Tab. 2.3 and 5.1. Preliminary experiments on manually designed
mispronunciation models have been reported in [Hac07b, Hes06, Hes05]. To enable acoustic
modelling of various mispronunciations, the speech recogniser from Tab. 7.9, last line, is
employed, where 38.9%7.27 WER could be achieved on the NonNative database. The
recogniser is trained on British, American, and German speech. This makes rules like

e7: /r/ → [R]

possible to be applied although the German alveolar /R/ is not contained in the phonetic
inventory of English but only the English retro�ex variant /r/. When applying systemat-
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ically all rules, the vocabulary of the speech recogniser grows from 934 to 2698 words and
at the same time the WER increases. In the following two approaches will be investigated,
to keep the WER on low level:

1. The vocabulary is reduced to the vocabulary of the current sentence, but supple-
mented with all mispronunciation models, that arise by applying the rules ei to the
sentence vocabulary. The language model is trained on the complete NonNative
corpus. One disadvantage of this approach is, that the system would have to know,
which sentence is spoken, and cannot deal with any permutation of a list of sentences
through the learner.

2. In the second approach, the vocabulary is restricted to the current text, while again
a global language model is used. Additionally mispronunciation models for the text
based vocabulary are added.

With the �rst approach the WER (after applying the inverse rule e−1
i to re-map mispro-

nunciation words onto the original word) is 9% and below in various experiments, in the
second approach it rises to around 30%. The goal, however, is the detection of wrongly
pronounced words and not a precise word recognition; mispronounced words should if
possible not be recognised. In the following, it will be shown that a low WER is essential
to achieve a high correct acceptance rate RECO. However, the best result in terms of CL-2
will be obtained with the second approach based on a text dependent vocabulary. First of
all, a weighting factor will be introduced.

Weighting Factor. To adjust the balance between the hit-rate for mispronounced words
and the false alarm rate (terminology is illustrated in Tab. 3.1) a factor γmispron is intro-
duced: The n-gram probabilities P (Ci|Ci−n+1 . . . Ci−1) for observed word categories Ci (cf.
Eq. 3.34) are estimated from the complete set of reference texts and kept constant in all
experiments. However, the set of probabilities P (wi|Ci) of a word wi given its category Ci

has to be extended to the newly added words which model mispronunciations, as described
in Sect. 5.2. Given a set of 0 ≤ k ≤ N words wk

i describing the word category Ci, with w0
i

being the correct pronunciation and wk
i k 6= 0 possible mispronunciations, then P (w0

i |Ci) is
estimated from the reference texts, and for all other elements the probability2 is uniformly
set to

P (wk
i |Ci) = γmispron · P (w0

i |Ci), 0 < k ≤ N (8.1)

because the mispronunciation models have not been annotated in the NonNative data
and thus their a-priori probabilities cannot be estimated. A smaller γmispron results in less
mispronunciation models occurring in the most likely word sequence, a lower hit-rate RECX
and a higher correct acceptance RECO. The percentage of mispronunciation models is in
both approaches described above around 4% for γmispron = 0.1 and 18% for γmispron = 1.0.

2We again obtain probabilities when normalising for
∑

k P (wk
i |Ci) = 1.
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reduced sentence vocab. reduced text vocab.
γmispron CL-2 RECX RECO CL-2 RECX RECO
1.0 58.4 39.6 77.2 63.7 60.0 67.3
0.5 58.98.2 32.7 85.1 64.88.3 55.6 74.0
0.1 56.2 20.3 92.2 63.5 48.5 78.5

Table 8.1: Classi�cation rate using mispronunciation models. Basis are speech recognisers
with reduced sentence and text based vocabulary.

Classi�cation Results. The class-wise averaged classi�cation rate CL-2 is between
56.2% and 58.9%8.2 in the sentence based approach for γmispron ∈ [0.1; 1.0] and between
63.5% and 64.8%8.3 CL-2 in the text based approach (cf. Tab. 8.1). In both cases it is
maximum for γmispron = 0.5. A mispronounced word counts as detected, if it is substituted
by a mispronunciation model, substituted by another word, or deleted by the recogniser.
The reference for the evaluation is rater S for the Mont set of the NonNative cor-
pus; for the OhmPlus set of the corpus at least 5 of the 14 teachers have to agree (cf.
Tab. 6.1). In the optimum case with 64.8%8.3 CL-2, the word error rate (after remapping
of mispronunciation models onto the correct pronunciation) is 28.9%8.1 WER.

In the sentence based approach recalls RECO = 92.2 % and RECX = 20.3 % is received
for γmispron = 0.1, which means that less than 8% of the larger part of correctly pronounced
words are mistakenly marked as wrongly pronounced, whereas 1 of 5 words which are indeed
mispronounced have been found by the system. The low RECX = 20.3 % is a reasonable
amount, since also teachers do not reject all mispronunciations. Important is a high RECO
to avoid rejecting correctly pronounced words. The respective numbers are RECO = 77.2 %
and RECX = 39.6 % for γmispron = 1.0.

In the text based classi�cation, RECO never extends 78.5%, because the WER of the
speech recogniser is higher. These results show that classi�cation rates for mispronounced
words using speech recognition and mispronunciation models are insu�cient, in particular
the speci�ty, if the recogniser's vocabulary is not restricted to such a small context like a
sentence. This is due to the fact that the performance of speech recognition for non-native
speech from children is too low. Therefore, this approach has to be combined with other
methods.

Evaluation of Rules ei. Unfortunately, the NonNative database has not been anno-
tated on the phone level, which would make a more precise evaluation possible: In how
many cases has the correct mispronunciation rule ei been applied? In the case γmispron = 0.1
with 20.3% RECX , only 62 out of 326 correctly detected mispronunciations are recognised
due to a mispronunciation rule (the others are substitutions with other words or deletions).
For those 62 words, it has been auditorily veri�ed by the author whether the correct rule
has been applied. Only in 8 cases the selected rule was wrong. In 74% the rule identi�es
the mispronounced phoneme and gives helpful suggestions for an improvement. In 87% at
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least the right phoneme was identi�ed; there are cases where phonemes are inserted which
none of the 50 error rules is able to model, but the localisation alone is a helpful hint. The
most frequent correct detected mispronunciations are based on e45 (/aI/→ [I]), e49 (/u:/
→ [u:]german), e12 (�sch� → [S]), e27 (/@U/ → [o:]), and e15 (/Z/ → /S/) in �garage�.

8.2.2 Pronunciation Features

The set of 75 word level features for pronunciation scoring has been introduced in Chap. 5.3.
The current state of the pronfex module is illustrated in Fig. 5.2. Preliminary results on
pronunciation scoring with pronunciation features as well as on feature subsets have been
reported in [Cin09, Hac07a, Hac05b, Cin04b, Cin04a]. To compute pronunciation features,
the following statistics have to be estimated in advance:

• Acoustic models and language model: Here, the speech recogniser from Tab. 7.9, line
seven, is employed, where 35.9%7.24 WER are achieved on the NonNative database.
It is able to recognise the full NonNative vocabulary of 934 words. Alternatively,
the recogniser from Tab. 7.9, last line is used with reduced text dependent vocabulary
as described in Sect. 8.2.1. Here, 28.9%8.1 WER are achieved. This recogniser addi-
tionally integrates mispronunciation word models, so that also the feature PronAcc-4
(cf. Sect. 5.3.1) can be calculated (75 pronunciation features in total).

• A phoneme recogniser as described in Tab. 7.10 is employed. It is trained on Birm-
ingham and has a phone error rate of 61.7%7.32 PER. The better phoneme recogniser
trained on Youth (56.5%7.31 PER) is not used since this would need comparisons of
AE phonemes with BE phonemes (word recognition and forced alignment)3.

• Phoneme bigram models: They are trained on the reference texts from the Birm-
ingham and the NonNative database.

• 22 TRAP-classi�ers: each is based on TRAPs calculated from the 816msec time
trajectory of a single frequency band by employing a Mel �lter bank with 22 �lters
between 0 and 7500 Hz. The TRAP-classi�ers are pure frame classi�ers ; neither
of them is taking into account any classi�cation results from neighbouring frames.
Using short-time analysis with 10msec time shift, 81 log-energy values are obtained
per TRAP. They are reduced to 23 values through smoothing and sampling, where the
distance between the samples and the degree of smoothing is higher at the boundaries
of the TRAP, while all information in the centre is kept. The resulting 23-dimensional
vectors are input to the frame classi�er which discriminates 27 phonemes. Here, the
respective voiced and unvoiced versions of fricatives are merged into one class as well
as (/d/,/t/), (/b/,/p/), and (/g/,/k/). The classi�ers are trained on Birmingham.
A frame based reference is obtained by forced alignment. However, only those frames

3It will anyway turn out that features based on a phoneme recogniser are outperformed by most other
features.
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CL-2 in %
set 1 vs. set 2 reference d set 1 set 2 µ
speech recogniser with full vocabulary (934 words occurring in NonNative)
Mont vs. Ohm S vs. �5 of 14� 74 57.0 64.0 60.5
Mont vs. OhmPlus S vs. �5 of 14� 74 58.3 65.0 61.7
reduced text dep. vocabulary and mispronunciation models
Mont vs. Ohm S vs. �5 of 14� 75 62.9 63.9 63.4
Mont vs. OhmPlus S vs. �5 of 14� 75 65.5 66.7 66.1
Mont vs. Ohm S vs. S 75 67.1 69.4 68.3
Mont vs. OhmPlus S vs. S 75 68.5 70.8 69.78.4

Table 8.2: Cross-validation for the classi�cation of X vs. O using pronunciation features.
µ is the mean of both iterations, d is the dimension of the feature vectors. �5 of 14� means
that 5 out of 14 experts had to agree to mark a word with X (cf. Tab. 6.1).

are used for training, where two time alignments from di�erent Birmingham speech
recognisers agree4.

• Duration statistics: These statistics are calculated from the Birmingham data, after
forced alignment.

• Phoneme confusion statistics: While MB after Eq. 5.9 can be easily calculated from
Birmingham assuming all words to be correctly pronounced, the matrices MO and
MX have to be calculated from parts of the NonNative data that are used for
training. This means for 2-fold cross-validation as described in Sect. 8.1 that two dif-
ferent pairs of matrices are required. In the leave-one-speaker-out (loo) case, even 28
di�erent pairs of matrices have to be calculated, each excluding exactly one speaker.
In each training iteration, new pronunciation features have to be extracted as well
for the training as for the test set using phoneme confusion statistics that have never
seen the respective test data.

In the following, experiments on feature extraction are compared, which are based
on two di�erent speech recognisers as described above. As for the classi�er training, the
weighting of both classes O and X is determined on a validation set (randomly chosen, 10%
of the respective training set) as described on page 47 to obtain CL ≈ RR. The reference
for theMont set is rater S. For OhmPlus di�erent references are being evaluated: a word
can be marked with X if it is marked by at least 5 out of 14 experts, or by 3 out of 8
experienced teachers (cases �5 of 14� and �3 of 8� in Tab. 6.1). In some investigations S is
also the reference for OhmPlus.

4Speech recognisers are trained on Birmingham, but based on di�erent feature extraction with di�erent
νmax, cf. Fig. 7.7.
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speech recogniser reference d CL-2 RR RECX RECO
reduced text dep. vocabulary �5 of 14� 75 67.8 70.0 65.3 70.2

69 (PCA) 68.4 69.6 67.2 69.7
full vocabulary (934 words) �5 of 14� 74 68.1 71.1 64.8 71.4

69 (PCA) 70.18.5 73.5 66.4 73.8
full vocabulary (934 words) �3 of 8� 74 69.7 70.5 68.8 71.4

69 (PCA) 71.38.6 72.9 69.5 73.1

Table 8.3: loo-evaluation of the Ohm data. Classi�cation of X vs. O using pronunciation
features. d is the dimension of the feature vectors. �5 of 14� means that 5 out of 14 experts
had to agree to mark a word with X and �3 of 8� means that 3 out of the 8 experienced
teachers had to agree (cf. Tab. 6.1).

Cross-Validation. Tab. 8.2 shows the results in the cross-validation task. With the
text based speech recogniser 66.1% CL-2 are obtained, with the global recogniser only
61.7% CL-2. This table shows further that the additional children in OhmPlus which are
not included in Ohm and which are from a di�erent age group are useful as additional
training data when evaluating Mont. They also increase the classi�cation rate on Ohm,
which means that they can be more precisely classi�ed than the younger children from the
Ohm subset. Last but not least, it seems to be better to train with Mont that has been
annotated by rater S and to evaluate data annotated with the average teacher ratings �5
of 14�, than vice versa. Further, Mont bene�ts from the lower WER of a recogniser with
reduced vocabulary. In a next step also for Ohm and OhmPlus the ratings of S are used
to get rid of this mismatch between training and test. Now, CL-2 rises to 69.7%8.4. On
the Ohm set a optimum result of 69.4% CL (OhmPlus 70.8% CL) is reached. However,
these numbers only show the agreement with S and are potentially falsi�ed through errors
of the human rater. Using the more reliable average rating from 14 experts maximum
64.0% CL-2 (OhmPlus 66.7) are obtained in the best case. Next, loo evaluation will be
conducted on Ohm only, to have reliable annotations that are consistent in training and
test.

Loo-Evaluation. In comparison to the cross-validation, the classi�cation rate rises when
using loo-evaluation on Ohm to 67.8% and 68.1% CL-2 respectively depending on whether
the text dependent or the global speech recogniser is used (Tab. 8.3, cases without PCA).
This shows that the classi�cation rate rises for matched training and test (only Ohm

data). Next it was investigated, to which extend the classi�cation is improved, when the
highly redundant feature set is reduced to less principal components by means of PCA
(cf. page 42). In each loo iteration the transformation matrix is estimated on the training
data. The optimum CL-2 is obtained in d = 69-dimensional feature space5. With the

5The optimum number of principal components is determined on the test set to show the maximum
possible classi�cation result.
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speech recog. with 934 words reduced text dep. vocabulary
best per feature group CL-2 best per feature group CL-2
PronRos-1 60.3 PronRos-1 59.5
PronPauses-2 51.1 PronPauses-1 51.7
PronDurLUT-2 60.9 PronDurLUT-2 60.3
PronDurScore-1 59.3 PronDurScore-1 58.2
PronLikeli-3 62.2 PronLikeli-3 61.4
PronLikeliRatio-1 57.1 PronLikeliRatio-1 58.5
PronTrap-6 55.6 PronTrap-4 54.3
PronAcc-1 58.7 PronAcc-3 60.7
PronPhoneSeq-3 61.6 PronPhoneSeq-3 60.7
PronCon�dence-5 59.1 PronCon�dence-5 58.9
PronPhoneConf-2 65.5 PronPhoneConf-2 62.0
Context = ∆ PronPhoneConf-1 59.4 Context = ∆ PronPhoneConf-1 58.9

Table 8.4: Best pronunciation features based on loo-evaluation of the Ohm data and clas-
si�cation of X vs. O. The table shows the best feature per feature group for the speech
recogniser with 934 words and the speech recogniser with reduced text dependent vocab-
ulary plus mispronunciation models. Basis is the reference �5 of 14� (cf. Tab. 6.1).

global speech recogniser it rises to 70.1%8.5, where the hitrate is 66.4% and the correct
acceptance rate 73.8%; the overall recognition rate is 73.5%. The classi�cation rate is
signi�cantly increased in comparison to the cases without PCA (p-value 0.005) and the
case from Tab. 8.2 (64.0% CL-2) which uses Mont for training (p-value 0.001). If the
reference �3 of 8� is used instead of �5 of 14� (3 out of 8 experienced teachers have to vote
with X to cause a label �wrongly pronounced�), CL-2 rises further to 71.3%8.6: Using more
consistent raters increases classi�cation rates.

By employing additional training data from OhmPlus or Mont in all loo-iterations
or additional native data (Birmingham) the classi�cation result could not be improved
but is in all cases greater than 67%. This means that the approach based on pro-
nunciation features also works well, when di�erent speaker groups are used for training
and test (cf. Tab. 8.2), but best results are obtained in the matched condition (cf. Tab. 8.3).

Best Features. Next, 75 classi�ers are trained, each based on only one pronunciation
feature. Tab. 8.4, left, shows the single best features for each of the 12 feature groups
described in Sect. 5.3.1. In experiments based on the speech recogniser with the global
vocabulary of 934 words the following features performed best per feature group: ROS ×
word-duration, length of pauses after the word, observed word-duration, sum of phoneme
duration scores, log-likelihood normalised with ROS, likelihood ratio after Eq. 5.13, dura-
tion normalised TRAP-score from higher frequency bands, phoneme accuracy, phoneme
sequence bigram probability (based on the speech recogniser, not the phoneme recogniser)
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reference d CL-2 RR RECX RECO
�5 of 14� 124 62.6 65.8 59.1 66.1
�3 of 8� 124 63.18.7 63.4 62.7 63.4

Table 8.5: loo-evaluation of theOhm data. Classi�cation of X vs.O using prosodic features.
d is the dimension of the feature vectors. �5 of 14� means that 5 out of 14 experts had to
agree to mark a word with X and �3 of 8� means that 3 out of the 8 experienced teachers
had to agree (cf. Tab. 6.1).

normalised with ROS, con�dence of the reference word, and minimum frame based phone
confusion. The optimum context feature is based on phone confusions. This selection of
features di�ers only marginally, when the text based speech recogniser is used (Tab. 8.4,
right).

The best result of 65.5% CL-2 is obtained alone with the phone confusion feature
using the global speech recogniser. With the text based speech recogniser 62.0% CL-2 are
obtained. This speech recogniser with lower word error rates achieves yet higher CL-2 with
the PronAcc features. Lowest results are in both cases obtained with PronPauses6; it is
only signi�cantly better than chance for a p-value ≥ 0.1. If the phone confusion statistics
would have been estimated on all NonNative data including the test speaker, CL-2 would
rise for the PronPhoneConf features up to 68%. This shows that future experiments on
speaker adaptation can further improve the detection of wrongly pronounced words.

8.2.3 Prosodic Features

The computation of prosodic features only requires duration and energy statistics, which
are estimated on Birmingham after forced alignment. The native acoustic models are
further used for forced alignment of the NonNative data and are described in Tab. 7.9,
line 7: the WER on NonNative is 35.9%7.24. Preliminary results on prosodic features for
pronunciation scoring have been reported in [Hac07a].

A comparison of Tab. 8.5 and Tab. 8.3 shows worse results when using prosodic features:
62.6% CL-2 given the reference �5 of 14� and 63.1%8.7 for the reference �3 of 8�. However,
in the next section it will be seen that prosody is a useful extension to the pronunciation
features. The best features for each of the 9 feature groups described in Sect. 5.4 are sum-
marised in Tab. 8.6. Here, classi�cation is performed with 1-dimensional feature vectors.
Optimum results are received with the mean energy of the two succeeding words, the �rst
FFT-coe�cient of the energy of the current word, and the onset position of the F0. Worst
results are achieved with jitter and shimmer features. However, the classi�cation rate is for
these features still signi�cantly better than chance (p-value = 0.001).

6Pauses will turn out to be important for sentence level classi�cation.
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feature group best feature [context] CL-2
Energy ProsEneMean [1,2] 60.4
Fourier analysis ProsFFT0 [0,0] 59.4
Pitch ProsF0Min [1,1] 55.5
Voiced/unvoiced ProsVuvDur+Global 57.5
Duration ProsDurNorm [-1,-1] 55.3
Position of extrema ProsPosF0On [0,0] 59.2
Length of pauses ProsPauseBefore [0,0] 55.5
Jitter ProsJitMean [1,1] 53.8
Shimmer ProsShimMeanGlobal 53.3

Table 8.6: Best prosodic features based on loo-evaluation of theOhm data and classi�cation
of X vs. O. The table shows the best feature per feature group for the speech recogniser
with 934 words. Basis is the reference �5 of 14� (cf. Tab. 6.1).

8.2.4 Feature Selection

In this section pronunciation and prosodic features are combined. By simply concatenating
pronunciation and prosodic feature vectors the classi�cation rate unfortunately cannot be
increased. The reasons could be the �curse of dimensionality� (too many parameters to
train, not enough training data) or the failure of a linear classi�er like LDA to utilise the
additional information. Therefore it seems reasonable to reduce the large number of feature
components to eliminate redundant information. These investigations are in particular
welcome, when only parts of the 74 + 124 = 198 features are re-implemented e.g. for
a commercial pronunciation scoring application where computational constraints may be
present. Employing the AdaBoost algorithm (cf. Sect. 3.1.4) an optimal subset of these
198 features will be searched. The elements of the resulting feature set are expected to be
uncorrelated, each containing supplementary information.

In the following experiments the calculation of pronunciation features is based on the
global speech recogniser with a vocabulary of 934 words. In Sect. 8.2.6 the results will be
combined with the results based on mispronunciation models from Sect. 8.2.1. This way
the text based speech recogniser is additionally employed.

AdaBoost. Feature selection with AdaBoost is conducted in loo mode employing the
Ohm data as described in [Hac07a]. In each iteration the feature selection is performed on
the respective training data set. CL of all loo iterations is shown in Fig. 8.1 for di�erent
numbers of features. The optimum CL is reached between 40 and 50 features and results
in up to 69.7%8.8 CL. This is the same result which also could have been achieved with
74 pronunciation features using the LDA-classi�er in Tab. 8.3 (result without PCA). Best
results are obtained in experiments based on a reference where 3 out of 8 experienced
teachers had to agree. These results are superior to the results based on the reference �5 of
14�. Furthermore, the �gure shows that recognition can be improved by using much more
features than commonly used in the literature. Even with large feature numbers no over-
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Figure 8.1: Classi�cation rates on the test data dependent on the number of features
selected with AdaBoost (loo-evaluation on the Ohm data).

�tting to the training data is observed (on which the classi�cation rate rises continuously).
Also the increase from 20 to 40 features results in a signi�cant rise of the classi�cation rate
on the test data (p-value 0.05).

Next, it will be evaluated, which of the 198 features perform best on average over all loo
iterations. The results of all AdaBoost iterations have to be merged. Thereto, the weights
ωτ from Eq. 3.23 are employed which are determined as follows: Each features cj has in loo-

iteration i a weight ω
τ(cj ,i)
i where τ(cj, i) is the rank obtained from the AdaBoost algorithm

(cj is the τ -th feature selected with AdaBoost in loo-iteration i). Now, the mean weight

ω̄(cj) =
nloo∑
i=1

ω
τ(cj ,i)
i , τ(cj, i) ∈ N := rank of cj in iteration i (8.2)

is calculated from all nloo = 28 loo-iterations for each feature cj. The algorithm to merge

the selected feature lists (based on weights ω
τ(cj ,i)
i ) from all loo-iterations is to re-sort the

features based on their weights ω̄. Tab. 8.7 shows the top 20 given this new ranking and
given the annotations �5 of 14�. Results for the reference �3 of 8� are shown in Tab. 8.8.

Best Features. The top 20 best features shown in Tab. 8.7 combine uncorrelated infor-
mation, including prosody and information from a speech recogniser. The most important
features consider phone confusion probabilities that di�er in automatic speech recogni-
tion for correct and wrong pronunciation (PronPhoneConf-1 , ∆ PronPhoneConf-1, and
PronPhoneConf-3 ). Log-likelihood scores (minimum and maximum phoneme likelihood:
PronLikeli-5, PronLikeli-6 ) are obtained by forced alignment whereas con�dence mea-
sures (PronCon�dence-5 ) are received from the speech recogniser. Additional duration
is taken into account in 4 features: The ratio of expected duration and observed dura-
tion (PronDurLUT-3 ), the normalised duration (ProsDurNorm), the observed duration
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# ω̄ group context selected feature

1 0.75 PronPhoneConf-1 [0,0] mean phoneme confusion after Eq. 5.14
2 0.32 PronLikeli-5 [0,0] min. phoneme log-likelihood
3 0.30 PronContext [-1,0] context of PronPhoneConf-1
4 0.29 PronCon�dence-5 [0,0] con�dence of reference
5 0.29 PronDurLUT-3 [0,0] expected duration/observed duration
6 0.27 ProsEneMean [1,2] mean of energy
7 0.23 ProsFFT-1 [0,0] 2nd FFT coe�cient
8 0.21 ProsDurNorm [-1,-1] normalised duration
9 0.20 ProsFFT-0 [0,0] 1st FFT coe�cient
10 0.20 ProsPosEneMaxRel [1,1] relative position of max. energy
11 0.18 PronLikeli-6 [0,0] max. phoneme log-likelihood
12 0.18 PronTrap-1 [0,0] mean of band dependent likelihood ratios
13 0.18 PronDurLUT-1 [0,0] observed duration
14 0.15 ProsPauseAfter [1,1] length of pauses after word
15 0.14 PronPhoneSeq-1 [0,0] prior prob. of phoneme seq. (word recog.)
16 0.13 ProsF0RegCoe� [-1,0] regression coe�cient of pitch
17 0.12 ProsF0Mean [1,1] mean pitch
18 0.12 ProsPosEneMax [-1,-1] position of max. energy
19 0.12 PronPhoneConf-3 [0,0] maximum phoneme confusion
20 0.12 PronDurLUT-4 [0,0] σ of phoneme dur. deviation

Table 8.7: Top 20 features selected with AdaBoost and ranked with their mean ω-values
after Eq. 8.2. Basis is the reference �5 of 14� (cf. Tab. 6.1).

(PronDurLUT-1 ), and an analysis of phoneme duration deviations (PronDurLUT-4 ). A
further duration analysis is given by the position of the maximum energy in the preced-
ing word and the relative position in the succeeding word (ProsPosEneMax, ProsPosEn-
eMaxRel). The energy of the word itself is analysed with the lowest Fourier-coe�cients
(ProsFFT-0 and ProsFFT-1 ) and the mean energy of the succeeding words (ProsEne-
Mean). Further important supplementary information is obtained with a TRAP-feature
(PronTrap-1 ), the length of pauses after the succeeding word (ProsPauseAfter), and
the priori probability of the observed phone sequence estimated with bigram statistics
(PronPhoneSeq-1 ). The F0 regression (left context, ProsF0RegCoe� ) and its mean (right
context, ProsF0Mean) round up this feature set.

Some feature groups are not found at all in the top 20 lists: PronAcc is found on rank 28
(con�dence of recognised words overlapping with the word under consideration), ProsShim
on rank 36, PronDurScore on 41, ProsVUV on rank 43, and ProsJit on rank 50. PronRos
and PronLikeliRatio do not occur at all in the top 80. The reason seems to be that ROS is
implicitly used in other feature groups and that some features are quite similar to already
selected features or exceeded by more powerful features like PronPhoneConf. Please note
that all features based on the phoneme recogniser are beyond rank 58.
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# ω̄ group context selected feature

1 0.51 PronPhoneConf-2 [0,0] minimum phoneme confusion
2 0.48 PronLikeli-1 [0,0] log-likelihood word-score
3 0.27 PronDurLUT-3 [0,0] cf. Tab. 8.7 #5
4 0.23 ProsEneMean [1,2] cf. Tab. 8.7 #6
5 0.21 ProsFFT-1 [0,0] cf. Tab. 8.7 #7
6 0.20 PronPhoneConf-1 [0,0] cf. Tab. 8.7 #1
7 0.20 PronPhoneConf-3 [0,0] cf. Tab. 8.7 #19
8 0.19 PronLikeli-5 [0,0] cf. Tab. 8.7 #2
9 0.19 PronCon�dence-5 [0,0] cf. Tab. 8.7 #4
10 0.19 PronContext [-1,0] context of PronCon�dence-1
11 0.17 ProsDurNorm [-1,-1] cf. Tab. 8.7 #8
12 0.16 ProsF0RegCoe� [-1,0] cf. Tab. 8.7 #16
13 0.16 PronAcc-3 [0,0] con�dence of recognised word
14 0.15 PronLikeli-6 [0,0] cf. Tab. 8.7 #11
15 0.15 PronTrap-1 [0,0] cf. Tab. 8.7 #12
16 0.15 ProsPauseAfter [1,1] cf. Tab. 8.7 #14
17 0.15 ProsF0MseReg [0,0] mean square error of F0 regression
18 0.13 ProsVUVDur+Global duration of voiced segments (sentence)
19 0.13 ProsFFT-2 [0,0] 3rd FFT coe�cient
20 0.13 PronContext [-1,0] cf. Tab. 8.7 #3

Table 8.8: Top 20 features selected with AdaBoost and ranked with their mean ω-values
after Eq. 8.2. Basis is the reference �3 of 8� (cf. Tab. 6.1).

Tab. 8.8 shows that a very similar feature set is selected when a di�erent reference is
used (�3 of 8� experienced teachers). Here, the winners are the minimum instead of the
mean phoneme confusion and a di�erent log-likelihood score. PronAcc has been selected
instead of PronPhoneSeq. Further the context of the con�dence is taken into account, a
higher FFT coe�cient of the energy, the mean square error of the regression of the F0,
and a global feature that measures the duration of the voiced segments within the sentence.

In this section interesting subsets of the 198 features have been described. Best clas-
si�cation rate has been achieved with 40 features, but the optimum result from Tab. 8.3
(71.3%8.6, based on a larger set of 69 pronunciation features) is not exceeded. In the fol-
lowing section, the AdaBoost algorithm is applied using two-fold cross-validation (Mont
vs. OhmPlus).

8.2.5 Comparison of Classi�ers

Now, di�erent classi�ers are being evaluated for the cross-validation task Mont vs. Ohm-
Plus. This setup was chosen, since in particular the training of neural networks (ANN)
is very time-consuming. Here, only two training iterations are necessary, whereas for the
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CL-2 in %
set 1 vs. set 2 classi�er d set 1 set 2 µ
Mont vs. OhmPlus Gauss 80 61.6 66.7 64.2
Mont vs. OhmPlus LDA 80 64.9 67.6 66.3
Mont vs. OhmPlus AdaBoost 80 65.8 68.7 67.38.9

Mont vs. OhmPlus ANN,linear 80 66.8 67.4 67.1
Mont vs. OhmPlus ANN, [4,4,4] 80 66.5 68.1 67.3
Mont vs. OhmPlus LDA 199 66.7 69.5 68.1
Mont vs. OhmPlus LDA after PCA 199 → 69 67.3 69.7 68.58.10

Mont vs. OhmPlus LDA after PCA 80 → 69 66.8 69.2 68.0
Mont vs. OhmPlus Gauss after PCA 80 → 69 62.3 67.0 64.7

Table 8.9: Comparison of Gauss classi�er, LDA classi�er, AdaBoost, and Neural Networks
(ANN), for the cross-validation task on the word level. µ is the mean of both iterations. Ba-
sis is a speech recognition with reduced text-dependent vocabulary plus mispronunciation
models. The reference is rater S, d is the dimension of the feature vectors.

loo-experiments on Ohm the training of 28 di�erent ANNs for the di�erent training sets
in di�erent loo iterations would be required. The reference in the cross-validation task is
rater S, because in Tab. 8.2 these ratings turned out to be classi�ed best. Basis for feature
extraction is the text based speech recogniser with mispronunciation models. In this con�g-
uration 199 features (75 pronunciation features + 124 prosodic features) can be calculated.
Prior to the extensive training of ANNs, this feature set is reduced with the AdaBoost
algorithm.

With AdaBoost a subset of 80 features is selected in each cross-validation iterations.
Using this feature set it could be shown that the AdaBoost classi�er performs best (67.3%8.9

CL-2, cf. Tab. 8.9). With LDA only 66.3% CL-2 are obtained and with the simple Gaussian
classi�er 64.2% CL-2. The same classi�cation rate as obtained with AdaBoost is reached
with ANNs, but never overexceeded, neither with a linear ANN without any hidden layers
(67.1% CL-2), nor with any complex architecture. From many investigated architectures
with one, two, or three hidden layers, the con�guration [4,4,4] performed best, which stands
for three hidden layers with 4 nodes, each. Here, the number of weights ωi,j that had to
be trained is 80 × 4 + 4 × 4 + 4 × 4 + 4 × 2 = 360. This results in more than 20
training samples per parameter. However, there are many simple ANN architectures, where
the number of samples per parameter drops beyond 10, e.g. with a single hidden layer and
more than 10 nodes7. The size of the training data seems to be the main restriction and
does not allow any more complex ANN architecture.

The performance with the 80 features selected using AdaBoost is good despite the fact
that the selection on the training set (e.g. Mont) is di�erent to the optimum selection
that would have been obtained on the test set (e.g. OhmPlus). This again shows that

7Among the investigated architectures are [4,4], or di�erent con�gurations with a single hidden layer
and up to 12 nodes
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reasonable classi�cation rates are also obtained when mismatched data is used for training
and testing.

Using all 199 features and an LDA classi�er, the classi�cation rate rises to 68.1% CL-2,
with LDA after feature reduction to 69 components with PCA (cf. Tab. 8.3) 68.5%8.10 CL-2
are achieved. The Gaussian classi�er after PCA performs worse8. However, the classi�cation
rate from Tab. 8.2 where solely pronunciation features are being used (69.7%8.4 CL-2, 75
features) is not exceeded in all experiments starting in the high dimensional feature space
(d = 199).

8.2.6 Fusion and Evaluation

In the preceding sections pronunciation and prosodic features already have been combined.
In the following, these approaches are additionally brought together with the results based
on mispronunciation models (cf. Sect. 8.2.1). The setup of the fusion is outlined in Fig. 8.2;
it is based on meta-features (cf. Sect. 5.1), i.e. the output of a classi�er is used as feature
in a succeeding classi�cation stage.

Meta-Features. The result from the AdaBoost classi�er which is based in prosodic and
pronunciation features is the a posteriori probability of the class X . From the speech recog-
niser based on mispronunciation models, unfortunately only discrete values are obtained:
correctly recognised words are mapped onto 0 (correct pronunciation), regular substitu-
tions and deletion9 onto 1, and substitutions with a mispronunciation model onto 2. To
obtain a �ner granulation of the scores rather than this three discrete values, the results are
additionally processed in a �ltered form employing a simple hat �lter. This is motivated
by the assumption that the pronunciation of the neighbouring words is likely to in�uence
also the current word. This very approach is also applied to the AdaBoost scores. This
means that the meta-feature cτ

meta (category of recognition result ∈ {0, 1, 2} or a posteriori
probability) for word τ are replaced with10

c̃τ
meta =

1

3
cτ−1
meta + cτ

meta +
1

3
cτ+1
meta. (8.3)

Additional input to the meta-classi�er is the length of the word (number of graphemes),
since the probability of a mispronunciation may di�er for short and long words and may also
be detected with di�erent accuracy. On top of this, the overall reading and pronunciation

8When optimising the number of principal components on the test data it was observed that the
classi�cation rate rises when using less components (due to the fact that in Mont di�erent and more
mispronunciations are observed than in OhmPlus; �mismatched data�). This increase is stronger for the
Gaussian classi�er (less robust when using sparse data in high dimensional features space, cf. Sect. 3.1.2).
The optimum result for the Gaussian classi�er is 67.9% CL-2 when using 7 principal components and
69.4% CL-2 for the LDA classi�er using 10 components.

9Insertions can also be observed in the recognised word sequence, but have no in�uence on this grading
of the reference words (which does in this case not exist).

10Normalisation with factor 3/5 is omitted, since it would not change the result of the subsequent
classi�cation stage.
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Figure 8.2: Fusion of feature based pronunciation scoring (pronunciation and prosodic
features using AdaBoost) and speech recognition based on mispronunciation models. The
fusion is based on meta-features which are raw and smoothed results from the previous
classi�cation steps, averaged scores to model context and the word length (number of
graphemes).

pro�ciency that depends on the current speaker and the current text is taken into account.
It is measured by averaging the word based scores over a long context window of ±20 words
and for the mispronunciation models additionally over a shorter window of ±5 words (a
strong mispronunciation may confuse the speech recogniser within the whole sentence).

Loo Evaluation. The results obtained with the meta-classi�er are outlined in Fig. 8.3.
It shows the evaluation of the Ohm data in loo mode. Note that in each loo iteration the
following calculation steps have to be performed

• The phoneme confusion statistics have to be re-calculated (without using the respec-
tive test data) and consequently also the pronunciation features for the training and
test data (prosodic features are constant in all loo-iterations).

• Feature selection is performed on the training data.

• Training and test data are classi�ed (soft classi�cation) using the selected features
(the speech recognition results based on mispronunciation models are constant in
each iteration).

• From the training data meta-features are determined to train the PCA transformation
(reduction to d = 6) and a meta-classi�er.

• PCA and meta-classi�er are used to classify the test data.

The classi�cation scores for the respective test data in all loo-iterations are concatenated;
with varying weightings for the classes X and O a ROC evaluation is obtained. Details of
the approach are explained in Chap. 3.1.3.
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Figure 8.3: ROC evaluation for word level pronunciation scoring on the Ohm data (loo).
Comparison of the meta-classi�er (fusion), the LDA classi�er using 198 features, the Ad-
aBoost classi�er with 80 features, and human raters. Basis is the reference �3 of 8 experts�
(cf. Tab. 6.1).

Classi�cation Results. Fig. 8.3 shows the ROC curve based on a the meta-classi�cation
results of all loo iterations and compares it with an LDA classi�er based in 198 pronun-
ciation and prosodic features and with the AdaBoost algorithm which selects 40 features
from the same set. The results using mispronunciation models, only, are not shown, since
from discrete classi�cation results a computation of ROC is not possible. The result with
mispronunciation models is only 64.8%8.3 CL-2 (cf. Tab. 8.1), with AdaBoost up to 69.7%8.8

CL-211 are reached and with the meta-classi�er up to 71.4%8.11 CL-212. The last improve-
ment13 is signi�cant for a p-value of 0.05. Using LDA with 198 features does not over-exceed
68.4% CL-2, here the improvement to 71.4% is signi�cant for a p-value of 0.001. The main
advantage from fusion, however, remains the additional detection of phone level mispro-
nunciation errors with the help of error rules ei. Human raters (reference �3 of 8�) show a
high speci�ty (96.1% � 98.7% RECO) but only a medium sized sensitivity (36.1 � 64.7 %
RECX ) as discussed in Chap. 6.3. This corresponds to a CL-2 between 66.8% and 80.4%
as shown in Tab. 6.5. The experienced teachers show higher RECX than the other experts.
The average CL-2 for this two rater groups is 78.4% vs. 71.2%. The classi�cation rate in
CL-2 is slightly better for our automatic system than for the average student teacher, when

11ROC-evaluation shows optimum weights for the test data, which means that even 69.8% are reached.
To improve readability, in the text and the �gure 69.7%8.8 CL-2 from Chap. 8.2.4 are shown.

12κ is only 0.15.
13From 69.8 to 71.4%8.11
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the ground truth is de�ned by a consortium of expert teachers. Two student teachers and
rater S are outperformed by the proposed automatic system.

Discussion. If the automatic system has to be set to exactly the same sensitivity as
the human experts have, it shows a clearly lower speci�ty (76% � 89% instead of 96.1%
� 98.7%, dashed lines in Fig. 8.3). Exemplarily the case with 85.0% RECO and 47.6%
RECX is regarded as an acceptable system. For this case it is interesting, which of the
words marked with X are indeed classi�ed with X . It turned out that the correctly classi-
�ed X words are on average longer (4.5 phonemes per word) than the missed words with a
length of 3.4 phonemes per word (type 2 errors, cf. Tab. 3.1). Not detected is in particular
the wrong pronunciation of �is�, �the�, and �they�. Since unfortunately no phone based an-
notations are available, the two groups of words, hits (204 words) and miss (225 words), are
converted into phonemes in order to investigate which phone occurs more often in which
group hoping that clear di�erences allow to draw conclusions on robustly detected or not
detected phoneme based pronunciation errors. The missed words contain often the vowel
�i� (/I/, /i:/, /aI/), the semi-vowel /w/, the voiced /z/, as well as /h/ and /m/. In future,
classi�cation rates could be improved by considering this knowledge and weighting �i� dif-
ferently in the classi�cation process or using an additional phoneme based voiced/unvoiced
analysis. Robustly classi�ed are mispronounced words containing /@/, /3r/, /A:/, /O:/,
and /{/, all plosives, and /T/, /Z/, or /N/.

Another interesting group of words is the number of false alarms (type 1 errors). In
the investigated example, 15% of the correctly pronounced words are wrongly rejected.
However, it turned out that 33% of these words are not arbitrarily rejected but indeed
marked by at least one of the 14 experts. In contrast, the correctly accepted words contain
only 15% which have been marked by at least one human rater. In future, the correct
acceptance rate could be increased by using a priori knowledge, which words are expected
to be correctly pronounced, and which words are new in the respective exercise.

Conclusion on Word-Level Classi�cation. In this section considerable classi�cation
performance has been achieved for word based classi�cation by combining di�erent infor-
mation sources. What is more, for many of the detected mispronunciations reliable hints can
be given which phone has been pronounced wrongly and by which phone it was confused
by employing mispronunciation models based on mispronunciation rules. This knowledge
should of course be mapped onto a set of easily understandable instructions. Best results
have been achieved with matched training and test data (same type of school, same age,
same human experts) and with ratings from experienced teachers. In this case a global
speech recogniser with a vocabulary of 934 words and no mispronunciation models was
superior to a recogniser with reduced text dependent vocabulary. The latter, however,
performs in particular better when recognising speakers with poor English pro�ciency,
i.e. the children from Mont. Best classi�cation rate of 71.3%8.6 CL-2 is achieved with
74 pronunciation features. Applying AdaBoost, this results can be approximated even in
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lower dimensional feature space. The fusion of several moderate performing classi�ers with
meta-features resulted in a classi�er with 71.4%8.11 CL-2.

8.3 Sentence-Level Assessment

In the following pronunciation will be assessed on the sentence level. This makes e.g.
training exercises possible, where the student has to read several sentences and the system
picks out few sentences with the worst pronunciation in order to demand a repetition.
Within these sentences additionally mispronounced words may be marked. In the same
way exercises are thinkable, where one word is trained in varying context. State-of-the-
art commercial systems often focus only on the word of interest ignoring mistakes in the
remaining sentence. The proposed sentence features can also give a rough assessment of
the other words. With a smoothed sequence of sentence level ratings the system is further
able to draw conclusions on the progression, i.e. it can recognise whether the student is
improving or not.

Evaluation Measures. Preliminary results on sentence level pronunciation scoring have
been reported in [Cin09, Hac05a, Hac05b, Cin04b, Cin04a]. The main disadvantage of the
following investigations is that only one-dimensional sentence-ratings are available for the
NonNative database (rater S )14. In contrast to the text-level ratings that will be discussed
later in this chapter, the assessment is solely based on 5 discrete school grades. By using
the rank-operation no di�erent or �ner partition can be obtained to be used as ground
truth. This would have been provided by averaging the grades from several human experts.
Consequently, only a subset of the measures described in Chap. 6.1 are investigated in the
present section. For some measures a continuous score

Eτ (k) =
K∑

k=1

k P (k|cτ ) (8.4)

is calculated from the soft scores P (k|cτ ) over all K = 5 classes instead of using discrete
classi�cation, where P (k|cτ ) is the posterior probability of class k given a feature vector c
representing utterance τ . The following measures are used:

• CL-5, CL-3: classi�cation of 5 or 3 discrete school grades, respectively (cf. Fig. 6.1);
comparison with the raw ratings of S.

• δ, ρ: comparison of E(k) with the raw ratings of S.

• ρS: conversion of E(k) and the raw ratings of S into ranks, then calculation of ρ

• δnrm: normalisation of reference and scores E(k) (zero mean)15, then calculation of δ.

14 Remedy could have been to use the percentage of marked words per sentence to obtain 14 further
ratings: however the correlation with the sentence level grading is only low.

15The normalisation is performed on the test set to show the minimum error, useful for the interpretation
of the classi�cation result. No gliding mean subtraction.
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feature group best feature (CL-3) CL-3 CL-5 1− δ 1− δnrm κrnk

Rate-Of-Speech SentRos-5 46.6 30.4 68.5 79.2 0.15
Pauses SentPauses-1 47.0 31.3 68.1 79.5 0.15
Duration SentDurLUT-1 45.4 25.8 67.9 78.7 0.09
Duration Score SentDurScore-2 44.8 26.4 68.4 79.4 0.15
Log-Likelihood SentLikeli-5 47.0 31.7 69.2 79.7 0.21
Likelihood Ratio SentLikeliRatio-1 48.5 28.6 68.6 79.1 0.08
Traps SentTrap-9 39.5 24.4 68.0 78.6 0.00
ASR Accuracy SentAcc-9 47.0 30.7 68.6 79.7 0.22
Phoneme LM SentPhoneSeq-6 40.9 26.2 67.9 79.2 0.18
ASR Con�dence SentCon�dence-2 40.3 26.1 67.8 78.6 0.20
Phone Confusion SentPhoneConf-1 47.8 29.0 70.1 80.0 0.22
Context ∆ PronLikeliRatio-1 46.3 29.2 68.3 78.7 0.14

Table 8.10: Best sentence pronunciation features based on loo-evaluation of the Ohm data.
The table shows the best feature per feature group using a speech recogniser based on a
global vocabulary of 934 words. Reference is rater S ; CL-3, CL-5, δ, δnrm in %.

• κrnk: classi�cation of 5 discrete school grades; conversion into ranks, then calculation
of κ.

Feature extraction is in all cases based on the speech recogniser with the full vocabulary
and without mispronunciation models (Tab. 7.9, line seven, 35.9%7.24 WER). Preliminary
experiments have shown lower classi�cation rates when calculating sentence features based
on a recogniser using the smaller text dependent vocabulary (cf. Sect. 8.2.1). This means
further that only 77 out of 78 sentence features described in Chap. 5.3.2 are used, leaving out
the feature SentAcc-8 which is based on mispronunciation models. Phoneme recogniser,
phoneme bigram models, TRAP classi�ers, duration statistics, and phoneme confusion
matrices used for feature extraction are the same as in Sect. 8.2.2.

8.3.1 Sentence Pronunciation Features

In initial investigations, the set of 77 sentence pronunciation features (cf. Sect. 5.3.2) is
investigated. Tab. 8.10 shows the best features for each of the 12 feature groups (cf. Tab. 8.4,
left, for word based features). The classi�cation results are based on loo-evaluation on
the Ohm data. The best feature per group shown in the table is optimum with respect
to CL-3. The best classi�cation results using only a single feature are 48.5% CL-3 for
SentLikeliRatio-1 (it compares log-likelihood scores from forced alignment and from word
recognition) and 47.8% CL-3 for SentPhoneConf-1 (it is the average phone confusion
score). Classifying 5 school grades up to 30.7% CL-3 are achieved. These results correspond
to classi�cation accuracy of up to 70.1% in terms of 1−δ, up to 80.0% in terms of 1−δnrm,
and up to 0.22 in terms of κ.
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best feature ρ best feature ρ
SentRos-5 -0.17 SentTrap-1 -0.08
SentPauses-1 0.17 SentAcc-2 -0.19
SentDurLUT-3 -0.08 SentPhoneSeq-6 -0.17
SentDurScore-3 -0.15 SentCon�dence-1 -0.21
SentLikeli-8 -0.20 SentPhoneConf-10 -0.21
SentLikeliRatio-3 -0.11 Context of SentPhoneConf-1 -0.15

Table 8.11: Correlation of raw sentence pronunciation features with rater S. The table
shows the best feature per feature group on the Ohm data.

d CL-3 CL-5 1− δ 1− δnrm ρ ρS κrnk

(→ : PCA) [%] [%] [%] [%]
1. sentence features 77 → 30 50.48.12 32.6 71.9 75.2 0.24 0.26 0.21
2. av. word classif. 74 40.7 25.0 37.0 79.5 0.22 0.24 0.12
3. meta-features 5 → 4 46.2 29.2 69.1 76.9 0.22 0.24 0.14
4. min/max/mean 222 → 150 50.78.13 33.4 72.9 73.1 0.23 0.24 0.22
of word features

Table 8.12: Comparison of the four approaches outlined in Fig. 5.1 for sentence level scoring
with pronunciation features; loo-evaluation of the Ohm data. d is the dimension of the
feature vectors. Reference is rater S.

The correlation ρ of the raw features with the marks of rater S (no classi�cation16)
is up to 0.21 and highest for SentPhoneConf-10 (maximum phone confusion score based
on native phone confusion statistic) and SentCon�dence-1 (minimum frequency of any
reference word in the n-best lists) as shown in Tab. 8.11.

8.3.2 Word and Sentence based Pronunciation Features

After the evaluation of single sentence features in the previous section, features are now be-
ing combined: In the �rst experiment all 77 sentence pronunciation features are employed.
This approach is compared with 3 alternative sentence scoring approaches that have been
introduced in Chap. 5 and are outlined in Fig. 5.1. In all experiments principal component
analysis (PCA) is employed for feature reduction to overcome the curse of dimensional-
ity in the case of sparse sentence level data (1.303 sentences) and to decorrelate feature
components. All experiments are conducted on the Ohm data in loo mode (28-fold cross-
validation); the PCA transformation is estimated on the respective training sets. Only the
number of principal components to be used is optimised on the entire test data. These
results show the maximum possible classi�cation rate17.

16Phone confusion statistics are estimated on the disjoint Mont part of the database
17Optimum number of principal component in steps of 5 (steps of 1 in the meta-feature case). Criterion

was CL-3.
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(1) Sentence Features. In the �rst experiment 77 sentence features are reduced to
30 principal components by means of PCA to serve then as input to an LDA classi�er.
The results are shown in Tab. 8.12. CL-3 is 50.4%8.12, CL-5 is 32.6%, the Spearman rank
correlation ρS is 0.26, and κ = 0.21. The complement of the error is 1 − δ = 71.9 %; it
rises after normalisation of the data (same mean for the automatic scores and the human
ratings) to 1 − δnrm = 75.2%. CL-3, CL-5, δ, and κ are outperformed with approach 4,
where the results are insigni�cantly better. The con�dence interval for a p-value of 0.05 is
in the range of ±4 % (percentage points) for CL-3, ±3 % for CL-5, and ±0.06 for ρ.

(2) Average Word Classi�cation. In the second approach the word based classi�cation
is averaged. For this purpose the result 71.38.6 CL-2 based solely on pronunciation features
is used (Tab. 8.3). The word based scores of the classes X and O are averaged over the
sentence and normalised in order to sum up to 1.0 for each sentence. The score for X is
then used as continuous score. After ranking and division in 5 partitions one yields discrete
marks. For this approach Tab. 8.12 shows the lowest classi�cation rates and correlation
values. Only after normalisation 1− δnrm is high (79.5%).

(3) Meta-Features. The same word classi�cation results are also basis for the approach
3. Now, the classi�cation results are not averaged, but features are extracted that are input
to a second meta-classi�er. The 5 meta-features are the minimum, maximum, and mean
word based classi�cation score of the class X within the sentence, the total number of
words in the sentence, and the number of words that have been classi�ed with X . Tab. 8.12
shows advantages of the meta-classi�er in comparison to average word classi�cation for all
measures but worse results than reached with the approaches 1 and 4.

(4) Min-Max-Mean Features. In approach number 4 the word based pronunciation
features are employed to build sentence based features. For each of the 78 word features the
minimum, maximum and the average is determined over all occurring values in a sentence.
This results in 3 × 74 = 222 features. Features that perform best in a one dimensional
classi�cation task are the average of PronPhoneConf-2, PronAcc-1, PronPhoneConf-9,
PronLikeli-3, and PronAcc-2 (up to 30.5% CL-5). With the complete feature set 50.7%8.13

CL-3 are achieved after feature reduction to 150 principal components. Also CL-5 and κ
are higher than in the case of special designed sentence features. Note that 33.4% CL-5
correspond with 68.1% CL-5±1, if one tolerates a confusion of neighbouring marks. Using
these min/max/mean features, much more principal components are required than in the
case of sentence pronunciation features.

Summing up, best results have been obtained with sentence pronunciation features or
a large set of sentence features that can be determined directly from word based features.
In the following section, these features will be combined with prosodic features.
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372 prosodic features d CL-3 CL-5 1− δnrm ρS κrnk

(→ : PCA) [%] [%] [%]
+ min/max/mean of word 594 → 150 49.5 30.3 73.6 0.26 0.23

pronunciation features
+ sentence pron. features 449 → 110 54.88.14 33.9 74.1 0.288.17 0.23

Table 8.13: Combination of prosodic features and sentence pronunciation features; loo eval-
uation of the Ohm data. The sentence prosodic features are obtained by determining max-
imum, minimum, and mean of the word prosodic features. d is the dimension of the feature
vectors. Reference is rater S.

d CL-3 CL-5 1− δnrm ρS κrnk

train vs. test (→ : PCA) [%] [%] [%]
Mont vs. OhmPlus 449 → 15 54.4 30.0 77.3 0.32 0.27
OhmPlus vs. Mont 449 → 15 50.6 33.0 70.8 0.40 0.37

µ 449 → 15 52.58.16 31.5 74.1 0.368.18 0.32

Table 8.14: Combination of prosodic and pronunciation features on the sentence level (cross-
validation). µ is the mean of both iterations, d is the dimension of the feature vectors.
Reference is rater S.

8.3.3 Pronunciation Evaluation with Prosodic Features

For pronunciation scoring with prosodic features the 124 word based features described
in Sect. 5.4 are employed, since no special sentence features are available. For sentence
level scoring approach 4 from Fig. 5.1 is applied and combined with sentence pronunciation
features from approach 1 or 4 in Tab. 8.12.

The results on Ohm are shown in Tab. 8.13 for the loo case. Optimum classi�cation
takes place in 110 dimensional feature space (reduction from 449 components with PCA).
In comparison to Tab. 8.12 in particular CL-3 and ρS are clearly increased when using
additional prosodic features (54.88.14 > 50.78.13 CL-3, signi�cant for the p-value 0.05). This
corresponds to 69.3%8.15 CL-5±1 when tolerating a confusion of neighbouring marks. The
results for cross-validation Mont vs. OhmPlus are shown in Tab. 8.14. The di�erence
between both parts of the NonNative database has an impact on the number of feature
components used for the evaluation. Classi�cation takes place in 15-dimensional feature
space, only, since the lower order principal components seem to contain corpus dependent
information; they do not generalise. CL-3 is 52.5%8.16. In the cross-validation task a high
correlation ρS = 0.368.18 is obtained and a high κrnk of 0.32. The reason is not that this
data can be better classi�ed than Ohm, but most likely that the marks 4 and 5 are more
frequent (cf. Tab. 4.4). Those sentences have � when correctly classi�ed � in particular a
positive in�uence on the correlation (cf. Eq. 2.2): Given variance normalised data it can be
easily seen in this equation that values closer to the expectation have a lower in�uence on
ρ.
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Figure 8.4: Comparison of native and non-native data in pronunciation feature-space. The
non-native data is shown in clusters for the marks 1, 3, and 5. The native data is divided
into age groups.

8.3.4 Evaluation with Native Models

Fig. 8.4 compares native and non-native data in feature space. For the marks 1, 3, and
5 it is clearly visible that the classes overlap which makes classi�cation hard. The �gure
shows further higher variances for sentences with mark 5 and for younger native children.
Surprisingly, the shift of the classes for worse speakers has the same direction as for the
younger native speakers. This means that many young native speakers have a pronunciation
which would be judged with mark 3 by an automatic system trained on the NonNative
database. The cluster for mark 1 is in the same region as the cluster of native children in
the age of 8�11, which complies with the assumption that most natives would be marked
with 1. The di�erent pronunciation of good non-native speakers and natives is completely
eliminated with these features.

Approach. Since it was also observed for other feature components that the native
8�11 year-old children are in the same region as the good non-native speakers, or even
more distant from the worse marks, it will be investigated next, whether the native data
alone is su�cient to train a pronunciation scoring system. Does the distance from the
native age-8�11-cluster correlate with the human grading for a non-native learner? This of
course would make the expensive recording of non-native training data required for di�erent
mother tongues redundant. In the following the Mahalanobis distance is investigated (cf.
Chap. 3.1.2). Since it is not known, in which direction of the native cluster the worse
marks will be found, non-native data has to be employed additionally for validation. When
evaluating the Mont data, OhmPlus is used for validation and vice versa. The training
data is in all cases the Birmingham corpus. Since it turned out that the PCA is not
appropriate for this di�erent kind of training and test data, the validation data will be
further used for feature selection with AdaBoost.
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validation: Mont validation: OhmPlus
# ω feature ω feature

1 0.78 SentPauses-2 0.53 SentLikeli-4
2 0.49 SentLikeli-2 0.36 mean (ProsDurNorm)
3 0.33 SentPhoneConf-9 0.34 SentPhoneConf-9
4 0.22 max (ProsF0Min) 0.25 SentLikeli-2
5 0.19 mean (ProsEneNorm) 0.24 max (ProsVUVDur+Global)
6 0.17 SentLikeli-3 0.21 max (ProsEneNorm)
7 0.16 mean (ProsEneMax ) 0.20 mean (ProsEneMean)
8 0.15 mean (ProsF0O� ) 0.14 mean (ProsEneNorm)
9 0.15 SentContext-5 0.13 SentROS-3
10 0.15 SentPhoneConf-2 0.13 mean (ProsVUVNum+Global)

Table 8.15: Top 10 sentence features selected with AdaBoost from 453 features and ranked
with their ω-values. Basis is the reference of rater S.

AdaBoost. For feature selection the AdaBoost algorithm described in Chap. 3.1.4 is
employed. Since this version of AdaBoost is only valid for a 2-class task, on the validation
data only the sets {1,2} vs. {3,4,5} are discriminated. The optimum features together with
their weights ω are shown in Tab. 8.15. Many features are similar forMont andOhmPlus.
However SentPauses is optimum for Mont whereas duration, ROS, and length of voiced
segments are selected on OhmPlus.

The classi�cation algorithm is the following: For each weak classi�er a Gaussian
density is trained on Birmingham. Then the Mahalanobis distance is determined for
each sample of the validation data. These values are converted into ranks. Finally, for each
sample the distance from the maximum rank is used as score for the class {1, 2} and the
distance from the rank 1 as score for the class {3, 4, 5}. Using these scores di�erent ϑ as
described on page 49 can be evaluated. On the test data the scores of the class {3, 4, 5}
are the basis to calculate ρS and 1 − δnrm. For κ and CL, these scores are converted into
ranks and divided in partitions. The results with the top d = 20 features are summarised
in Tab. 8.16. CL-3 and CL-5 are smaller than in Tab. 8.14, but δ, ρS, and κrnk are similar
in this approach that is based on a classi�er trained on native data.

In this section di�erent sentence features and sentence scoring approaches have been
evaluated. Best CL-3 has been achieved on Ohm (54.8%8.14). Best ρ is obtained with cross-
validation (0.368.18).

8.4 Text- and Speaker-Level Assessment

This �nal experimental section investigates, whether it is possible to use the described
approaches to estimate the pro�ciency in correct pronunciation for a speaker given a small
text (text-level assessment), or the speaker's pro�ciency in general (speaker-level assess-
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CL-3 CL-5 1− δnrm ρS κrnk

validation vs. test d [%] [%] [%]
Mont vs. OhmPlus 20 45.4 29.0 80.4 0.28 0.26
OhmPlus vs. Mont 20 44.9 28.4 70.6 0.39 0.38

µ 20 45.2 28.7 75.5 0.348.19 0.32

Table 8.16: Combination of prosodic and pronunciation features on the sentence level (cross-
validation). µ is the mean of both iterations, reference is rater S. All acoustic models are
trained on native data (Birmingham). On the validation data set d = 20 features are
selected with AdaBoost.

ment given several texts). Due to a small number of samples in the NonNative database
given these higher levels (e.g. 57 speakers), some approaches based on word- or sentence-
level features (1 and 4 in Fig. 5.1) are not applicable. In this section the classi�cation results
obtained on word or sentence level are averaged for the respective context of interest. Also
classi�cation with meta-features is investigated (only on the text level) as well as the ad-
ditional assessment of reading pro�ciency by classifying prosodic boundaries as described
in Sect. 5.5 (only on the speaker level).

8.4.1 Text Level

Text level scores are obtained on the Ohm data in loo-mode from word and speaker level
scores. The reference is either the mean of the ratings from 13 experts or the mean of 8
experienced teachers. For the Mont part of the database text ratings are not available.

Text level scores are obtained from the sentence level by averaging the sentence based
a-posteriori scores for each of the �ve marks over the whole text. The expectation over all
5 marks (Eq. 8.4) is used for correlation analysis. Discrete text level classi�cation results
are obtained after ranking and partitioning. The underlying sentence level scores are the
classi�cation results from Tab. 8.13 (54.8%8.14 CL-3). Further text level scores are calculated
from the word level in the same way as described on page 172 (�average word classi�cation�).
Here, the word scores are obtained from the classi�er described in Sect. 8.2.6 (�Fusion�,
71.4%8.11 CL-2).

Comparing the di�erent annotations, Tab. 8.17 shows best results when using the rating
of 8 experienced teachers for training and evaluation. Further, it can clearly be seen that
classi�cation rates and correlation indices are higher for scores obtained from the word
than from the sentence level. 1 − δnrm, ρS, and κrnk is in all cases noticeably higher than
in Tab. 8.13. The results for �combi� are based on the linear combination of the word
and sentence based scores (optimum on the test data). These results show only little
improvement. The optimum �fair� result is 55.1%8.20 CL-3 which corresponds to ρS =
0.63%8.24 and κrnk = 0.63%8.25. CL-10±2

rnk is in the optimum case 68.2% and 1−δnrm reaches
81.9%. 1− δrnk is always lower than 1− δnrm. 1− δ for unnormalised data is in particular
low for scores obtained from the word level.
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ref. basis lev. CL-3 CL-5 CL-10±2
rnk 1− δ 1− δnrm 1− δrnk ρ ρS κrnk

13 word 52.0 34.1 68.2 26.3 81.9 72.8 0.61 0.62 0.63
13 sent. 45.6 25.9 59.6 73.1 81.3 65.0 0.32 0.34 0.34
8 word 55.18.20 36.3 61.78.21 26.8 80.98.22 73.38.23 0.61 0.638.24 0.638.25

8 sent. 43.9 26.9 59.7 73.2 80.8 65.4 0.35 0.37 0.38
8 combi 55.9 33.2 70.2 31.8 81.2 74.4 0.63 0.65 0.65

Table 8.17: Evaluation (loo) of the Ohm data on the text-level by averaging scores from
lower-levels (basis). Reference (Ref.) is the mean of 13 experts or the mean of 8 experienced
teachers (cf. Tab. 6.11 and 6.10), respectively. All numbers in % except ρ, ρS, and κrnk

basis d CL-3 CL-5 CL-10±2
rnk 1− δ 1− δnrm 1− δrnk ρ ρS κrnk

word 5 → 5 50.8 32.0 70.1 71.3 71.4 70.0 0.62 0.62 0.59
sent. 16 → 3 55.2 28.2 64.8 71.8 72.0 70.0 0.62 0.63 0.57
combi 21 → 3 57.88.26 30.1 76.38.27 73.1 73.38.28 69.48.29 0.668.30 0.64 0.598.31

Table 8.18: Evaluation of the Ohm data on the text-level using meta-features representing
lower-level (basis) recognition results. Reference is the mean of 8 experienced teachers (cf.
Tab. 6.11). d shows the dimension of the meta-features before and after PCA. All numbers
in % except ρ, ρS, and κrnk,

Tab. 8.18 shows increased recognition results when using meta features describing the
�uctuation of word and sentence level scores. Among other features, the mean, minimum,
and maximum score found within the respective text are input to a second classi�cation
step (loo mode). From the word level scores �ve meta-features are extracted as described
on page 172 (�meta features�). 16 further meta-features are obtained from the sentence
classi�cation: the minimum a posteriori score for each of the 5 classes (marks) within the
text, the mean a posteriori scores for 5 classes, scores for the maximum, and �nally the
number of sentences. Altogether 21 meta-features are extracted. As these features contain
highly redundant information, they are reduced to only 3 or 5 principal components with
PCA. If the PCA transformation begins in 21 dimensional feature space, the classi�cation
and correlation indices are better than the outcome based on either word or sentence
scores. Tab. 8.18 summarises the results which are in most cases better than the respective
numbers in Tab. 8.17, except for CL-5, 1 − δnrm, and κrnk. CL-3 reaches 57.8%8.26, which
corresponds to 76.38.27 CL-10±2

rnk. 1− δrnk is 69.4%8.29 while ρ rises to 0.66%8.30.
The text-level results of the automatic classi�er can be compared directly with the

agreement of human experts that has been discussed in Chap. 6. The optimum results
from Tab. 8.18 will now be compared with Tab. 6.11 (Ohm data, the reference is the mean
rating of 8 experienced teachers). While the automatic system reaches 57.8%8.26 CL-3,
the agreement among human experts is 74.0%6.27 (the system reaches 0.78 of the average
human performance). The numbers for CL-10±2

rnk are 76.3%8.27 vs. 81.2%6.28 (0.94 of the
human performance), for 1− δnrm 73.3%8.28 vs. 83.6%6.25 (0.89 of the human performance),
for ρ 0.668.30 vs. 0.776.23 (0.86 of the human performance), and for κrnk 0.598.31 vs. 0.666.29
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(0.89 of the human performance). Except for the coarse measure CL-3 in all cases nearly
90% of the human agreement are reached. For some measures the automatic system is even
better than the worst human expert: The minimum CL-10±2

rnk among teachers is 70.1%
(student teacher with average of the 8 experienced teachers), and the worst correlation is
0.58 (again for a student teacher). The worst 1 − δnrm is 79.2%. The con�dence interval
for a p-value of 0.05 is [0.55;0.77] for ρ and around ±12 % (percentage points) for CL-3.

Since Tab. 6.11 shows very similar numbers for the Ohm and the OhmPlus data, the
evaluation result of the automatic system (1−δ, ρ) = (73.1, 0.66) can be directly projected
into the �agreement-plane� in Fig. 6.418. The system is in the region of the worst human
experts19 N , T 9 and T 11; the distance to these experts is smaller than the distance between
the �rst and second rating of those teachers who rated the data half a year later again. For
the Ohm data, the (CL-10±2

rnk, ρS) agreement plain is shown in Fig.A.1 and A.2.

8.4.2 Speaker Level

In the same way as for the text level scoring, word and sentence scores are now averaged
over all utterances of a speaker. Meta-features are not used, since the number of samples
(speakers) is too small to train a classi�er (e.g. 32 for OhmPlus). The word and sentence
level basis scores used in Tab. 8.19 are the same as in Tab. 8.17. Again, it is better to use the
mean rating of the 8 experienced teachers for training and testing, and it is again better to
use word level pronunciation scores. The speaker level scores are higher than the text level
scores. However, 1− δ is now rather small when the basis level is the word level and when
no normalisation is applied. On the other hand, ρ rises to 0.51 even when using sentence
scores. The correlation reaches in the optimum case 0.728.36. A comparison with Tab. 6.12
(ρ = 0.836.46 for the 8 experienced teachers on Ohm) shows that the automatic system
reaches 0.81 of the human performance. The numbers for CL-3 are 69.0%8.32 vs. 76.5%6.50

(0.90 of the human performance), for CL-10±2
rnk 66.7%

8.33 vs. 86.1%6.51 (0.77 of the human
performance), and for 1−δnrm 81.9%8.34 vs. 86.9%6.48 (0.94 of the human performance). κrnk

reaches 0.728.37 and is between automatic system and average human expert even higher
than among the 8 experienced teachers. CL-3, CL-10±2

rnk, and 1 − δnrm are for automatic
pronunciation scoring higher than for the experienced teacher with lowest agreement.

For speaker-level cross-validation pronunciation scoring is performed on the wholeNon-
Native corpus. Best results are achieved, when the speaker scores are obtained from word-
level scores, when these scores are solely based on 75 pronunciation features (Tab. 8.2,
result 69.7%8.4 CL-2), and when the reference is consistently rater S (no teacher ratings
are available for Mont). Tab. 8.20 shows that CL-3 is in the average 44.7%8.38 and ρS

= 0.518.40. The results are clearly better when training with Mont (higher variability in
pronunciation pro�ciency) and testing with OhmPlus (more consistent pupils) than the
other way round, like also shown in Tab. 8.2. Instead of averaging the results over both

18When evaluating the automatic system with the mean of all 13 experts (1 − δnrm, ρ) = (81.9, 0.61)
are achieved in Tab. 8.17

19Note, that N is among the 8 expert teachers with more than 1 year of teaching experience but does
not show on all levels high agreement scores, as discussed on page 112 in the footnote.
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ref. basis lev. CL-3 CL-5 CL-10±2
rnk 1− δ 1− δnrm 1− δrnk ρ ρS κrnk

14 word 63.1 46.0 68.3 22.0 82.5 75.8 0.67 0.70 0.70
14 sent. 53.7 28.7 71.7 73.3 83.2 71.1 0.48 0.50 0.50
8 word 69.08.32 49.3 66.78.33 22.8 81.98.34 76.38.35 0.67 0.728.36 0.728.37

8 sent. 53.7 32.0 71.7 73.2 82.6 70.0 0.51 0.53 0.53

Table 8.19: Evaluation of the Ohm data on the speaker-level by averaging scores from
lower-levels (basis). Reference (Ref.) is the mean of 14 experts or the mean of 8 experienced
teachers (cf. Tab. 6.12), respectively. All numbers in % except ρ, ρS, and κrnk

training vs. test CL-3 CL-5 CL-10±2
rnk 1− δnrm ρS κrnk

pronunciation evaluation [%] [%] [%] [%]
Mont vs. OhmPlus 55.5 41.2 65.1 73.8 0.59 0.59
OhmPlus vs. Mont 33.9 34.3 62.9 74.2 0.42 0.42

µ 44.78.38 37.8 64.0 74.08.39 0.518.40 0.518.41

boundary classi�cation
NonNativeRC vs. NonNative 43.58.42 29.2 49.9 73.88.43 0.368.44 0.368.45

Table 8.20: Pronunciation scoring (cross-validation) and prosodic boundary classi�cation
on the speaker-level by averaging scores from the word-levels. Complete NonNative
database, reference is rater S. All numbers in % except ρ, ρS, and κrnk

cross-validation iterations, the result data can also be concatenated and then evaluated in
terms or ρ. Then the correlation is 0.58 and has the con�dence interval [0.42;0.73] for a
p-value of 0.05.

Prosodic Boundaries. Classi�cation of reading pro�ciency with prosodic boundaries is
performed on the entireNonNative corpus. (Tab. 8.20), since this approach is in particular
good for poor readers like the students of the Mont set, and since the approach only
works for the speaker level, where enough M1 and M2 boundaries occur. Boundaries are
rare in those simple sentences read by beginners. Details of the approach were described
in Chap. 5.5. First, a classi�er for the three classes M0, {M1, M2}, and M3 is trained on
the NonNativeRC data which contains good readers who are expected to read most
boundaries correctly. 75.3% CL-3 of the expected boundaries are classi�ed correctly (loo
on NonNativeRC). The recall of M3 is even 84.1%, since these boundaries are especially
easy to detect. Most of them occur at the end of a sentence which often coincides with
the end of the audio-�le; words followed by M3 have on the investigated databases in most
cases no neighbouring word on the right side. The recall of {M1, M2} is 68.1%. When
evaluating a classi�er trained on NonNativeRC on the NonNative corpus, still 72.9%
CL-3 of the expected boundaries are detected correctly.

In the second step, only the word based a posteriori score of {M1, M2} is used to
assess the children of the NonNative database. It is averaged over all words where a
prosodic boundary is expected to follow. Then it is evaluated, whether this average score
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is appropriate for pronunciation scoring. It correlates with 0.368.44 with the rater S. CL-3
is 43.5%8.42 and nearly reaches the result based on pronunciation features (44.78.38). Note
that only with rater S these good results could be obtained. The ratings of S seem to
encode information about the students' reading pro�ciency and not only pronunciation
issues.

8.5 Discussion

In the present chapter, the pronunciation of non-native children has been evaluated on the
phoneme, word, sentence, text, and speaker level. Di�erent algorithms have been evaluated
and combined; results from lower (�ner) levels are downsampled to obtain appropriate
results for the coarser level. It has been found that best results are obtained when using
consistent data for training and testing, e.g. the Ohm data which contains only children
from the same school and of the same age. Best results are further obtained when using only
the ratings from the 8 experienced teachers (T 1� T 7, N ). The Ohm data was evaluated in
loo mode; further evaluations with more data were performed on the whole NonNative
corpus using cross-validation (OhmPlus vs. Mont). Here it turned out that best results
are obtained when using rater S as reference (Tab. 8.2). This makes the data again more
consistent, since she is the only human experts who annotated theMont part of the corpus.
In Tab. 8.9 also di�erent classi�ers are compared: Gauss, LDA, AdaBoost, and ANN. Due
to sparse data the LDA (after feature reduction with principal component analysis) could
not be outperformed with any more sophisticated classi�er.

For pronunciation evaluation, common approaches like mispronunciation models are
compared with newly developed approaches, like many of the pronunciation features, meta-
classi�ers, evaluation with native models, and boundary classi�cation scores. For classi�-
cation in high dimensional feature space prosodic and pronunciation features are com-
bined. Employing the AdaBoost algorithm di�erent optimum feature subsets have been
extracted for word and sentence level pronunciation scoring. The optimum feature list on
the word level (averaged over all loo iterations) is headed by a phoneme confusion feature
and followed by a log-likelihood score, duration features, energy features, a con�dence score,
and several pitch measures. Besides the newly developed phoneme confusion features, also
TRAP-features, energy FFT coe�cients, or phoneme sequence scores, which all never have
been applied before in the �eld of pronunciation scoring, are among the top twenty features
(cf. Tab. 8.7 and 8.8). None of the features based on a phoneme recogniser is among the
top 40. Best pronunciation features on the sentence level are � besides phoneme confusion
and log-likelihood � based on pauses, likelihood-ratio, and word accuracy (cf. Tab. 8.10).
AdaBoost selects from 453 components20 (cf. Tab. 8.15) additionally features analysing the
duration of voiced segments or the sentence mean of word based energy features.

Di�erent evaluation measures like the classi�cation rate CL, δ, ρ, and κ (described in
Chap. 6.1) are employed to evaluate the system. But what exactly does 60% agreement or
a correlation of 0.6 mean? In fact, the numbers alone are not meaningful. The approach
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in this thesis is, to compare the system with human experts and to compare the human
experts among each other (cf. Chap. 6). The actual evaluation is then the comparison of
both numbers for di�erent measures with the goal that preferably all measures show in
both cases values of the same magnitude.

The basis of pronunciation scoring is a speech recognition system. Speech recognition is
more di�cult for children and non-native speakers (cf. Chap. 7). In the present chapter the
word accuracy was increased by using recognisers with reduced text dependent vocabulary.
It turned out that the pronunciation scoring with pronunciation features could in most cases
not be improved when using a speech recogniser with increased word accuracy. Only for
pronunciation scoring with mispronunciation models high word accuracy is indispensable.
Robust classi�cation is also more important for the worse speakers (Mont).

For word and phone level pronunciation assessment mispronunciation models were
added to the vocabulary of the speech recogniser. A factor was introduced to adjust the
a-priori probability of these words. With a reduced text dependent vocabulary, 64.8%8.3

CL-2 (mispronounced X vs. correctly pronounced O) was achieved on the NonNative
corpus. On a small subset it was found that the mispronunciation rule identi�es not only
the mispronounced word, but in 87% also the right phoneme. Using word level pronunci-
ation features, up to 71.3%8.6 CL-2 was achieved on Ohm in loo mode (when optimising
the required number of principal components on the test data); with prosodic features
63.1%8.7 CL-2 were reached. Since after fusion of prosodic and pronunciation features the
classi�cation rate in 198-dimensional feature space decreased, the AdaBoost algorithm was
employed for feature selection and classi�cation. The optimum result on Ohm is 69.7%8.8

CL-2 and after fusion with the mispronunciation models (meta-classi�er in 8-dimensional
feature space, cf. Fig. 8.2) it rises to 71.4%8.11 CL-2 (without any optimisation on the test
data). The last improvement is signi�cant for a p-value of 0.05. CL-2 for human experts is
on average 75.6%6.3. Some of the student teachers and rater S are even outperformed by
the automatic system when the ground truth is de�ned by a consortium of expert teach-
ers. However, all human experts have a very high speci�ty (RECO > 96.1%) but do not
interfere for all occurrences of mispronounced words (36.1% < RECX < 64.7%). The au-
tomatic system has for RECX = 47.6% only a speci�ty of RECO = 85.0%. The correctly
classi�ed X -words are on average longer than the missed words. Robustly classi�ed are
mispronounced words containing /@/, /3r/, /A:/, /O:/, and /{/, all plosives, and /T/,
/Z/, or /N/. From the wrongly rejected words 33% are not arbitrarily rejected, but marked
by at least one of the 14 experts.

On the sentence level marks 1 � 5 have been annotated only by rater S. Results with
sentence level pronunciation features and min/max/mean word features are better than
the average word classi�cation or the extraction of meta-features form the word-level clas-
si�cation scores (for details on these 4 approaches see Fig. 5.1). When combining sentence
level pronunciation features and min/max/mean word level prosodic features 54.8%8.14

CL-3 were achieved. On the sentence level the combination of pronunciation features and
prosody results in a signi�cant improvement (p-value 0.05). This corresponds to 69.3%8.15

CL-5±1 when tolerating a confusion of neighbouring marks; the correlation ρS is 0.288.17

(loo-evaluation on Ohm). To avoid expensive collection of non-native training data, a new
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approach was introduced, which uses the Mahalanobis distance between native training
data and the non-native test data for pronunciation scoring in combination with AdaBoost
feature selection. The correlation with rater S is 0.348.19 in the cross-validation task.

For text level pronunciation scoring, 21 meta-features were calculated from the under-
lying word and sentence level classi�cation scores. In comparison with the average rater
(from the 8 experienced teachers) CL-3 reaches 57.8%8.26, which corresponds to 76.38.27

CL-10±2
rnk, 1−δrnk = 69.4%8.29, ρ = 0.668.30, and κrnk = 0.598.31. The respective numbers for

the agreement of human experts are 74.0%6.27, 81.2%6.28, 83.6%6.25, 0.776.23, and 0.666.29.
Except for the coarse measure CL-3 in all cases nearly 90% of the human agreement are
reached. For some measures the automatic system is even better than the worst human
expert. Word level scores are a better basis for text and speaker level assessment than
sentence level scores.

For the speaker level, no su�cient data is available to train a meta-classi�er. Here,
the pronunciation scores were simply calculated by averaging the word or sentence level
classi�cation scores. The agreement with the human experts rises now to 69.0%8.32 CL-3,
66.7%8.33 CL-10±2

rnk, 1− δnrm = 81.9%8.34, ρS = 0.728.36, and κrnk = 0.728.37. The respective
numbers for the agreement of human experts are 76.5%6.50, 86.1%6.51, 86.9%6.48, 0.836.46,
and 0.706.52. Some measures are for automatic pronunciation scoring even higher than for
some experienced teachers. Additional information on prosodic boundaries was applied for
speaker level pronunciation scoring, too. As described in Sect. 5.5, the scores of a boundary
classi�er were averaged over all words that are annotated with a succeeding M1 or M2

boundary. This new approach results in a score that correlates with ρS = 0.368.44 with
rater S.

To conclude, it should be highlighted that on all levels the automatic classi�cation
system can compete with human teachers. It reaches at least the performance of the human
expert with lowest agreement. Although many of the results suggest an only intermediate
performance of an automatic system for pronunciation evaluation, the system could reach
� dependent on the evaluation measure � up to 94% of the human performance. Also
humans do by far not agree with 100%.

Based on the available data and based on the agreement measures ρS and CL-3, best
results are achieved on the speaker level, when the automatic system observes a large
context: The correlation with human experts is 0.728.36 (0.836.46 among human experts)
and CL-3 reaches 69.0%8.32 (76.5%6.50 among humans). Wrongly pronounced words are
detected with 71.4%8.11 CL-2 (75.6%6.3 among experts) when combining mispronunciation
models, pronunciation features, and prosodic features. On the sentence level the best result
is achieved with prosodic features and sentence pronunciation features (54.8%8.14 CL-3; ρS

= 0.288.17).
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Contributions to Multimodal

Extensions of the System

9.1 Outline of an Elaborated Multimodal System

The focus of the present thesis has been the recognition of non-native English from chil-
dren and the automatic assessment of their pronunciation. Both aspects are essential for
developing an automatic tuition system like those systems introduced in Chap. 2.3. The
demonstration system developed in the context of this thesis is Caller (cf. Chap. 2.4). Be-
sides the development of pedagogically valuable content and appropriate feedback, there
are several aspects which will distinguish future generations of tuition systems: it will not
only be recognised what the children are saying, and how correct they pronounce the words,
but also how they behave and interact with the system. This comprises many aspects whose
automatic detection can be improved with multimodality, i.e. by combining information
obtained with the microphone, with a camera, or from haptic interaction, e.g. when using a
touch screen. It can be classi�ed whether the student is angry or happy, frustrated, bored,
or motivated. The system could react by adapting the content and the feedback. The sys-
tem could additionally detect whether the student interacts with the computer, discusses
exercises with other students, or if he/she does something totally di�erent.

To mention only some research from the literature, [Kra04] analyses the uncertainty
of children and adults using audio and video information, and [Aru01] or [Yil05] recognise
politeness and frustration in child-machine interaction. Di�erent eye-tracking systems can
already be found on the market, some systems are comfortable to use and require only a
stereo-camera system attached to the computer monitor. The LME has long-term experi-
ence in emotion recognition. In various research projects the set of classic emotions were
extended to a set of emotional user-states that can di�er according to the application and
may e.g. include also reprimanding which is actually not an emotion [Bat03b, Bat08]. Ad-
vantages of the use of multimodal information when classifying emotional user states and
analysing human-machine interaction are discussed in [Not07]. The focus of the present
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chapter is the multimodal classi�cation of the focus of attention and the classi�cation of
emotional user states.

9.2 Classi�cation of the Focus of Attention

9.2.1 Push-to-Talk vs. O�-Talk Detection

Results and �ndings from the SmartWeb project1 [Rei05, Wah04] can be considered as
fundamental contributions to an elaborated CALL system. In this project a multimodal
system was developed that recognises the user's focus of attention. The user is interacting
with the Internet via a PDA in order to get information, on e.g. points of interest. To
overcome the tedious use of devices such as push-to-talk but still be able to tell whether the
user is addressing the system or talking to himself or to a third person, On-Talk vs. O�-Talk
was classi�ed automatically with the help of the camera of the device directed towards the
user, and the speech input addressed to the speech recognition engine. This classi�cation
is used additionally to a voiced/unvoiced detection which determines the time interval
where speech can be observed. On-Talk means that the spoken sentences are addressed
to the system, and O�-Talk that the user speaks to someone else [Opp01, Sie01, Bat02].
In SmartWeb the category O�-Talk was further subdivided into Read O�-Talk (the user
was reading aloud from the display), Paraphrasing O�-Talk (the user was reporting results
from SmartWeb to another person), and Spontaneous O�-Talk which comprises speaking
to oneself, swear words, and short responses to an interruption by anther person. A detailed
description of the multimodal recognition of the focus of attention (On-Focus vs. O�-Focus)
� algorithms and the corpus � can be found in [Hac06, Bat06, Not07, Bat07, Bat09]. Also
in human�human communications, the partners do not always focus on the interaction
itself. They can be distracted by other thoughts or by other people being present and
interrupting.

The classi�cation of the focus of attention is based on the results from face detection
per frame, prosodic analysis per word, and linguistic analysis. Results from 3 classi�ers are
combined using meta-features as described in Chap 5.1 and Chap. 8.2.6.

Face Detection. For face detection a robust classi�er after Viola and Jones [Vio04]
was employed, which uses Haar-like wavelets shown in Fig. 9.1, top, left (complete set of
wavelets, up to scaling). The algorithm is based on AdaBoost, as described in Chap. 3.1.4.
From all possible wavelets per 24× 24 subi-mage, a few hundred are selected containing as
complementary information. as possible. The best seven features obtained on the training
set of the SmartWeb corpus are shown in Fig. 9.1, together with randomly selected images
from the database in the background. On the test set, On-View (looking into the camera)
and O�-View (not looking into the camera) are detected with 88% CL-2. Note, that
O�-View is neither a su�cient nor a necessary formal condition for O�-Focus : we can
listen to our partner while looking away. The meta-features obtained from the frame based

1http://www.smartweb-projekt.de/

http://www.smartweb-projekt.de/
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Figure 9.1: Haar wavelets for face detection on 24 × 24 sub-images after [Vio04], and the
top 7 features selected with AdaBoost for the SmartWeb corpus when classifying the focus
of attention.

classi�cation are among others the proportion of On-View frames in the beginning and
end of the utterance, and the global proportion of On-View frames with and without time
smoothing of the 0/1-contour (On-/O�-View), to cope with poor face detection occurring
due to strong backlight.

Prosodic Analysis. The prosodic analysis is performed with prosodic features as de-
scribed in Chap. 5.4. Prosody enables a discrimination of di�erent speaking registers: du-
rations are longer for read speech; for On-Talk energy is higher, pauses are shorter, and
the F0-range is wider. The meta-features are built from the word based classi�cation scores
from 4 On/O�-Talk classes similar as in Sect. 8.4.1.

Linguistic Analysis. Each recognised word is converted into a part-of-speech tag. It
was found that for Read O�-Talk and Paraphrasing O�-Talk, more nouns, adjectives,
and participles occur, and in contrast for Spontaneous O�-Talk, more particles, articles,
and interjections. Meta features are among others the number of content words and the
number of function words per sentence.

The fusion is performed with a meta-classi�er and results in sentence level scores for On-
Talk and O�-Talk. On the spontaneous SmartWeb corpus, where 100 subjects had to test
a prompting system in di�erent environments while being from time to time disturbed by
another person, 84.5% CL-2 have been achieved (72.3% CL-4, when evaluating di�erent
O�-Talk categories). Also for a CALL application it might be useful to automatically
classify the focus of attention, e.g. whether the learner talks to the system, discusses with
another student, or asks questions to a human teacher present in the class room. This
way a push-to-talk button would become redundant. Face detection and prosody could be
an important basis to classify the focus o� attention, even if the O�-Talk utterances are
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expected to be often spoken in the L1 language. Additionally language identi�cation will
be helpful.

9.3 Emotions

Recent investigations on emotion recognition at the LME are based on the Aibo-corpus and
on the SympaFly-corpus [Bat08]. The �rst of the two corpora was recorded in parallel to
the NonNative corpus (Chap. 4) and from the same speakers. In AppendixA the speaker
IDs from the Aibo and the NonNative corpus are related to each other.

The Aibo corpus contains emotional spontaneous speech from children playing with
the Sony's AIBO (dog-like) pet robot and is described in [Bat05a, Bat04a]. The basic
idea is to combine a new type of corpus (children's speech) with natural emotional
speech within a Wizard-of-Oz task. The children had to navigate the AIBO through a
parcours painted on a carpet and were led to believe that the robot is responding to their
commands. However, it was actually being controlled by a human operator via wireless
LAN; the existing AIBO speech recognition module was switched o�. The robot performed
a predetermined, �xed sequence of actions, no matter what the child was saying. This
way, real emotions could be evoked. For this databases the emotional user states neutral,
joyful, surprised, emphatic, helpless, touchy (i.e. irritated), angry, motherese, bored,
and reprimanding were observed and annotated by several labellers and are analysed in
[Bat05b, Bat05c, Ste05a, Sch07, Bat08, Ste09].

The SympaFly-corpus was recorded using a fully automatic speech dialogue telephone
system for �ight reservation and booking. Besides neutral, the observed user states are
(from positive to negative): joyful, emphatic, surprised, ironic, compassionate, helpless,
touchy, angry, and panic. Additionally, prosodic peculiarities are analysed (e.g. pauses,
emphasis, hyper-articulation, and syllable lengthening) as well as the dialogue step success.
Automatic classi�cation results are reported in [Bat03a, Bat04b, Ste04a, Bat08].

Also in a CALL application the classi�cation of user states might be helpful. First of
all, it would be a bene�t for didactic reasons: the system can adapt content and feedback
to the user-state, for example, if the learner is bored or frustrated. The system can even
react to uncertainty or surprise, or counteract to extremely negative states such as panic
in the SympaFly task. Anger might be an indication that the automatic system does not
work correctly, e.g. if the speech recognition engine fails repeatedly on a certain phrase.
Additional exercises in a CALL application could further include real dialogue tasks like
the proposed �ight reservation system. A natural dialogue can also react to positive and
negative user states or even try to irritate the learner on purpose.

After this short outline of an elaborated system, in the next chapter a more general
outlook concerning the entire thesis will be given.



Chapter 10

Outlook

The two experimental parts in this thesis concentrated on the recognition of children speech
and on automatic pronunciation scoring. However, the problems occurring when recognising
young children are by far not solved, and similar problems occur also when recognising
elderly people � a hot topic in research focusing on the aging society. In this thesis, it was
shown that a recogniser trained on age dependent data succeeds with high recognition rates.
However, there will not be enough training data available for all age groups, in particular
not in all existing languages. Given an application where enough data is available, a huge
pool of features, e.g. MFCC from di�erent �lterbanks, PLP, and TRAP features, could be
provided and the training of the speech recognition system could be combined with feature
selection approaches. In the case of insu�cient training data, further progress will be
necessary in adaptation and selective training: a pool of speakers from di�erent age groups
could be su�cient if at the same time various acoustic transformations are provided; the
training algorithm could then automatically select the appropriate training data.

To evaluate pronunciation scoring, it will remain necessary to collect and annotate
further training data in di�erent L1/L2 language pairs for many years. The goal in this
thesis was to create a system which imitates a teacher's way of grading. Thus the teachers
had only a minimum set of instructions when annotating the NonNative corpus: they
should mark those words where they also would have stopped the student in class. A
large spectrum of possibly wrong pronunciations is received when combining the diverse
set of annotations from many labellers. For future research it is recommended to let some
of the experts additionally mark really all occurring mistakes, and also specialised errors
like reading errors or errors meeting criteria from [Cuc00b]. Then, a two stage evaluation
of the system would be possible: �rstly, how many samples are correctly classi�ed, and
secondly, which words remain classi�ed as mispronounced (if possible, the same words as
a teacher would mark in class) if some thresholds are changed to reduce the total number
of rejections. Furthermore, exercise dependent knowledge should be used in addition (e.g.
this exercise concentrates on the pronunciation of �th�, another exercises on �uent reading,
and yet another one on the new vocabulary). A large corpus with several hundreds of
exercises would be required to evaluate the additional use of such computer readable a-
priori knowledge.
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In this thesis the NonNative corpus has been evaluated in detail on di�erent levels. A
larger corpus would be required to systematically evaluate the fusion of these results and
the additional adaptation to the learner. The next step would be to evaluate the algorithms
with another corpus (e.g. ISLE) and to focus on the phone level assessment. Here, it could
be evaluated for categories of phone level mistakes, which assessment approaches (i.e. which
pronunciation features) work best, and which e�ect di�erent categories have on the higher
level (word, sentence) classi�cation results. On the other hand, algorithms developed on
other sites could be evaluated on the NonNative corpus with its singular amount of
ratings.

The algorithms based on pronunciation features, prosodic features, and rule based mis-
pronunciation modelling have to be combined with other newly developed promising ap-
proaches (cf. Chap. 2.2.2), above all Hidden Articulatory Markov Models (HAMM). The
result of further investigations could be a pronunciation software development kit, where
di�erent features and algorithms can be easily combined to the desired evaluation mod-
ule, or even a knowledge based system, where the designers of the exercise need simply
to de�ne di�erent goals in detail; the pronunciation evaluation layer of the software would
automatically apply the right algorithms and adapt them, dependent on the feedback of
the system tester.

The next steps to reach such a goal are currently made at the LME in the C-AuDiT
project1. The assessment algorithms are further developed and language independence is
investigated. In this project the industrial partner will make the integration in a pro-
fessional language learning framework possible2. Focus in this research project is also the
development of a fully automatic speech dialogue which serves as new type of pronunciation
exercise, where the learner has to ful�l small tasks like, e.g. to book a �ight.

Finally putting aside all the sophisticated algorithms from the �eld of automatic pattern
recognition we will �nd: the only three things which the user of a CALL-system will notice,
is the content and design of the exercises, the feedback after a speech input, and the bene�t
he gets from spending hours with the software. These are pedagogical questions, which are
the focus and will be the focus of other dissertations. An important issue in future research
will be the mapping from the automatic score to the appropriate feedback.

1C-AuDiT: �computerunterstütztes Aussprache- und Dialogtraining� http://www.c-audit.org/,
funded by German Federal Ministry for Research and Education (BMBF)

2digital publishing AG, Munich, http://www.digitalpublishing.de/english/

http://www.c-audit.org/
http://www.digitalpublishing.de/english/
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Summary

Computer-aided language learning (CALL) enables the training of a foreign language even
without a human teacher. An important aspect is the training of the spoken language, which
is more and more being integrated into commercial software, but in most cases only based
on rather simple algorithms. The present thesis focuses on computer-aided pronunciation
training (CAPT), in particular to support children learning English as a second language
(L2) in school. The L1 of the children recorded within the Pf-Star project and investigated
in the present thesis is German (NonNative corpus). Since many of the algorithms in
automatic pronunciation scoring are based on automatic speech recognition (ASR) and
forced time alignment, a robust ASR system is required which also yields acceptable word
accuracy for children. Children speech, however, is known to be recognised with up to
170% higher error rates than adult speech.

In the beginning of this thesis, a phonetic analysis of English and German has been
given. Most pronunciation errors occur in the case of an unknown phoneme, unknown
phoneme sequences, or the unfamiliar terminal voicing. In Chap. 2 pronunciation errors
known from the literature are summarised and in Chap. 5 extended with typical errors
found in the NonNative data. The resulting synopsis de�nes mispronunciation rules that
are used to build automatically special acoustic mispronunciation models which are added
to the ASR system for pronunciation scoring.

A literature overview on pronunciation scoring is found in Chap. 2. Di�erent measures
are explained, like the reliability of a rater, the Pearson correlation ρ between raters (metric
ratings), the Spearman correlation (ordinal data, for pronunciation scoring similar to ρ as
shown in Chap. 6), and the classi�cation rate. In Chap. 6, additionally the deviation δ is
introduced. Multiple raters are evaluated in terms of Cohen κ and Krippendor� α; both
indices subtract the chance agreement from the observed agreement. However, the similarity
of both measures makes in the experimental part an analysis with both indices obsolete. The
overview of the state-of-the-art describes numerous scoring algorithms from the literature,
among others mispronunciation models, Hidden Articulatory Markov Models, prosodic
features, GOP (goodness of pronunciation), log-likelihood features, and log-likelihood ratio.
Then, selected systems like the ISLE project (German and Italian adults learning English)
are described and an overview of commercial systems is given. Caller is a client/server
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system developed at the Chair of Pattern Recognition (LME ). Only a minimal installation
is required locally on the computer and all complex speech recognition and scoring modules
described in this thesis run on a server.

Chap. 3 describes fundamental algorithms from the �eld of pattern recognition, which
are relevant for the experimental part, i.e. LDA classi�cation, Neural Networks, and ASR.
AdaBoost can improve the performance of a classi�er by assigning higher weights to the
wrongly classi�ed training samples in the next iteration. In the end, classi�ers of all iter-
ations are combined. Similarly as in the Viola and Jones algorithm for face detection, a
modi�ed algorithm is used for feature selection in this thesis. An appropriate evaluation
measure for the classi�cation of unbalanced data is the class-wise averaged classi�cation
rate (CL); speech recognition results are usually evaluated with the word error rate (WER).
Concerning ASR, in particular the LME -recogniser is described in detail. Feature extrac-
tion is based on 24 MFCC features; alternative feature extraction approaches like TRAPs
are described, but only used for some newly developed features for pronunciation scoring.
The ASR system is based on semi-continuous Hidden Markov Models. The acoustic models
are employed for forced alignment of the spoken utterance with the expected word sequence
(known in the case of a reading test for pronunciation scoring), as well as for speech recog-
nition. In the second case acoustic modelling and language modelling are combined using
two parameters (linguistic weight and insertion penalty) which are optimised for di�erent
databases in Chap. 7.

After this, the peculiarities of children speech are described, and an overview of state-of-
the-art approaches for children speech recognition is given (VTLN, MLLR, MAP, CMLSN,
SAT, etc.). Di�erences between children and adults are the shorter vocal tract, the resulting
higher formants, lower speaking rate, and the amount of extraneous speech and breathing
noises. Higher inter- and intra-speaker variabilities are analysed in Chap. 7 separate for
di�erent frequency bands. Vocal tract length normalisation, and the adaptation algorithms
MAP and MLLR are described in detail since they are applied to di�erent children corpora
in the experimental part.

To compare children with adult speech, di�erent databases are investigated: Verb-
mobil contains speech from American adults, Youth from American children. Since in
German schools mainly British English is taught, the children from the Birmingham
corpus (also recorded within Pf-Star) are additionally used for training, when evaluat-
ing non-native English speakers from Germany (NonNative). Another advantage of the
Birmingham corpus is that it contains children from di�erent age groups (4 � 14) which
allows an age dependent evaluation of the data. The NonNative corpus is annotated
on the word level with O/X (correctly/wrongly pronounced), as well as on the sentence-,
text-, and speaker-level (marks from 1 � 5) by up to 14 experts. Additional labels annotate
di�erent categories of syntactic boundaries.

For automatic scoring di�erent approaches are presented in Chap. 5. A common ap-
proach for L1- and text dependent pronunciation scoring is to add mispronunciation models
to the speech recognition engine. Those models are automatically build from 50 rules. If
the speech decoder decides for a mispronunciation model, conclusions can be drawn to the
phone level mistakes. Text independent approaches are based on feature extraction and
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classi�cation. In addition to 124 prosodic features per word, 75 novel pronunciation fea-
tures are used, where most of them have been newly developed for this thesis. For sentence
and higher level pronunciation scoring, 4 approaches are presented which are based on
the word level scores: (i) averaging word based classi�cation results, (ii) combination of
word based features, (iii) extraction of meta-features from word based classi�cation results
that are input to a second classi�cation step, and (iv) the design of special sentence level
features. For this purpose 78 sentence pronunciation features have been developed. A last
approach uses the word based boundary classi�cation scores to draw conclusions on the
pronunciation.

The agreement of human raters is analysed in Chap. 6. It was shown that the strictness
(% words marked with X ) is for all raters around 5%. On the word level the average
pairwise inter-rater agreement is 71.8%6.1 CL-2. The intra-rater agreement is obtained
when comparing raters with their second rating that took place half a year later (79.5%).
The open CL-2 is 79.3%6.2. On the text-level, the pairwise evaluation shows 0.636.7/75.7%6.8

in terms of ρ/(1−δ) in the inter-rater case and 0.77/84.3% in the intra-rater case. The open
inter-rater ρ/(1 − δ) is 0.786.9/79.96.10. On the speaker level it rises to 0.806.32/82.6%6.33.
κ increases from 0.436.6 on the word to 0.676.38 on the speaker level (all numbers for
the OhmPlus subset). There are other measures investigated which lead �nally to an
illustration where each rater is shown in the �agreement-plane�, which is spanned by the
�rst two principal components over all measures. The experts have not been calibrated;
a system being able to achieve high correlations with those calibrated reference ratings
would only detect mispronunciations speci�ed in the rater instructions and never imitate
the true marking of teachers.

The baseline recognition rates for Birmingham and Youth are 26.1%7.6 and 3.3%7.4

WER using a 4-gram language model (LM). With a unigram LM 52.2%7.5 and 23.8%7.3 are
achieved. A strong increase of WER can be observed when evaluating the data with adult
acoustic models trained onVerbmobil (85.3%7.8 and 41.3%7.7 WER with 4-gram LM). For
the NonNative data, the best baseline is obtained when evaluating with Birmingham
models (43.5%7.10 WER).

If enough training data is available to train acoustic models from children, ASR can
be improved when adapting the feature extraction to children data by optimising the Mel
�lter bank. This way, WER was reduced signi�cantly, e.g. on Birmingham to 23.7%7.15

WER (4-gram LM). It is further shown that inverse VTLN transformed adult data added
to the recogniser training can signi�cantly reduce word error rates. An enhancement of
the ROS for very young speakers also reduces WER. For the case that not enough data
is available, di�erent algorithms are investigated to adapt the adult speech recogniser to
children. Best results are achieved with a combination of linear VTLN, piece-wise linear
VTLN, MAP, and 5 supervised Baum-Welch iterations. Only in some cases an additional
MLLR adaptation step before MAP reduces WER. This way, the WER for Birmingham
is reduced by 57% to 36.9%7.23, and for Youth by 86% to 5.7%7.21.

The optimum speech recogniser for NonNative is trained with data from Youth and
Birmingham and additional good non-native readers from NonNativeRC (35.9%7.24

WER). When mispronunciation models are added to the ASR engine, the system has
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to be able to recognise additional German phones. Thus, adult German speakers from
VMGerman are added (after inverse VTLN) to the training. The resulting recogniser
achieves 38.9%7.27 WER, and with a reduced text dependent vocabulary and additional
mispronunciation models, 28.9%8.1. For pronunciation scoring based on mispronunciation
models, a very precise ASR system is essential, whereas it turned out that moderate speech
recognition is su�cient for the approach based on pronunciation features. The phoneme
error rate of a phone recogniser required for pronunciation feature extraction is 56.57.31.

For pronunciation evaluation, common approaches like mispronunciation models are
compared in Chap. 8 with newly developed approaches, like many of the pronunciation
features, meta classi�ers, evaluation with native models, and boundary classi�cation scores.
For classi�cation in high dimensional feature space, prosodic and pronunciation features
are combined. Employing the AdaBoost algorithm, di�erent optimum feature subsets could
be selected. The best feature is the phoneme-confusion which is the a-priori probability
of the observed confusion given forced alignment and word recognition. This probability
is obtained during training from all mispronounced words and is normalised with the
likelihood of this confusion given correctly pronounced words. Further optimum features
are log-likelihood scores, duration, energy, and con�dence features, as well as novel features
based on TRAPs, FFT coe�cients, and phoneme sequence scores. On the sentence level
also pauses, likelihood-ratio, and word accuracy achieve good results.

With mispronunciation models, 64.8%8.3 CL-2 are achieved on the word level. The
mispronunciation rule identi�es for correct detected mispronunciations in 87% also the
exact phoneme. With the AdaBoost classi�er based on prosodic and pronunciation features,
69.7%8.8 CL-2 are reached, and after fusion with the mispronunciation models, the accuracy
rises to 71.4%8.11 CL-2. CL-2 for human experts is on average 75.6%6.3 but some of the
experts are outperformed by the automatic system. However, all teachers have a very high
speci�ty (RECO > 96.1%) and only a moderate sensitivity (36.1% < RECX < 64.7%)
since they do not reject every mispronunciation in order to not frustrate the student. The
automatic system has for a moderate RECX = 47.6% only a speci�ty of RECO = 85.0%.
However, from the wrongly rejected words, 33% are not arbitrarily rejected, but marked
by at least one of the 14 experts.

On the sentence level, the system reaches 69.3%8.15 CL-5±1 (tolerating a confusion of
neighbouring marks) and ρ = 0.288.17. On the text level CL-10±2 reaches 76.3%8.27, which
corresponds to 1−δ = 69.4%8.29, ρ = 0.668.30, and κ = 0.598.31. The respective numbers for
human experts for the Ohm subset are 81.2%6.28, 83.6%6.25, 0.776.23, and 0.666.29; nearly
90% of the human agreement are reached. For some measures the automatic system is
even better than the worst expert. On the speaker level the agreement with the experts
rises now to 66.7%8.33 CL-10±2, 1 − δ = 81.9%8.34, ρ = 0.728.36, and κ = 0.728.37 (human
experts for Ohm: 86.1%6.51, 86.9%6.48, 0.836.46, and 0.706.52).

Future CALL-systems require an appropriate mapping from the automatic score to a
helpful feedback. They also will be improved by integrating multimodal aspects like the
detection of the user's focus of attention instead of using a push-to-talk button. Automatic
scoring accuracy can be further improved by adaptation to the learner and his knowledge.
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Addendum to the Speech Corpora

A.1 Data Sets Mont and OhmPlus

The tables Tab.A.1 and Tab.A.2 show the ID of the speakers recorded for the NonNative
database. It consists of a letter ('m' for male or 'w' for female), one digit that denotes
school and grade and 2 digits for the speaker number. The digit '0' denotes the 5th grade
of the Ohm-Gymnasium (subset Ohm), '1' denotes the children from the 6th and 7th
grade that are additionally contained in OhmPlus, and '2' denotes the 5th or 6th grade
of the Montessori-Schule. Additionally, recordings of the same children playing with the
Aibo pet robot [Bat04a] and reading German sentences [Rus03, Mai06b] were performed.
These databases are denoted as �Aibo� and �Ohm8000� (also �extended �uency corpus�)
and are not investigated in this thesis. The tables, however, show a mapping between
NonNative, �Aibo�, and �Ohm8000� which might be useful for future research, e.g. a
comparison of spontaneous and read children speech.

The format of the audio �les of the NonNative data is {SPKR}{TEXT}.{TURN},
where SPKR is the speaker ID as described above, TEXT a text ID with the initial letter
'T' and TURN the turn number starting for each text with '000'.
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ID IDAibo IDOhm8000 gender age annotations
% X speaker

rater S rater S
w201 Mont_01 w201 f 11− 24 4
w202 Mont_02 w202 f 10 22 4
w203 Mont_03 w203 f 11 10 3
m204 Mont_04 m204 m 10 20 5
w205 Mont_05 w205 f 11 19 3
w206 Mont_06 w206 f 11− 26 4
w207 Mont_07 w207 f 11+ 4 2
w208 Mont_08 w208 f 11 17 3.5
w209 Mont_09 w209 f 11 16 3
m210 Mont_10 m210 m 12− 10 2
m211 Mont_11 m211 m 12 14 4
w212 Mont_12 w212 f 12− 15 3
w213 Mont_13 w213 f 12 9 3
w214 Mont_14 w214 f 12 12 4
w215 Mont_15 w215 f 11+ 14 4
w216 Mont_16 w216 f 12 12 3
m217 Mont_17 m217 m 11 11 3
m218 Mont_18 m218 m 11 12 3.5
m219 Mont_19 m219 m 11+ 21 5
m220 Mont_20 m220 m 12 15 4
m221 Mont_21 m221 m 12− 9 2
w222 Mont_22 w222 f 12− 7 3
w223 Mont_23 w223 f 13− 11 3
w224 Mont_24 w224 f 12 16 3
w225 Mont_25 w225 f 12− 4 2

Table A.1: Mont Data: German children reading English sentences: ID, gender and
age. −/+ denotes birthday within two months before/after the recoding. IDAibo: for
the respective speaker, also German spontaneous, emotional speech data is available
[Bat05a, Bat04a, Rus03]. IDOhm8000 : for the respective speaker, also German read speech
data is available [Bat05a, Rus03]. The last two columns show the percentage of words
marked by rater S, and the speaker rating.
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ID IDAibo IDOhm8000 gender age annotations
% X text speaker

av. rater av. rater rater S
w001 Ohm_01 w001 f 10 5.5 2.2 3
m002 Ohm_02 m002 m 10+ 4.6 1.8 2
w003 Ohm_03 w003 f 10 5.5 3.0 3
w004 Ohm_03 w004 f 11 8.7 3.3 5
m005 Ohm_05 m005 m 11 6.1 2.0 2
w006 Ohm_06 w006 f 11− 1.5 1.3 2
m007 Ohm_07 m007 m 11− 7.9 3.4 3
m008 Ohm_08 m008 m 10 3.4 2.1 2
m009 m009 m 11 5.0 2.8 3
w010 Ohm_10 w010 f 11 8.8 3.5 4
m011 Ohm_11 m011 m 11 9.1 3.3 2.5
m013 Ohm_13 m013 m 10 5.3 2.5 3
w014 Ohm_14 w014 f 11 1.9 1.6 1
w016 Ohm_16 w016 f 11 8.2 3.0 4
w018 Ohm_18 w018 f 11 4.3 1.9 2
m019 Ohm_19 m019 m 10 9.3 2.8 4
w020 Ohm_20 w020 f 10+ 6.7 2.7 2
m021 Ohm_21 m021 m 11 3.7 2.3 3
w022 Ohm_22 w022 f 11− 4.6 2.9 3
m023 Ohm_23 m023 m 10+ 1.6 1.5 2
w024 Ohm_24 w024 f 10 7.1 2.6 3
m025 Ohm_25 m025 m 10 3.1 2.2 2
m027 Ohm_27 m027 m 10 2.9 2.0 2
w028 Ohm_28 w028 f 10 3.4 2.1 2
m029 Ohm_29 m029 m 11− 7.1 2.9 3
m030 m030 m 11 4.5 2.4 2
m031 Ohm_31 m031 m 11 3.2 1.9 1
w032 Ohm_32 m032 f 10 3.0 1.9 3
m101 m 13− 4.1 2.3 1
m102 m 12+ 9.0 3.2 2
m103 m 12+ 8.2 3.7 3
w104 f 14 8.2 3.2 3

Table A.2: OhmPlus Data: German children reading English sentences. ID, gender and
age. −/+ denotes birthday within two months before/after the recoding. IDAibo: for the
respective speaker, also German spontaneous, emotional speech data is available [Bat05a,
Bat04a, Rus03]. IDOhm8000 : for the respective speaker, also German read speech data is
available [Bat05a, Rus03]. The three last columns show the percentage of words marked on
average by the 13 experts, the average text level rating from 13 experts, and the speaker
rating from rater S.
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A.2 Annotations of the Corpus

All annotations of the NonNative corpus are described in Sect. 4.1.2. Word level-
annotations of mispronounced words are found in Tab. 4.2. Labelling of syntactical bound-
aries are summarised in Tab. 4.3.

On the sentence level, S labelled with marks 1 (best) � 5 (worst), cf. Tab. 4.4. Text level
annotations of 13 teachers can be found in Tab. 4.5 for the OhmPlus subset of the data.
The ratings of 5 experts who graded the data again half a year later are shown in Tab.A.3.
Text level ratings for the Ohm-subset are summarised in Tab.A.4. Speaker level gradings
are available from S. The corresponding expert ratings T 1 � T 12, and N are calculated
automatically by averaging the text level ratings of each speaker. All speaker level ratings
can be found in Tab.A.5.

expert 1 1 + x 2 2 + x 3 3 + x 4 4 + x 5 µ
�rst pass:

T 2 11 18 22 21 30 11 8 0 2 2.5
T 3 27 0 40 0 42 0 12 0 2 2.4
T 4 25 14 27 20 23 5 8 1 0 2.2
T 6 10 28 30 28 10 8 7 2 0 2.2
T 8 7 0 25 0 66 0 22 0 3 2.9

second pass:
T 2 11 34 23 18 19 10 5 1 2 2.2
T 3 34 16 37 10 17 1 5 3 0 2.0
T 4 26 34 25 10 15 10 3 0 0 1.9
T 6 6 62 16 32 5 1 1 0 0 1.8
T 8 3 0 23 0 68 2 22 0 5 3.0

Table A.3: Text level annotation: marks 1 (best) to 5 (worst) for OhmPlus from 5 experts
who rated the data again in a second pass half a year later, x ∈ {0.3, 0.5, 0.7}. All other
text level ratings can be found in Tab. 4.5.
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expert 1 1 + x 2 2 + x 3 3 + x 4 4 + x 5 µ
�rst pass:

T 1 12 0 35 0 41 1 8 0 0 2.5
T 2 11 16 19 19 22 9 1 0 0 2.3
T 3 26 0 37 0 28 0 6 0 0 2.1
T 4 22 12 21 18 15 3 5 1 0 2.1
T 5 5 0 20 0 35 0 31 0 6 3.1
T 6 10 23 27 21 8 3 5 0 0 2.1
T 7 0 5 13 24 27 13 11 2 2 2.9
T 8 7 0 21 0 56 0 13 0 0 2.8
T 9 11 0 41 0 39 0 6 0 0 2.4
T 10 9 10 30 19 15 8 4 2 0 2.3
T 11 14 0 43 8 20 3 9 0 0 2.3
T 12 25 1 36 5 28 0 2 0 0 2.1
N 11 35 15 11 15 8 1 1 0 2.0

second pass:
T 2 11 32 17 13 15 7 2 0 0 2.0
T 3 31 14 29 9 11 1 2 0 0 1.8
T 4 24 32 16 7 11 6 1 0 0 1.8
T 6 6 57 9 22 2 1 0 0 0 1.7
T 8 3 0 23 0 56 1 13 0 1 2.9

Table A.4: Text level annotation: marks 1 (best) to 5 (worst) for the Ohm subset from
13 experts, x ∈ {0.3, 0.5, 0.7}. 5 experts rated the data again in a second pass half a year
later.
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corpus expert 1 2 3 4 5 µ
Mont S 0 4 10 9 2 3.4
Ohm S 2 11 11 3 1 2.6
OhmPlus S 3 12 13 3 1 2.6
OhmPlus T 1 0 13 15 4 0 2.6
OhmPlus T 2 5 13 13 1 0 2.4
OhmPlus T 3 5 13 13 3 0 2.3
OhmPlus T 4 6 14 11 1 0 2.2
OhmPlus T 5 1 4 12 12 3 3.3
OhmPlus T 6 6 17 7 2 0 2.2
OhmPlus T 7 0 6 18 7 1 3.1
OhmPlus T 8 1 5 21 5 0 2.9
OhmPlus T 9 1 12 18 1 0 2.6
OhmPlus T 10 1 18 9 4 0 2.5
OhmPlus T 11 1 14 12 5 0 2.7
OhmPlus T 12 6 14 10 2 0 2.3
OhmPlus N 12 10 9 1 0 2.0
second pass:
OhmPlus T 2 6 14 11 1 0 2.2
OhmPlus T 3 11 12 8 1 0 2.0
OhmPlus T 4 10 14 7 1 0 2.0
OhmPlus T 6 10 17 5 0 0 1.8
OhmPlus T 8 0 6 19 7 0 3.0

Table A.5: Speaker level annotation: marks 1 (best) to 5 (worst) from 14 experts after
rounding. 5 experts rated the data again in a second pass half a year later. Average rating
µ has been calculated without previous rounding.
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A.3 Agreement of the Ratings

The agreement of the 13 experts on the word level, text level, and the speaker level is
analysed in Chap. 6. For the word level and the text level, detailed values are given per
expert for various agreement measures. These detailed numbers on the speaker level are
shown in the following tables.

S T 1 T 2 T 3 T 4 T 5 T 6 T 7 T 8 T 9 T 10 T 11 T 12 N µ
ρ 0.54 0.73 0.69 0.77 0.70 0.67 0.66 0.73 0.62 0.53 0.72 0.61 0.70 0.62 0.66
1− δ 74.7 81.6 80.6 80.8 78.5 67.2 77.2 74.9 76.9 78.5 80.7 79.4 78.8 73.8 77.40

Table A.6: Pair-wise agreement of the experts on the speaker level and average µ per line
(OhmPlus data): mean correlation ρ and deviation δ. Maxima are shown in bold, minima
in italics.

S T 1 T 2 T 3 T 4 T 5 T 6 T 7 T 8 T 9 T 10 T 11 T 12 N µ
ρ 0.64 0.89 0.84 0.94 0.85 0.80 0.80 0.88 0.75 0.63 0.87 0.72 0.84 0.75 0.80
1− δ 79.5 90.6 88.0 87.4 83.5 67.7 81.8 77.8 80.8 84.2 87.9 86.3 83.6 76.9 82.6
1− δrnk 75.7 85.1 82.2 90.6 85.8 82.3 82.3 85.5 78.6 73.5 85.4 79.7 83.4 76.2 81.9

Table A.7: Agreement of the experts on the speaker level and average µ per line (OhmPlus
data): open-correlation ρ and open-deviation δ. Maxima are shown in bold, minima in
italics.

S T 1 T 2 T 3 T 4 T 5 T 6 T 7 T 8 T 9 T 10 T 11 T 12 N µ
CL-3 81.2 78.1 87.5 93.8 81.2 59.4 71.9 65.6 68.8 71.9 84.4 90.6 87.5 81.2 78.8
CL-10±2

rnk 69.2 87.5 80.8 96.7 88.3 76.7 84.2 85.0 75.0 75.0 94.2 80.8 85.8 81.7 82.9

Table A.8: Agreement of the experts on the speaker level and average µ per line: classi�-
cation rate CL-3, CL-5, and CL-10±2

rnk. Maxima are shown in bold, minima in italics.
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The Phonetic Inventory

B.1 The Phonetic Alphabet SAMPA

In the following table an overview of English and German phones is given. All phonetic
transcription is in SAMPA, for comparison also the TIMIT notation, that is well known
in the speech recognition community, is shown (only de�ned for American English). All
information is from [Sampa] and [Hie93] as well as from the Beep dictionary [Beep] for
British English and the CMU Pronunciation Dictionary [CmuDict] for American English.
Related phones in both languages are compared in [Bon00b].

The �rst column of the table shows the SAMPA notation, the second the TIMIT
notation used in the CMU Pronunciation Dictionary [CmuDict]. The third column
indicates which phones are used for acoustic modelling of the speech recognisers used in
this thesis. Here, for each phone either the phonetic category (cf. Sect. 3.2, Isadora) is
given or a mapping to a di�erent similar phone. The broad categories are P+ (plosives), F+
(fricatives), N+ (nasals and liquids), and V+ (vowels and diphthongs). The + discriminates
e.g. the category V+ from the vowel /V/. In the 4th and the 5th row it is shown whether
the respective phone exists in American (AE) and British English (BE). The last two
columns give examples for English (British, if the respective phone is de�ned in BE) and
German.

SAM. TIM. cat. BE AE English German

Plosives
/p/ p P+

√ √
pin /pIn/ Pein /paIn/

/b/ b P+
√ √

bin /bIn/ Bein /baIn/

/t/ t P+
√ √

tin /tIn/ Teich /taIC/

continued on next page
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SAM. TIM. cat. BE AE English German

/d/ d P+
√ √

din /dIn/ Deich /daIC/

/k/ k P+
√ √

kin /kIn/ Kunst /kUnst/

/g/ g P+
√ √

give /gIv/ Gunst /gUnst/

A�ricates
/pf/ - F+ Pfahl /pfa:l/

/ts/ - F+ Zahl /tsa:l/

/tS/ ch F+
√ √

chin /tSIn/ deutsch /dOItS/

/dZ/ jh F+
√ √

gin /dZIn/ Dschungel /dZUNl/

Fricatives
/f/ f F+

√ √
�n /fIn/ fast /fast/

/v/ v F+
√ √

vim /vIm/ was /vas/

/s/ s F+
√ √

sin /sIn/ Tasse /tas@/

/z/ z F+
√ √

zing /zIN/ Hase /ha:z@/

/S/ sh F+
√ √

shin /SIn/ sein /SaIn/

/Z/ zh F+
√ √

measure /meZ@/ Genie /Zeni:/

/h/ hh F+
√ √

hit /hIt/ Hand /hant/

/T/ th F+
√ √

thin /TIn/

/D/ dh F+
√ √

this /DIs/

/C/ - F+ sicher /zIC6/

/x/ - F+ Buch /bu:x/

Nasals
/m/ m N+

√ √
mock /mQk/ mein /maIn/

/n/ n N+
√ √

knock /nQk/ nein /naIn/

/N/ ng N+
√ √

thing /TIN/ Ding /dIN/

Liquids
/l/1 l N+

√ √
long /lQN/ Leim /laIm/

/r/ r N+
√ √

wrong /rQN/

/R/2 - N+ Reim /RaIm/

Semi-vowels
/j/ y F+

√ √
yacht /jQt/ ja /ja:/

/w/ w F+
√ √

wasp /wQsp/

Schwa
/@/ 3 ax V+

√
another /@nVD@/ bitte /bIt@/

continued on next page

1There are di�erent [l] in English: clear and dark [l]. The latter is unknown in the German language,
in British English used before consonants and in American in principle.

2Since all recordings took place in southern Germay, the alveolar [r] is pronounced and not the velar
[R] (northern Germany) nor the retro�ex English variant of [r]; however, to discriminate the phoneme
/r/ from the English phoneme in "wrong", we rename it to /R/.

3No Schwa is used in the CMU Pronunciation Dictionary [CmuDict]: "corner" ends with TIMIT "er",
"appraisal" begins with TIMIT "ah"
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SAM. TIM. cat. BE AE English German

/@`/4 ax V+
√

corner /kOrn@`/

/6/ - V+ besser /bEs6/

Checked Vowels5

/a/ - V+ Satz /zats/

/V/ ah V+
√ √

cut /kVt/

/{/6 ae V+
√ √

pat /p{t/

/E/ eh V+
√

pet7 /pEt/ Gesetz /g@zEts/

/e/ eh V+
√

pet /pet/

/I/ ih V+
√ √

pit /pIt/ Sitz /zIts/

/Q/ -8 V+
√

pot /pQt/

/A/9 aa V+
√

pot /pAt /

/O/ - V+ Trotz /trOts/

/U/ uh V+
√ √

put /pUt/ Schutz /SUts/

/9/10 - V+ Hölle /h9l@/

/Y/ - V+ hübsch /hYpS/

Free Vowels (incl. Diphthongs)
/i/11 - → /i:/

√
happy /h{pi/

/o/ - → /o:/ o.k. /oke:/

/u/12 - → /u:/
√

into /Intu/

/A:/ aa V+
√

stars /stA:z/13

/a:/ - V+ Tat /ta:t/

/E:/ - V+ spät /SpE:t/

/e:/ - V+ Beet /be:t/

/i:/ iy V+
√ √

ease /i:z/ Lied /li:t/

/O:/14 ao V+
√ √

caused /kO:zd/

continued on next page

4[@`] can be analyzed as [@r] [Sampa]. In [CmuDict] TIMIT "er" is used instead. It corresponds to
/3`/.

5Must be followed by a consonant
6Some Americans distinguish between "jazz" and "has". They use [E@] vs. [e@] instead of [{] [Sampa].

In [Del00] /{/ is grouped with other free monophthongs as long vowels.
7[E] instead of [e] is also widely spread in Britain [Sampa]
8"oh" is used in [Beep]
9Americans pronounce "stars" with [stArz] instead of BE [stA:z] [CmuDict]. Many Americans (and

most Canadians) further do not distinguish between /A/ and /O:/ [Sampa]
10Some sites use /8/

11/i:/ varies in unstressed syllables between [i] and [I] [Sampa]. [Beep] and [CmuDict] use /i:/

instead of /i/
12/u:/ varies in unstressed syllables between [u] and [U] [Sampa]. [Beep] and [CmuDict] use /u:/

instead of /u/
13AE: [stArz] [CmuDict]
14Many Americans (and most Canadians) do not distinguish between /O:/ and /A/. "cause" is pro-

nounced as [kAz]. However, before /r/ it is recommended to write /O:/(/kO:rn@`/) [Sampa]
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SAM. TIM. cat. BE AE English German

/o:/ - V+ rot /ro:t/

/}/15 - → /u:/
√

suit /s}t/

/u:/ uw V+
√ √

lose /lu:z/ Blut /blu:t/

/2:/16 - V+ Höhle /h2:l@/

/y:/ - V+ süÿ /zy:s/

/3r/ er V+
√

furs /f3rz/

/3`/17 er → /3r/
√

furs /f3`z/

/@U/ ow V+
√

nose /n@Uz/

/oU/18 ow V+
√

nose /noUz/

/aI/ ay V+
√ √

rise /raIz/ Eis /aIs/

/aU/ aw V+
√ √

rouse /raUz/ Haus /haUs/

/eI/ ey V+
√ √

raise /reIz/

/OI/ oy V+
√ √

noise /nOIz/

/OY/19 - V+ Kreuz /krOYts/

/I@/ -20 V+
√

fears /fI@z/21

/e@/ -22 V+
√

stairs /ste@z/23

/U@/ -24 V+
√

cures /kjU@z/25

/i:6/ - V+ Tier /ti:6/

/I6/ - V+ Wirt /vI6t/

/y:6/ - V+ Tür /ty:6/

/Y6/ - V+ Türke /tY6k@/

/e:6/ - V+ schwer /Sve:6/

/E6/ - V+ Berg /bE6k/

/E:6/ - V+ Bär /bE:6/

/2:6/ - V+ Föhr /f2:6/

/96/ - V+ Wörter /v96t6/

/a:6/ - V+ Haar /ha:6/

/a6/ - V+ hart /ha6t/

/u:6/ - V+ Kur /ku:6/

continued on next page

15[Beep] uses /u:/ instead of /}/
16Some sites use /7:/
17[3`] can be analysed as [@r] [Sampa]. /3`/ is transcribed instead of [@`] in [CmuDict]

18/@U/ and /oU/ are only notational variants and not denoting di�erences in phonetic substance
19/OI/ and /OY/ are only notational variants and not denoting di�erences in phonetic substance

20"ia" is used in [Beep]
21AE: /fIrz/ [CmuDict]
22"ea" is used in [Beep]
23AE: /stErz/ [CmuDict]
24"ua" is used in [Beep]
25AE: /kjUrz/ [CmuDict]
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SAM. TIM. cat. BE AE English German

/U6/ - V+ kurz /kU6ts/

/o:6/ - V+ Ohr /o:6/

/O6/ - V+ dort /dO6t/

Glottal stop
/?/ q -26

√ √
network /ne?w3:k/ Verein /fE6?aIn/27

Table B.1: SAMPA (SAM.) for British English (BE),
American English (AE) and German with examples. Ad-
ditional TIMIT (TIM.) symbols for AE. The third row
shows either mappings to other phonetic symbols or pho-
netic categories (cat.).

B.2 Sub-Phonemic Units

Here the subphonemic labels for BE, AE and German phonemes that are used in the
ISADORA system are described. Each HMM consists of 1�4 states, each state corresponds
to a sub-phonemic label. "S" denotes sequential states, "A" atomic states, details in [Sch95,
pp. 281]
S: /3r/ [3] [3] [3] ;

S: /A:/ [A] [A] [A] ;

S: /D/ [D] [D] [D] ;

S: /I/ [I] [I] [I] ;

S: /N/ [N] [N] [N] ;

S: /O:/ [O] [O] [O] ;

S: /OI/ [O] [O] [O] [I] ;

S: /S/ [S] [S] [S] ;

S: /T/ [T] [T] [T] ;

S: /U/ [U] [U] [U] ;

S: /V/ [V] [V] [V] ;

S: /Z/ [Z] [Z] [Z] ;

S: /aI/ [a] [a] [a] [I] ;

S: /aU/ [a] [a] [a] [U] ;

S: /b/ [B] [b] [b] ;

S: /d/ [0] [d] [d] ;

S: /dZ/ [0] [d] [Z] ;

S: /eI/ [e] [e] [e] [I] ;

S: /f/ [f] [f] [f] ;

S: /g/ [G] [g] [g] ;

26not used in any transcriptions in the present thesis
27In German /?/ occurs usually in the beginning of words, that start with a vowel: [?a:b6] ("aber")
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S: /h/ [h] [h] [h] ;

S: /i:/ [i] [i] [i] ;

S: /j/ [j] [j] [j] ;

S: /k/ [K] [k] [4] ;

S: /l/ [l] [l] [l] ;

S: /m/ [m] [m] [m] ;

S: /n/ [n] [n] [n] ;

S: /p/ [P] [p] [5] ;

S: /r/ [r] [r] [r] ;

S: /s/ [s] [s] [s] ;

S: /t/ [+] [t] [1] ;

S: /tS/ [+] [t] [S] ;

S: /u:/ [u] [u] [u] ;

S: /v/ [v] [v] [v] ;

S: /w/ [w] [w] [w] ;

S: /z/ [z] [z] [z] ;

S: /{/ [{] [{] [{] ;

Only for British English:
S: /@/ [@] [@] ;

S: /@U/ [@] [U] [U] [U] ;

S: /I@/ [I] [I] [I] [@] ;

S: /Q/ [Q] [Q] [Q] ;

S: /U@/ [U] [U] [U] [@] ;

S: /e/ [e] [e] [e] ;

S: /e@/ [e] [e] [e] [@] ;

Only for American English:
S: /E/ [E] [E] [E] ;

S: /oU/ [o] [U] [U] [U] ;

S: /A/ [q] [q] [q] ;28

Silence, non-verbal noise, and breathing:
S: /-/ [-] ;

S: /#/ [W] [W] [W] [W] ;

S: /NV/ [X] ;

S: /ATM/ [H] ;

Additional phones required to model German speech:
S: /pf/ [P] [p] [f] ;

S: /ts/ [+] [t] [s] ;

28only if /A:/ and /A/ are discriminated, otherwise [A]
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S: /C/ [C] [C] [C] ;

S: /x/ [x] [x] [x] ;

S: /R/ [R] [R] [R] ;

S: /6/ [6] [6] ;

S: /a/ [a] [a] [a] ;

S: /a:/ [a] [a] [a] ;

S: /9/ [9] [9] [9] ;

S: /Y/ [Y] [Y] [Y] ;

S: /E:/ [E] [E] [E] ;

S: /e:/ [e] [e] [e] ;

S: /o:/ [o] [o] [o] ;

S: /O/ [O] [O] [O] ;

S: /2:/ [2] [2] [2] ;

S: /y:/ [y] [y] [y] ;

S: /u:/29 [u] [u] [u] ;

S: /OY/ [O] [O] [O] [Y] ;

S: /i6/ [i] [i] [i] [6] ;

S: /I6/ [I] [I] [I] [6] ;

S: /y6/ [y] [y] [y] [6] ;

S: /Y6/ [Y] [Y] [Y] [6] ;

S: /e6/ [e] [e] [e] [6] ;

S: /E6/ [E] [E] [E] [6] ;

S: /26/ [2] [2] [2] [6] ;

S: /96/ [9] [9] [9] [6] ;

S: /a6/ [a] [a] [a] [6] ;

S: /u6/ [u] [u] [u] [6] ;

S: /U6/ [U] [U] [U] [6] ;

S: /o6/ [o] [o] [o] [6] ;

S: /O6/ [O] [O] [O] [6] ;

29/u:/German is in this thesis denoted as /U:/
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Appendix C

Systems for Pronunciation Training

From the website of the Bavarian Ministry of Education1 the Bavarian School-Server2 can
be addressed. Here, information on available software that is appropriate to be used in
class can be found3. In the following an overview of this software is given together with
other systems discussed in Chap. 2.3

1. American Slang
United Soft Media, Munich
http://www.usm.de

2. ARTUR: ARTiculation TUtoR
Center of Technology, KTH, Stockholm [Bes04, Gra05]
cf. Chap. 2.3

3. AutograderTM

SRI international[Neu96, Kim97, Neu98, Fra99, Neu00, Fra00, Tei00]
http://www.speech.sri.com/projects/language_instruction.html

cf. Chap. 2.3

4. AzAR: Automat zur Akzent Reduktion
http://www.ias.et.tu-dresden.de/institut/jb2005.pdf

TU Dresden, voice INTER connect GmbH http://voiceinterconnect.de

cf. Chap. 2.3

5. Caller: Computer Assisted Language Learning from Erlangen)
Chair of Pattern Recognition, University of Erlangen-Nuremberg
cf. Chap. 2.4

6. C-AuDiT: �computerunterstütztes Aussprache- und Dialogtraining�
digital publishing, University of Erlangen-Nuremberg, BMBF

1http://www.km.bayern.de
2Bayerischer Schulserver, http://www.schule.bayern.de/
3http://www.schule.bayern.de/unterricht/schulfaecher/Englisch/software_englisch.htm
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http://www.c-audit.org/

cf. Chap. 10

7. Colorado Literacy Tutor
Center for spoken Language Research, Colorado
http://www.colit.org/

cf. Chap. 2.3

8. Der grosse Kurs für Anfänger Englisch
Pons
speech analysis by acapela
http://www.pons.de/

9. Easy Language
IMSI
http://www.imsisoft.com/

10. EduSpeak R©

SPEECH@SRI
http://www.speechatsri.com/products/eduspeak.shtml

cf. Chap. 2.3

11. English Coach 2000
Cornelsen
http://www.cornelsen.de

12. English One & Two
United Soft Media, Munich
http://www.usm.de

13. Englisch voll easy!
Pons
http://www.pons.de/

14. Fluency
Carnegie Mellon University [Esk98, Esk00]
cf. Chap. 2.3

15. Grips!
Augustus-Verlag

16. ISLE: Interactive Spoken Language Education
Universities of Leeds, Milan, and Hamburg, Didael, Ernst Klett Verlag, Entropic
http://nats-www.informatik.uni-hamburg.de/~isle/

cf. Chap. 2.3

http://www.c-audit.org/
http://www.colit.org/
http://www.pons.de/
http://www.imsisoft.com/
http://www.speechatsri.com/products/eduspeak.shtml
http://www.cornelsen.de
http://www.usm.de
http://www.pons.de/
http://nats-www.informatik.uni-hamburg.de/~isle/
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17. Interaktive Sprachreise Englisch
digital publishing, Munich
http://www.digitalpublishing.de/english/

cf. Chap. 2.3

18. learn2speak
http://learn2speak.eu

online platform

19. Learn to SpeakTM

MenusSoft R©, Toledo, OH
http://www.menussoft.com/

20. Lernvitamine Englisch
Cornelsen, digital publishing
http://www.lernvitamine.de/cgi/WebObjects/Lernvitamine

cf. Chap. 2.3

21. Listen (Reading tutor)
Carnegie Mellon University [Ban03]
http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~listen/ cf. Chap. 2.3

22. Mango
http://www.trymango.com/

free online platform

23. Multilingua Movie Talk
Systhema Verlag GmbH

24. NativeAccentTM

Carnegie Speech
http://www.carnegiespeech.com/speech_products.html

cf. Chap. 2.3

25. OpenVOC
TU Dresden [Hof05]
cf. Chap. 2.3

26. Parling (CALL system for children)
ITC-irst, Trento [Mic04]
cf. Chap. 2.3

27. Perfekt!
Cornelsen

http://www.digitalpublishing.de/english/
http://learn2speak.eu
http://www.menussoft.com/
http://www.lernvitamine.de/cgi/WebObjects/Lernvitamine
http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~listen/
http://www.trymango.com/
http://www.carnegiespeech.com/speech_products.html
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28. PhonePass (Automated English test on the telephone [Ber04])
Ordinate, VersantTM

http://www.versanttest.de/

cf. Chap. 2.3

29. Professional English
Technik und Medien GmbH, Berlin
http://www.tm-online.de

30. SLIM project
http://project.cgm.unive.it/slimpage/slim

University of Venice 1992 - 1996[Del00]
cf. Chap. 2.3

31. STAR project
DRA Malvern 1990 [Rus00]
cf. Chap. 2.3

32. Talk to Me
Auralog, Cornelsen
speech analysis by Nuance
http://www.abitz.com/cornelsen/tellmemore_englisch.php3

cf. Chap. 2.3

33. Tell Me More
Auralog, Cornelsen
http://www.abitz.com/cornelsen/tellmemore_englisch.php3

cf. Chap. 2.3, review in [Ner03]

34. The Multimedia English Course
Hueber, Ismaning; YDP Multimedia
http://www.hueber.de

35. TripplePlayPlus
Syracuse Language Systems
review in [Ner03]

36. VILTSTM

SRI international[Neu96, Kim97, Neu98, Fra99, Neu00, Fra00, Tei00]
http://www.speech.sri.com/projects/language_instruction.html

cf. Chap. 2.3

37. Vokabel- & Wortschatztrainer
Langenscheidt
speech analysis by LingCom
http://www.langenscheidt.de

http://www.versanttest.de/
http://www.tm-online.de
http://project.cgm.unive.it/slimpage/slim
http://www.abitz.com/cornelsen/tellmemore_englisch.php3
http://www.abitz.com/cornelsen/tellmemore_englisch.php3
http://www.hueber.de
http://www.speech.sri.com/projects/language_instruction.html
http://www.langenscheidt.de
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38. WriteToLearnTM

Center for spoken Language Research, Colorado
Pearson Knowledge Technologies http://www.pearsonkt.com/
cf. Chap. 2.3

http://www.pearsonkt.com/
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Appendix D

Variables and Symbols

D.1 Indices and Frequently Used Numbers

c index for classes
i index
j index
k index for classes
l index
m index for densities
n index, number
r index for raters
υ index of samples
τ discrete point of time

B size of �lter bank
d dimension of the feature vector
K # of classes
t total # of discrete time intervals
L length of words sequence
M # of Gaussian mixtures
Q # phonemes
R # of raters
N number

D.2 General Variables and Symbols

B class label for all native British pronounced words
D distribution
N normal distribution

215
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O class label for correct pronunciation
X class label for wrong pronunciation
c, cτ , cυ feature vector (at time τ ; number υ)
cov(Xi, Xj) covariance
dim(.) dimension of a vector
E(X) expectation of random variable X
f speech signal, input pattern or function
fτ sample of the speech signal
F0 fundamental frequency
Fi i-th formant
P (.) probability or discrete probability distribution
p(.) probability density function
q phoneme
qa
i reference phoneme, position i in forced alignment

qr
i recognised phoneme, position i in recognition result

qτ observed phoneme in frame τ
qi phoneme i out of Q phonemes
w sentence, list of words wi

q sentence, list of words qi

x, x(r) vector of annotations (of rater r)
x

(r)
i annotation of rater r: value for sample i

x̄i average annotation of sample i from many raters
xrnk

i annotation of sample i after conversion to ranks
Xi random variable
ϑ threshold
λ HMM
λ0 HMM, silence model
µ, µm mean vector (density m)
µ mean (e.g. of CL over all cross-validation iterations)
σ standard deviation
Σ , Σm covariance matrix (density m)
χc(.) characteristic function

D.3 Pronunciation Scoring

Evaluation measures. The following variables and functions are used for the evaluation
of ratings as de�ned in Chap. 2 and applied in Chap. 6 and for the evaluation of automatic
pronunciation scoring (Chap 8):

CL-K±ϑ
rnk class-wise averaged classi�cation rate (K classes):

after conversion to ranks. A confusion of
neighbouring classes ±ϑ are tolerated

CL-2 class-wise averaged classi�cation rate (2 classes O,X )
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CL-3 class-wise averaged classi�cation rate (3 marks)
CL-5 class-wise averaged classi�cation rate (5 marks)
err error-measure between ratings
relr reliability of rater r
cov(Xi, Xj) covariance
dist(c, k) distance measure between two ordinal

class labels c and k
kmax maximum of class labels (ordinal or interval data)
kmin minimum of class labels (ordinal or interval data)
M set of marks, e. g. school grades {x ∈ R|1 ≤ x ≤ 6]
x(r) sequence of ratings from rater r
σr standard deviation of annotations by rater r

testletσ
j
r standard deviation of rater r in testlet j

testσr standard deviation of rater r in a test x
(r)
test that

consists of several testlets
α Cronbach α, reliability
αkrip Krippendor� α, reliability
δnrm error-measure between ratings
δ error-measure between ratings (after normalisation of raters)
δrnk error-measure between ratings (after conversion to ranks)
κ inter-rater reliability
κrnk inter-rater reliability (after conversion to ranks)
ρ Pearson correlation
ρS Spearman's rank correlation
ρSB correlation after Spearman-Brown
ρWitt correlation after Witt et al. [Wit00]
ρcor correlation using Spearman's correction

for attenuation
ωc,k weighting of the confusion of classes c and k

Pronunciation scores (literature). The following pronunciation scores and features
are described in Chap. 2:

Si pronunciation score, pronunciation feature
SGOP1 goodness of pronunciation (GOP)
SGOP2 GOP, penalises common errors
SGOP3 GOP, di�erent models for correctly

and wrongly pronounced words
SDur1 total duration of speech plus pauses
SDur2 a-priori probability of observed duration
SROS1 number of speech segments per duration
SROS2 number of speech segments per duration

without pauses
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SLR likelihood ratio
SPTR phonation-time-ratio
SLikeliGlob global log-likelihood
SLikeliLoc local log-likelihood
SLikeliNorm normalised log-likelihood
SPosterior log-posterior score
SAcc phone-accuracy
SAcc2 syllable-accuracy
SSylTime timing between syllables
SCDiff di�erence of con�dence values
SCNorm normalised di�erence of con�dence values

Symbols in Chap. 2. The following variables and symbols are additionally used in
Chap. 2:

D di�erence between highest and lowest mark
di duration of segment i
d̄i duration of segment i, normalised by ROS
ei rule for mispronunciation error i
nc # elements in class c
n(r)

c # items rated with c by rater r
nc,k # of double ratings with c and k over all pairs of raters
n

(r,l)
c,k # items rated with c by rater r and k by rater k

Ntestlet # of testlets
Po observed agreement
Pc agreement by chance
P̄o observed disagreement
P̄c disagreement by chance
P (r,l)

o observed agreement between raters r and l
P (r,l)

c agreement by chance between raters r and l
P (r,l)

c,ney agreement by chance after [Kut03]
Ri number of raters for item i

x
(r)
test evaluation of a test. Each component is a rating

obtained form several testlets
X

(r)
testlet testlets (lines) with ratings from rater r

each column represents a candidate/speaker
Z # of speakers

Symbols in Chap. 5 and Chap. 8. The following variables and symbols are additionally
used in Chap. 5 and Chap. 8:

cυ
word feature vector for the υth word
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csent sentence feature vector
cmeta meta-feature vector
ci,meta meta features, component i
ci,sent sentence features, component i
Ds+p duration of sentence incl. pauses
Ds duration of sentence without pauses
Dw duration of word
di duration of segment i
d̄i duration of segment i, normalised by ROS
dword dimension of word based feature vector
dsent dimension of sentence based feature vector
dLUT(q) duration of phoneme q in look-up-table
La

τ (f) likelihood score in frame τ for
the reference given speech signal f

Lr
τ (f) likelihood score in frame τ from

the recogniser given speech signal f
MB phoneme confusion matrix (British pronounced words)
MO phoneme confusion matrix (correctly pronounced words)
MX phoneme confusion matrix (mispronounced words)
mi,j
B entry of the matrix MB

mi,j
O entry of the matrix MO

mi,j
X entry of the matrix MX

N number of frames
n(sent)

p number phonemes in sentence
n(sent)

w number words in sentence
PLUT(d|q) prob. of duration d given phoneme q

(from the look-up-table)
R(phone), R(word) rate-of-speech
R

(local)
j rate of speech in word j

qi phoneme number i
qa
i phoneme i in reference (alignment)

qr
i phoneme i obtained from the speech recogniser

qa phoneme sequence (reference)
qr phoneme sequence (recognition)
qτ phoneme in time frame τ
qi i-th phoneme in a set of Q phonemes
wυ word number υ
γmispron weighting for mispronunciation models
δ
(phon)
i phoneme based duration deviation
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D.4 Classi�cation and Speech Recognition

Evaluation measures. The following variables and symbols are de�ned in Chap. 3 to
evaluate classi�ers and speech recognisers:

CL class-wise averaged recognition rate
PRECk Precision of class k
RECX Recall of class "wrongly pronounced"
RECO Recall of class "correctly pronounced"
RECk Recall of class k
RR overall recognition rate
WA word accuracy
WC word correctness
WER word error rate
PER phoneme error rate
ωk weighting of class k
ndel # deletions
nfa # false alarms
nfn # false negatives
nall # words/phones in reference
nins # insertions
nsub # substitutions
ntn # true negatives
ntp # true positives

Neural Networks. . The following further variables and symbols are de�ned in Chap. 3
(Classi�cation and speech recognition). First, variables to describe ANN:

ai(τ) activation state of node i at time τ
oi output of node i
ui output of node i of the output layer
neti(τ) net input of node i at time τ
fact activation function
fout output function
J number
W matrix of weights ωi,j

ωi,j weight for link between nodes i and j

Hidden Markov Models. . The following variables describe HMM:

A HMM transition matrix
aij HMM transition probability
b HMM output distribution
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bi output distribution in HMM state si

b
(cont)
i output distribution of continuous HMM in state si

b
(semi)
i output distribution of semi-continuous

HMM in state si

ci,m weighting for mixture m in in HMM state si

I number of HMM states
oτ observation at time τ (HMM)
qτ HMM state at time τ (variable)
si name of HMM state i
π HMM initial state probabilities
πi initial state probability of HMM state si

AdaBoost. The following variables are used to describe AdaBoost:

h(c) weak classi�er
h+(c) strong classi�er
nloo number of loo-iterations
xυ label of sample υ
ετ error in boosting iteration τ
τ AdaBoost iteration, index/rank of the selected feature
τ(cj, i) index of feature cj in loo iteration i
φτ,υ weighting of sample υ at time τ
ωτ weight in boosting iteration τ
ω̄(cj) mean weight of feature cj over all loo iterations
ωτ

i weight of boosting iteration τ in loo iteration i

Symbols in Chap. 3. Those further variables and symbols are used in Chap. 3:

A size of area
ck
m weighting for mixture m in GMM for class k

Ci category of word i
cτ

stat static components of the MFCC feature vector
cτ

dyn dynamic components of the MFCC feature vector
d dimension of the feature vector
ν frequency value
νmax maximum frequency covered by the �lterbank
νb boundary frequency for bi-linear VTLN
H(., .) crossentropy
I identity matrix
Mi # Gaussian mixtures for feature stream i
Pk a-priori probability of class k
p(k|c) conditional density for the posterior

probability of class k
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given the features c
p(k|l) confusion probability density

class k instead of l
PLM(.) posterior probability obtained from the

language model
pAM(.) posterior probability density obtained from the

acoustic models
pViterbi(.) Viterbi probability density obtained from the

acoustic models
rkl costs for the wrong decision k
r # partitions for cross-validation
t total number i of time steps τi

uk(c) test variable for class k
V (δ) risk of a decision rule
V size of volume
w word sequence
w(opt) optimal word sequence
wi i-th word
z length
ατ (i) forward probability: at time τ in state i
β VTLN warping factor (piecewise linear)
βlinear VTLN warping factor (linear)
γip insertion penalty
γlw language weight
γmispron weighting for mispronunciation models
δ(k|c) decision rule
η normalisation constant (MLLR)
ηm normalisation constant for Gaussian density m (MLLR)
θ Parameter vector
θτ (i) Viterbi probability: at time τ in state i
Σw within class scatter
Σb between class scatter
τi discrete time step i
φMAP weight of old parameters in MAP adaptation
Ωk class k



Appendix E

List of Results

Results in % for WER, PER, CL-2, CL-3, CL-5±1, CL-10±3
rnk CL-10±2

rnk, 1 − δ, 1 − δnrm,
1− δrnk.

result result
number

description page

Word Level Expert Agreement 112
6.1 Expert ratings: mean pairwise CL-2 on OhmPlus 71.8 CL-2 112
6.2 Expert ratings, θ = 5, open-CL-2 on OhmPlus 79.3 CL-2 114
6.3 Expert ratings, θ = 3, open-CL-2 on Ohm 75.6 CL-2 114
6.4 Expert ratings, θ = 3, open-CL-2 on OhmPlus 76.8 CL-2 114
6.5 Expert ratings, κ on Ohm 0.39 κ 115
6.6 Expert ratings, κ on OhmPlus 0.43 κ 115

Text Level Expert Agreement 115
6.7 Expert ratings: mean pairwise ρ on OhmPlus 0.63 ρ 115
6.8 Expert ratings: mean pairwise 1− δ on OhmPlus 75.7 1− δ 115
6.9 Expert ratings: open ρ on OhmPlus 0.78 ρ 116
6.10 Expert ratings: open 1− δ on OhmPlus 79.9 1− δ 116
6.11 Expert ratings: open 1− δrnk on OhmPlus 82.9 1− δnrm 116
6.12 Expert ratings: open 1− δnrm on OhmPlus 80.7 1− δrnk 116

6.13 Expert ratings: open CL-10±2
rnk on OhmPlus 82.0 CL-10±2

rnk 116

6.14 Expert ratings: open CL-10±3
rnk on OhmPlus 91.8 CL-10±3

rnk 116
6.15 Expert ratings: κrnk on OhmPlus 0.64 κrnk 117
6.16 Experienced teachers: open ρ on OhmPlus 0.79 ρ 117
6.17 Experienced teachers: open 1− δ on OhmPlus 79.0 1− δ 117
6.18 Experienced teachers: open 1− δnrm on OhmPlus 83.2 1− δnrm 117
6.19 Experienced teachers: open 1− δrnk on OhmPlus 81.2 1− δrnk 117
6.20 Experienced teachers: CL-3 on OhmPlus 71.8 CL-3 117

6.21 Experienced teachers: open CL-10±2
rnk on OhmPlus 82.7 CL-10±2

rnk 117
6.22 Experienced teachers: κrnk on OhmPlus 0.68 κrnk 117
6.23 Experienced teachers: open ρ on Ohm 0.77 ρ 117
6.24 Experienced teachers: open 1− δ on Ohm 80.2 1− δ 117
6.25 Experienced teachers: open 1− δnrm on Ohm 83.6 1− δnrm 117
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6.26 Experienced teachers: open 1− δrnk on Ohm 80.7 1− δrnk 117
6.27 Experienced teachers: open CL-3 on Ohm 74.0 CL-3 117

6.28 Experienced teachers: open CL-10±2
rnk on Ohm 81.2 CL-10±2

rnk 117
6.29 Experienced teachers: κrnk on Ohm 0.66 κrnk 117

Speaker Level Expert Agreement 118
6.30 Expert ratings: mean pairwise ρ on OhmPlus 0.66 ρ 118
6.31 Expert ratings: mean pairwise 1− δ on OhmPlus 77.4 1− δ 118
6.32 Expert ratings: open ρ on OhmPlus 0.80 ρ 118
6.33 Expert ratings: open 1− δ on OhmPlus 82.6 1− δ 118
6.34 Expert ratings: open 1− δnrm on OhmPlus 86.3 1− δnrm 118
6.35 Expert ratings: open 1− δrnk on OhmPlus 81.9 1− δrnk 118
6.36 Expert ratings: open CL-3 on OhmPlus 78.8 CL-3 118

6.37 Expert ratings: open CL-10±2
rnk on OhmPlus 82.9 CL-10±2

rnk 118
6.38 Expert ratings: κrnk on OhmPlus 0.67 κrnk 118
6.39 Experienced teachers: open ρ on OhmPlus 0.83 ρ 118
6.40 Experienced teachers: open 1− δ on OhmPlus 81.4 1− δ 118
6.41 Experienced teachers: open 1− δnrm on OhmPlus 87.1 1− δnrm 118
6.42 Experienced teachers: open 1− δrnk on OhmPlus 82.9 1− δrnk 118
6.43 Experienced teachers: open CL-3 on OhmPlus 76.6 CL-3 118

6.44 Experienced teachers: open CL-10±2
rnk on OhmPlus 85.7 CL-10±2

rnk 118
6.45 Experienced teachers: κrnk on OhmPlus 0.73 κrnk 118
6.46 Expert ratings: open ρ on Ohm 0.83 ρ 118
6.47 Expert ratings: open 1− δ on Ohm 81.8 1− δ 118
6.48 Expert ratings: open 1− δnrm on Ohm 86.9 1− δnrm 118
6.49 Expert ratings: open 1− δrnk on Ohm 82.0 1− δrnk 118
6.50 Expert ratings: open CL-3 on Ohm 76.5 CL-3 118

6.51 Expert ratings: open CL-10±2
rnk on Ohm 86.1 CL-10±2

rnk 118
6.52 Expert ratings: κrnk on Ohm 0.70 κrnk 118

Speech Recognition 125
7.1 Verbmobil baseline 4-gram 34.6 WER 132
7.2 Verbmobil baseline unigram 52.3 WER 132
7.3 Youth baseline unigram 23.8 WER 133
7.4 Youth baseline 4-gram 3.3 WER 133
7.5 Birmingham baseline unigram 52.2 WER 133
7.6 Birmingham baseline 4-gram 26.1 WER 133
7.7 Youth 4-gram on Verbmobil 41.3 WER 134
7.8 Birmingham 4-gram on Verbmobil 85.3 WER 134
7.9 NonNative 4-gram on Verbmobil 72.6 WER 135
7.10 NonNative 4-gram on Birmingham 43.5 WER 135
7.11 NonNative 4-gram on Youth 50.3 WER 135
7.12 Youth unigram, fb 7 kHz 22.2 WER 135
7.13 Youth 4-gram, fb 7 kHz 2.9 WER 135
7.14 Birmingham unigram, fb 7.5 kHz 49.7 WER 135
7.15 Birmingham 4-gram, fb 7.5 kHz 23.7 WER 135
7.16 Youth unigram, 2 streams 19.3 WER 136
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7.17 Birmingham unigram, 2 streams 48.7 WER 136
7.18 Youth 4-gram, VTLN on Verbmobil 19.2 WER 138
7.19 Birmingham 4-gram, VTLN on Verbmobil 67.6 WER 139
7.20 Youth 4-gram, VTLN, MLLR, MAP, BW5 12.5 WER 140
7.21 Youth 4-gram, VTLN, supervised MAP and BW5 5.7 WER 140
7.22 Birmingham 4-gram, VTLN, MLLR, MAP, BW5 54.1 WER 141
7.23 Birm. 4-gr., VTLN, supervised MLLR, MAP, BW5 36.9 WER 141
7.24 NonNative on �nal recogniser (BE + AE) 35.9 WER 145
7.25 Birmingham on �nal recogniser (BE + AE) 27.6 WER 145
7.26 Youth on �nal recogniser (BE + AE) 3.6 WER 145
7.27 NonNative on �nal recogniser (BE + AE + GER) 38.9 WER 145
7.28 Birmingham on �nal recogniser (BE + AE + GER) 30.2 WER 145
7.29 Youth phoneme recognition 18.5 PER 146
7.30 Birmingham phoneme recognition 47.6 PER 146
7.31 NonNative phoneme recognition on Youth 56.5 PER 146
7.32 NonNative phoneme recognition on Birmingham 61.7 PER 146
8.1 NonNative on �nal recogniser, text-LM 28.9 WER 154

Word level pronunciation Scoring 154
8.2 Sentence recognition with mispron. models 58.9 CL-2 154
8.3 Text recognition with mispron. models 64.8 CL-2 154
8.4 Pronunciation features, cross-vali, reference S 69.7 CL-2 156
8.5 Pronunciation features, loo, reference �5 of 14� 70.1 CL-2 157
8.6 Pronunciation features, loo, reference �3 of 8� 71.3 CL-2 157
8.7 Prosodic features, loo, reference �3 of 8� 63.1 CL-2 159
8.8 AdaBoost on pronunciation/prosodic fts., loo, ref. �5 of 14� 69.7 CL-2 160
8.9 AdaBoost on pronunciation/prosodic fts., cross-vali, ref. S 67.3 CL-2 163
8.10 LDA on pronunciation/prosodic features, cross-vali, ref. S 68.5 CL-2 163
8.11 Fusion of word level scoring, loo, reference �3 of 8� 71.4 CL-2 166

Sentence Level Pronunciation Scoring 169
8.12 Sentence pronunciation fts., loo, reference S 50.4 CL-3 171
8.13 Min/Max/Mean word pronunciation fts., loo, reference S 50.7 CL-3 171
8.14 Pronunciation and prosodic fts., loo, reference S 54.8 CL-3 173
8.15 Pronunciation and prosodic fts., loo, reference S 69.3 CL-5±1 173
8.16 Pronunciation and prosodic fts., cross-vali, reference S 52.5 CL-3 173
8.17 Pronunciation and prosodic fts., loo, reference S 0.28 ρS 173
8.18 Pronunciation and prosodic fts., cross-vali, reference S 0.36 ρS 173
8.19 Native models, Mahalanobis distance, reference S 0.34 ρS 175

Text Level Pronunciation Scoring 175
8.20 Av. word score, loo, reference: experienced teach. 55.1 CL-3 176

8.21 Av. word score, loo, reference: experienced teach. 61.7 CL-10±2
rnk 176

8.22 Av. word score, loo, reference: experienced teach. 80.9 1− δnrm 176
8.23 Av. word score, loo, reference: experienced teach. 73.3 1− δrnk 176
8.24 Av. word score, loo, reference: experienced teach. 0.63 ρS 176
8.25 Av. word score, loo, reference: experienced teach. 0.63 κ 176
8.26 Meta-features, loo, reference: experienced teach. 57.8 CL-3 176
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8.27 Meta-features, loo, reference: experienced teach. 76.3 CL-10±2
rnk 176

8.28 Meta-features, loo, reference: experienced teach. 73.3 1− δnrm 176
8.29 Meta-features, loo, reference: experienced teach. 69.4 1− δrnk 176
8.30 Meta-features, loo, reference: experienced teach. 0.66 ρ 176
8.31 Meta-features, loo, reference: experienced teach. 0.59 κ 176

Speaker Level Pronunciation Scoring 178
8.32 Av. word score, loo, reference: experienced teach. 69.0 CL-3 178

8.33 Av. word score, loo, reference: experienced teach. 66.7 CL-10±2
rnk 178

8.34 Av. word score, loo, reference: experienced teach. 81.9 1− δnrm 178
8.35 Av. word score, loo, reference: experienced teach. 76.3 1− δrnk 178
8.36 Av. word score, loo, reference: experienced teach. 0.72 ρ 178
8.37 Av. word score, loo, reference: experienced teach. 0.72 κ 178
8.38 Av. word score, cross-vali, reference S 44.7 CL-3 179
8.39 Av. word score, cross-vali, reference S 74.0 1− δnrm 179
8.40 Av. word score, cross-vali, reference S 0.51 ρ 179
8.41 Av. word score, cross-vali, reference S 0.51 κ 179
8.42 Score from boundary classi�cation, reference S 43.5 CL-3 179
8.43 Score from boundary classi�cation� reference S 73.8 1− δnrm 179
8.44 Score from boundary classi�cation, reference S 0.36 ρ 179
8.45 Score from boundary classi�cation, reference S 0.36 κ 179
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Birmingham, 81, 89, 125, 155, 174
NonNative, 73, 88, 112, 125, 151
NonNative Mont, 74, 112, 151, 157
NonNative Ohm, 75, 112, 151, 157
NonNative OhmPlus, 76, 112, 151,

157
NonNativeRC, 79, 144, 179
Verbmobil, 83, 125
VMGerman, 83
VMGerman, 145
Youth, 80, 125

correct acceptance, 45, 115
correction for attenuation formula, 20
correlation, 17, 116, 178

after Witt, 20
inter-rater, 20
Pearson, 17
sample correlation, 17
Spearman, 18

covariance, 17
Cronbach α, 19, 110, 119
cross-validation, 44, 152, 156, 163, 178
crossentropy, 59
curse of dimensionality, 160

dark /l/, 12, 16
data, see Corpora
data augmentation, 65, 142
databases, see Corpora
DCT, see Discrete Cosine Transform
decoder, 20, 45
deletions, 77
Der grosse Kurs für Anfänger Englisch, 210
deviation δ, 109, 116
devoicing, terminal, 14
diphthongs, 14
Discrete Cosine Transform, 52
dis�uencies, 62
distance function, 110
distribution free classi�cation, 41
duration, 24, 90, 92�94, 97, 100, 102

total, 26
duration score, 94, 98
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duration statistics, 91, 100
dynamic time warping, 51, 60

e-learning, 2
Easy Language, 210
EduSpeak R©, 31, 210
edutainment, 35
elision, 16
EM-algorithm, 43
emotional user states, 184
energy, 24, 100, 101, 159
energy statistics, 101
Englisch voll easy, 210
English Coach 2000, 210
English One & Two, 210
entropy agreement measure, 23
equal error rate, 46
error, 108, 109
error rule, 14, 88, 95, 99, 153, 155
error-measure, 23
Euclidean distance, 62
EUROCALL, 2
evaluation measures, 19
experienced teachers, see experts, 3 of 8
experts, 17, 74, 151, 176

3 of 8, 112�114, 151, 156, 158�160, 163,
167, 176, 178

5 of 14, 113, 156, 157, 159, 160
experienced teachers, see 3 of 8
native teacher, see rater
student teacher, see rater
teachers, see rater

extraneous speech, 62
eye-tracking, 183

F-measure, 47
false alarms, 45, 153
false negatives, 45
false positives, 45
Fast Fourier Transform, 101, 159
Fast Hartley Transform, 51
feature

extraction, 39, 51

selection, 49, 160, 166
space, 39, 57, 174
streams, 57, 136
vector, 39, 51

feedback, 3, 183
FFT, see Fast Fourier Transform
FHT, see Fast Hartley Transform
�lled pauses, 62
�lter bank, 52, 63, 95, 132, 135
�uctuation, 97
Fluency, 31, 38, 210
focus of attention, 184
forced alignment, 24, 60, 90, 100
formant, 13, 24, 63, 125
forward algorithm, 59
Fourier, 53, 101
frame classi�er, 61, 155
frame shift, 143
fricatives, 12
fundamental frequency, 25, 100, 101
fusion, 165, 185

GameBuilder, 37
Gaussian Classi�er, 41, 152, 164
Gaussian Mixture Models, 42
generalised polyphones, 57, 129
German /u:/, 89, 126
glottal stop, 15, 16
GMM, see Gaussian Mixture Model
golden speaker, 25
Goodness of Pronunciation, 25, 92
GOP, see Goodness of Pronunciation
grading, 5
graphemes, 165
Grips, 210
ground truth, 17, 45

HAMM, see Hidden-Articulatory Markov
Models

Hamming window, 51
hat �lter, 165
Helmholtz Resonator, 67
hidden layer, 164
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Hidden Markov Models, 5, 55
continuous, 56
discrete, 56
left-to-right, 56
linear, 56
recursive (RMM), 57
semi-continuous, 56, 129

Hidden-Articulatory Markov Models, 26
hit, 45
hit-rate, 45, 115, 153
HMM, see Hidden Markov Models
homorganic stop deletion, 16
HTK, 91, 92, 96, 133
Humaine, 4

imitated speech, 66
initial state probabilities, 56
insertion penalty, 61, 130
insertions, 77
intelligible, 3
inter-rater, 75, 119
inter-speaker variability, 62, 63, 128
Interaktive Sprachreise Englisch, 33, 211
interval scale, 109
intonation, 100
intra-rater, 75, 118
intra-speaker variability, 62, 63, 127
ISADORA, 57
ISLE, 4, 6, 14, 16, 24, 31, 38, 210

jackknife, 44
jitter, 100, 103, 159

Kappa, 20, 110, 112, 117, 118, 123, 170, 172,
176

κ after Davies and Fleiss, 21
κ after Fleiss, 21
κ-paradox, 21
Cohen κ, 20, 110, 115, 117
weighted κ, 21

Krippendor� α, 22, 110
Kuder-Richardson formula 20, 19

L1, 3

L2, 3
labeller, see rater
labelling, see marking
language laboratory, 2, 35
language model, 55, 58, 62, 129
language weight, 61, 129, 130
LDA-classi�er, 42, 152, 160, 164
LDA-transformation, 42
Learn to SpeakTM, 211
learn2speak, 211
learning, 41
leave-one-speaker-out, 44, 152, 157, 160, 176
Lernvitamine Englisch, 33, 211
Levensthein distance, 24, 50
lexical stress, 32
lexicon, 88
likelihood, 24, 94, 95, 98
likelihood ratio, 26, 158
likelihood score, 26, 90, 158, 161
linear combination, 176
Linear Discriminant Analysis, 42
linguistic weight, 61
linking, 16
liquids, 12
Listen, 31, 211
LM (language model), 55, 58
LME recogniser, 49, 91, 96
LME, Chair of Pattern Recognition, 8, 34,

49, 56, 100
loo, see leave-one-speaker-out
look-up-table (LUT), 92, 94
loudness, 100

Mahalanobis, 41, 174, 175
Mango, 211
MAP, 66, 69, 71, 139
MAP-classi�er, 41
MAPSSWE, 129
marking, 5
O, 45, 76
X , 45, 76

Markov chain, 55
Markov property, 55
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marks, 5, 74, 75, 107
maximum a posteriori classi�er, 41
maximum likelihood estimation, 41
mean cepstral distance, 62, 64
mean TRAP, 54
Mel cepstrum, 52
Mel frequency cepstral coe�cients, 52
Mel scale, 51
Mel spectrum, 51
merger, 54
meta-classi�er, 166, 180
meta-features, 87, 165, 184
min/max/mean features, 87, 172
mismatch, 134
mispronounced words, 74�76
mispronunciation models, 88, 152, 165, 180
miss, 45
MLLR, 66, 69, 71, 139
MLP (Multi-layer perceptron), 43
model cepstrum, 53
model spectrum, 53
modulation spectrogram, 54
modulation spectrum, 53
monophones, 57
Mont, see Corpora
Montessori-Schule, 73
mora, 27
multi-layer perceptron, 43
multi-stream, 54
Multilingua Movie Talk, 211
multimodality, 183
MySQL-database, 36

nasals, 12
nasal stops, 12

native models, 174, 180
native teacher, 75
NativeAccentTM, 31, 211
neural networks, see ANN
Neural Networks (ANN), 43
noise, 55
nominal scale, 109, 110
NonNativeRC, see Corpora

nonsense syllables, 54
normalisation, 63

O�-Talk, 184
Ohm, see Corpora
Ohm-Gymnasium, 34, 73
OhmPlus, see Corpora
On-Talk, 184
open δ, 110
open CL, 110
open correlation, 20, 110
OpenVOC, 30, 211
ordinal scale, 109
output distribution, 56
overgeneralisation, 15

p-value, 129, 136, 138�142, 145, 147, 158,
159, 161, 167, 172, 173, 178, 179, 181

palatalisation, 16
Parling, 30, 38, 211
part-of-speech, 185
partitions, 109, 169, 172, 175, 176
pauses, 26, 94, 97, 103, 158
PCA, see principal component analysis
Pearson Correlation Coe�cient, 17, 108,

123, 169, 171, 176
Pearson Knowledge Technologies, 30
PER, phoneme error rate, 146
Perceptual Linear Prediction, 52
perceptual study, 54
Perfekt, 211
perplexity, 58
Pf-Star, 4, 65, 73
phonation-time-ratio, 26, 97
phone, 12
phone level, 154
phone loop, 25
phone rejection statistics, 23
phoneme accuracy, 95, 98, 158
phoneme bigram LM, 91, 95, 99, 155
phoneme confusion statistics, 91, 92, 96, 99,

156, 159, 166
phoneme correctness, 95, 99
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phoneme correlation, 23
phoneme duration, 158
phoneme duration statistics, 92, 156
phoneme error rate, 146
phoneme language model, 146
phoneme recogniser, 57, 61, 95, 99, 146, 155
phoneme sequence, 158
phonemes, 12, 80, 82
PhonePass, 28, 31, 38, 212
phonological features, 26
pitch, 24, 100
Pixie, 65
plosives, 12
polygram language weight, 129
polyphones, 57
position of the extrema, 102
positive predictive value, 47
posterior probability, 25, 90, 165, 176
precision, 47
preprocessing, 39
principal component analysis, 42, 122, 157,

165, 173
priori probability, 40
Professional English, 212
pronfex, 97, 155
pronfex module, 90, 91
pronunciation error, 14
pronunciation features, 90, 155, 165, 180

PronAcc, 95, 159, 162
PronCon�dence, 96, 161
PronContext, 97
PronDurLUT, 94, 161
PronDurScore, 94, 162
PronLikeliRatio, 95, 162
PronLikeli, 94, 161
PronPauses, 94
PronPhoneConf, 96, 161
PronPhoneSeq, 95, 162
PronRos, 94, 162
PronTrap, 95, 162
SentAcc, 98
SentCon�dence, 99, 171
SentContext, 99

SentDurLUT, 97
SentDurScore, 98
SentLikeliRatio, 98, 170
SentLikeli, 98
SentPauses, 97, 175
SentPhoneConf, 99, 170
SentPhoneSeq, 99
SentRos, 97
SentTrap, 98
sentence level, 91, 97, 169�171, 173
word level, 91, 94, 155, 160

prosodic boundaries, 103, 179
prosodic features, 100, 104, 159, 160, 165,

171, 173
ProsDur, 102, 161
ProsEne, 101, 162
ProsFFT, 101, 162
ProsJit, 103, 162
ProsPause, 103, 162
ProsPos, 102, 162
ProsShim, 103, 162
ProsVUV, 102, 162
ProsF0, 101, 162

prosody, 25, 99, 104, 159, 161, 179, 185, 186
prosody module, 90, 100
PSOLA, 142
puberty, 63
push-to-talk, 184

QDA - quadric discriminant analysis, 41

rank, 18, 109, 116, 169, 175
RASTA, 53
rate-of-change, 53
rate-of-rise, 26
rate-of-speech, see ROS
rater

M, 75
N, 75, 178
S, 74, 75, 157, 169
T r, 75

rating, 5
reading contest, 79
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realistic data, 7
recall, 45
Receiver Operating Characteristic, see ROC
recognition rate

class-wise averaged, 46
overall, 45

reference, 17, 45, 74, 91, 112
relative spectral processing (RASTA), 53
reliability, 18, 110

inter-rater, 19
resampling, 44
rhythm, 100
RMM, see Hidden Markov Models
RMS, see root mean square
ROC, 46, 167
root mean square, 23
ROS (rate-of-speech), 26, 93, 94, 97, 142,

144, 158, 162, 175
ROVER, 55
Rprop algorithm, 44
RR, 45

SAMPA, 12, 74, 88
sample standard deviation, 17
SAT, 65, 66
school grades, 5, 74, 88, 107, 152, 169, 170
schwa, 13
scoring, 5
semi-vowels, 12
sensitivity, 45, 167
sentence duration, 62, 63
sentence features, 86, 172
sentence level, 74, 78, 85, 176, 178, 181
sequential states, 57, 205
shimmer, 100, 103, 159
short-time analysis, 51
signi�cance, 129, 152
silent `e', 89
silent letter, 16
SLATE, 2
SLIM, 30, 212
SmartWeb, 4, 184

SNNS - Stuttgart Neural Network Simula-
tor, 44

soft classi�cation, 86, 166, 169
soft vector quantisation, 58, 129
speaker adaptive training, 65
speaker level, 74, 79, 85, 118, 178, 182
speaking rate, 62
Spearman correction for attenuation for-

mula, 20
Spearman Rank Correlation, 18, 108, 116
Spearman-Brown formula, 19
speci�ty, 45, 167
spectrum, 51, 53, 67, 126
speech decoder, 59, 61
split-half reliability, 19
spontaneity, 62
SRI international, 31
standard deviation, 23, 108, 112
STAR, 30, 212
state variable, 56
state-dependent weighting, 57
statistical classi�cation, 41
stop consonants, 12
stress, 28, 100

lexical, 28
primary, 28
utterance level, 25

stress-timed language, 27, 28
strictness, 23, 107, 111
strong classi�er, 47
structural representation, 28
student teachers, 75
sub-phonemic units, 57, 129
super-segmental aspects, 62
syllabic rate, 54
SympaFly, 186
syntactic boundaries, 75, 77, 85, 103

t-test, 152
Talk to Me, 33, 212
tandem, 54
target language, 23
teacher, 75
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telephone bandwidth, 63
Tell Me More, 33, 212
temporal pattern (TRAP), 54
text dependent pronunciation scoring, 23
text independent pronunciation scoring, 23
text level, 74, 78, 85, 115, 176, 182
The Multimedia English Course, 212
token, 74
tracheoesophageal speech, 29
transition probabilities, 56
transliteration, 74
TRAP, 51, 54, 91, 92, 95, 98, 155, 158
TripplePlayPlus, 33, 212
true negatives, 45
true positives, 45
type 1 error, 45, 168
type 2 error, 45, 168
types, 74

uncertainty, 183
unigram, 26, see n-gram
universal patterns, 54
user states, 184
UTRAP, 54

validation set, 156
variability, 62, 127
vector quantisation, 58
Verbmobil, see Corpora
VILTSTM, 31, 212
Viterbi alignment, 23, 59
VMGerman, see Corpora
vocal e�ort, 62
vocal tract, 62
vocal tract length normalisation, see VTLN
voiced, 102
Vokabel- & Wortschatztrainer, 212
vowel duration, 63
vowel-space, 62
vowels, 12, 13
VTLN (vocal tract length normalisation),

51, 63, 67, 136
fast, 65

inverse, 142
linear, 67, 137
piecewise linear, 68, 137
two-pass, 65

warping factor, 63
weak classi�er, 47, 175
weak learner, 47
weight-decay, 44
weighting function, 110
Wizard-of-Oz, 62, 186
word accuracy, 51, 98, 129, 181
word correctness, 51, 99
word error rate, 51, 129
word level, 74, 76, 85, 112, 178, 181
word lists, 74, 76
word probabilities, 89
WriteToLearnTM, 30, 213

xml, 34

Youth, see Corpora
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